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Abstract

Japan's traditional perfotming afts have iong been of interest to ethnomusicologists,

yet contempol?¿ïy forms have, until recently, received compatatively little attention.

The nationally televis ed Kohakø atagassen ('The Red and ÏVhite Song Contest') is one

neglected topic of scholady research despite being a thriving contemporary tradition

frmly centred in the popular consciousness. By way of addressing this gap, the

following study considers the 50th Kohaku, held on New Yeat's Eve 1'999, as a

landmark but yet representative edition of Kíhaka.

In this light-hearted contest,Japan's most promirìent teerì idols, middle-aged

rock stars and eldedy ballad singers are divided into men's and women's teâms,

altetnating performances until one team is declared the victor at the end of the evening

,\lthough the rivalrous, 'battle of the sexes' format is intrþing in itself, the most

captivating âspect of the programme is the sense of unity, congeniality and camaradete

conveyed by the song performers. Taking this observation as a starting point, the study

considers the performers as members of a community-the 50tu K¡haku Commtniry-

and argues that song performance provides a key to undetstanding this gtoup and the

broader implications of community at a sþificant moment in Kohaka history at the

turn of the millennium.

The thesis is presented in two volumes. Volume One consists of two parts, the

frst of which establishes ttre Kohaku tradition and provides the context for the song

perfotmances of the 50ù K¡haka Community. It begins with a chronological overview

of Kohaka's developments throughout its history, interpteted from sources such as

zrchival television footage and official publications. The focus then narrows to the

milestone 50th K¡haka and the various activities held before and after the broadcast, in

order to demonstrate the contest's sense of occasion and status as an important event.

Having established the context, the second part looks closely at the song petformances

of the 50th Kuhdka Commtnity. Using fieldwotk observations from the live setting in

conjunction with television footage, key aspects are examined: the petformance of the

- v111 -



music and lyrics, lyrics themes, staging, and perfotming relationships. This analysis

offers insight into the 'performing community', revealing how the singets

simultaneously retain their status as individuals, as members of the collective and as

alumni of the historical Kohaku tradition while ultimately promoting national unity

through this 'song contest for Japan'. Volume Two contains extensive appendices

pertaining to Kohakø, including a valety of television ratings data, pro[rles of the 50th

Kohaku song performers, an overview of the televised programme and the song lyrics

in translation. A DVD of selected song performances from the 50¡ K¡haka is also

provided.
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INTRODUCTION

a

\>
lfieauing throagh the dark and narrow streets of the sabarban Minami Tanaka district, I see few
signs of ltfe. It is earþ euening stores are closed, Christmas decorations haue been remoued and øþ-

îemþo carols no longer blare from the pøblic speakers. Althoagh it is peaceful now, I know that in a

few hoars time thousands of þeople will braue the cold to meet in the apmarket Ginla district and

coønt down the lastfew seconds of theyar on the IØako building's historic chimingcloc/<. Crowds will

also gatber at Odaiba Kaihin Koen þeaside þark) to gaqe at the Rainbow Bridge ouerToþo Balt ancl

admire the orange lanterns adomingyakatabune festiue boaß). Meanwhile, the afløenÍ will celebrate

in sflle in uenøes sach as at the Park Hlatt hotel in the Shinjuka districtþr the 'One Night in a

Millenniun' themed parties, and luanger generations will coant down the minates to 2000 at DJ

cløbs in the hþ Harajaka district. It is New Year's Eue in Jaþan, 1 999.

Across the globe, people wi// comntemorate the ariual of the alleged 'new millenniam' in

similar wEu, manJt of which wi// be docømented 0n camerã and teleuised to worldwide aadiences uia

direct satellite. Initialþ, camerai will focøs on the central Pacifc nation of Kìribati-the frst to greet

thelear 2000-where a beachside ceremnnJt will take place. As the New Year sweeþs across the time

qones, attention will then tarn to Sldng where rowds of people will assemble alongthe shore to uiew

the spectacalar freworks displa1 along the Harboør Bndge. Teleuision aadiences will then hear

I-,ondon's Big Ben Ío// at midntght and obserae paeen Elirybeth II lighting the Millenniam Beacon.

Afterward, uiewers wi// see the droþþing of the crystal ball in Times Sqaare, New York, and hear

thoasands of uoices cheer the arriual of the New Year. Perhaps later in the night I will witness these

euents on a giant sneen in the Toþo streets. For now, howeuer, I head toward ml friends' hoase to

watch a dffirent New Year's Eue teleuision programme.

I pass /ow-rise apartrnenÍs and free-standing houses where aaspicioøs kadomatstt þine and

bamboo omameruts) adorn entrance gates in þreþaratiorufor the coming shogatsu (NewYearperiod).

Alongside one okazait þtraw decoration) is a street uending-machine which display a co/oø(a/ neon

aduertisement for hot cffie-in-a-can. The stark contrast of old tradition and new technologl, euident

throaþoøt Toþto, seems heightened døring this special time of yar. Indeed, in the weeks preceding

1999's ömisoka (grond last dajt'01[theyar) þeoþle were engagingin time-bonoøred ritaals søch as

susuharai þkaning and spiritøatþ pariûing one's home), preþaringosechi-ryõri (spectal New Year's

food) and writingnengajõ (New Year's greeting cards). Maryt Jaþanese, førthermore, trauelled to their

hometowns to be with fanìt fo, New Year's Eue and the sabseqøent holidals. Others, b1t contrast,

trauelled ouerseas or staled behind in Toklo to ma,ke certain Jaþan's fnancial capital was safe fron
the þotentialþ destractiue Y2K compøter bwg. Earlier todEL howeuer, ilo malter where þeople were 0r

what thel were doìng the bastling nation paøsed to hear the heartbreaking news of Croøn Princess

Masako's miscarriage, ending wee/<s of sþecølation about aføtare heir to the Chrysanthemam throne.

On manlt leuels, this wds a lllzmentoas NewYear's EueforJaþan.

I reach the apartment block, walk øþ the stairs and enter the small room. þ friends haue

alreaþ gathered aroønd the teleuision and I haniedþ join them beneath the warm kotatsu þlectric

qailted table) in tinefor theþrogramne's 7:30pn stax. IYith aflash of coloar, light and soønd, the

show that nillions of people across Japan lookforward to a//1ear at last begins. It is the landmark

50th edition of the annaall{ohaku utâgâssen (The Red and ll/hite Song Contest'), Japan's long-

running song contest which is commonþ, and ffictionateþ, refered to as I(ohaku. The camera lingers

on a large gr0/¿þ 0f penþle standing onstage inside NHK Höru (lVHl( Hall), a large, IØestern-sflle

aaditoriam located iru the groands of the NHK Broadcast Centre in the Shibryta dhtrict ìn Toþto.



TNl'RODUC'fION

These singers are the nean of Jaþan's mainstrean þoþalar møsic indastry: a mix of loang and old,

soloists and bands, and newcomers and ueterans. Their paøicipation in I{õhaku marks a rite of

þassage and is a pabtic acknowledgement of their stlccess. These perforners are the ke1 plalters in tlte

light-hearted, team-based 'battle of the sexes' contest. Ouer the course of the contest (øhich is diuided

into two discrete halues) women from fhe P.ed Team and men from the lVhite Team will leaue their

separate 'team corners' /ocated at eilher side of the stage to a/temate songperfornances' At the end of

the exciting euening a panel of ækbriytjødges and the in-house aadience of approxinateþ 4000

þeoþk altinanþ decide which team has won. Three compères enstlre the liue þrogramme ru,lns smoothþ:

the akagtmi shikai (henceforth Red Team MC) and the shtogtmi shikai (henceþøh lVhite Tean

MC) encoørage team riualry white the sögõ shikai (henceþøh General Chairnan) remains neatral

and ouersees the proceedings. To prouide additional entertainment, saþplementary segments feataring
ætebrities from Jaþan's geinökai þntertainnent world) are also þresented, as are song perfornance

prelades bJ ,ry of introdaring the singers and their songs.

I(õhaku can be considered a uariefl show bøt it is the sþectacølar song þe(ormances which

are, øndeniabþ, the focøs of the þrogramme. One b1 one, the hits of the yar are þerformed alongside

the c/assic songs oflesteryear, in accordance with a selprogramme theme. These songperformances are,

as alwEp, complemented b1 custom-bailt stage designs, exqøisite clsttllztes, uiuid light displa1s,

bitlowing cloads of drlt-ice and bliryards of paper snow. Althoagh the sheer sþectacle of I{ohaku is

memorable in ißetJ the most captiudting aspecf eachlear is the air of congeniali4t and camaraderie that

is conueyed throøgh the song þerfoffilances. A far cry from a rathless contest belween masica/ riuals,

I(ohaku is instead presented as an intimate and social occasion for a close-knit group of friends: a

commaniþt of song perforruers. This image of unilt and togetherness, farthermlre) leems to extend

belond the Hall and, uia teleuision, peruades the faniþ home. Herq uiewers are inuited lo sing aloag

with their fauoarite þerforners and are gaided b1t on-screen þrics. At a time when Japan anites to

celebrate the end of one 1eør and the biøh of another, Kohakw caþtares and conuels a sentiment of

commaniry and national belonging.

Saddenþ, the møsic begns, heralding the start of the frst song performance and the

cumlltencement of the contest. Thh h what I haue come to obserue: the songs and perforners of the 50/b

I(öhaku. I settle in for the euening.

{based on aathor'sftelà noÍes' )1 Duember 1999}

In Japan, television programmes commonly porú^y celebrities as members of a

"harmonious and interconnected community" (Painter 1'996a:206). Commetcials, game

shows, daytime dramas and music programmes all feature stars interacting on a' famihar

level, devoid of the formal etiquette that is usually required by Japanese custom when

strangers interact. Although celebrities may initiate this friendly behaviour, it is often

the television producers who strategically constflrct the image of camataderie and

community in order to genefate high tatings. Âudiences like to see stafs being

"intimate, friendly and on the best of terms þecause then they are] iust like the

millions of viewers at home" (Painter 1.9962:'199-200). ,\ sense of community-

-3 -



whether manufactured and false or spontaneous and genuine-is thetefore "part of a

larger effort to create intimacy between celebrities and theit audiences" @atling-Wolf

2004a:359). For celebrities in the Japanese popular music wotld, appearances on

television are crucial to establishing and maintaining a public profìle (Stevens and

Hosokawa 2001,:241). Music television shows, in particular, offer opportunities for

music stars to be "spontaneous and casual" while emphasising their "human and

fallible side" (Dading-Wolf 2004a:359). On-screen, they ate depicted as friendly and

approachable 'everyday' people who are "like everyone else and arc idolised because

they are not so different or outstandi.g" from each other or their audience (Herd

1984:94). In becoming "humarrized", they encourage audience identification (Stevens

and Hosokav¡a 2001.:241) and if there is little distinction between celebrities and their

audience, then they can be considered to be "part of a larger citcle and community

known as Japanese society" (Painter 1,996a:207). Ultimately, this strategy works under

the assumption that everyone watches television and, by implication, a sense of

national unity can be crafted, via this medium.

KAhaku is one music programme thât portrays its song performers as members

of a community (Dading-\X/olf 2004a:359), but unlike othet music shows which come

and go each year, K¡hakø is a special programme. It is a significant New Year's Eve

event; a contemp orary tradition which has been firmly integtated into the cultural

rituals of the Japanese New Year. The annral Kohaka is also steeped in its own history

and traditions, with its frst broadcasts taking place during the eady post-u/ar pedod.

Furthermore, of all. Kohaka contests-both past and present-it is the milestone,

'golden edition' lQtn l(¡þ¿þa whtch can be considered the most momentous and a

testament to the programme's resilience and longevity. The 50th Kzha,kø ts also

meaningful within a broader context as the ftnaI Kohaka of the century and, indeed, the

millennium, due to its broadcast date of 3L December 1.999. \X/ith these considerations

in mind, it is important not to view the image of community that is projected in the

50th Kzhal<a as simply ^ str^tegy to gain audience identification and generate ratings.

Rather, it can be considered a key to understanding the contest, its participants and the

viewing nation at an important time inJapan's history.

INTRODUCTI ON
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This study adopts the premise that the song petformers of the 50th Kohaka zre

a commurìity, labelled here as the 50Th Kohaka Community. '\lthough the programme

offers m^ny opportunities to obseñ/e the membets of the Community in action, it is

the song performançs5-whiçh lie at the heatt of the ç6¡¡ss¡-fiat offer the greatest

potential to shed light on the Community. \)íith this focus in mind, the foliowing

research question is posed: what do the song performances teveal about the 50th

Kohakø Community? In order to answer this, four key issues are exploted: the fìrst

concerns the individual song perfotmet within the Community; the second considers

the Community as a collective; while the third and fourth issues situate the

Community's performances within a broader context, reflecting on the 50th Kzhaka

Community in relation to Kohakahistory and theJapanese nation.

K.y Terms

The 50'h Kobaku

It is helpful to defìne four key terms here, beginning with the official title of the 50th

Kohaku, namely 'NHK dai 50kai kohakø øtagassen' ('NHI('s 50'h Red and White Song

Contest'). 'NHK' refers to Japan's sole public btoadcaster, Nippon Hosö I(yokai

Çapan Broadcasting Corporation). ,\s the cte tor of Kohaka, NHK plays an impotant

part ln shaping the contest and, as such, a discussion of its historical development and

public image nJapan is taken up later in the Introductior'.'Dai 50ka/ refers t6 fþs lQtlt

edition of the contest while 'Kõhaka' literally mearìs 'crimson and white' (henceforth

'red and white'), sigrufying the colours of the battling teams. The fìnal term, 'utagassen',

is translated here as 'song contest', wheteby 'øta' is 'softg' and 'gassen' is a 'battle',

'contest' or'competition'.

The most signifìcant prt of the contest's title is the red and white colour

combination. In Japan, colour and hue are often used to add additional dimensions of

meaning and, in keeping with this concept, the colouts of Kohaka reflect established

associations between sex and colour. t Red (the k0 n kohakø) is, for example,

commonly associated with womsn-1sd is the colour of female beauty, of a geisha's hps

1 Drrs.r.brrry (lggg), for example, notes that colour and hue were used in the Heian court to matk political and

social status and were associated with philosophical beliefs.
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and her kimono lining. In a similar manner, white (the hakø tn kohaka) is associated with

men-white is a marker of masculinity and virility. Consequently, the Red Team is

consideted to be 'the women's team' and the \X/hite Team is 'the men's team', thus

these colours promote the idea of the 'battling sexes' and highlight the fundamental

organisation of the contest. Red and white are also meaningful when viewed together,

as paired colours. In Japan, red is considered to be the opposite of white in the same

way as black is the opposite of white in the \ü/est. This is seen throughout Japan's

history, from the clan wars of 1180-85 where the Genji clan wore white and the Heike

clan wore red, to the jado mariual arts contests of modern times where teams âre

marked as either red or white. These colours are also regatded as intetdependent fotces,

similar to the complement^ry pairing of yin and yang in Confucian metaphysical

thought or the visual representation as the red disc and white botder of Japan's flag,

the hinoruara. Indeed, these colours permeate all aspects of Japanese life ftom the

celebratory dish of white rice and red beans served at weddings to the alternating

stripes of colour on awnings at festivals (Gill 1998:51) and the ted and white colours of

prrzed calp. These are tnrly the 'colouts of Japan'. Kohaka plays on all of these

associations and demonstrates the two halves of the ¡1¿ds¡1-¡sd/women and

white/me¡¡-1¡¡hich, togethet, make up the whole.

The 50th Kohaku Community

The second k.y tefm, 'the 50th Kohaka Community of song performers'-6¡

altematively 'the 50tt' KOhaka Community' as indicated above, of simply 'the

Communi¡y'-1sfs1s to the group of people who convey the musical andf or vocal

information tn Kohaka. The Community comprises membets of bands (ensembles

whereby members play instruments and sing), groups (ensembles whereby membets

sing but do not play instruments) and also song petformers who do not play

iristruments but are solo vocalists (or duos, trios etc). In this sense, â song perfotmer is

p^tt of a musical (¡ç¡'-v term used intetmittently in this study to encompass the

various combinations of musicians and vocalist outlined above. Ovedapping categories

of performer, audience and parttcipant exist in all kinds music performance (Finnegan

1.992:94-1.00) and these roles require varying degrees of interaction and participation

within the production. KOhaka song petformers, nevertheless, are cleady identifìed by
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NHK as the pflmeiry performers; they are publicly promoted as the drawcards for the

contest prior to its broadcast. In the months pteceding the contest, NHI{ staff invited

selected acts to participate in the contest and once the list was finalised, the acts wefe

reveaied to the media. NHK identified 54 acts for the 50t¡ KAhaka, the names of which

are presented for the fìrst time in Chaptet Two of this study. Even ftom this

preliminary glimpse into the selection process (which is explained in detail in Chapter

One), we see that the Community was not self-forming but was instead created by

NHK. This does not, however, diminish its importance or tender it disingenuous.

Indeed, as Benedict ,{.nderson has noted in relation to the imagined communities of

narions, fhey "are to be distingurshed, not by theit falsity /genuineness, but by the style

in which they arc imagined" (1,991, [1933]:6). We can thetefore look to the style in

which the 50ù K¡haku Community is imagrned, by its members, by NHK and by the

Kohakø audience.

'\t this stage, it is useful to review select theoty regarding community, a vttal

concept in this research. Mason has observed that "the notion of community is

fundamentally ambiguous" (2000:4). Indeed, following on from the influential theories

by scholars of community (for example Tönnies 1957 [1887] and Durkheim 1964

11,902]), community has been associated with value, thus implying alliance, unity and

belonging (N4ason 2000) as well as group solidarity 
^s 

"^ way of being interested in

what is happening to one's fellow group membets, and from it springs the capacity to

^ct as à group" (NIuy 1.987:40). Community has also been associated with 
^

geographical place or locality or, in recent times, with the "more fluid and temporary

fotms of social relations" in virtual or cyber communities (Delanty 2003:1,68)'

Community c n also be approached with regzrd to shared interests as opposed to

locality (Hoggett 1,997), 
^s ^ 

means of identifying interests or charactetistics which are

common among individuals, and in this way can be considered as a social phenomenon

(I-iepins 2000). It can also, perhaps in its most intangible form, be considered in tegard

to 
^tt^chment 

of communion, as in a 'sense of community' flü7illmott 1989).

Music can play ^ ceîtrz.l role in the construction of community. While

community is an "inherent aspect of sociality which is readily evidenced in musical

conduct" (Dasilva, Biasi and Dees 1984:5), it is impottant to note that "pafi, of music's

INTRODUCT]ON
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seductive ideological power lies in its distinctive acoustic capacity to surround people

and create among them a sense of community" (Bowman 1998:324). Music, as such,

has the means to unite people "by circling them, by enveloping...and turning them as

listeners into participants" and it

creares an illusion of immediacy in a totally mediated wodd, of proximity bet'q¡een

strangers, the warmth of those who come to feel a chill of unmitigated struggle of
all against all. (Horkheimer and -A.dorno 1'973:56)

In addition to bringing people together and crcaing a sense of closeness, it is also

helps shape identity on many levels, for it is

precisely music's extraordtnary powefs of knagnary evocation of identity and

cross-cultural intersubjective empathy that fendef it a primary means of both
marking and transforming individual and collective identity. (Born and

Hesmondhalgh 2000:32)

This study considers these many rìuaflces of community in relation to the 50th Kzhaku

Community, but finds Cohen's (L985) interpretive undetstanding of community to be

especially useful. He sees community as a "boundary-expressing symbol" (Cohen

1985:15), thatis, arclztonalidea of both similaÅq and difference delineated according

ro the symbolic boundaries perceived by the members of the community (1,985:1,2-1,3).

The song petformets of the 50,u K¡hal<a fall. wtthin Cohen's defìnition of community,

as "members of a group of people" who "have something in common with each other,

which...distinguishes them in a sþific tttw^y from the members of other putative

groups" (Cohen 1,985:12). Cohen's concept of similarity and diffetence is closely

related to Nakane's (1973) theory of Japanese social groups. She notes that individuals

are drawn into social groups on the basis of two contrasting yet overlapping criteria.

The fìrst is 'attribute', the mutual characteristics (fot example, those acquited by

achievement or bestowed at birth) which are shated by individuals; and the second is

'fr^md (ba),"a locality, an institution or a specifìc telationship which binds a set of

individuals into one gfoup" Q\akane 1.973:1).'zThe 50th Kohakø Community meets

Nakane's cÅtena for a. social group. It comprises people who share the same attributes

(as invited song performers) and occupy the same frame (within the perfotmance

'Muny scholars have criticised Nakane's theory ofJapanese society, describing it as an extremely conservative

and idealised model that suggests groups are always harmonious and free from conflict, and have been since the

start of rhe Meiji era. See, for example,Jensen (1980), Mouer and Sugimoto (1980), and an excellent summaty by

Hata and Smith (1986). These criticisms are taken into account but they are not considered to be particulady

applicable to this study of the Kohaku Community'
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locations of NHI( Hall and the Kohaku programme) within an institution Q'{HÇ that

binds them together. As will be seerì, complex interpersonal relationships and

hierarchies exist also exit and these sefi¡e to bind the set of individuals, bringing them

together as a perfot-itg community'

It is important to consider the sense of exclusivity surrounding the 50th KLhaktl

Community. Nakane observes that communities which are formed "on the basis of

commonality of attribute can posses a stfong sense of exclusiveness" Q\akane 1,973:9)

and often become a "closed world" (1,973:24), an observation which is particulady true

of this Community. Of the numerous musical acts inJapan, only a limited number are

invited to the 50tn KOhaka. For this reason, among others, m^fly song performers

rcgard, an invitation as à r^re and great privilege. This idea is important with thinking

about the 50th K¡hakø Communiry 
^s ^rr 

achi: an'in-gtoup' which fotms the centte of

participatory belongrng inside ^ pniva;te realm. [Jchi "deÎtnes who you are through

shaping Ianguage, the use of space and social interaction" (I(ondo 1990:1'41). Uchi is in

rlirect opposition to the symbolic teim snto; those'outside of the gtoup', in the outside

wodd or the public realm (Lebra 1,976:1.1.2).In this sense, t}re øchi of the 50th Kzhãkll

Community c n be contrasted with those outside, soto-those who are not song

performers. However, as touched upon in the stat of this Introduction, progrâmmes

which convey a sense of community encourage audience identifìcation with those on-

screen and this can be seen as an attempt to break down the symbolic batder and

exclusivity of the uchi. The 50Ìh Kohaka Commttnity, like the cast membets of other

Japanese progïammes, are "best viewed as electtonically created uchi-all purpose 'in-

gtoups' that anyone can join simply by tuning to the tight channel" (Paintet 1'996a:1,98).

In this way, the 50tt Kuhaka Commtnity can be seen as elite but still accessible via

mediated form to the general public. S(/'e can also see concenúic, ovetlapping spheres

of uchi, nnglng from the 50th K¡haka Commrtntty-as-achi to the all-encompassing

Japanese natton-as-achi. Thts study explores these ideas and looks at how Kohakø

depicts the nation as a united achi throtgh the Community's song performances.

Song Performance

Now let us turn to the third key tetm, 'song perfotmance', which is defined here as the

audio/visual ptesentation of a billed song, delivered by membets of the 50tt' K¡haka

ct
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Community. At a basic level, song performance can be considered the re-interptetation

of a pre-existing song which is executed in ftont of an audience (see Thom 1993). This

study also considers song performance ftom an ethnomusicological perspective, that is,

looking at the ways in which people "historically construct, socially maintain and

individually ctezLte and experience music" (R'i.. 1987:473). Indeed, 
^11

ethnomusicological analysis of petformance "involves much more than the structural

analysis of music sound, for music is a human phenomenon produced by people for

people and existing and functioning in a social situation" (À4eriam 1'964:1'87).In this

respect, a song performance is not simply the aesthetic delivery of dramatic, theatrical

and sonic events, but it also has inextticable connections to historf, society and culture.

It is a fundamental expression of human action (Turner 1,982) and a mode of

communication (Bauman 1.984 119771) which takes on a "heightened and ftamed

quality" (Finnegan 1992:91) when delivered on stage. It is also "a context in which

other things happen" flärviluoma 2000:1.03), it is a site for musicking (Small 1'998), a

situation where ritual behaviours unfold (Aberctombie and Longhurst 1998) and whete

negations of space, place and identity (Stokes 1,994) take place between performers and

audience members. \X/ith this rafige of concepts in mind, an examination of song

performance therefore holds gre t potential for understanding the 50th Kzhaka

Community, its audience andJapan.

This research also considers song performance as a discrete occasion which

takes place at a specific moment in time. Âs such, an investigation of the 50th Kohaka

Community as seen through its song perfotmances can be considered an "ztomized

srudy" of "individuals and small groups of individuals linked for perhaps iust a

moment in time and place by shared beliefs, social status, behaviouts, tastes, and

expedences of the wodd" (R-ice 2003:1.52). Petfotmance, as some scholars (for

example, Shield 1980, Phelan 1,993) have observed, exists only in the present. The

temporal nature of KAhaku song petformance, however, takes on a rÌew meaning when

considering the mediated form of the televised progtamme. The "momerìt in time"

that Rice desctibes above can be captuted via video-recotding and each re-viewing/te-

headng within "the flux of time" (Rrce 2003:1.63) can constitute "a new expedence" for

an audience member (rù(/achsmann 1,982 in Rice 2003:1'63). For the moment, however,

it is worth considering the pulpose of mediated song performance, whether viewed
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once or repeatedly. Mediated song performance is a form of 'mediation', namely "the

afi of channelling social knowledge and cultutal values through an institutional agency

to afl audience" (Hatley 1,994:1,76). Using this idea as a guide, we carl envision

televised song performance 
^s 

afl "Lgeficy" through which the Community channels

knowledge, values and other information. Even though televised performance is a

"pseudo-live" performance which "takes place at one remove, as it were, from the

odginal or acÍnl performance" aÍtd is diffetent from 
^'ffve'perfotmance 

where "the

audience is in close physical proximity to the perfotmance, and the experience of the

music is contiguous with its actual petfotmance" (Shuker 1'994:1'98), it can be a

compelling vehicle for communications between petformers and the broadcast

audience. Kohakø, as we shall see, is an excellent forum for this type of communication.

It is significant to note that the song performances identifred by this study are

also acknowledged as such by NHI( This is made cleat by the programme's long-

established format. Prior to most song petformances, for example, singers and their

songs are introduced by way of a song performance prelude which, as noted at the stârt

of this chapter, serves as a precursor to the main performance. During the song

performance, moreover, the perfotmer's name and the song's title ate ptesented on-

screen to cleady identify the segment. Ifl this way, song performances are easily

distinguished from supplementary segments, such as small-scaIe andf or imptomptu

performances involving music andf or song, which are unbilled n Kohakz. Unlike most

other segments, furthermore, song perfotmances take place in the centre of the stage

as opposed to the small, side areas of the stage known as team corners. They ate

positioned in the most prominent location inside the hall and hold claim to being the

focus of the contest.

In order to examine song performance, it is necessary to identift the major

elements of the form. Finnegan proposes four: {ìrstly, acoustic elements (verbal,

musical and other acoustic featutes); secondly, visual and material elements (including

but not limited to colours, costume and local symbolisms relating to visual or mateÅal

objects); thirdly, kinesic and ptoxemic elements (including but not limited to body

language, specifìc movements); and foutthly, the senses (for example, auditory and

visual) (1,992:1,03-107). Taking into account Finnegan's suggestions and using het
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structure as a guide, this study identifies four elements of song performance applicable

to the 50rh K¡haku: frrst)y, the performance of music and lytics; secondly, the lyric

themes; thirdly, the staging; and fourthly, the performing relationships. These elements

are discussed in discrete chapters for the pufpose of clarity but it is undetstood that

they are interconnected and each greaþ informs the other.

tPerforming Communityt

Having examined the key terms, definitions and theorettcal fuamework for this study,

we now turn to the study's title, namely 'Performing Community'. This title can be

understood in two wâys, the fìrst by consideting'performing' as an action (verb) which

describes the enactment of community by members of this collective.'In this sense,

the performers project â sense of community through the very act of song

performance. The second is to consider 'performing' as a descrþtive âttribute

(adjective) and thus the 50th Kohakø Community is a collective that petforms, delivets

and executes songs (in addition to other audio/visual information). With these trvo

interpretations of this term in mind, we can see that "making music togethet is an

enaction of human community, and the sound of music is the sound of community in

^ciror:." 
(Cook 2003:Internet). The 50rh Kzhaktl song performers come together as a

community, express this sense of community through music-making, with the tesulting

songs becoming the voice of the Communiry.

After defining the key terms, we can now begin to explore the fout main

issues arising in this research. These can be seen as different levels, beginning with a

close view of the Community and moving outward to obtain a btoader perspective.

lssues Arising

The Individual
Individual identity is often bound to that of the collective in that "the idea of

community does have 
^ 

p^rt to play in the way people think about themselves, in the

3 In recent times, scholats have examined the perfotmance of community in various contexts, from Bassar's

(1999) srudy of community and African American women's writing to Waitt's (2003) reseatch into how

community was performed at Sydney's 2002 Gay Games. These examples demonstrate how gtoups of people

can be consid.tà nr 'performing communities' and they show wider links between community building, cultutal

pracrice and collective identiry.
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construction of subjectivity, and in the production of personal identity" (Levill

1993:1,20). Japanese society, in patticular, is regarded as a "collectivistic, as opposed to

individualistic" society-z- classification which, Hendry has cautioned, is considerably

over-simplified (1992:55). \X/ith this in mind, the 50'h Kohaka Community c tr be seen

not only as an example of Japan's gtoup-based society, but also as â complex and

dynamic social organisation in which individual identity is valued for its distinctiveness.

Performers are, after all, selected for Kohal<a based on their individual efforts in the

popular music wodd. lX4rile this study does not intend to present a detailed discussion

of Japanese group dynamics, it does addtess the issues surrounding the individual

within the performance setting of Kohaka.

Hendry's discussion of the role of the individual within Japanese social groups

is particulady salient. She observes a distinction between the terms 'individualism' and

'individuality'. Individualism has "connotations of self-assertion and individuai dghts"

altl is similar to the Japanese concept of kEinshagi, "^ notion with negative

connotations implying selfishness and immaturity" (Henry 1992:56). By compatison,

individuality is "the opportunity for an individual to develop his or her own particular

talents or chartcter" and is similar to kosei, "an idealised notion which is much drawn

on in advettising and modern litetature" (Hendry 1,992:56). Thts study ptimarily

considers the second term, namely 'individuality', with regard to the 50'h Kohaku

Community. Âlthough each individual performs as a representative of the 50Th Kzhaktl

Community, they are also presenting themselves onstage as distinct individuals. It is, of

course, diffìcult to distinguish between an on-screen/onstage persona and what is

'rear|'.a The distinction between the projected public face (tatemae) and the hidden

private self (honnl is impotant in telation to Japanese behaviour. This study does not,

however, seek to present a 'behind the scenes' investigation or to compare the public

face with the private self. Nevertheless, the pdvate lives of the geinokai (entertzinment

world) are often made pubìic through television programmes such as Kohaka and "their

lives, mediated and made widely available for (quasi)public scrutiny from even eady in

a 
Outside theJapanese context, scholars have noted that music stars regulady use 'masks'or star personae to

present an image to fans and to conceal their true selves. I{aplan, for example, has observed that Madonna

frequently changes her'star image'in this manner in an attempt to keep private self out of the public eye, as

supported by Madonna's famous statement 1n afl mtervrev/ with Vani\t Faìri¡terview: "You will never know the

real me. Ever." (l\4adonna in I(aplan 1993:1'49).
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childhood, become cultural icons" (Painter 1996a:214). In this sense, we can vlew

K¡hakø performances as another forum for private lives to be publicly displayed.

Another signifìcant aspect for the individual within the Community is the

presentation of gender, especially within the context of the programme's 'battle of the

sexes' format. Gender is acknowledged (at least by Westetn scholars) as a cultural and

sociological differentiation of male from female. Whereas sex is a biological

demarcation based on human physiology, gendet is a construct with meanings thatvary

not only according to the integpretet, but also on the context and situation (Senelick

1,992, Moisala 2000). Most importantly, gender has been described as a performative

act (Butler 1999 [1990] esp. 171ff) which is "continuously negotiated within a given

cultural template or framework" (I(oskoff 2002:191). Through perfotmance, moreover,

gender can be inscdbed on both men and women. K¡ha/<a offers great potenttal for an

analysis of gender and this reseatch does addtess selected gendet issues. It is not,

however, the sole focus of this study. Discussions of gendet are instead intended to

highlight general rrends in the late 1990s as well as pointing to futute ditections fot

further research in the context of K¡haka.

The 50'h Kõbaku Community: A Collective

The second issue arising is the depiction of the song performers as a collective. Small

has observed that "those who are taking part iî a musicai performance are in effect

saying-to themselves, to one another and to anyone else who may be watching or

\stentng-This is who we are" (Small 1.998:1.34; italics in otignal). The song

performances of the 50,h K¡haka Community can be seen in this way, as vehicles to

express the "we", or t^ttle:_ 'who the Community is'. They are also the means by which

to project the collective's image of unity, solidatity and alliance.

The contest setting of Kohaku adds anothet dimension to this concept.

Kohakø's battling teams immediately suggest a division within the 50'h K¡haku

Community which, at fìrst glance, contradicts an image of unity fot the collective.

However, as noted in relation to other song contests, competitive sphetes ate highly

contentious social spaces where "identity can be petformed and affectively experienced,

heightening the participants' sense of belonging" (Hososkawa 2000:96), This study
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considers the Community's team divisions with these issues in mind and reflects on

how this may impact upon the image of the song perfofmefs as a collective.t

Just as traditional forms of Japanese petforming arts ate based on performer

hieratchies (see, for example, Leiter 1979 and Brandon 1997), so too is the 50th KAhaka

Community. A hierarchy consists of complex and dynamic teiationships and, as

Henshall has noted in relation to other kinds of gtoup fotmations,

what appears outrvardly to be balanced harmony and consensus is often a case of
juniors deferring to seniors. In reality no group could survive for long unless it had

some form of authoritative leadership and direction, and Japanese gfoups 
^fe 

no

exception. (1999 :1' 49)

Hietarchic stflrcture is typically based on seniot/junior relationships within a social

group. Ân individual's rank and length of service play an important part in establishing

seniority, but it can also be determined by 
^ge, ^s 

seen in the traditional household

sysrem (ze) which is structured around p^reîtf child relationships (ojta/ koban) $\akane

1,973:44). To gzrirr a well-rounded undetstanding of the Community, this study

considers the kinds of relationships that exist within the Community, such as those

between veteran K¡haka performers (seniors/senpa), newcomers and those with little

Koha/<a experience (uniors/,ë ohal as well as those of equal tank (colleagtes/ doritQ.u

The Historical Kobaþ,u Community

The third issue arising in this research concerns the place of the 50th Kzhaka

Community in relation to the contest's btoader history. Each year, a new Community

is created for Kohakø and over time, an intricate ^îd extensive network of past

perfotmers has emerged, thus fotming a larger community of singers with shared

experiences. This srudy calls this vast network 'the K¡haka historical Community'. Al1

K¡haka song performers, past and present, are members of the Kobaka histotical

Community. It is exclusive, consisting only of invited perfotmers who have shared the

Kohaka stage, and can be considered an achi that incorpotates the 50'h K¡haka

Community øchi (in-group) and yet also extends beyond it. The K¡haka histotical

s It is acknowledged that Kohaku song performers often demonstrate highly-competitive behaviour backstage, in

spite of the public presentation of friendliness and cooperation (Àoyagr Hiroshi 2006;pers. com.). Às stated,

however, this study is chiefly concerned with the public presentation of the Community.
6 Theoretical concepts, such as these, which are pertinent to this study are presented in greatet detail in Chapter

Six.
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Community is, furthermore, an imagined community. Due to the contest's long history

these performers will, to borrow ftom Anderson, "never know most of their fellow

members, meet them or even hear of them yet in the minds of each lives the image of

their communion" (1.991, [1983]:6). This study looks ^t how the 50'h K¡haku

Community is situated within this histotical framewotk and considers the implications

of belonging to this broader sphere of øchi.

The Nation
The fourth issue arising is how the song performances of the 50'h Kohaku Community

shape a sense of nationhood for Japzn at the end of the 20'h century. The Japanese

nation can be considered the widest sphete of achi.It is an imagined community which

is inherently limited "because of the boundaries between one nation and the next" and

is sovereign "because its presumed autonomy is integral to its definition" (r\nderson

1,991 11,9831:6). -,\ sense of nationhood is often constructed through evocations of the

past, reflections on the nation's history andf ot thtough cultural nationalism, whereby

"the distinctiveness of the cultural community" c î be seen as "the essence of a

Ít^tjloî" and is used to "regenerate the national community by creating, pteserving or

strengthening a people's cultural identity" (Yoshino 1.992:1).t Japanese cultute and

traditions are often used "to legrtimise...national existence" and this "belief in a

common culture, rooted in tradition, serves to justify the nation" (À4atthews 2000:30-

31). Furthermore, as Hendry has noted,

Japan uses her arts and customary fotms of entertainment to impress the outside

wodd, but it is also in these same arts and entettainment forms that individual

Japanese fìnd satisfaction and spiritual strength. It is perhaps through them that

they hope both to achieve a oneness with the environment and to conftm the

vaìidity of that environment as one's ultimate øchi group. (1987:167)

,\lthough Kohaka is televised internationally (as discussed later in this chapter), its

target audience is Japanese viewers inJapan. The 50th Kohaka, as such, can be viewed in

the manner that Hendry describes, as contributing to both the construction of a

natsoral consciousness and an afltmation of the national achi.

7 The extensive body of nìbonjinron texts-which examine issues ofJapanese culture, history and society,

particulady in relation to the uniqueness of the Japanese-address many issues concerning nationhood and

cultural nationalism. This study does not enter into this long-standing debate; instead see Fukutake (1981), Dale

(1986), Mouer and Sugimoto (1986), Yoshino (1992), and Emmott (1989) for discissions and criticisms of
nìhonjinrun.
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This study explores the idea that through the medium of television, Kohakø

presents the nation to itself. Indeed, television has been described in other contexts as

being "one of the prime sites upon which a given nation is constructed for its

members" (Hartley 1,992:1,04) such that it becomes "the private life of the nation state"

(Etlis 1982:5). Like unisonance-the "experience of simultaneiq" found in anonymous

bur coincident singing (Anderson 1991 [1983]:145)-th. act of watching television,

and in particular a live broadcast, creates a sensation of "being-together while being

apart" for anatton of viewers (Ellis 2000:1,76). Painter obserwes that one technique is

to "cïeate a sort of quasi-intimate intetaction between those on the screen and those

who watch at home" (1,996a:1.97). Moreovet, he notes, the "inevitable break between

those on TV and those who watch" ptovides "an impottant space for play" and thus

"everyofle can share in the close and informal telationships represented on Japanese

TV precisely because those relationships are imagir:' ry" (1996a:227). In keeping with

this concept, the 50'¡ K¡hakø Commtnity can be viewed as a "televisaal achî'which is

"real and tangible enough to factlitate empathy and identifìcation among viewers"

(Painter 1.996a:227). In this v/ay we c tt see the Community and their song

performances as a vehicle fot creattne, shaping and conveyng a sense of national

belonging.

Having established the four issues arising in this reseatch, it is useful to take a

step back and identify the key genres performed in the 50'n Kahaka, and then impotant

aspects of Kahaka's broadcaster, NHI{. This will, in turn, provide gtounding for later

analysis and help situate KAhaka within the wodd of btoadcasting in Japan.

Genres

Like other industrialised nations,Japan boasts an eclectic vaÅeq of genres. The genres

fearured in the 50th KAhakll 
^te 

esseÍttially classified under the umbrella term Japanese

popular music'.t This music is Japanese' in that it domestically ptoduced, is composed

andf or performed by a person of Japanese otigin andf or is widely regarded by the

t 
Fi.rd-i.rg aJapanese-language equivalent for the term Japanese popular music' has proved ptoblematic because

of its multiple meanings that have shifted over time. Fuiie (1989) and Iltagawa (1991), for example, have used

the umbrella term'kayklokÌ to desctbe 'Japanese popular music' and de Ferranti (2002) has noted that other

scholars intetchange terms such as tai¡hø ongaku,þoþùra ongaku or poþura mlQikku (198). This study, however,

does not intend to enter this debate and instead looks to the "specifìc genres ofJapanese music that theJapanese

themselves label 'popular music"' (Fujie 1989:198) when discussing songs of the 50'h Kohaku.
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Japanese public as being Japanese'. This music is 'popular' because it is commetcially-

orientated, and teceives ai¡play and chart success at some level (Burnett1.996) and it is

stored and transmitted via musical or musical-visual mearls such as CDs or music

videos (Tugg 1,982). On the whole, it is "liked or admired by people in general"

(Blacking 1,982:1.3) and is, at a most basic level, "popular with someone" (Middleton

1990:3).

Having clarified the term Japanese popular music', it is important to define

the genres presented in the 50t¡ KOhaka. Overall. the genres are vocally-based and

exhibit both foreþ and indigenous attributes, a reflection of the cross-cultural

borowings taking place during and after Allied Occupation (1945-1.952). It should be

noted that the connection between genre and performer is strong tn Japan, such that a

song is classified as belonging to a paricular genre because of who the song performer

is rather than what the song sounds like (Fujie 1,989:1,99).It is thetefote necessary to

look more closely at the types of singets in the 50'n K¡haku in order to classify the

genres performed in this contest. This can be done by examining how the Japanese

recording industty categorises singets, a system which is most evident when browsing

through one of the largest stores in Japan, the multilevel Tower Records in Shibuya,

Tokyo, located near to NHK Hall where Kohaka is held. Inside this store, domestic

CDs are divided into simplistic genres accotding to singer. The song performets of the

50th Kzþakø fall into six of these genres: J-pop, enka, kayþoka, shoka, dolto and

'children's television songs'.'

The fìrst genre, J-pop, is a contraction of Japanese pop', an umbrella term for

a varteq of styles including dance, rock, rap and lighter-style pop.to J-p"p songs

generally incorporate both Japanese and English lyrics and use ìØestern-influenced

chord progressions and instruments such as electric guitats, drums and synthesisers.

Perfotmers of this genre include bands, groups and idol (aidora) vocal soloists of any

age, although most J-p"p performers are young and are usually favoured by younger

audiences. Unlike lØestern countties, whete singers may have exceptional musical

' Th. t o most prevalent genres are J-pop and enka, discussion of which, below, will include a broad desctiption

as well as the kinds of star personae projected by performers from these genres.
10 Koirn-i notes thatJ-pop is a relatively recent term than began to be used 1n 1,994 to differentiate domestically-

produced pop songs ftom those from l7estern Europe Q002:'123). For further discussion of this genre, see Fujie

(1996:1.97-220), Cahoon (1999),Iltagawa (1991) and Âoyagi (2000).
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talent or physical characteristics, manyJ-pop stars do not necessarldy rely on musical

skill or dancing ability. Instead, they are popularised through their congenial, 'boy/gid

next door' personae (tonari no onnaf otoko no ,ëa). This was epitomised by the 'cute

boy/girl' persona (kawaiko-chan) of sweet tempered, baby-faced idols in the 1980s-a

persona that is still used by many Kohaka stats in the late 1990s.

If the singet is above 
^vefa;ge 

in appearance, ability 2¡d çþ¿1¡1-not too much to
alienate or offend the audience, but just enough to give the illusion that "you can

also be astarif you try hard enough"-þs ot she can have a secure career simply

by being a cute, nice average teenager with no special talent. (Herd 1'984:78)

Many J-p"p singers continue to ptoject this personl, reg rdless of their age, and in a

seflse they function as role models to and a representatives of their genetation.tt

Enka, by contrast, is considered to be a traditional (although it is stili classified

as 'popular'), indigenous genre which pdmatily appeals to older audiences. t'

Performers of this genre are usually vocal soloists (not bands or goups) and

sometimes duos. Although enka songs feattxe ìTestern instruments, the characteristic

features ate "Japanese scales, vocal techniques, and textual themes" (Yano 1.995:37),

particularly the slow vocal vibrato style known as ko-bøshi. Often tegarded as "the

music of the Japanese nation" (Anderson 2002a:1,24) or "the soul of the Japanese"

(nìhonjin no kokoro) fX/ilson 1.993:238), enka ts associated with melancholy, nostalgia,

emotion and the nation and it often includes lydcs describing heattbteak and sorrow.

Enka has several sub-categories, some of which are heavily influenced by upbeat

thythms such that they resemble J-pop, as seen in some K¡haka songs.

An enka singer usually exhibits a more complex person thrn aJ-pop stat. This

may be based on the representation of an tdeal rathet than an equal. Some male enka

singers, for example, tepresent a fantasy image of idealised masculinity, complete with

husky deep voice and n-rgged appeannce. Othets project the image of "the perfect

Japanese son; handsome, well-groomed, serious r^thet then frivolous, and above all

devoted to mother" (Yano 1.995:171). Female stars also project highly-constructed

" Oth", singers, especially male stars, may proiect the image of a romantic heart-throb or a sexy toy boy

@arling-Wolf 2004a).
t' 

As Yuno (1995, 2002) has observed , enka ts diffìcult to defìne and the term used to describe the genre has

changed over time. In general, however, it is clear that enka in its eadiest form is an abbreviation of 'enTgtsu no øta'

('oratorical songs') from Meiji times ffano 1995:40) and was later teferred to as ryukoka in eady Shöwa, before

rhe second wodd war (Anderson 2002a:L23). See Yano Q002) for a comprehensive dehnition and history of enka.
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personae, particulady those chatactedsed by the'enka beauty' (enka b/in) znð,'kimono

beauty' (kinono b/in) movement that emerged during the 1990s and adopt intetesting

twists such as gender ctossing. In ordet to be seen as genuine and to achieve success in

this genre, an enka stâr must project a sincete persona and embody the sentimental and

melancholy tales of which they sing.

The third genre defìned here is kaltoþoku. Over the years, scholats have used

this term to describe various types of music. In the 1920s, it encompassed all domestic

popular music and in the 1960s it described what u/e now calL enka ((itgawa 1991:306).

In the late 1980s, moreover, it was a blanket term under which fell several genres

including enka and J-p"p (Fujie 1989:199). In the early 1990s, however, the term

'kayklokø' "corìnoted music of little substance" and tefered to "^ wide vadety of

trendy pop music" (Cahoon 1,993:1,286) which we would pethaps today classify as J-

pop. Dudng the late 1990s, however, the term'kayþokø'seem to have fallen out of

favour. tùØhen it is used, kEtokltokw describes an easy listening, generic pop style of

music which is characterised by middle-of-the-road, Western-influenced songs and

instrumentation. Songs of this style are usually performed by balladeers or 'crooners'

from earlier decades, such as the 1960s, and ate more often natsa-mero (nostalgic

melodies) and past hits rather than new songs.

The three genres least represented in the 50th Kzhdka 
^te 

shoka, day and

'children's television songs'. '{.t first glance shoka and d01a may not 
^ppear 

to fall undet

the category of 'popular music'. The songs selected for the 50'¡ Kíhaka frolo:' these

genres are, however, extremely well-known and are ftequently performed and tecotded,

thus meeting the crtteira for 'popular music' as previously defined. Indeed, they have

become pzrt of contemporary ltfe such that it is likely m^îy young Japanese do not

realise they are shrouded in history. Shoka ate educational songs originally composed in

the Taisho era and featue lydcs by Japanese poets and litetary scholars coupled with

pre-existing Scottish, Idsh, Spanish and German folk tunes (Jchida 1.999:211). These

songs were published in the 'Primary School Songbook' by the Japan's Ministry of

Education and were "taught in compulsory education courses" since 1881 Q'{akano

1983:äi and 246). Dqto songs were created soon aftet as a reactton to this genre-

whereas shaka represented "the educational point of view", dAy had a colloquial and
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"free-form" style Q.Jakano 1,983:249). The meaning of the tetm 'do1o- has changed

thtoughout history but today it is generally used to descdbe 'lWestern-style children's

songs composed in the twentieth century for the purpose of teaching childten the

principles of \X/estern music" (Prescott 2005:33-34). These songs were also published

by the Ministry and taught in schools but they featured Japanese lyticists and Japanese

composers who wrote original, \X/estern-styled melodies. From the mid-1980s,

however, this genre has experienced a rise in popularity and maîy contemporary artists

have come to specialise in da1tO. The fìnal gente for children is classified 'children's

television songs' which describes J-pop-style songs which are featued in educational

television programmes for children. These songs have also been recorded and teleased

into the commercial markeçlace and,in away, can be seen as a contemporlL1y form of

shoka and dqa.

NHK and Television Broadcasting in Japan

It is now timely to step back from the contest itself and take a broad view of the

Japanese public broadcaster NHI( because of its crucial role as cre tor, promoter,

producer, broadcaster and disttibutot of the televised Kohaku. NHK may be considered

p^rt of what Donald calls "the 
^pp^r^tùs 

of discourses, technologies, and

institutions...which þrodaces what is generaþ recognised as 'the nationai culture"'

(Donald 1.993 in Yano 1.999:162; italics in original) which is projected to both a

domestic andan international audience. In 1999, NHI('s btoadcast rcach extended to

"almost every part of the wodd" via its radio and television digital satellite divisions

collectively named 'NHK Wotld' (NIHK, NHK \X/ãrudo TV Hösö Fria 1.999:1).'3 At z

domestic level, however, the public broadcaster's diverse progtamming was distdbuted

via three radio stations and four television channels, with a large broadcast reach that

services even the most femote ateas of Japan.ta The 50t¡ KAhakø, as such, was

13 Th" ,.-i."s supplied by NHI( \7odd include the two television stations NHI( Wodd TV and NHI{ \íotld
Premium and the short-wave radio station TV Japan.
to Th. t..r"rrrial television channels include NHK-G (IJHK sag, (general)) and NHI{-E Ç\HK þaiku
(educational)), and the satellite television channels BS-1 (INHK eitei 1 (satel)tte 1)) and BS-2 (NTHK eisei 2 (satelltte

2). NHK later introduced a new digrtal high-defìnition satellite television ser-vice named 'NHK hi' inJanuary

2000. In 1999, there were 36,878,354 terresttial contrâcts and 10,055,635 satellite contrâcts inJapan QJHK
Nenkan [n.d.] cited in NHI( 2OO2:343). \ù7hile these fìgures grve a general indication of the number of households

which receive NHI( channels, they âre not entirely accurate. NHI( cannot stricdy monitor ot enforce the fee

system because "the inspectors, who make the nominal door-to-door checks for compliance, have no authority
to eflter the home without the householder's permission" and, as such, many households evade the fee (Stronach

1989:130).
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distributed internationally through NHK Wotld and across Japan via the terresttial

channel NHK1 and the satellite channel BS2.

In 1,999, and today, NHK co-exists with the 'big five' Tokyo-based

commetcial television broadcasters, namely NTV QJippon Television Ne¡work

Coqporation), TBS (Tokyo Btoadcasting System Inc.), Fuli TV (tra1i Terebl, TV Asahi

(Terebi Asahl and TV Tokyo Channel 12 OIHK 2002:1'6). Unlike these networks,

however, NHK is independent from government and private organisations, a unique

status held since its inception. The national broadcaster was fotmed in .,\ugust 1926

after three localised, independent radio stations amalgamated.'u NHK's role was clear

even during these early yearc under state governance: it must "maximise the listener's

benefìt and the public good" Q{asza 1988:81). This aim was expanded in 1950 when

NHK was re-established as a public broadcaster by post-war occupying '\llied fotces.

Â significant 'Broadc25¡ l¿1¡¡'-still in effect tn 2006-marked "a decisive break with

the pre-war system of state-controlled broadcasting" and provided clear guidelines for

the broadcaster's structure, function and telated activities (l'{HK 2002:6).t6 NHI( was

required to fulfìl a "mission": it "must operate in a manner befitting its public tole,

must not pufsue profìt, and must remain independent of national institutions"

@,bisawa 2O00:Internet).17 Financial independence was of plmary importance and the

'station for the people' generated revenue from radio receiving-fees paid by audiences.

This system was successful and by August 1,952, in the face of competition from six

new rival radio stations, the number of reception contracts exceeded 10 million Q\HI(

2002:16).

Japan was propelled into the television age in February 1,953 when NHK

launched the nation's frst black-and-white btoadcast. Even so, post-war

reconstruction and reform had left the broadcaster with "incomplete faciìities, a

shortage of hardware and software...[and] inadequate resources to produce programs"

t5 Th" ,¡rrion of these stations (Iokyo Broadcasting Station, Osaka Broadcasting Station and the Nagoya

Broadcasting Station) was fraught with opposition and disapproval by the independent stations. See Kasza

(1988:83-88) for further discussion.
1ó 

Drrrirrg this period, General MacÂrthut and the General Headquarters of the Supreme Commander for the

-A.llied Forces deemed manyJapanese jnstitutions inadequate and, as such, instigated maior teform.
t7 Th" Broud.ast law was one of the three 'Radio Wave Laws' decreed. Othets include the 'Radio Law', which

regulates use of radio airwaves and the 'Law to Establish the Radio wave Supervision Commission', which

determines the administrative body to oversee radio use.
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and relied on imported programmes and foreþ films and thus NHI( struggled to

remain on an (tsrftahara and Sata 1,991,:12). Although the newly-introduced television

receiving-fees brought NHK income, few Japanese householders had signed contracts

because exorbitant prices put television sets out-of-reach for most people.tt During the

late 1950s, however, television sets u/ere mass-produced and ptices fell, thus crcatsnga

new television-watching cultute. Television was so revered that

the mere thought of turning on the set was enough to set pulses racing. \Øhen a

popular program came on, everyone rn the family gathered round the television,

which was often in the tokonoma, the alcove that was traditionally reserved for

displaying the family's most pdzed possessions. Lights were dimmed and voices

weie lowered, so as not to rniss a gesture of a syllable. (Schilling 1'997.34-35)

While 'everyàay'programmes were cleady cherished, it was Crown Prince Akihito's

post-Royal-wedding public procession in '\pril 1.959 that gave Jzpan its fìrst taste for

exttzrvag trt, nationally-televised live events. In the week prior to the wedding, "the

number of sets in Japanese households passed the two million mark, double the

number of the year before" afld NHK and the two commetcial broadcasters covering

the highly-anticipated occasion generated a combined audience of fifteen million

viewers (Schilling 1.997:21,2).to This set a precedent fot the viewing of maior events,

such as Kohaka, in later years.

The tegular transmission of colout programmes in September 1960

encouraged sales of colour sets but it was the broadcast of anothef spectaculat live

event-the October 1.964 Tokyo Olympics-v/hich prompted a 'colour television

boom' 1I\IHK 2002:203-204). The production of colour sets dramatically incteased and

the public demand prompted a ne'w NHK colour-teception receiving fee in April 1968

(l\HK 2002:204,205). That year, NHI( radio-teceiving fees were abolished, making

television fees the broadcaster's sole source of income (Hitahan and Sata 1991:5). It

would be another seven ye ts) however, until NHI{ ttansmitted all progtammes in

colour and with rival netwotks later following suit, colout became the norm in Japan

(¡.{HK 2002:205). In later years, NHK became a wodd-leadet in broadcasting

18 Indeed, only 868 households were registered fot the inaugural television broadcast (Hamota 2003:Internet)

because of the exorbitânt cost of television sets.

to It i, urrn-.d that these ratings are based on the numbet of NHI('s television-teceivirìg contracts and other

methods of ratings calculated by the commercial broadcasters. Independent television audience ratings were not,

after al,, introduced in Japan unttl, 1962 (see Chapter One).
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technology advancements, launching the ftst satellite btoadcasting system in May 1984

and, in June 1989, regular transmissions of hrgh-defìnition television progtammes

(l\HK 2002:1,8).

Over the course of its history, NHK has developed the image of an honest,

trustworthy and dependable broadcaster that will always serve the interests of the

Japanese people. This image is duly supported by demonsttations of teliability where it

has served as the key distributor of vital information in times of war, tetrorism and

na¡xal dls2s1s1-from the 1959 Ise Bay Typhoon to the 1995 sarin gas poisoning in

the Tokyo Subway by the Âum Shinrikyo religious cult. In short, the public trusts

NHK.t0 In 1.999, the year of the 50ru K¡hakø, NHI('s long-standing commitment to the

public remained unyielding, as noted by the then NHI( president, Ebisawa l(atsuii,

when he remarked that "NHK remains detetmined... to present programs that viewers

and Listeners really want to watch and listen to" (Ebisawa 1,999:Internet). Certainly,

NHI('s varied educational, cultural and entertainment programmes aim to cater fot the

widest possible rànge of viewers and the broadcaster encourages feedback frorn

viewers and alters its program^irg according to public opinion." It also operates two

research organisations that conduct nationwide surveys, including those used to

determine which singers the Japanese public would like to see in Kohaku.tt Despite

these efforts to remain closely connected to the people, the btoadcaster's clean-cut

image, morally upright stance, endorsement of family values and stfong aversion to

scandal often alienates younger viewers, who instead turn to the heady, fast-paced

commercial networks for entertainment.

Furthermore, several of NHI('s programmes-including Kohaku-are considered by

some to be tired, unfashionable and teminiscent of 'old Japan'. ì7e can see evidence of

this in the changing face of Kõhakø throughout its history, as outlined in Chapter One.

'o Thi, idea is supported by a i998 NHI( survey, titled ludiences and the Pubìic Nature of Broadcasting: A

Survey of 'the Role of Broadcasting", whete 79 percent of respondents deemed NHI( more trustworthy thân

othet information sources or non-media authoritarian organisations such as the legal courts (66 percent), the Diet
(18 petcent) and the government (16 percent) (fakahashi 1998:Internet)'
tt 

^ 
1,996 NHI( document, for example, states that the broadcaster regulatly teceives correspondence (such as

telephone calls and mail) from more than fìve miÌlion viewers each year and several Audience Âdvisory Councils

evaluate NHI('s programming and recommend improvements based on feedback from viewers (l\HK 1996:3).

" Th.r. organisations are the NHI( Science and Technical Research Laboratories and the NHI{ Broadcasting

Culture Research Instirute.
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Sources

This research ptesents an original contribution to the gtowing fìeld of Japanese

popular music studies. While most major investigations in this fìeld ^te 
btoad

ethnographic studies of a single music genre (see fot example Aoyagi (1999) on idol

pop, Condry (999) on rap, and Yano Q002) on enka) in various performance contexts,

this study instead focuses on a single context, the 50'h Kohaku, where severai genres are

performed side-by-side. It also forms part of an increasing scholady awateness of

popular song contests held outside of Japan. Across the wodd, both amateur and

professional song corìtests have been embraced as sources of entertainment by the

general public and identifìed as fruitful areas of research by scholats. In particular, the

televised Lma;terrr song contests such as British 'Pop ldol', 'Canadian Idol' and

'Australian Idol' have recently fascinated viewets in their respective countries.2'ì(/hile

these are formulaic talent contests, there ate other song contests that have long

histodes, established audiences and deep associations with the country in which they

are held.'a Âlthough substantial scholady writings about these contests 
^re 

yet to be

published, Björnberg has made an extensive investigation (1987, 1990) of another song

contest, Sweden's 'Melody Festival', which acts as a preliminary round for the widely-

celebrated pan-Europe song contest'Eurovision'. His tesearch, coupled with the hype

of the 50,h anniversary celebrations of 'Eurovision' in 2005, has stimulated a wealth of

emerging research into this television programme." A focus on the 50th Kohaka is

especially timely in the wake of scholarþ writings on the 50th 'Eurovision', a contest

which aroused comparable levels of expectancy and reflection in Europe as the 50ù

Kohaka did in Japan. Moreover, this study arises at a ttme when othet long-running

contests are also being examined, such as Agostini's (2005) work on Italy's 'Santemo

Festival'. This study of Japan's K¡haku also btings to light aJapanese contest within the

context of studies of song coritests around the wodd.

23 In Australia, where televised song contests are uncommon, the locally-based ',\ustralian Idol'was a surprise hit

with audiences, as was the internationally-syndicated 'American Idol' and the 'grand fìnal' version of the program,
rWorld Idol'.

'o Th"r" include, for example, Poland's 'Sopot International Song Festival' and its replacement, the 'Intervision

Song Contest', Spain's 'Benidorm International Song Festival' and Sweden's 'Baltic Song Contest'.
2s B¡örnb.rg's later (2005) research investigâtes the cultural signihcance of the musical and stylistic changes in
Eurovision over tirne while others have examined other aspects of this contest. Solomon (2005), for example, has

looked ar song performers' presentations of ethnicity, Paiala Q005) has consideted musical sentimentaliry and

melodrama, Raykoff (2005) has focused on camp / gay aesthetics and perfotmativity and Tobin (2005) has

examined nationality and sexual,ity in Eurovision.
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Despite the sheer number and variety of song contests in Japan-ftom

^m 
teur to 'talent-sezrch'to professional-scholady investigations into these tich areas

of research are scarce. This tesearch into K¡haka assists in tedressing this imbalance.

Of the few aticles that have paved the way, Hetd's (1984) case study of the now

defunct namaha World Popular Music Festival' still serves as the starting point.'u

Although her observations are now over 20 years old, they still shed light on the

elements of popular song petformance in Japan. Hosokawa's receflt (2000) work on

the song contest 'Nodojiman' ('Pride In My Voice') is also significant and his

observations are useful to this study of Kohaka in that they raise pertinent issues

concerning identity, community and belonging among paricipants." ,{.ll in all, his

research prompts a different perspective on Kohakø's place within the sphere of Japan-

related song contests.

Beyond these works, the sources consulted in this study fall within four

categories: offìcial documents, scholarþ publications, infotmation gleaned ftom K¡hakø

viewers, and media sources. Official documents have proved vital to this study in that

they provide accurate data, fac¡nI infotmation and authoritative views of the coritest.

The most important source has been the televised concert which serves as the Prtm2;ty

document for this research. Viewing the televised 50th Kahakø has been enhanced by a

valuable journal article authored by the ptoduction staff from the programme

þublished under Nippon Hõsõ Gijutsu I(yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Sentã (2000)) which

outlines the technical and procedutal aspects, including lighting techniques and the

types of camen equipment employed. Other 'behind the scenes' programmes

broadcast on NHI{ the followiîg ye r confirmed and enhanced observations, and

allowed a perspective different ftom what might be had in simply viewing the televised

corìceft.

'6 Althotrgh Herd does not re fer to Kohaka in this article, het discussion of the format and conventions of the

1,982 Yamaha' festival enables pertinent compatisons with the 50n' Kobakø which would benefit futute research

on this topic. Both contests were, for example, staged in sirnilady large and prestigious venues inJapan and wete

also broadcast on television. The Yamaha' contest was, however, a three-day event which featured foreign songs

performed by amateurs fromJapan as well as othet countries wheteas the 50tb Kohaþ.awas a one-night event

featuting pro fes sional song perfotmers, primarily ftom J apan.
27 

Hosoku-n's research includes an historical examination of the contest in Japan (2000a) as well as a study of
local versions of the contest stâged by the Japanese-Braztltan community tnBrazl' (2000b). U¡hke Kohaka, the

Japanese 'l'lodojiman' featwes amateurs performing covers of hit songs, karaoke-style, and has a mote relaxed

format. Nevertheless, the contests share many sirnilar featutes in that they are both broadcast on television and

chiefly presentJapanese repertoires, they are grounded in history and are still produced today, and they are well-

known to all generations ofJapanese people.
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Offìcial publications gteatly assisted this study's framing of the 50th contest

within a histodcal context. The documentation of Kohaka tatings by the independent

organisation Video Research (2000a:1) have helped to ttace Kohaka's popularity ovet

time. Descriptive accounts of NHI('s shifting visions for Kohaku and the ptogramme's

role and reception are also documented in sections of BroadcastinginJapan:TheTwentieth

Centøry Joamel from Radio to Møltimedia (2002). To a lesser extent, the web-based atticle

on Kohaka by the 50 Years of NHI{ Television Publishing Committee (2003a) presents

descrþtive elements of the programme over time. The most valuable resource has

been the mericulously-detailed archtval book on. Kohakø, compiled by NHI( staff-

member Takahashi I(oichi (2000). This source, published as the 1000tr' volume of a

NHK pedodical, has provided raw data and factual information, such as the names of

performers and their songs, as well as descriptive accounts of events from the 1't

KAha,ëa (1951). In addition, the photogaphs included in this publication have enabled

furthet inteqpretation of the song performances discussed in this study. These

photographs compiement Kohakø videos dating ftom the eady 1980s as well as

exce{pts from eady rare editions of Kõhaka which have been reptoduced in various

NHK programmes during 1,999. By evaluating all of these publications, videos and

photographs, a balanced and impatial view of KOhaka-free from the bias associated

with NHI{'s published texts-has been acquired.

The second category is scholady sources. There are only a small number of

scholarly sources (in English ot Japanese) which focus exclusively on Kohaka and, as

such, it is useful to review these here, beginning with the most substantial texts. One

particularþ noteworthy article is Hiroshi Ogawa's (1990) examination of the 40th

Kohakø (1939) which argues that Kohakø's decltrrjng populadty during the 1980s was

due to changes in Japanese viewing habits. His insights have helped to shape an

understanding of the programme's reception which could not have been gained by

examining ratings data alone. Other aticles on Kohaku can be found in refetence

documents such as I{ojima and Crane's Jaþanese English Dictìortary of Japanese Caltare

(1987). While these articles are often condensed, Schilling's entry on Kohaku in his

largely informal book The Enqtclopedia of Japanese Pop Cøltøre (1997) has provided insight

on broader aspects of the programme, including the petfotmer selection process. Even

IN'I'RODUCTION
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though they pre-date the 50Th Kohaka, hts obserwations can be equally applied to this

contest andare benefìcial to this study.

In recent years, scholars have made many passing references to Kohakø in the

cofltext of other research on Japan. Mitsui (1,997:1.65), fot example, discusses the

programme in relation to general broadcasting practices, Nakajima (198(r cited in

Fukunishi Suzuki 1995:85) contemplates it in relation to images of women on

television, and Chalmers (2000:75) considers it as an example of the media's depictions

of a famiy. Matkham Q000:209), fufthermore, rÌotes that watching Kohakø has become

paltof the religious practices of NewYear, while Bestor (1,989:1.37) observes that this

is a new-found ritual in the age of mass communication. Dading-\X/olf (2000:1,47)

acknowledges Kohaka to be a major event on theJapanese musical calendar, and Yano

(2004a:43, 2003:78, 1995:80 znd 1,53-155) considers it an impotant vehicle for the

populat genre enka and, as Anders on Q002:325) also observes, the individual stats of

this genre. " Taking a different view, Olsen Q004:247-253) has looked at local

variations of Kohaku by the nikkei þeople of Japanese hedtage residing out side of

Japan) in South American countries such as Peru and Brraztl. The teferences to KAbaka

made by these scholars may be fleeting and mely extend beyond a single sentence or

p^r^grziph, nevertheless, the fact that Kohakø is used as an illustrative example

highlights an emerging awarerìess of the contest's significance in a diverse nnge of

scholady contexts.

The third c tegoty is sources ptoduced by Koha/<ø fans. lØhile a few

information-rich books have been written Try Kohal<a afìcionados, such as Makiyama

(1,996) and I(aburag¡ (1995), in recent times fans have turned to more immediate and

informal mediums, such as intetnet sites, web pages, chat rooms and blogs, to convey

their views of the programme. Even a preliminary internet search will produce

hundreds of thousands of website links, demonstratìng the progrâmme's status as a hot

'8 B.ood examinations ofJapanese popular genres and petformers have helped to establish a deeper

understanding of the Japanese music wodd and, consequently , Kobaku's place within it. For example, Mita's (1992

trans. Stephen Suloway; cited henceforth as Mita 1992) examrnation of the key words and motifs in Japanese
popular song þics prior to 1963 proved benefìcial when considering common themes in the songs of the 50th

Kobaku. Yano's excellent studies (1.997,1.998,1999,2000,2003,2004a,2004b a¡d 2005) on the genre enkahave,

however, been of the highest value to this srudy. Most notably,her 1.995 ethnographic dissertation and

subsequent book in 2002have elucidated the relationship between nationhood and song which not only shed

light on enka songs and singers, but also provide insight into broader links between KAha/<u and the nation.
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topic in cybetspace. It is acknowledged that internet-based soutces such as these ate

ephemeral, unregulated and may not be authoritative ot offer scholady integrity. They

are, nevertheless, important indicatots of pubic attitudes-ftom scathing criticisms and

glowingreviews-andarewithout fearor favour. Moreovet, these sources desctibe the

unofficial stories and petsonal expedences, the rumours and hearcay, and the

expectations and anticipations surrounding the 50th K¡haku in L999. Overall, these

sources help to inform the study by showing how K¡haka deeply engages Japan at an

individual level.

The final category of sources used in this study is Japanese media publications.

In the months leading up to the concert, both print and online media sources,

including television guides, entertainmeît m^gazines and newspapers, perpetuate the

hyp., relay the gossip and provide the 'inside scoop' on Kahaka through independent

interviews with performers, detailed editodals and glossy photographs.to Although at

times highly speculative, these publications offer a t¡roader point of view than official

sources and have been consulted with due care. The media soutce most benefìcial to

this research is the special issue of TV gaido qokan: øta no hon besuta hittl '99 (1,999),

published in commemoration of the 50th edition of Kohaku. This source offets a unique

perspective that is distinct from NHI{ publications, and it also conveys a high level of

detail about the performers and their songs. Ovetall, these sources show how the 50t1'

KOhakø is promoted to Japanese audiences and how the programme engages Japan at a

national level.

To gain a more complete view of the contest, fieldwotk was undetaken in

Tokyo, Japan, during the northern wintet of 1,999-2000 when the 50th Kohaka was held,

and also the winter of 2000-2001.30 One of my main objectives was to attend Kohaku as

an audience member but despite repeated convetsations with NHK staff, I was politely

declined.tt I was instead invited to take part in the annual Kohaka ballot (a process

2e 
Ch^ptetTwo outlines othet media sources promoting the 50d' Kohaku.

to B"for. my initial time in the fi.eld, many months .ù/ere spent establishing and maintaining crucial relationships

with NHI( staff. This proved to be challenging. As a galin (a person who is notJapanese), I was marked an

outsider and my interest in Kohaku was often met with surprise and disbelief. After extensive correspondence,

however, NHI( public relations staff came to see my -hnglìsh-based reseatch as an oPPortunity for an aspect of

Japanese popular culture to reach countries where Kohaku is little known and wete, therefore, supportive of the

prolect.

" Thi, was due to vatious reasons, one of which was the gteat demand for audience tickets by the general public.

NHI( staff believed it would be unfair to gfant me entfy undef these circumstânces.

to
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which is described in Chapter Two), wheteby winning entrants teceive K¡haka

audience tickets, but unfortunately my entries were unsuccessful. Nevettheless, in 1999

and 2000, I was granted admittance to the main rehearsals for Kohakø-a tate privilege

considering they arc typically'off limits' to the public. This not only enabled ftst-hand

observations of the NHI( Hall setting and the subtle, inner-workings of the contest,

but also permitted glimpses into the closely-guarded wodd of the song perfotmets. In

1,999, I attended rehearsals under the guise of 'tesearcher' and due to restrictive

security measures, was only authorised to view from a desþated audience seat in the

balcony and was advised not to use recording devices or photographic equipment.

Viewing the rehearsals informed the 'real' song performances that were to later take

place, and adopting the perspective of an in-house audience member ptoved beneficial

in that it allowed points of comparison with the television presentation. The following

year when my relationship with NHI( had strengthened, I was gtanted the seemingly

higher status of 'member of the press' fot the 51," Kohaka (2000) rehearsals. Armed

with identification tags and cleared by NHI( security, I moved freely inside NHI( Hall

and joined the press nearby the stage, neat the song petformers, whete I was able to

take photographs. Even though direct contact with the stars was sttictly fotbidden, it

was enlightening to view them at close range.

-,{.s part of my fìeldwork, I parttcipated in several Kõhaka-relzted'occasions'

such as atending KOhaka-dated exhibitions (featuring photographs, sþatures and

messages of goodwill from stars) displayed in NHI( Studio Park Q'{HI('s broadcasting

theme-parþ, collecting specialist Kohalea resources, watching television progtammes

about K¡haka and observing Kohaka song performers in othet music programmes. This

enabled insight into the kinds of activities which Kohaka fans engage in as the contest

apptoaches. Following Kohakø's broadcast, I compared audience ratings published in

newspapers and reflected on the highlights of the show. Overall, I endeavoured to

adopt the perspective of a typical fan by being 'caught up' in dne Kõhakø-mania. ¡}rat

sweeps the nation ztyearend.3'

" Oth", activities engaged in during this heldwork have enabled valuable insights into ttaditionalJapanese

culture. In particular, paticipating in the activities of year-end, such as pounding mochi rice, and also the activities

of the New Year period Qhogøsu) such as visiting temples in the eady hours of New Year's Day gave me hrst-

hand expetience of the time-honoured customs which frame Kabaku.
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Although this is not a study of audience reception, it has been beneficial to

converse with a variety of people who are famitalr with Kohaka.Interviews with staff

from the ratings organisation Video Research and conversations with iournalists and

photogaphers have provided insight into the Japanese media's perspective of the

contest. Meanwhjle, informal discussions with Japanese people, Âustralian expatriates,

andJtpanese--¿\ustralians of various ages have helped me to ascertain how K¡haka, and

the 50th edition in particular, is generally teceived in Japan. Casual exchanges with 50't'

K¡haka ticket-holders and other fans outside of NHK Hall have also shed light on

what Kohaka means to avid fans, at a personai level. Overall, these conversations

revealed mixed views. Some peopie enjoy Kohakø but see it as out of step with modern

times while others-especially those who have faithfully followed the progtamme over

a long period of time-continue to regard it with genuine affection and delight. In any

case, it is clear that Kohaka provokes strong and varied responses, all of which have

assisted in shaping my own perception of the programme'

One of the most important aspects of this {ìeldwork has been to view the

televised 50'¡ Kahakl¿ coîcert in real time and within a home setting. This enabled me

to share the sense of immedircy and occasion experienced by viewers on New Yeat's

Eve. It was the repeated viewings of the recotded progtamme, howeven, that lead to a

gre ter understanding of the song performances and their intricacies. This method of

watching the programme is in keeping with the wày m^ray Japanese experience Kohaku.

Some people record the programme and in subsequent weeks, months or years, re-

watch the entire show or perhaps selected perfotmances. Consequently, m^ny people

accumulate alarge archive of K¡haka programmes and become highly knowledgeable

about Kobaka's singers and their performances. In order to develop a similar

understanding, I have consulted my own archive of Kohaku ptogrammes, a collection

of borrowed and dubbed tapes from the mid-1980s onward. In general, this footage

shows the development of the contest over time and provides a historical context for

the 50th Kohaku.

This study takes a hrghly interpretive approach to analysing the song

petformances of the 50th Kohaka. \X/hile the televised Kahaka is the primary document,

this study does not intend to present a frame-by-frame analysis of the progtamme.
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Instead, it considers the televised Kohaka in conjunction with observations made at the

Kohakø rehearsals. This facilitàtes 
^ 

more inclusive analysis which embraces elements

rhat are unique to the televised version, such as the song lyrics which are displayed on-

screen. Those watching the televised Kohakø, furthermote, have a different viewing

experience to those attending the concert, as noted in the start of this Inttoduction. In

recognition of this difference, t'wo kinds of audiences are differentiated in this study,

namely the 'broadcast audience' and the 'in-house audience' (also referted to as the

NHK Hall audience). \Xlhile discussion will include both kinds of audiences, the focus

will be chiefly on the broadcast audience's perspecíve.

The DVD accompanying this study enables readers to acquire a sense of the

grand spectacle of Kohaka. Flowevet, given the 50'h Kohakø runs for several hours, it is

more useful to include only selected examples on this DVD to provide a snapshot of

the ptogramme. Seven key song perfotmances have been selected ftom both halves of

Kohaku; examples 1.-4 arc taken from the first half of the programme and examples 5-

7 are from the second half. Not only do these examples demonstrate the different

sryles of performance taking place over the course of the evening, but they aiso

accwrately represent the strong presence of enka and J-pop in the contest. Overall, the

DVD brings to life observations from Part Two of this study, illusttating the

simultaneous convergence of musical aspects, lyric themes, staging and the types of

performing relationship s.

,\lthough Kohakø is transmitted to m^ny counffies and territories atound the

wodd, this study principally focuses on the programme broadcast in Japan. In this

sense, it examines a programme presented to its homeland (tather than to an external

audience), showing whatJapan expresses about its people, to its people. The televised

KAhakø examined here is the version broadcast on the terrestrial channel NHI( saga

(general), hencefoth NHK-G. -,A.lthough it is almost identical to the digital version of

the programme presented on the satellite channel NHK BS-2, the NHI(-G vetsion is

more widely watched tnJapan because it is free-to-air.33 This vetsion is considered to

33 Th. -uir, difference between the NHI(-G version and NHI( BS-2 version is that the latter includes additional

aspecrs associated with digital television, such as advanced menus options and picture control.
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be the 'rcal' Kõhaka. Another benefit of this version is that tatings-an indicator of

popularity-are avztfable, whereas ratings for the NHK BS-2 are not'34

,\t this point, it is helpful to summarise how Kohakø's ratings-which ate cited

throughout this study-àre measured. Video Research uses the 'people meter' method

whereby a television set-top box registets an individual's programme selection and the

entire household's selection, measured in intervals of one minute.35 These tatings ate

supplemented by the 'diary method' (similar to the 'people meter' method) which

calculates data for each viewer according to intervals of five minutes. Although set-top

boxes are placed in homes across Japan, this study is primariþ concerned with ratings

from the I(antõ region, the geographical atea that encompasses the seven prefectures

of Honshu, the largest island tnJapan, and it includes the nation's capital, Tokyo. 36 The

mzjoirty of Japan's population resides in the I(anto tegion. It was the frst tegion to

have television tatings measured and it continues to be the ptimary ratings cited by the

Japanese media and scholars as being indicative of the nation's viewing habits.

This thesis is presented in two volumes. The first volume is divided into two

parts. Pat One takes a broad perspective and establishes the background and context

necessary for understanding the 50th Kahakø and its Community of song performers.

Chapter One documents the historical development of Kahal<a from the programme's

inception until the 49th KAhaka (1998), noting in particular the variations in song

performers and genres presented, the other types of patticipants in the contest, the

staging and technology employed, the i"dgtg and voting system and, lastly, the record

of victoties for the Red and \ñ/hite Teams. Chaptet Two focuses on 1999's '50th Kzhaktl

event' which compdses a series of Kohakø-related 6sç¿5i6n5-from preparations and

publicity to the programme's broadcast and its receptio¡-¡þ21 fuame the 50th contest.

Part Two presents an analysis of the 50th Kzhaka soflg performances to see what they

reveal about the Community. Each chapter in this patt looks at core elements of song

performance and highlights issues surounding the Community 
^t ^n 

individual level,

as a collective, with rcgard to the historicai Koha,ka Community and the nation. Chapter

3a 
-A...ordi.rg to 

^ 
m n ger of the quality control department of Video Research, ratings data for the NHI( BS-2

K¡haku is not publicly released bit is instead 'sealed' and sold to NHI( (Ota Shizuka 2000:pers. com.).

'u This method ot calculating ratings was introduced in the I(antö area on 31 March 1997 and replaced an earher

system.

'o Ruti.rg, for other regions inJtpan are also presented in the appendices for comparative purPoses.
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Three considers musical and Iyical aspects of song perfotmance, while Chapter Four

examines recurring themes in the þcs. Chapter Five observes the physical aspects of

staging, and Chapter Six explores the various telationships displayed by the

Community. The final chapter presents conclusions for the tesearch.

The second volume begins with the appendices. Appendix A, as previously

noted, lists the regional audience ratings fot each K¡haka pteceding the 50th contest,

while ,A.ppendix B presents profiles for each member of the 50¡ KAhaku Community.

Appendix C looks at the Kohaku historical Community and shows the distribution of

new performers and returning performers each year. Appendix D outlines the gentes

associated with each song petformer in the 50th Kohaka Community, and Äppendix E

offers a segment-by-segment overwiew of the televised 50th K¡hakzz. Appendix F

documents the regional ratìngs for the 50th Kzhaka and also shows the I(antö region

ratings for each song performed. ,\ppendix G presents translations of the 50th Kohakø

songs and acknowledges the lyricist and composer for each song. .{ppendix H

comprises still images from the DVD that accompanies this thesis and is useful for

readers unable to view the footage. Following the appendices is a selected glossary of

keyJapanese terms pertaining to the 50ø K¡haku.Inside the rear cover of Volume Two

is the DVD and a user's guide to playback. The disc is classifìed as 'tegion ftee' and is

suitable to be played in all territories and countries. In otder to enable further

accessibiìity for viewers, the footage has been converted from the Japanese NTSC

format (in which KOhaka is presented) into the PAL formtt (used in Australia, !(/estetn

Europe etc.) and this process has resulted in some minot pixelation. Readets are

advised to consult the 'Notes for DVD Playback' for further details and suggestions as

to which plaþack devices support this format.

Before proceeding to Part One, a few editotial matters ate relevant here. This

study adopts the Hepburn style of romanisation of Japanese wotds and uses the

macron system in accordance with Kenþusha's New Japanese-English DicÍionary (À4asuda

1.974), avoiding macrons for commonly-used words, such as 'Tokyo'. It also adheres to

the Japanese convention of naming whereby famïry name precedes personal name. As

previously indicated, this research is primarily intended for English language readets.

Âs such, the lØestern calendrical system is ptedominantly used and all non-English
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words are italicised with the exception of names, proper nouns and other words where

duly noted. All ttanslations 
^re 

my own unless otherwise acknowledged. \X/ith an

English language teadership in mind, only English translations of lyrics are quoted in

text but Japanese lyrics are also provided in Appendix G. Major Japanese historical

periods referred to in this study ate also presented on page xüi in conjunction with the

corresponding lØestern dates. For ease of teading, Kohaku atagassen is abbreviated to

Kohaku and is wtitten without quotation marks, unlike the titles of other television

programmes. \X/hen teferring to different editions of Kohakø, the year of performance

is written in parentheses with the exception of the 50th Kohakø which is commonly

understood to have taken place tn 1999.It is also acknowledged that it is gramma:jLcally

incorrect for Japanese wotds to written in the possessive fotm (i.e. Kohaka's) and this is

avoided as much as possible.

Now let us turn to Part One of this study which provides a backgtound and

context for the 50th Koha/<tt
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CFI ,A.PTER ONE,: THE HISTORIC¡.L DE\/ELOPMENT OF KOHAKU

ohakø has nevef stagnated. Since its e tly bfo^dç25¡5-5st against the

backdrop of post-w^t J^p^î and amid fluctuating economic tefotms and

increasing ìíestern culturai influerìce-KOhakø has strived to reflect the

music of the day and symbolise an evolving Japanese culture. This chapter traces the

historical development of Kohaka, from the contest's prototype tn 1'945 to the 49th

K¡hakø (199S).1 To compare each Kohaka over time, data is summarised according to

five-year periods and presented in a series of tables. Below each table are seven vast-

ranging subsections which elaborate upon this data. Fitstly, the 'Date, Time and

Venue' subsection examines the ptogtamme's changing venues as well as various

broadcasting details. Secondly, 'Ratings' trâces the progtamme's popularity over time

through its television ratings.t Thirdly, 'Song performers and Genres' looks at the tlpes

of song performers and music genres in K¡haku and the varying numbers of acts per

team over the years, broadly demonsttating the emeÍgence of the KAhaku histodcal

Community.3 Fourthly, 'Other Patticipants' outlines the roles of Kohaka's Team MCs,

General Chairmen and additional performers (such as dancers and instrumentalists) as

well as its audience.o Fifthly, 'staging and Technology' descdbes the many innovations

and developments in both the staging and broadcasting of the ptoduction. Sixthly, the

contest's ever changing 'Judging and Voting System', which determines the winning

team, is outlined for each contest.s Lastly, 'The Histotcal Tally of Victories', follows

the successes of the Red and rX/hite Teams throughout the contest's history.

In order to gain a thorough understanding of the ptogressive evolution of

KOhakø and its traditions, discussion is not restricted to issues of community as this is

1 
Sel.cted data from NHI('s official Japanese language book (f akahashi 2000) on Kohaka is presented and

interpreted here in English for the lrst time. To avoid bias and enable a well-rounded perspective, it is

supple-etrt.d by close readings of photographs from this source and observations of video archives. These

initu¿e the 38,h to 41", Kohaku (1987_1.990), the 43'd to 45d'Kobaka (1'992-1994) and the 47rh rc 49th Kohaþ'u

(1ee6-1998).

'Th. 'Ruti.rgs' subsection in this chapter only appears in relation to Kohaku broadcast ftom 1962 when ratings

were htst calculated. Unless stated otherwise, all television audience tatings cited in this chapter refer to the

Kantõ arez and are cited from an unpubìished document cteated by the media research, marketing and ratings

organisation Video Research Limited (Video Research Limited 2000a:1). Consult,\ppendix A for ratings ftom

otherJapanese regions for the period 1962-1998.
3 It i, beyond the scope of this srudy to list all petformers throughout Koha/<u history. See Takahashi (2000) for

data up to and including the 49rb Kzhdkîl (1998).
a 

See Takahasht QO00:173) fot the names of Team MCs and General Chairmen up to and including the 49'h

Kohaku (1998). Information about the additional musicians used in the contest is scarce and, as such, it is

unknown if one or indeed many orchestras have been employed throughout Kobaka's history.
t R"f., to Takahashi (2000) for a complete listing of the names and occupations (where applicable) of each iudge

up to and including the 49'b Kohak'u (1998).
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taken up in detail in Part Two. This chapter instead illuminates core components of the

song contest, namely the performers and participants, the staging and the songs, and

the audiences, judges and their responses, and ultimately establishes a historical context

for the 50th Kahaka Community of song performers

The Kobaku Ptototype

In 1945 when Japan was under Allied Occupation (1945-1952), the NHK music

producer l(ondo Tsumoru created a lively radio programme to spirituaþ uplift the

"defeated and poverty stricken nation" (Schilling 1.99794, Tokyo News Tsùshinsha

1999:51).6 Ottgt"uh itled'Kabaka ongaka gassen' ('The Red and rX/hite Music Battle'),

this live-to-air singing contest boasted a'battle of the sexes' theme, used an in-house

orchestra and was broadcast in alate night New Year's Eve timeslot (l\HK 2002:90).7

It was the bluepdnt for what was to be NHI('s flagship music programme, Kohaka

atagassen.

The concept of a 'song battle' was contentious in eady post-war Japzn, when

the nation was still weary from its own battle. It is not known whether the programme

was well received by the listening public but Occupation authorities were critical of the

prohibited word gdssen þattle) in the progtamme title because it was "teminiscent of

war" (|..IHI{ 2002:90).8.,\lthough the contest was dutifully tenamed 'Koha,ëw ongakø

shial ('The Red and White Music Competition'), it was latet discontinued. Nevertheless,

it heralded the start of NHI('s song contest tradition and less than a decade later, the

real Kohakl,lwas born.

u In u ,.n.", this program was a product of cultural nationalism in that it aimed to "regenerate the national

community by creating, preserving or sttengthening a people's cultural identity when it [was] felt to be lacking,

inadequate or thteatened" (Yoshino 1'992:1).
t Thi, p.og.um aired from 10:20pm until midnight and featuted 20 singers QJHI( 2002:89-90). For a list of
performers, see "1"t Koha,ka (Jtagassen" (1999:Internet). Only a few we eks latet on 19 January 1946, NHK
launched 'Nod/inan' ('Pride In My Voice), the ìive, amateur song contest that would, l:ke Kohaku, become one of

Japan's most populâr programs.
t Th. Cinil Censorship Detachment also heavily censoted traditionalJapanese petforming arts. In particular,

rakago (comicmonologue recitation), kodan (epic narration) a¡d naniwa-bashi (epic natration and singing

accompanied ïty shamisen lute) stoties about vengeance "wete partiatly or completely banned because they were

considered miltaristic and might encourage the revival of nationalism" (NIHK 2002:81).
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The fst-$th Kobaku (1951-1954)

K¡hakø developed in tandem with NHI('s pioneering advancements in btoadcasting

technology and subsequently transformed from a small-scale tadio show into one of

the first black and white television p(ogrâmmes inJapan. Table 1.1 summadses data

pertaining to each Kohakø staged duting this five-year period.

Table l./ Summary Data: the 1sL5ù Kzhaka (1,951-1954)

Edition Date Timeslot Daration Venae

(11,M)
SP" per
Team

I(/inning
Team(pm)

1st

)nd

3'd

4d.

5,1

3 January 1.951.

3 January 7952
2Jantzry 1953
31 December 1953
31 December 1.954

8:00-9:00
7:30-9:00
7:30-9:00
9:15-10:45
9:15-11:00

NHK Radio Studio 1

NHK Radio Studro 1

NHK Radio Studio 1

Japan Theatre
Hibiya Theatre

1:00

1:30

1:30

1:30
1:45

7

1,2

I2
17

15

White
White
\ñ4rite

Red
Red

S ource : Adapted from Takahas ttt 2000 :1 67 -1'7 1'

o Song perfotmers.

Date, Time and Venue

The inaugunl Kohaku wâs broadcast on radio in an evening timeslot in earþ January

1,951,. Only a small studio audience was present and in order to receive additional

feedback, producers encouraged listeners to contact NHK. The response was both

positive and overwhelming, as this fecollection of events indicates:

from the moment the first artist, Sugawara Tsuzuko, began to sing, the excitement

in the studio spread to the whole countfy, and NHI('s phone lines were lnzztng
with conunents and inquiries. ('50 Yeats of NHI{ Television' Publishing

Committee 2003:Internet)

Some listeners wrote letters of encouragement to the Kíhaka performers arìd others

travelled to the NHK studios to express theit delight in petson (Takahashi 2000:1,71).

This unprecedented public reaction ptovided the impetus for Kohakø's growth. Indeed,

by the 2"¿ Kohaka (1,952), the number of song performers nearþ doubled and in order

to accommodate the increase, the programme began eadier at7:30pm'e

The New Year period was notoriously hectic for NHI( Studio One was in

demand and securing time for the Kahakø broadcast had proved difficult. Singets,

moreover) were extremely busy with theit own New Year concert schedules and

tended to "gi.ve priority to stage performances" over tadio programmes ({obayashi

o Th" i.r.r.u.ed number of song performers may also have been to celebrateJapan's release from Occupation

that year (Iokyo Ne:ws Tsu¡hinsba 1'999:41).
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1,999:3). Â late-evening timeslot in December was, hov/ever, convenient for both NHK

and the song performers and as such, two discrete programmes were btoadcast in

1.953: the 3'd Koha,ku on 2)anuary 
^nd, 

the 4th Kohaka on 31 December. Since the lattet

btoadcast, Kahaka has been staged on New Yeat's Eve each yearto

The shift in timeslot and broadcast day coincided with a move to the spacious

Japan Theatre which accommodated a larger in-house audience than NHI('s Studio

One. The following year, howeve4 Kohaka moved again, this time to Hibiya Theatre to

prepare fot television test broadcasts.

Song Performers and Genres

There was a rising sense of anttcipation and excitement surtounding the inaugural

Kohaka.In order to further arouse the public's curiosity and gain a following, NHI(

staff did not reveal the singers' names until the proglamme commenced (Tokyo News

Tsushinsha 1.999:1,46). By the 2"d KAhaka (1,952), the show had gathered a strong

audience and the names of singets wete disclosed in advance, ptesumably due to public

demand. Even so, NHI( staff preserved Kohakø's mystery by withholding the song

titles.

Despite its inirial success, Kahaka was still finding its feet. Indeed, ptoblems

arose at the 2"¿ Kohaka (1952) when ^ c t accident forced Red Team singer

Matsushima Utako to suddenly withdraw ftom the contest. K¡haka ptoducets searched

urgently for a substitute, eventually teplacing het with an ex-Takaraz,,tka petfotmer.t'

The incident highlighted the delicate balance between the male and female teams: to

ensure that future contests wete fair, it was essential that each team had an equal

number of perfotmers.

The 1., and 2"d Kohakø (1,951, and 1,952) lnad fez¡xed mostly Japanese ballad

singers and the 3'à Kohaka Çan. 1,953) focused on Takarantka performers. By the 5th

Kohaka (1,954), however, K¡hakø presented classical, folk, chanson and La:ún singets.

Most notably, Misora Hibari-who would later become the 'queen of enka' (that is, the

tn Itis lik.ly thatKohakaproducers had always considered 31 December for the broadcast day, because the

Kohaka prototype, 'Kohaku ongaka sbial('Red and \ùØhite Music Contest) was also broadcast on New Yeat's Eve
11 

Tukura"uka is an all-female musical theatre company where women play men's roles and is famed for its

spectacular staging and romantic stoties. See Robertson (1998) for het groundbteaking analysis of Takataztka

and its sexual politics.
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most important and representative perfotmer) and would also be, in many ways the

'queen of Kohaka'-¡¡261s her Kohaka ðeb:ut that year. Kohaka was embtacing all kinds

of popular music genres and performers, but this policy would quickly change in later

yeafs.

Other Participants

The contest's rapid fame attracted large in-house audiences, eagetly cheering for

individual song performers. t' Â sense of rivalry between teams was, howevet,

stimulated by Team MCs, expressly selected by NHI( fot this pufpose. " Only

respectable, well-spoken male NHK announcers were considered for the \)7hite MC

role. Red MCs, meanwhile, were chosen from a variety of professions. This meant that

Team MCs often had clashing personalities which kept the contest lively, as did a new

pairing of Team MCs each year. In December 1953, however, the \X/hite MC's stiff and

proper image was cast aside when likable and ftiendly Takahashi I{eizo was selected

for the 4th Kohaka. This not only altered the dynamic between Team MCs, but also

marked the start of his nine-yeat reþ as \X/hite MC, setting a precedent for \)Øhite

MCs to rctzin the tole for successive vears.to

Staging and Technology

The cramped conditions of NHK Radio Studio One meant that the staging for the 1"

and 2"d Kohaka (1951 and 1,952) was limited (see Plate 1). Conttary to current ptactice,

the Red Team was grouped at stage left and the W{hite Team at stage right.ts All

paricipants, however, sat on metal folding chairs and the 'stage' was merely studio

floor, level with the audience seating area (see photographs Takahashi 2000:170).'u

Despite the simplistic layout, sorìg performets were well dressed and wore decorative

t' It i, ,rot known if audiences received tickets throughthe Kohakø ballot system during these eady yeats. See

Chapter Three for a detailed examination of the KAhaku audience ticket ballot process for 1999.
t'NHK 

also employed a male sports presenter for the 3'¿ Kobaku (1953) to describe the expressions and

movements of each song perfotmer and convey the exciting atmosPheÍe to the radio audience.
t4 Th. .ol" of Red MC was rarely held by the same person (with a few notable exceptions) for more than three

consecuflve yeats.
1s 

As of this writing, the Red Team is always located at stage right and the !7hite Team at stage left.
16 

The -rr.i.ians were, however, elevated on a tier behind the singers, presumably for radio broadcast PurPoses

CHÅPTER ONE: TFIE HIS.I.ORIC,{L DEVE,LOPMENT OF KOHAKU
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red or white flower corsages.tt This established a trend for conveying team affiliation

through colour which has continued throughout Kohaka history'

The 4,h K¡haka @... 1953), held in Japan Theatre, u/as the ltst to be

televised.'t ì7ith the large audience and the television c met^s in mind, singets

performed on the elevated stage, accompanied by orchestral musicians who wete

seated on a steep four-tiered platform. Afterward, singers would join fellow team

members to the side of the stage in the Red or White 'team corner' (kona)-the

designated areas for each team-where they remained in full view of the audience.

Colour was ptominently used, in spite of the limitations of the black and white

broadcast. Â red or white coloured ribbon was, fot example, tied around each team's

microphone. Song performers were dtessed in considetably more colourful and

ceremonial ball gowns and kimono than those worn in ptevious K¡haka.Indeed, lavish

and beautiful Kohaka costumes quickly became a highlight of the progtamme.'n

New rituals were introduced to make the 4th K¡hakø @... 1953) especially

entertaining for television viewers (Takahashi 2000:168). In a grand display of

p^ge nffy, for example, a nominated person (not named in sources) officially'opened'

the song contest.20 Correspondingly, the contest ceremonially'closed'when the MC of

the winning te m was awarded a large K¡hakø pendant, a gesture which became a

continuing tradition.2l

Kohaku's staging was modified when it telocated to Hibiya Theatre the

following year. The orchestra moved to a lower, less imposing platform so as not to

detract attention from the song performers (see photogaph Takahashi 2000:168).

Most signifìcantly, Red and ìØhite Teams wete positioned in opposite corners than in

17 
Photog.nphs of the 2"d and 3'd Kohaku (1952 and 1953) indicate that \ù7hite Team singers wore Western-styled

neckties and double-breasted suits with a white rose corsage in the left lapel (Iakahashi 2000:169-170). Women's

outfits tanged from simple dresses to kimono. Each woman u/ore a red tose corsage to sþify thek affiliation with
the Red Team; some attached it above their left breast, others nestled it in theit obi (a deconttve waistband).
18 In a[ likelihood, only a small television audience witnessed the broadcast because fewJapanese owned or had

access to a television set at this time.
to Th. t.r1n 'cosrume' is used in this thesis to encompass all aspects of outer-ware, including clothing garments,

shoes, accessories, jewellery, makeup and hairstyles. See Chapter Five for further discussion of this term.
20 Photogaphs from the 4d, Kohaku (1953) show a man running through the theatre audience aisle whjì.e carrying

the pendant, presumably to pfesent to the winning Team's MC onstage (Iokyo News Tsu¡hinsba 1999:1'68).

tt 
-d photogruph indicates that three hanging material banners are suspended from the pendant's peak (Iakahashi

2000:168). The names of past winning teams are written on each banner as a visual record of the Kohaþ.u

historical tally of victories.
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previous Kohaka. From the audience's perspective, the Red Team was now left of the

stage and the \X/hite Team was positioned at the dght. This was presumably to comply

with a new horizontal banner along the rcar stage wall that listed ko (ted) part of

'Kohaka' to the left of haka (white). In arìy case, this iayout became standard for future

Kohaka.

Judging and Voting Syst ern22

Âlthough the song contest was light-hearted, the judgrng process was telatively fotmal.

The judges on the panel, nevertheless, hailed from all walks of life: some were

employees of NHI{, others were from tL'e geinokai (entertainment wotld) and many

were members of the audience.'3 The judges' qualifìcations and credibiJity were,

however, challenged at the srh Kohakil (1,954) when a female singer threatened to

withdraw from the contest, citing too many judges were from industries 'outside' the

geinokai (Takahashi 2000:1.67).24 But NHK staff insisted that the role of a judge was not

to evaluate a singer's vocal abilities but to compare ezch team's collectivs rnsli¡5-¿

task that did not require musical training. K¡haka was a song contest'for the people', to

be judged not by music ptofessionals but by laypetsons.

Historic aI T ally of Victorie s

Bach year, Kohaku became more competitive. The \X/hite Team was victorious at the

first three Kohaka, which placed pressure on the Red Team to make their matk. The

22 The crtteriaby which teams are iudged are not known for this early period in the contest's history. Similady, it
is not known how votes were lodged. These processes are, howevet, clarifìed in later KAbaku and are documented

accotdingly in this chapter.

" NHK selected six people for the judgrng panel at the 1"r Kohaku (1951), including one celebrity, one NHI{
employee and the remaining fout (two men and women) from the studio audience (fakahashi 2000:171). The

panel for the2"¿ Kobaka (1952), however, only had fìve judges: four audience members and one celebrity iudge
(Iakahashi 2000:170). The 3'd K¿haku (1953) employed six judges, only one of whom was selected from the

audience. Two NHI( employees (one each ftom radio and television) were included thatyear and the remaining

three were record company employees. Many judges for the 4th Koh(tkil (1953), however, were rePresentatives of
the press so to stimulate media interest for Kobakø's television debut (fakahashi 2000:168). Of the nine judges,

three were NHI{ employees and the majority of the remaining six people worked for newspapet Fums. That year,

audience members did not participate in the adjudicating ptocess, presumably to minimise unexpected problems

associated with the live broadcast. The Japan Theatre audience was, for example, larger and more unprcdictable

than the smaller, contained NHI( Radio Studio One audience.

'o Of th. eight judges, two were NHI( employees and six came from highly diverse professions: one fudge was,

for example, a ballerina and another was a beautician. Audience iudges were not included that yeat but one

photograph of the contest shows the panel of iudges seated among audience members (see photograph

Takahashi 2000:167).In the photograph, the panel is cleady identifìed by a large sign which was used each yeat

until the 17th Kohal<u (1966) after which it was seemingly abandoned (see photographs Takahashi 2000:137,1'37,

1 40-1, 42, 1 62-3, 1. 6 5-6).
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Red Team fìnally emerged triumphant at the televised Kohaka in 1953. In jest, some

members of the White Team declared it a hollow victor/, claiming that judges were

seduced by the women?s elaborate clothing (Iakahashi 2000:168). The Red Team,

howevef, defended its credibility by winning the 5'h Kíhaka (1,954). The Kohaka

'historical tally of victories' now stood at two wins for the Red Team and three for the

ìØhite. Red needed to win the next Kohal<u and level the scote.

The 6th-10th Kohaku (1955-1959)

l7ith its fascinating 'battle of the sexes' theme and exciting live format, Kohaka's future

seemed secure. Its biggest threat c me, however, when rival television broadcasters

began creating 'copycat' song contests-Kohaka would have to dse to the challenge in

order to survive. See Table 1,.2 for Kohakø details pertaining to this fwe-yex period.

Table 1.2 Summary Data: the (th-lQù Kohal<ø (1955-1959)

Edition Year Tinteslot þm) Daration
(11:M)

Venae SP, per
Team

IYinning
Team

6,h

7rh

1955

1956
1,957

1958
1959

1:45

2:30
2:30
2:25
2:30

9:15-11:00
9:05-11:30
9:05-11:30
9:10-1.1:35
9:05-11:35

Sankei HalI
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatre
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatte
Shinjuku I{oma Theate
Tokyo T akarazuka The atre

16

24R/2s] /
25
25

25

Red
\X4rite
Red
Red
Red

8,1'

9d'

10,h

Source: Adapted from Takahashi 2000 :1 62-1' 66.
o Song performets.
b That year, there was an unequal number of song performers per team, as discussed in following subsections.

Time and Venue

Kohakø's timeslot fluctuated and it moved venue several times during this period.

These changes were prompted in 1955 when a commercial television station's copycat

programme titled '1.955nen orasta atagassen' ('The 1955 r{.ll-star Song Contest')

threatened to steal Kohal<a's established audience (\lHK 2002:1.63).'u Avznatton of the

programme screened the followiîg yer and Kohakxl met its competitor head-on by

shifting to a near-identical timeslot and relocating to a similatly lavish venue.

tu '1,955rr, lrarta ataga¡seil' (1955 All-star Song Contest') was created by I(RT (an acronym which is used to refer

to RQio Toþo Terebl which eventually became TBS (Iokyo Broadcasting System). The progtam's format was

extremely similar to KohakÌs:28 populat singers were divided into Red and \nVhite teams and sang live in front of
an audience at theJapan Theatre, Kohaku's old venue. It was broadcast on New Year's Eve ftom 8:50-11:15pm: a

timeslot which commenced 25 minutes eadier than 6rb Kobãkil (1955). From the mid-1950s, even more music

programs vied fot Kohaka's audience. Kohakø has 'out-lived' all of these. Only the similady presngSous'Nihon

rekodo tai¡hd ('Japan Record ,\wards')-ftst broadcast in 1959-continues to air.
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Song Perfotmers and Genres

The 6th Kohakø (1955) struggled to successfully entice Japan's most populat stars. The

competing programme '1955nen orasta utagassen' had secured famous singets such as

Misora Hibari, Fubuki I(oshiji arrd Hatda l(atsuhiko, forcing them to sþ exclusivity

contracts that forbade them from appearing in Kohaka (NIHK 20021'63).'o In response,

NHK expanded Kohakø's selection citteria to include operâ singets and the following

year, increased the numbers of acts. That year, the KAhakø teams wete intentionally

imbalanced to stimulate the competition: the Red Team consisted of 24 acts and tMhite

Team of 25." The followingye^r, perhaps due to Kohakø's success against its dval, the

number stabilised to 25 acts per team and remained so fot the 9th 2¡d lQth Kohaku

(1958 and 1959).

K¡hakø was developing ^ 
c st of singers who teturned each year. After her

exclusivity contract ended, Misota Hibari became Kohakø's most prized 'regular'

performer and sang in 1,6 consecutive programmes from 1957 to L972.'8 Similady, the

soloist Minami Haruo appeared in 30 consecutive KAhakø from 1.958 to 1'986.'e Singers

developed a sense of loyalty toward KAhal<a and NHI{ rev/ârded them by ensuring they

perfotmed near the contest's conclusion-the ptestigious part of the progtamme-as

an incentive for return appearances.'o

Other Participants

In 1955, NHK introduced several innovative strategies to presefve Kohaku's audience

such as assembling a special cheering squad of celebtities and actors to encourage both

individual song performers and the Teams. Celebrities who wete unable to zttend sent

26 Dnring the mid-1950s, singers who were not bound by exclusiviry contracts were dubbed 'kanika79 tarento'

('talent with a death wish') because of their frantic travels between studios in an effort to perfotm in as many of
À.r" p.ogtu-s as possible (Iakahashi 2000:163).In 1958, for example, singet Ftankie Sakai, in rapid transit,

received a motorcycle escort to the 9'h Kohaka from two police officers.

" It i, ,rrr..rtain why this occurred but it is documented that Red team member Yukimuta Izumi was ill and did

not perform t¡ this Kohaþ,u. Nevertheless, a replacement singer was supposedly found (Iokyo News Tsu¡binsha

1999165).

'* Mi.oru Hibari's run of consecuttve Kobaka performances drew to a close when she was shockingly omitted

from the 24fb KLhakt¿ (1973) as described in greater detail in later sections.

'e Mir.u-i Flaruo was later a member of the 50ù'Kohakø Community.
to Mi.orn Hibari, for example, was the last singer for the Red team i¡ the 8d' Kohaku (1'957) aftet only one

previous àppe r^Íce ín Kobaka.It is possible that this honour, bestowed on Misora so eady hher'Kohaku cateef',

was to lure her away from rival progtams.
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telegrams of support which were read onstage. Overall, celebrity involvement gave the

programme variety, stimulated audience interest and connecteà Kohakø wtth the wider

Japanese geinõ kai (entertainment wotld).

The most controversial strategy used to thwart Kohakø's dvais was to employ

the popular NHI( presenter Mtyata Teru as Red MC fot the 6'h Kahaka (1955)

(Takahashi 2000:1,66). In past Kohakø, only women had emceed for the Red Team,

therefore ly'riyzta-a man-v/as ân extremely surptising selection and a clever twist on

the 'men versus womefl' concept. The tactic worked. Miyata's appointment created

such publicity and audience interest that he served as Red MC again the followingye r

and KAhakil "faf outdistanced its fivals" (I\HK 2002:1,62-163).3'No longer under

threat, NHK returned to its original policy of employing a female Red Team MC for

the 8th K¡hakø (1,957) (Takahashi 2000:1,64). The celebrity cheer squad, howevet,

proved so popular that it was permanently adopted and it adhered to Kohaþ.a's same-

sex converìtions whereby, for example, only maie celebrities were allowed to cheer for

the \X/hite Team."

Staging and Technology

Simple yet effective stage designs were used throughout this period.t3 Each ye^t, the

focal point of the staging was a banner which hung along the rear stage wall and bore

both the name 'Kohakø øtagassen' and the programme 'edition' (see photographs

Takahashi 20001,62-167). Such banners effectively set the scene for each contest and

highlighted Kohaka's growing sense of history and tradition. The song performers'

clothing also indicated that Kohaku was becoming an increasingly formal occasion.

ì7omen wore elegant strapless dtesses, patterned kimono or full-length ball gowns while

" I{RT moved its rival program to a new timeslot and abandoned its exclusivity contracts. It was a clear

indication thatKohaku had won the battle.

" Th. ,u^"-rex conventions were meticulously upheld. In 1959, for example, a male singer who usually

performed his song with a female backing choir instead appeared with an all-male choir for his performance in

the 10,h Kohaku (Takahashi 2000:162).

" Th" 7,n K¿bakø (1956), for example, tèatured a two-dimensional cardboard-like bird þtesumably red in colour)

which was positioned ar stage left while a sirnilar white bird was positioned at stage right so to identify each

team's designated area (see black,and-white photograph Takahashi 2000:165). The 8tb Kabaku (1957), howevet,

used a backdrop of a leafless tree and thegth Kobakil (1958) featured several musical notes hanging from above

the stage (see photogaphs Takahashi2000:164, 163).
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men wore ìTestern suits with a necktie in either a bow or a ìTindsor knot, or kimono

(s ee pho to graph s Takah ashi 2000 : 1. 62-1 6 6) .3 
4

During this time, K¡hakø customs were developed. One photograph from the

9,h Kohaka (1958), for example, depicts members of both teams standing together at

the end of the contest and singing what is presumed to t¡e "Hotarø no hikad' ("The

Lght of the Fireflies") (see photograph Takahashi 2000:1.63).tt This song was also

performed in the 50tn KAhaka and even today it is an integral pan of Koþakø's closing

ceremony to 'sing out' the old year and welcome in the new.

Judging and Voting System

In keeping with past practice, a varieqr of celebrities ftom non-musical professions

were employed as judges as were members of the in-house audience.'u Indeed, two in-

house audience members were on the judging panel at both the 8th and 9th K¡haka

(1957 and 1958) and three wete included at the 1.0'¡ KAhal<a (1959) (Takahashi

2000:1,64-1,62). By contrast, ftom the 8th Klhaku (1,957) only one NHK employee

appeared on the panel.3t Âs such, the celebrity and audience voting power cleady

outweighed NHI('s-it was the public, not the broadcastet that decided the contest's

outcome.

Flistoric aI T ally of Vic torie s

The Red Team claimed its third consecutive victory at the 6¡ Kõhakø (1955), thus

levelling the historical tally. The followirrgyeaLr, the ìØhite Team was victorious but the

Red Team surged ahead to win the 8,h, 9'h and 1,0'n KAhakø (1957 ,1958 and 1959). The

Red Team subsequently took the lead with six wins against the White Team's four.

3a D.rpit. the overall conserìsus on fotmal attire, some outfìts were conspicuously eccenttic. Singer Frankie

Sakai's astronaut's suit at the 9,h Kohaku (1958), for example, was both memorable and conttovetsial. During his

performance, moreover, he read aloud a letter þurportedly originating from outer space) that was written on
roilet paper. Unfottunately, the paper came in contact with a hot stage light and unexpectedly caught flte,
shocking the audience and causing great disttess for Kohaku staff (fakahashi 2000:1 63).

" "Hoto* no hìkarî' ('Light of the Fireflies") is commonly sung on New Year's Eve and well-known by all

generarions of Japanese people. It is unclear when it was fìrst performed n Kohaku, but this photograph indicates

it may have been as eady as 1958.

'o On" 'non-musical' judge at ths 6tt' ço¡o*, (1955) was, for example, a sumowrestler flakahashi 2000:166).
37 In past Kabaku,NHI( employees from both the radio and television divisions wete occasionally included in the

panel, but ftom the 8ù' Kobaka (1957), only one Person was selected.
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The 11th-15t¡ Kobaku (1960-1964)

After establishing itself as Japan's leading song contest, Kohakø entered a new en of

change in the 1960s, with colour television adding vibrancy and dimension and

ultimately propelling Kahaka to even grca;ter heights of popularity. These were Kohaka's

glory years. Table 1.3 presents key K¡haka information from this period which is

contextualised and discussed in following sections.

Table 1.3 Summary Data: the llttr-lldr Kohaka (1'960-1,964)

Edition Year Timeslot
(þn)

Daration Venae

(11'M)

Ratirugs SPb per
(k) Team

ll/inning
Team

11,h

!2,h
13rh

14d'

15,h

1.960

1.961

1962
1.963

t964

2:40
2t40
2:40
2:40
2:40

80.4
81.4

72.0

27

25

25

25

25

9:00-11:40
9:00-11:40
9:05-11:45
9:05-1.1.45
9:05-1.1,:45

Japan Theatte
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatre
To kyo T akarazuka The atre
Tokyo T akaranka Theatre
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatre

White
White
!lhite
Red
White

Source: Adapted from Takahasht 2000:134-1 43.
o Maximum tatings achieved over the course of the proglamme from the I(antö region. See Appendix Ä for

K¡haka audience ratings for other regions.
b Song performers.

Time and Venue

For the frst time in the Kohaka's short history, the programme's duration and timeslot

remained relatively stable.tt Moreover, after changing verìue several times, K¡haka

rerurned to the Tokyo Takanntka Theatte in 1,961, and remained there for 1'2

consecutive concefts. It appeared that KAhaka had fìnally found a home.

Ratings
\ùØhen the media organisation Video Reseatch introduced methods fot calculating

television audience ratings in 1,962, it became possible to confrm the extent of

Kohakø's popularity by independent means. Indeed, an astonishing 80.4 percent of

I{antö audiences watched the 13,h Kohakø ('1962) and 81.4 petcent the followingye t-

Kohaka had reached its zenith of popularity.'o In 1.964, however, ratings unexpectedly

fell to 72 percent and remained in the 70 percent range fot sevetal years. Nevettheless,

these were stjll extraotdinary fìgures. Kohaka's high tatings proved that it "was not just

38 In uil likelihood, the 13,b, 74,h and 1,5rh Kuhaku (1.962,1963 and 7964) started later (see again Table 1.3) so to

accommodate a fìve-minute news bulletin at 9:00pm'

'o Th" 14n, Kohaku (1963) was Japan's most watched program that year and also achieved the "highest ratings of
all time" for any proglam ínJapanin the forty years between 1,962 (when television audience ratings were hrst

measured in Japan) and 2001 Q\HK Broa dcasting 2002:t 62-1 63).
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^rt ^nîù^l 
NHK programme, but the biggest everìt in the entire music industry-a;îd 

^
national event" ('50 Years of NHK Television' Publishing Committee 2003:Internet).

Song Petformers and Genres

Japan's musical scene during the late 1950s and eady 1960s was rapidly changing. After

the rockabtlly craze of the 1950s, JapaneseJânguage cover songs of \üTestetn hits

became extremely popular.a0 Japanese songwriters also began producing original songs

influenced by lØestern pop. Kobaka, known for bringing together the most popular

singers and songs of the day, reflected these new musical trends. The 1.2'h Kohaka

(1,961), for example, featured "one of the year's biggest hits" in Japan (Schilling

1997:21.6). The song, titled "Ue 0 maite arøkd' ('1 Look Up \X/hen I ìØalk') and

performed by Sakamoto I(¡n:, was released in December that year-the month of

Koha,ëa's broadcastand as such, Kohakø staff acted quickly to include Sakamoto and his

song in the contest.al

During the eady 1,960s, m^fly prominent pre-war stats had retited and the

K¡haka experience d z generational shift. Many new performers began to come on the

show, including enka singer lStajima Saburõ who made his Kohaka debut at the 14th

Kohaku (1,963) and immediately became a fitm fixture in the programme.ot An

invitation to perform on Kohaktl w^s) nevertheless, diffìcult to acquire. Kohaþ.a's

ptestige had tisen

a0 
Roy Shuker's defìnition of cover versions (cover songs) is adopted in this study; they are

"performances/recordings by musicians not responsible for the original tecording" (1.99874-75).I also take into
account the re-working and replacement of lyrics from the 'original' song into the new cover version. In the

context of Kohaku, therefote, cover versions are distinct from (neady identical) tribute songs, as later discussed.
ot Thi. was not Sakamoto's Frst hit song. He came to prominence in the 1950s as a member of a country and
'Sfestern band and was later known as a rockabilly perfotmet. His ftst populat single in Japan was a Japanese-
language cover song of Brian Hyland's "ltsy Bitsy Teeny Weeny Yellow Polka Dot Bikini" in 1960 (Schilling

1997:21.6). During 1962, however, Sakamoto became the onlyJapanese singer to accompl-ish iriternational
commercial success when"Ue o muite arukd'was released in the U.S.A under the ntle"Sakjakî'.The song u/as

also released in Europe, this time ffanslated into "local languages" for all countries excePt the Netherlands and

England, where it was called "Unforgettable geishd' and "Sukjakl', respectively (Schilling 1997:215-21'6).

Sakamoto I{yü, known affectionately in Japan as "þø-chan", died tragically in an aetoplane crash in 1985 (fokyo
News Tsùshi nsha 7999 :L 46).
a2 I<tair^u Saburö was later member of the 50th KAhal<a Community. He appeared in Kohaka for 23 consecutive

years following his 1963 debut and, after a career hiatus in 1986, he continued to sing in the program eachyear

from the 38rh Kohaku (1987).
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such that singers of ail ages despef^teIy vied for 
^ 

pI^ce in the contest.43In the past, it

had seemed coincidental that the most accomplished singets performed later in the

contest. By the 1.2rh Klhaka (1961), however, the song performer hietarchy was cleatly

defìned: newcomers would perform at the start of the progtamme and the veterans

would perform at the end. Each team's dtawcard performer would perform last of all,

to bring the evening to a climax. These 'final positions' became known zs'ton' and

from that year onward were highly coveted by Kohakø singers (Takahashi 2000:1'2).aa

nØhile singing K¡haka was still a career-defining achievement, it was now also important

where one was placed within the programme order.

Other Participants

The numb er of parttcipants in Kohaka gtadually incteased. Many dancers, for example,

not only performed dudng song performances, but also in theit own segments.as These

segments interrupted the constant alternatton of song petformances, invigorated the

programme and created a'variety show' atmosphete. Other segments featured people

who were in the public eye that year. Ât the 15th Kohaka (1.964), fot example, Sakai

Yoshinori, the fìnal torchbearet for the 1,964 Tokyo Olympic Games, was included in

Kohaka's ceremonial proceedings (Takahashi 2000:134).46 Klhakøwas not simply a song

contest but a cultural review of the nation's year.

43 I.r ord"r to regulate demand, NHI{ formed a Kobaku selection committee which, in rurn, shaped the program's

musical rlitsç[61. ,\ccording to I(awaguchi Mikio, manager of the 1st-13th Kahaka (1951'-1,962), "setting up the

committee, which was originally formed to make the selection process fairer, eventually added to the program's

prestige" (Suzuki 1999:3). Even one K¡haku performance would gteatly enhance a singet's career ptospects. It
"guaranteed that they would be paid more and sell more recotds" and, as such, "tecord companies competed to

have their artists selected" (NIHK 2002:163). Moreover, "appearing on the ptogram would assuÍe a performer a

wide audience... [and] more appearance money for performing on other television shows" (Suzuki 1'999.3).
oo Mi.oru Hibari had cleady established a reputation for successively holding the Red Team's tori posinot-
excepr for her inaugural performance at the 5th Kohakø (1954) where she appeared in the third-toJast place,

Misora was the fìnal singet for three consecutive years. This was not especially unusual; Fujiyama Ichirö was the

\X/hite Team's tori singer from the 1sr Td Klhakil (1951-Jan. 1953). At the 14'h K¡baka (1963), however, Misora

began a new record, consistendy holding the tori posäon for the next 10 yeats.
ot Th" 12,n Kohakø (196'l), fot example, included 2l female dancers wearing top hats who perfotmed the 'can-can'

across the Kabaku stage in a segment unrelated to the song perfotmances (see photograph Takahashi 2000:140).

Othet female dancers wearing modifìed tutus peÍformed dudng a song performance (see photograph Takahashi

2000:140). This trend continued the following year when apptoximately 20 young men wearing striped T-shirts

and black trousers danced 'the twist' during a song perfotmance (see photograph Takahashi 2000:1'39).
46 Yoshinori Sakai was selected as an Olympic torchbeater because he was a natioual symbol of hope and

survival-he was born in Hi¡oshima on the day the city was destroyed by the atomic bomb.
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Staging and Technology

To comply with the initial tests fot colour television broadcasting, grca:tet

consideration was paid to Kõhaka's stage design and costumes.at lnstead of one general-

purpose set for every performance, sets v/ere now purpose-built for individuals.o'By

the 15th Kohakø (1,964)-the frst to be broadcast i¡ s6l6s¡-the sets, staging and

costumes were exceptionally coloutful and dynamic (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha

1999:146). This landmark Kobakø also featuted sevetal live ctossovers to various parts

of Japan and images of regional food and activities for the approaching New Yeat were

displayed oî ^ large projection screen inside the venue. Kohaka's technologically

advanced staging brought the nation together to celebrate at yeaf-end.

Judging and Voting System

The 11th-13rh Kahakø (1,960-1,962) used considetably less in-house audience judges.an

Numbers increased at the 1,4th Kzhakø (1,963), however, when L6 reptesentatives from

various Japanese regions were also included.to Although they wete not officially part of

the judging panel, these representatives ptovided a voice fot regional Japanese

people-nor just Tokyoites-and symbolised the nation as a whole. K¡haka was always

^ 
prcgramme 'for the people' and now, more than ever befote, the contest's outcome

was decided by the people.

Flistoric al T ally of Victorie s

ìØhite was the dominant team during the early 1,960s, claiming three consecutive

victories and dnmatically shifting the balance in the historical tally of viç¡s1ig5-i¡ u/¿5

a7 At th" 11ù, Kohaku (1960) for example, the reat stage u/all was ornately decorated with geomettic shapes and a

new stâircase onstage clearþ encouraged grand entrances from singets (see photogtaphs Takahashi 2000:742,

143). Singers and musicians continued to occupy thei¡ usual positions: the orchestta remained in the pit, other

musicians were divided into separate, tiered groups onstâge and the song petformers sang at the ftont of the

stage into their team's designated microphone (see photographs Takahashi 2000:L40,1'41).
a8 At th" 13d, Kohaka (1962), for example, a stylised replica of the Eiffel Tower and a city-skyline backdrop were

used in individual song performances (see PhotogfaPhs Takahashi 2000:138,139).
oo Of th. 11 judges at the 11,h Kobaka (1960), seven u/ere celebrities, three were audience members and one was

an NHI( tepresentative. At the following Kohaku,1 1 judges were retaired but audience 
f 
udges were reduced to

rwo and onè celebrity was also included. This selection occurred again at the 13th Kohaku (1962). Despite Kobaka's

tremendous ratings that year, indicating it was deeply loved, the general public had little influence over the

contest's outcome.
to l.r-horrr" audience members did not take part in the adjudication. It is not known if the regronal

representatives were present at the Kohaku venue or remained in their respective Japanese region, casting their

votes via telephone.
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now in the lead. The Red Team, however, triumphed at the 14th Kzhal<a (L963) and the

two teams were level with seven wins each. Nevertheless, the White Team regained the

lead the following year. Although it was still a friendly song battle, Kohaka was

becoming increasingly competitive.

The lgtr-/Qt¡ Kobaku (1965-1969)

KAha/<a struggled to represent all genres in Japan's ever-expanding populat music

landscape, especiaþ the conttovetsial youth-orientated genres of the late 1960s. \X/ould

conservative NHI{ revaluate its rigid policies to keep Kíhaka in touch with modern

musical trends? Kohakø àata from this period is outlined in Table 1,.4 and expanded

upon in subsequent sections.

Table I .4 Summary Data: the 16rh-20rh Kohakø (1,965-1'969)

Edìtion Year Tinulot
(p*)

Døration Venøe

(II:M)
Ratingl' SP per

Team

llinning
Team

1.6'h

17ú,

18,1,

19d'

20t1^

1,965

1966
1967

1968
1969

78.1
14.0
76.7

76.9
69.7

9:05-1.1:45
9:05-11:45
9:00-1.1.:45

9:00-11:45
9:00-11.:45

2:40
2:40
2:45
2:45
2:45

'ù7hite
Red
Red
'$Øhite

Red

Tokyo T akarazuka Th e atte
Tokyo T akarazttka Theatre
T okyo T akarazuka Theatre
Tokyo T akarazuka The atre
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatre

25

25
23

23
23

Source: -Adapted from Takahasbt 2000:124-7 33.

" Maximum ratings achieved over the course of the ptogramme from the I(antö tegion. See Àppendix A for
Kohaku audience ratings fot other regions.

b Song petformers.

Time and Venue

K¿haka continued to be broadcast from the Tokyo Takaraz,,tka Theafte in a timeslot

that remained telatively constant thtoughout this period.

Ratings

In general, ratings were exceptional and fluctuated around the mid to high 70 percent

range. The milestone 20tr, KOhakø (1969), however, rated comparatively poody,

achieving the lowest number of viewets since the ratings system was introduced (for

reasons discussed below).
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Song Performers and Gentes

The nation's "first homegrown commercial pop music directed at teenagers" emerged

during the 1960s (Brasor and Tsubuku 1997:58).t' One musical style was ereki (electric

guitar music) which was inspired by the instrumental sounds of American bands such

as The Ventures and The Astronauts and emerged soon aftet these acts toured Japan

in 1965. Another style was named 'Group Sounds' after the U.I( groups that cteated

the 'Liverpool sound'. The Beatles were particulady influential and the band's tour of

Japan tn 1,966 thrust the nation into Beatlemania, with teenagers teplicating the music,

fashion and style of the group.

NHK staff were wary of the new teenage-oriented genres: only one Group

Sounds band-Jakki to Buru I{omettsu flackey Yoshikawa and his Blue Comets)--r.

selected to perform in the 1,7,¡ K¡hakø (1,966) whiie other Group Sounds bands merely

appeated as 'celebrity guests' (Takahashi 2000:130).s'The following year, the most

prominent of all Group Sounds bands-the Tigers-was excluded on the basis that

"the band members' long hair was not favourable" with the btoadcaster (Suzuki

1999:3).s3 Ereki stars, ofl the other hand, were included that year but were monitored

closely. I{ayama Yuzo, for example, was invited on the condition he perfotm a

sentimental love ballad which bore little resemblance to the vibrant ferocity of his

electric guitar songs.uo

tt Prio, to the 1960s,Japanese popular music had been targeted solely towatd adults. Many songs had themes

"about love and [were], therefore, considered inappropriate for children" @tasor and Tsubuku 1997:58).
s2 In ullikelihood, Jacky Yoshikawa and his Blue Comets was invited because its hit song '.wasn't much different

styli.stically from most kayþoka at the time" @rasor and Tsubuku 1997:58). Moreover, the band members had

short hair and a clean-cut'tmagewhich would have pleased conservative NHI( (SchillingL997:204). Following

this petformance, the song's popularity and status rose grew such that

every record compâny demanded that their Group Sounds attists come up with something

similar, since the Kobaka imprimatur seemed to indicate that that was the kind of song the

Japanese public liked. (Brasot and Tsubuku 1997:58)

s3 
Presnmalrly, NHK's refusal to allow the Tþrs to perform at the 18tb Kobaku (1967) was also influenced by the

authorities' growing concerns over the social effects of the Group Sounds movement, ptompted by "teports of
iniuries at a November 1967 Tigers concert, as well as news stories of kids running away from home and

counterfeiring conceft tickets to be near their favourite bands" (Schilting 1,997:204).
uo Kuyu uYùzö was later a member of the s}rh Klhakît Community and he also performed this song, t:rfed "Knì
to itsamademo" ("You, Forevermore"), in the 1999 contest.
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By 1968, Group Sounds had teached new heights of popularity and was

considered by the govefnment to be a 'dangerous' movemeflt. ss ,\s such, NHK

continued to limit the kinds of Gtoup Sounds bands in Kohaka. Enka singers, by

corìtrast, were considered 'safe' and NHK invited sevetal newcomers to the 19th

Kohakø (1968) including Mikawa I{en'ichi and Moti Shin'ichi.s6 Ovetall, howevet, the

tone of the programme had changed and Kohaka no Ionger accrxately teflected current

musical trends (Takahashi 2000:1,26).

The landmark 20'h Kohakø (1,969) was an opportunity to contemplate the

contest's history and celebrate new musical talent. Veteran singers from past Kohakø

performed their hit songs and new acts such as Uchiyamada Hiroshi t0 kilrø fdiba

(Jchiyamada Hiroshi and Cool Five) debuted.tt To conclude the progtamme, Misota

Hibari once again occupied the torì position, as she had done each year since 1965

(Takahashi 2000:1.24) .

Other Participants
A new position titled General Chahman (sogo :hikafl was creâted fot the 19th K¡haku

(1968), perhaps to revitalisethe Kohaka formzt The Genetal Chairman was male and

served 
^s 

arr tmparttal anchor, overseeing the contest proceedings and relieving the

Team MC from various duties. The role was reprised at the 20th KAhakø (1969) but

unexpectedly abandoned the following year. Nevertheless, the General Chakman

position was revived sevetal years later (as discussed in this chapter).

ut Th" go,o"..rment made several attempts to curb the movement. Bands v/ere not permitted to perform at public

auditoriums (Btasor and Tsubuku 1997:58). Moteover, students caught attending Group Sounds concerts were

suspended or expelled ftom school and authorities created a list of"forbidden" and/or "dangerous" Group

Sounds bands which was published in school handbooks to warn students (Schilling 1997:204).
s6 Mori Shin'ichi became an established member of the \ùíhite Team, continuing to sing in every K¿haka following

his debut. Mori, Iike Mikawa Ken'ichi, was later a member of the 50tl' KAhaku Communiry, Mikawa became a

KAhaku regular from his 1968 debut and performed in six consecutive Koba,ku thereafter. He wore a simple

tuxedo for his Kohaka debut but in later performances he wore spectacular costumes that became a highlight of
the contest.
57 Following this debut, Uchiyamada Hiroshi to ,kurafuaibu (Jchiyamada Hiroshi and Cool Five) performed

intermittently i¡ Kahaka Lnt:d 1982. One of its singets, Maekawa ICyoshi, embarked on a solo career in 7987 and

was later a member of the 50tl' Kohaku Community.

CHÄPTER ONE,: THE, HISTORICAL DE,VELOPMENT OF KOI.IAKU
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Staging and Technology

Compared with other venues, the Tokyo Takaraztka Theatre stage was spacious and

gave Kohaka 
^cts 

more room to dance and move while performing.tt Decorations were

minimal but stage props enlivened the stage 
^rea.u'In 

addition to the orchestra (seated

in the pit), each team had its own band onstage. This intensified the team tivalry: the

stage right band only accompanied the Red Team and the stage left band only

accompanied the White Team (see photograph Takahashi 2000:1,29).

The equal rights and feminist movements gained momentum rn Japan during

the 1960s and Kohaka reflected these social changes in its staging.60 Most signifìcantly,

ftom the 19rh Klhaktl (1968), NHK permitted male performers entry into the

previously 'women only' Red Team and female performets in the 'male only'\X/hite

Team (Takahasht2000:1.26). This allowed mixed-sex groups and bands such as Pinkr- to

l<razu @inky and the l(illers), entry into Kohaka.ut However, in otder to tetain the

general 'battle of the sexes' principle, male soloists were still prohibited ftom the Red

Team and female soloists were ptohibited from the \White Team.

Judging and Voting System

Each year during this period, eight celebrities and one NHK representative were

present on the Kohakø i"dgug panel. Regional tepresentatives also patticipated,

demonstrating NHI('s desire for input ftom the grcartetJapanese public.u'

A new ritual was established at the L6'h K¡haka (1965) which invigorated the

Judging and Voting System and made the annourìcement of the winning team

especially suspenseful. After votes were tallied, they were converted into balls and

s8 I.rd""d, the middle section of the stage extended over the orchestra pit and ioined an additional walkway that

spanned the width of the stage, thus bringrng performers closet to the audience (see photographs Takahashi

2000:726, 127, 1,29 and 731).
uo For 

"tu-ple, 
various lights were used to form the program rame'Kohakì at the 17th Kahaka (1966) and two

large pinwheel signs identifìed team areas on stage at the 19'h Kabaku (1968) þee photographs Takahashi

2000:130 and L27).
u0 

1968, in particular, was the yeat of the pantaron kakømei (it. 'pantaloon tevolution') and women expressed theit
independence by wearing bell-bottom tfousefs or pants, tathet than dresses or skirts (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha

1999:41). The trend was also reflected in that that year's Kohaka where, for the ftst time, half of the Red Team

\¡/ore pants (Iokyo News Tsushinsha 1'999:41).
ut A -i*.d-r"x ensemble could feasibly join either team. Generally, however, the sex of the lead singer would be

the deciding factor.
u' Th"r" were 16 representatives for both the 16th, 17d' and 18th Klhaktl (1.965, 1.966 and 1967),10 for the 19tt'

Kohaku (1968) and eight for the 20'h Kobaku (1969).
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placed in one of two 'team compartments' inside 
^ 

met^l chest. To ensure the process

wâs fau a¡d regulated, the chest was held by a uniformed security guard (see

photograph Takahashi 2000:132 andPlate 2). The Red and ì7hite MCs each took one

ball from their team's compartment (without obseruing the total number) and threw

them toward the theatre audience. Eventually, the Red Team u/as exposed as having

the least balls and the lØhite Team was subsequently declared the winner (Takahashi

2000:1,32). Variations of this exciting method continued to be used each ye r, 
^s

desctibed in later subsections.

Flistoric al T ally of Victorie s

The \X/hite Team's success at the 16'n K¡haka (1,965) btought its accumulated victories

ro nine. Nevertheless, the Red Team prevailed at the 1.7th and 1,8'¡ Kíhaka (1'966 and

1,967) and ultimately levelled the scores on the histodcal tally but the following year,

the ìØhite Team took the lead. u3 The stakes rose in 1,969: which team would be

victotious at the milestone 20th Kõhakø? That yean, the Red Team triumphed over

rJlhite and the scores were subsequently tied as Kahaku entered the new decade.

The /lst-)$t¡ Kobaku (1970-1974)

Dudng this period, the ever-popular KAhakø reflected m^ny of Japan's musical ttends

but was marred by scandal. Most signifìcantly, the broadcast audience began to

paricipate in the voting. Indeed, tf Kohaka was truly ^ 
ptogra;mme for the nation it

should be judged by the nation. Table L.5 ptesents a summary of data pertzrning to this

five-year period.

Table 1.5 Summary Data: the )lx-)Jtu Kohaka (1970-1,974)

Edition Year Tirzteslot

(pn)
Duration Venae

(11'M)
Ratings SP'per

Team

If,/inning

Team(%)

21."t

22"d

23',J

24'h

25'h

1,970

1,97r
1,972

1973
1,974

77.0

78.r
80.6

75.8
74.8

9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-1.1.:45

9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45

2:45
2:45
2:45

2:45

2:45

Tokyo T akarazuka The atre
Tokyo T akarazuka The atre
Tokyo T akarazuka Theatre
NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall

24
25

23
23

25

Red
\Øhite
Red
Red
Red

Source: Adapted from TakahasLtt' 2000:1' 0 4-1 1 3.

n Maximum ratings achieved over the course of the programme from the I(antö region. See Appendix A for

Kohakø audience ratings for other regions.
b Song perfotmers.

ot Thi, was ro be the last rime the \ü/hite Team would be ahead of the Red Team in the historical tally of victories

for more than three decades.
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Time and Venue

Following 1.2 years at the Tokyo Takzrazuka Theatre, Kohaka relocated to the newly

built NHI( Hall in 1.973!4 The Hall was modern, technologrcally advanced and due to

its seating capactq of 3500 audience membets, it was especially spacious. Most

importantly, it was conveniently located within the gtounds of the NHK Btoadcasting

Centre in Shibuya, Tokyo (|JHK 2002:1,63).,\fter decades of venue changes-both

temporary and long-term-Kohakuhad found a new, permânent home that would take

it into the 21."t century.

Ratings

K¡haku achieved some of its highest corisecutive ratings during this petiod, climaxing at

an outstanding 80.6 percent for the 23'¿ KOhaka (1972). This was the frst time since

1.963 that Kohakø had enteted the 80 petcent range (for I{antõ audiences) and it

reaffrmed the contest's popularity.uu In 1.973, however, Kohakø's tatings dtopped nearþ

5 percent and even fewer viewers tuned in the following year.uu These wete still

exceptional ratings but it was clear that Kohakø needed. to make some modifications or

NHK would not be fulfìJling its duty as public broadcaster.

Song Performers and Genres

Japan's musical scene was once agatn evolving.ut Many prominent Group Sounds acts

disbanded in the earJry 1970s causing the Group Sounds movement to come to an end.

In the meantime, underground and college folk singers had shifted into the music

mainstream, inciting a nattonal foka bamø (folk music boom) of intensely heattfelt and

uu NHK built the new NHI( Hall to replace a smaller, older venue (also named NHI( Hall) which was located in

the Shinbashi-Uchisaiwai-chö district of Tokyo. Built in 1955 and with a seating capacity of 630 people, the old

NHI{ Halt was one of the frst post-war venues for classical music recitals and NHI( radio concert recordings

Q..THI( and Hosö Giiutsu I(enkyujo n.d.:Internet).
ut Th.23'o Kobakø (7972) also achieved extremely high ratings in other regions. See Appendix A.
uu Itir lik.ly that the sudden drop in ratings was in response to Misora Hibari's surprise exclusion thàtye r,^s

described in later subsections.
ot Thi, was prompted by unprecedented cultural and social change inJapan. The strong national ttend towards

urbanisation continued and the majonq of Japanese people relocated to cities in search of better-paying jobs.

The family unit was deeply affected: suddenly, two or three generational familes living together in the country

became singular, nuclear households. Television and music became key sources of entettainment for city

residents and, as such, the recording industry began to thrive, generating an influx of new musical ardsts, many of
whom appeared tn Kohaku.
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thought-provoking songs. u* Simultaneously, innocent-looking teenage idols such as

Yamaguchi Momoe, Mori Masako, and Sakurada Junko also rose to enormous heights

of popularity with their clean-cut image and upbeat pop ('50 Years of NHI{ Television'

Publishing Committee 2003 :Internet). 6e

Kohaka's format was also undetgoing change during this period. For the ftst

time since the 1950s, the number of song perfotmers vatied slightly with each year.

Mosr signifìcantly, Kohaka took its ftst steps toward internationalisation in 1970 by

including its fust ga/in (a person who is not Japanese) song petformer.'o Koha/<ø also

featured more pop artists than before and fewer folk acts, despite the foku buma." The

contest also included performers than spanned several musical genres, such as

jazz/bIues/soul singet lØada Akiko who debuted at the 21'"t Kohaka (1970)'1'?

Several long-serving performers were 'dropped' from Kohakø's invttee list to

make wzy for a new generation of singets. Most su¡ptisingly, Misota Hibari was

excluded from the 24th Kuhakll (1,973), despite 1,6 years of consecttve Kohaka

performances. Misora's omission was, however, rumoured to be due to her btother's

association withltakaqa (gangsters) which reflected badly upon the 'queen of enka' and

rendered her 'unsuitable' for Kohakø.tt Even during the 1970s-atr er^ of change-

NHK was vehemently upholdtngKohaka's imzge of respectability. In any case, Misora

d.id not forgive NHK and shunned the btoadcastet for years after the "public slap in

the face" (Schilling 1'997:1,33).

ot Th" folk music fad was insúgated by the unlikely success of Inoue Yosui's 1972 song"Kasa ga naî' ("IDon't
Have an Umbrella") (Schiling 1997:31'0).
un 

Mu.,y of Kohakø'syoungest singers performed during the 1970s. Mori Masako was aged only 15 at the time of
her performa ¡1ce t¡ 24rr, K¡hakø (1973) and had to perfotm eady in the contest so to comPly with Japanese law

thatìestticted children aged 15 and younger from working after 10:00pm (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 7999:1'46).

70 pteviously, K¡haku only includedJapanese acts but the 21't Kohaka (1970) opened the door for the influx of
foreþ singers t¡ Kohakatnlater decades (Iakahashi 2000:112). The foreigner was Italian-born singer Rosanna

who performed as a duo withJapanese singer Hide for the \ùØhite Team'
tt It i, lik"ly that folk singers rejected NHI('s invitations in accordance with their general anti-television stance

(Schilling 2000:310). An appearanc e in Kohaka alongside 'frivolous' pop idols lay would conflict with their image

as .serious' musicians. ft is also likely that folk singers were unwilling to shorten their songs to a length acceptable

for television.

" Wudu¡kjko's unique deep voice, solid physique and unusually tall stature set her apart from other singers'

Following her debut Kohaku perfotmance, \Wada appeared in nine consecutive K¿haka ftom 1910-1978. -A'fter a

lrve-year hiatus, she re-appeared in 37rh Kahakø (1986) and has sung every subsequent year. Around the same time

asher Kohaku comeback, ih" b.gu.r occupying the tole of Red MC for the 38'1', 39'h and 48'h Kohaktt (1987, 1988

and1997). She was later a member of the 50'h Kohaku Commumry.

" In 2002, however, NHI( authors admitted that this was indeed the reason, noting that "public facilities

declined to ask her to perform" Q..IHI( 2002:164) because of het brothef's arrest.
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In acknowledgment of Kohakø's history amid changing times, the 24th Kohakø

(1,973) looked back on 'the eady yeats'. \X/atanabe Hamako and Fujiyama Ichirõ

appeared as representatives of the 'fìrst generation' K¡haka artists and commented on

how far Kohaka had progtessed (Takahashi 2000:106).ta Indeed, the presence of several

newcomers that year such as enka soloist Yashiro Aki and pop singer Gõ Hiromi,

demonstrated Kohakø's new musical direction (Takahashi 2000:106). ?s K¡haka

maintained its prestigious reputation as Japan's best music live progtamme, a;t|l^ctitrg

most of Japan's stars.76

Other Participants

Kohaka was depicted as a ftiendly song contest with good-natured rivalry between the

teams. To encourage light-hearted competition, new leaders were appointed to guide

celebrity guests and formalise the haphazard cheering at the 23'd K¡haku (1,972)

(Takahashi 2000:108). There were also changes made to the selection process for

determining the Team MCs. In past Kõhaku, the role of MC had been distinct from

that of 'song performer' yet at the 21't K¡haka (1910) these boundaries were blurred

when Misora Hibari was both Red MC and the Red Team's tori singer (Takahashi

2000:112). Âs both song performer, multiple tori singer and Team MC, Misora was

undeniably an integral part of K¡haka and her omission from the 24'n KAhaka (1,973)

was therefote shocking.

t* Th.r. guests u/ere in addition to the official numbet of song performers thatyear. Watanabe had perfotmed in

the majority of the Kohaku during the 1950s and also at the I5'h Kohaku (1964). During the 1950s, she performed

at the 1.t, )nd, {th and 5d, (1,951,1952, 1953 and 1,954) and consecutively from the 7rh-g:b Kzha/<u (1956-1958). She

also held the prized Red Team torì Qast place) position at the 5'h Kobaka (1954). Fwjiyama, similady, was a

tespected Kohaku song performer. He performed consecutively from the 1s 8tb K¡haku (1951-1'957).In addition,

he had held the \'X/hite Team toi positton at the 61h Kahakø (1955).
7s Yashiro r\ki and Go Hiromi continued to perform year after year in the song contest. Yashiro, for example,

sang in 15 consecutive Kobaku and Gö performed in 13 ptograms. Both singers were later members of the 50th

Kahaku Community.
tu Sing.r, still balanced their New Year's Eve commitments with othet television networks and hurried to Kobaku

to perform. As always, there were problems resulting from such hectic schedules. At the 25rh Kzbakil (1914), for
example, the \ù7hite Team's tori stnget Mori Shin'ichi was delayed by the'Nihon rekado taisbd (Japan Record

Awards) and in his rush to NHI{ Hall he had left his ttouser fly unzipped þresumably after a cosrume change).

Between staîz s of his song perfotmance, however, fellow \X/hite Team song performers gathered onstage, called

atention to his fly and encircled him so that he could fìx the embatrassing problem.
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Staging and Technology

Technological advancemerìts in broadcasting greatly impacted Koha,ëø and new c merz-

techniques provided Kohaka with a fresh and modern 'look'. tt Moreover, wireless

microphones were introduced at the 22"¿ K¿haka (1,971) and gave song performers

freedom of movement on stage (see photographs Takahashi 2000:111).?8 The move to

NHK Hall the following year, however, enabled even gre ter oppottunities for staging

(see Plate 3). Here, the computer-operated set system allowed multiple changes of

backdrops within the programme, thus producing highly individualised song

performances. Furthermore, Red Team singets "vied with each othet to wear the most

eye-catching costumes, making lKohaka] a fatcier and more costly undertaking than

ever" (NIHK lB ro ad ca s tin!:1. 63) .7e

Judging and Voting System

Â landmark change to the judging and voting system during the eady 1970s allowed

selected in-house audience members to vote in addition to the i"dgtg panel and

regional voters.to The general public also played a greater role in determining the

contest's outcome. This decidedly complex voting system was simplified when Kíhaka

moved to NHK Hall in 1,913. Most notably, the regional voting scheme was

abandoned and 40 in-house audience members were instead selected to vote.

Flistorical Tally of Victoties

The Red Team won the î:l:st Kohaka of the 1970s and reclaimed the lead in the

historical tally. However, the \X/hite Team's success at the 22"d KAbaka (1,911) caused

the scores to tie. Nevertheless, Red's three consecutive viç¡6¡is5-its ftst since the late

" On 'still' from the television broadcast of the 23'd Kohakø (1972), for example, is a spìit-scteen image whereby

a 'close up' of a female singer's face stands alongside a 'full-body' shot (Takahashi 2000:108).
78 Th. mictophones also eliminated the need for stands, thus ending the Kohaku tradition of tying a coloured

ribbon (ted for the Red Team, white for the \X/hite Team) atound a microphone stand. A new tradition was

initiated in its place: wireless microphones would now have red or white coloured foam wind-covers'
7e Nerretth.l.ss, the image presented onstage was of team unity. One photograph from the 25th Klhakil (1'974),

for example, shows members of the Red Team smiling and ioyfully clapping as they gathet around â fellow team

member during her song performance (see photograph Takahashi 2000:L04).
to .ñ4ril. 41 regSonal spokespersons (one from eachJapanese prefecture) voted at the 21" Kohaku (1970), the

following yeat,31, representatives and 40 members of the in-house audience voted (Iakahashi2000:1'10'712).

That year, audience vorers were selected (seemingly at random) from the eight main areas of the Tokyo

TakaiankaTheatre and were individually introduced to câmera. For reasons unkflown-and in the face of
decades of tradition-an NHI( judge was not present at tlis Kohaka.

CH,{I,TER ONE,: TFIE HISTORICÀL DEVELOPMENT OF KOI]AKU
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195Os-brought the score to 14 for Red while !7hite still remained at 11."The Red

Team's winning streak rÃ/as not short-lived. Now that the Red held the lead in the

historical tally, it would remain in front fot nearly thtee decades.

The 26th-30tn Kohaku (1975-1979)

This period was charactedsed by the tise of pop idols, glamorous costumes and

increased te m c m :ø;derie. As KAhakø approached its 30tl' anniversary, it was also a

time to reflect on its historical development and forge a rìeu/ path fot the future.

KOhaka data for this period is presented in Table 1..6 and discussed in detail below.

Table 1 .6 Summary Data: the 26¡\-30¡11 Kohaku (1,975-1'979)

Edition Year Timeslot
(om)

Daration
(11:M)

SPb per
Team

I%inning

Team
Venue Røtings (%)

)(tb
)Jth
28'h
29ù'

30'h

1,975

1976
1977

1,978

1,979

72.0
74.6
77.0
72.2
77.0

9:00-11:45
9:00-1I45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45

NHI( Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall

NØhite

Red
\x/hite
V4rite
Red

2:45
2:45
2:45
2:45
2:45

24
24
24
24
23

Source: Ådapted from Takahashi 2000:94-103.
n Maximum ratings achieved over the course of the ptoglamme ftom the I(antö tegion. See Appendix A for

Kohakt audience tatings for othet regions.
b Song performers.

Time and Venue

Kohakø's timeslot, duration and venue remâined unchanged throughout this period

Ratings

The programme's ratìngs remained in the 70 petcent rlîge but fluctuated from ye^r to

ye f.

Song Petformers and Genres

In the mid 1970s, NHK began hosting a press conference prior to Kohaka's btoadcast

where staff revealed the coveted list of song performers and Team MCs to the public

-v 
¡yvf,1¡1on which continues today. Regular Kohaku singers would often be present at

tt Th" R.,l Team's three consecutive victories indicated a sustained interest in women's music thtoughoutJapan

at a time of womcn's libetation.
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the conferences but newcomers were the focus.t'New singers wefe not only integtal to

Kohakø's survival, but also shaped the direction of the progtamme. For example, the

enka singer Hosokawa Takashi become a petmaLrtent fìxture on the programme and

sang every year following his Kohaka debut at the 26rh Knhaka (1975).83 To make way

for newcomers, long-term Kõhakø singers were sometimes replaced. Mikawa l(en'ichi

who had performed successively from the L9th Kohakø 0968) to the 25Th Kzhdkø (1,974)

was, for example, dtopped from the invitee list in 1975 but iater retutned in a

spectacular comeback and eventually became one of Kohaku's most popular performers

(see iater sections).

In order to appeal to a wide audience demographic, the 27'h K¡haku (1,976)

featured 'older generation' Kohakø petformers in addition to young singets.to Several

young acts debuted the following year, including the teenage enka singet Ishikawa

Sayud and, most memorably, the disco-dancing duo Pink Lady.ss By the 29th Kzhaka

(1978), however, New Music and pop was cleatly favoured 'over fashioned' enka

ballads. This shift was fully realised when young pop idols Yamaguchi Momoe and

Sawada l(enji occupied the covete d tori (fìnal) positions fot their respective teams that

yeat ('50 Years of NHI( Television' Publishing Committee 2003:Internet).t6

The 30,h annivetsary K¡haka (1,979) featured songs representative of tha;t ye r

and past K¡haka hits. Newcomers such as the pop band Godargo and folk singet Sada

Masashi gave the programme musical vatiety and pop/disco favourite Saijõ Hideki

t' Th" lort documentation of a press confere nce is a 197 6 photograPh depicting several of the newcomets and

the MCs together under a makeshift banner fot the 2'7d' Kobaka (1976) (see photogtaph Takahashi 2000:100).

Other photãgraphs from 1978 arrd 1979 show the newcomers with the Team MCs (see photographs Takahashi

2000:99,94).
83 Ho.oku*u Takashi was latet a member of the 50'h Kahaku Community.
to 'Old", generation' Kohaku singers aÍ rhe 27rt' Kohal<u (1976) included Shimakura Chiyoko and trtank Nagai,

both of whom commemorated 20,h consecutive K¡haku appearances over the years. Rematkably, the 
^Yera,ge ^ge

of \ùØhite Team singers thatyear was 33, while the Red Team's 
^Yetàge 

age was 25.

tt lrhikn*u Sayuri became a tegular Kohaku petformer in the 1980s and was latet a member of the 50d' Kohaka

Community. Pink Lady, however, declined NHI('s invitation to perfotm the year after their K¿haku debut. As

paft of a controversial publicity stunt to improve record sales, the duo instead held a charity concert which was

troadcast throughoutJapanvía a different network in the same timeslot as Kohaka. Pink Lady's ratings were,

however,....y pão. and the duo's populatity declined. For further details, see Sharnoff (1'979). Pink Lady did,

nevertheless, rerurn to KAhaku in the late 1980s for a reunion performance, as discussed later in this chapter.
8ó At -...1y 19 years of age,Yamaguchi Momoe became the youngest ever singer to perform in the /aø position

for the Red Team (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:146). Moreover,her tori song "PlaybackPart 2" was allegedly

'punk' (.tsappaø) sounding and, thus, far removed from the enka L¡alfads which wete usually performed at the end

of Kohaku which made the occasion all the more momentous (Schilling 1997:297).

CFI ,Å,PTER ONE: THE HISTORIC'\L DE\/ELOPN{ENT OF KOHÀKU
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enthused audiences with his energetic dancing. " Enka retutned to the fore with

I(obayashi Sachiko making her Kohaka debtt and established enka stars Yashiro Aki

and Itsuki Hiroshi occupying tir.e tori positions for their tespective teams.ss In addition,

two distinguished enka singers from Kol¡aka's'first genetation', namely Misota Hibari

and Fujiytma Ichiro, performed a medley of their signature songs (Takahashi

2000:94).8e Misora Hibari's inclusion was surprising in view of her avetsion to NHI(,

but she readily accepted her invitation and was supported by feliow Red Team

members during her song performance (see photogfaph Takahashi 2000:95).'0

Other Participants

The Team MC roles unexpectedly changed duting this period. Previously, Team MCs

had formally'opened' the contest but at the 27ú'K¡haka (1,976), for reasons unknown,

Red and ìØhite Team members performed this duty. Âdditionally, Team MCs were

unexpectedly referted to as 'þapaten' (captains) that year (Takahashi 2000:100). These

changes'were, however, short-lived and Kohaku soon teturned to its usual format.

The eclectic assortment of additional performers enhanced K¡haka's gala

atmosphere. Some brought traditional Japanese elements to the programme, such as

folk instruments and marlúal arts, while others promoted modern dance and

cheerleading.ot A. stch, Kohaka ztdtences not only looked forwatd to the songs, but

also the interesting additional segments which gave Kohaka gre tv^rrcty and appealed

tt 
Sudn Masashi and Godaigo were both members of the 50tlì Kohaku Community. Saijõ Hideki's now infamous

interacrive performance of 'Young Man (Y.M.C.A.)" included sports cheedeaders, members of the !Øhite Team

and the NHI( Hall audience simultaneously forming the letters Y', 'M', 'C' and 'A'with their arms. 'Young Man

(Y.M.C.A.)" is a Japanese-language version of the song "Y.M.C..A.." which was performed by the all-male

American gtoup The Village People. At the time,Japânese audiences were only famtltar with Saiiõ Hideki's

version, the lyrics of which had little similarity to those of the Englishlanguage version.
88 Kobuyurhi Sachiko was later a member of the 50d' Kahaku Community.
to Frr¡iyu-u lchirö had previously appeated as a special guest at the 24tt\ Kohaku (1'973).

e0 Miroru's dislike of NHI( was prompted by her omission from the invitee list for the 24th Kobaku (1.973), as

previously discussed.
e1 

Indeed, at the 26d, Kohakø (1,97 5) 1,0 shamisen playets accompanied a \ùØhite Team singer and the following yeat,

ftve ninja swordsmen and a White Team soloist battled during his song perfotmance (see photogtaphs Takahashi

2000:103, 101). ,A.t the 29th Kohaku (1978), however, cheetleaders from the University of South California

performed in their own segment, while various gymnasts, Japanese cheetleaders with pom-poms and formally
dressed balìroom dancers accompanied song performances (see photographs Takahashi 2000:96,97).

CH,{PTEÌì ONE: THE FIISTORIC;\L DE.VELOPN,fE,NT OF KOHAKU
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to the broadcast audience.n'

Staging and Technology

New staging rechniques were introduced to highlight a petformer's team affthanon.e3

Singers also expressed team camaraàerie during song performances by ptomoting team

colours.ot Furthermore, singers participated in special, team-only segments (sepatate

from song performances) to exhibit their other talents and demonstrate their ability to

work as a collective.ou Although clearly reheatsed and choreogtaphed, these segments

depicted solidarity and al\ance within a te^mi sentiments that are fundamental to

Kohakø. Â singer's individuality was also articulated, most often through adventurous

and experimental stage designs.ou Some general staging props even promoted the

'singetagainst-singer' aspect of the sorìg contest rather than 'team-against-te^m'.ej

Unique and ornate costumes also highlighted a singer's individualify.At the 30th Kohaka

(1979), for example, Misora Hibad wore the most expensive kimono tn Kohaka history.e8

o' Not .rr..yorìe was, however, pleased with the program. In 1,975, a women's protest group demanded that

NHI( depict men and women equally in all of its progtams and, in patticular, ptotested against the 26¡h KAbaku

(1975) by "posting leaflets and handing them out to members of the audience entering NHI( Hall. The leaflets

stated "Stop singing contests that depict women as possessions!" QNakaiima 1986 cited by Fukunishi Suzuki

1.ee5).
e3 S".tio.r, of stage floor at the 27,t Kobaku (1976) wete coloure d red or white to indicate team sPace on stage.

This design was adopted and modihed for each KAbaka during this period (see photogtaphs Takahashi 2000:94-

103). The 7976 orígSnaldesign featured two large and slighdy elevated ctcles on the stage floor, one coloured red

and the other whire and both framed by rows of ìight bulbs (Takahashi 2000:100, 101). In general, singers did not

stand inside these circles during their song performance but instead were positioned inside a smaller, 'neutral'

circle located between each team's circle (see photographs Takahashi 2000:100,101).
ea At th" 26d, Kohaku (1,915),membets of the Red Team stood in a line behind a fellow song performer, waving

large red banners with messages of support for the Red Team (see photograph Takahashi 2000:102). During
another song performance that year, several members of the \Jíhite Team gathered behind a \X/hite singer Minami

Haruo, waving white pom-poms and holding signs displaying the ideograph for 'white' (see Plate 4). At the 29'h

Kobaku (1978), Red Team members wore ted robes and held red stars and streâmers to cheer on a fellow team

member during their song performance (see photo$aph Takahashi 2000:97). Video footage of the jOd' K¡ha/<u

(1979) atso shows the Red Team members holding separate red blocks which together form the ideogtaph 'Red'

(Onoide no Kobaku atagassen 20OO:Television Program).
es Fo. th. Red Team segmeflt at the 28th Kohaka (1917), membets wore identical red leotards and black stockings

and danced in a can-ca¡ line (see photograph Takahashi 2003:98). Red Team members again performed the can-

cân ar the 30th Klhakil (1979) and, in a different segment, dressed in red aprons and dancing togethet (see

photographs Takahashi 2000:9 4).
oo O.r" White Team singer at the 29th K¿haku (1978), for example, was engulfed in billowing dry-ice clouds during

his song performance (see photograph Takahashi 2000:96).
e7 Indeed, an elecrronic billboard at the 28tr' K¡haka (1977) displayed a singer's name followed by the 1/S' symbol

and the name of the rival singer from the opposing team (see photograph Takahashi 2000:99).
e8 Misota's morher had desþed the magnifìcent kimono which was valued at Y60 million and "made only for that

occasion, to wear once" (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:16). It featured eagles with real diamond eyes and pine

tree s set against a background of blue material. Misora also wore a white obi with inlaid diamond and 
f 
ade iewels,

and an emerald ring on her finger which was separately valued at Y80 million. The total value of her outfìt was

estimated atY140 million (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:16)'
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The intricate detail, beauty and cost of such outfits was indicative of the new level of

prestige associated with the milestone 30tl' anniversary Kohaka contest.ee

New broadcasting technologies enabled the 26th Kohal<a (1,975) to ptesent live

images from all over the wodd, thus linkingJapan with other nations 
^t ^ 

pivota.l time

of year: New Year's Eve. That year, Kohaka was also broadcast (via satellite) to Btazil

for the first time ('50 Years of NHI( Television' Publishing Committee 2003:Internet).

By expanding Kobaku's broadcast rezch, NHK was reuniting communities of

expatriates across the globe with their homeland via a beloved national institution.

Judging and Voting System

A revolution ry system introduced for the 26'¡ KAhaka (1,975) allowed greater voting

input from Japanese audiences. In addition to the usual panel of eight celebrities and

one representative from NHI( that year, 400 television audience members from

various tegions of Japan also voted (via telephone) (Takahashi 2000:1'02).'00 The

programme was also informally divided into three parts and at the end of'each patt,

voters called in and the MCs gave 
^ 

running total of votes (Takahashi 2000:1,02)'

Kohaka was not only a progrâmme to watch, but also an event in which m^ny could

participate. Futhermore, the contest's results reflected the views of the 
^ver^ge

Japanese pefson :ø;thef than public figures or tegional representatives.

Flistoric aI T ally of Victories

The White Team's victory at the 26rn Kahakw (1,975) was its frst in three years. The

following year, the Red Team fought back and won but the \X/hite Team prevailed at

the 28th and2grh Kohaka (1,977 and 1.978), bringing the Kohakø historical tally to 14 wins

for the rJØhite Team and 15 for the Red Team. A victory for the White Team at the 30th

anniversary Kahakø (1,979) mearit the teams would begin the 1980s aftesh on level

scores. Nevertheless, the SØhite Team was defeated and the historical tally stood at 16

wins fot the Red Team and,14 for the \White.

oo 
Muny song perfotmers wore expensive 

f 
ewellery at the 30th Kabaka (1979). Judy Ong, for example, repottedly

wore over Y3 million worth of iewels (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:16).
t00 Lr k."ping with past practice, however, audience votes were $ven less weight than those from the in-house

judging panel.
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The i,fst-j,ltn Kob aþ,u (1980-1934)

As K¡haka entered the 1980s, it shed its conservative image and was reenergized by

effervescentTezm MCs and light-heatted pop music. This was a period of tenewal. See

Table 1..7 for Kohaka data relattng to this period which is discussed in subsequent

sectlons.

Tabk 1 .7 Summary Data: the llst l,!dr Kíhaka (1980-1984)

Edition Year Duration Venae

(11,M)
Tineslot
(þm)

Røtings SPb perTean IVinningTeam

(%)

23

22
22

21,

20

31"
32"d

5-tto

34,h

35d'

1980
1981
1982
1983

1984

2:45

2:45
2:45

2:45

2:45

71.1

74.9

74.9
74.2
78.1,

Red
\X&rite
Red
White
Red

9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45

NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall

Source: Adapted from Takahashi 2000:7 4-83
n Maximum ratings achieved over the course of the progtamme from the I(antö region. See Appendix -4. for

Kobaku audience ratings for other regions.
b Song performers.

Time and Venue

Kohaka's timeslot, duration ând venue temained unchanged duting this period.

Ratings

The programme's tatings temained in the 70 percent r^nge and climaxed with an

outstanding 78.1 percent for the 35th Klhaka (1,984)-a level last achieved in the early

1970s. Clearþ, Kohakø's popularity was rising.

Song Performers and Genres

The number of Kohakø acts slowiy decreased duting this period.tot To compensate,

song performances were lengthened, more supplementary segments were included and

repartee between songs was encouraged, resulting in a mote conversational and spirited

contest-a trend that continued for years to come. These were careftee times. Japan

was experiencing the height of its 'bubbie' economy and a pop idol craze swept the

nation. In line with its desire to keep in step with its viewer's changing tastes, NHK

staff included more light-hearted pop acts than othet genres. Jzpan's leading idol

Matsuda Seiko, for example, debuted at the 31."' Kohaka (1,980) and performed again for

101 Ind""d, by the 35th KAhaku (1984), rhere were only 20 song performers per ¡s2rrì-¡þs lowest since the 6'h

Kohaku (1955).
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the following eight Kohaka.102 Matsuda's turbulent romarìces were highly publicised and

when she was placed in rlirect competition with her then boyftiend, fellow idol Gö

Hiromi, for the 35rh Knhakø (1,984) it caused a nation-wide stir (Takahashi 200074).'03

Clearly, Kohaka staff used their keen knowledge of the geinokai (entertainment wodd) to

cre^te ptovocative situations and stimulate excitement.

In 1.982, Kohakø's image was marred when I(uwata l(eisuke (the lead singer of

the young, liberal rock group Southern All Stars) impetsonated the eldedy and highly

respected enka singer Minami Haruo as a joke. This conttovetsial incident generated

excitement among younger audiences and outraged NHI{ staff (Takahashi 2000:78).

Nevertheless, a symbolic l:arler had been brcken-Kohakø, an institution fìetcely

defended by conservative NHI(, was no longer 'safe' or predictable. Now, anything

was possible.

Kohakø also cultivated new enka talent including rìewcomer I{awanaka Mipki

who debuted at the 32"d K¡hakø (1981).104 Kohaku's ptestige was unrivalled such that

established enka staLs often made theit farewell perfotmance in Kohaka before retiring

from the industry. Miyako Harumi, for example, ended her career on a high note at the

35rt Kahakø (1.984) where she appeared in the fìnal place (ton) fot the Red Team

(Takahashi 200074).'ou ,\lthough focus was often centred on individuals, as in this

instance, t}re KOhaka song performeîs were regarded as a collective. Indeed, at the 33'd

K¡hakø (1,982), both teams gatheted together to sing a medley of songs (Takahashi

to'Murrl,du 
Seiko was later a member of the 50d'Kohaku Community. See Schilling (L997 113-123) for details

regarding Matsuda's erratic musical career.
to'A photogtaph from the 35th Kohaka (1984) also depicts Matsuda and Gõ together onstage alongside fellow

idols I(ondo Masahiko and Nakamoti Akina who were rumoured to be a couple flakahashi 2000:74). Like

Matsuda Seiko, Gõ Hiromi was also a member of the 50th Kohaku Community'
t04 

Ku-u.ruku Miy"ki was later a member of the 50'h Kahaka Community'
tou Th. occasion was especially momentous because it was Miyako Harumi's 20'h consecutive petformance in
Koba,ku. Before the performance, a presenter mistakenly (yet complimentarily) called her "Misora-san", a

reference to the en,ka parz;gon Misora Hibad (Iakahashi 2000:74). Harumi's song performance was highly

emotional and afterward, the White MC unexpectedly requested an encore. ,\lthough she was sobbing and cleatly

disressed, Miyako obligrngly sang and fellow Red Team members gathered around het in concetn (see Plate 5).

Television audiences were captivated and the program's ratings leapt to 78.1 percent during her performance

flokyo News Tsùshinsha 7999:47). Afterward, NHI( received approximately 1300 telephone calls from viewer,

with some expressing thefu delight in the moving perfotmance and others protesting over the encore , saying

Miyako shouldn't have been asked to sing when she was cleady distraught (Iakahashi 2000:74; Tokyo News

Tsùshinsha 1999:41).In spite of the commotion over this 'fìnal' petformance, Miyako latet came out of
retirement and once again appeared tn Kohaku.
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2000:80).106 This was, presumably, the ftst of such performances and it quickly became

a K¡haku tradition.

Other Participants

In order to invigorate the traditional format, NHK staff searched for a television

personality or a famous 'career-minded' woman to 
^ct 

as Red Team MC (Takahashi

2000:82). They selected I{uroyanagi Js¡5uþ6-an NHI( âctress, co-host of the TBS

live pop-music programme 'Za besato ten' ('The Best Ten') and interviewer on her TV

Asahi show 'Tetsøko no hela' ('Tetsuko's Room')-fot the 31"t Kohaka (1'980).t0t Her

conversational style proved ideal and she assumed the toie for the next four yeats.tot At

the 34th Kohakø (1983), she was paired with the vibrant and witty White MC Suzuki

I(enji.toe Unlike the sombre, conventional NHI{ announcer ftom past years, Suzuki's

humorous commentâry between song performances was a txeath of ftesh au fot

Kohakø. Furthermore, his visually engaging outfìts drew plenty of interest and defied

the usual S7hite MC conservatism.tto "fh^t ye^t, the tole of Genetal Chairman was

permanently reinstated after a nearþ 1,S-year absence and was occupied by the

comedian Tamori (Àrlorita I(azuyoshi), known for his dark glasses, sutly expression and

metciless celebrity imitations.ttt Together, Tamoti, Suzuki I(enji and I(utoyanagS

Tetsuko made Kohaka especiaþ jovial and exciting.

Staging and Technology

By this time, staging had become especiaþ important. The 31"t Kohakø (1,980) featured

a new electronic ds'r'igs-2¡ archway with red lights on the left and white on the right,

indicative of each team-to visually-tepresent the final tally of votes, thus heightening

tou Thi, medley was comprised of songs by The Beatles, thus demonstrating the long-standing popularity of the

band, decades after the Gtoup Sounds boom had come and gone.
t07 

K.rroyunugi also found prominence as an author when her childhood memoir 'Madogìwa no Totto-cban' @nglish
tttle'Totto-cban:TheLttle Gid at the Window) was published in 1981 and later became an intefnational best-

selling book. She used the royalties to cfeate aid orgarizanons for chi-ldten.
tot I.r 1984, she was bestowed the role of the lust Asian Goodwill -A.mbassador for UNICEF in tecognition of
her charitable work. This role required her to undertake several field missions abrcad, which perhaps affected her

availabiliry to participate in Kohaka, hence her dePartufe from the role of Red MC.
toe 

Srrrrrki I{enii had been in public eye throughout the year as host of the stimulating and popular NHI(
television quiz ptogram " O mo¡hiro qeninarÌ' ("Interesting Seminat").
tt0 

Srrruki l(enji wore a vatety of interesting suits throughout the program as well as his trademark white-rimmed

glasses (see photographs Takahasht 2000:7 6).
tt1 Tu-ori was hosr of the popular Fuji TV progfam "lYaratte iitono" ("It's Ok to Laugh").
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the overall sense of excitement and tension for song performers and audiences alike

(Takahashi 2000:83). Ât the 34'n KOhaka (1,983), however, space was reclaimed when

team bands were relocated from the stage to the orchestra pit. The additional space

allowed singers to actively p^rícip^te in their teammate's performances.tt' Sets wete

also used to decorate the '.-pty' areas and an impressive 32 set changes were made

that year (Takahash\ 2000:76). Kohaka's newfound focus on staging was formally

acknowledged that year when gold and silver goblets were awarded to outstanding

individual p erformances Takahashi 2000 : 1 7 7).

The most important technological development during this pedod v/as the

introduction of on-screen lyrics for the television btoadcast of the 33'a Kahaka (1,982).

This novel addition proved popular and, as of this writing, is stili used.

Judging and Voting System

The voting system for the 31't Kohaka (1,980) remained consistent with ptevious years

where an in-house panel of eight celebrities and one NHK employee voted in addition

to 400 people across Japan who voted via telephone (Takahashi 2000:82). The

following year, the telephone voting system was abolished and 16 reptesentatives from

vadous Japanese regions were instead invited to join the judges inside the venue."3

Most surprisingly-and for the ftst time in Kaltakø history-the entire NHI{ Hall

audience voted that yeat To ensute accura:cy) birdwatchers from Nihon ycho no kai

(\øild Bird Sociery of Japan) and the abacus champion of Japan wete employed to

counr and tah more than 3500 votes (Tokyo News Tsüshinsha 1'999:1'46).tta Overall,

the new voting system increased the Hall audience's participation and placed 
^ 

gre tef

value on the votes of those inside the Tokyo-based NHI( Hall.

Âlterations to the voting system continued with each ye r. Regional

representatives were excluded from the 33'¿ K¡haka (1,982) and instead, the entire Hall

t" Thutyear, for example, the enka singer and female impersorlatot l)mezawa Tomio appeared both as a song

performer for the White Team and as an onnagata (female impetsonator) (Iakahashi 200076). Fot Umezawa's

latter role, he performed an elegant geisha dance during \ühite teammate Hosokawa Takashi's song performance.

IJmezawa also appeared as an additional performer iî 50'h Kzhal<a.
ttt Thi. system had been in place since the 24ù'Kobaku (1973).
tt4 It i, presumed that audience members voted by holding a coloured fan to indicate their team pteference, a

process which is described latet in this chapter.
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audience were permitted to vote.11s By the 34Th Kzhdkl/ (1,983), however, merely 88

audience members were invited to vote and the followingye r only 16 people voted,

signifìcantly reducing the general pubüc's effect on the contest's outcome.tt6

Historic al T ally of Victorie s

The Red Team's success aT, the 31."t Kohaka (1980) brought its cumulative victories to

17 compared with ìØhite's 1,4. Over the following four years, the teams alternated

victodes, culminating in Red's win at the 35ú Kohaku (1984) and the women's team

retained the lead.

The 36,n-40tln Kobak,u (1955-1939)

By this stage in Kohaku's history, a key question was emerging: was Kohakø destined to

be an international song contest? Despite the ptogramme recording its lowest ratings,

NHK staff continued to invite foreign song petformers and, in turn, alienate Japanese

viewers. Indeed, Kohaku's future hung in the balance. Data petitning to this period is

ptesented in Table 1.8 and discussed in subsequent sectlorìs.

Table 1.8 SummaryData:the 36dì-40tr Kobal<a (1985-1989)

Edition Year Venue Ratitxgt (%) SP'perTeam Il/inning
Teant

Timeslot
(om)

Døration
(11:M)

36¿,

37,h

38d'

39,1'

40,¡

1985

1,986

1,987

1988

1989

66.0

59.4

55.2
53.9

38,5,r 47.0"

20
20
20
21

27

9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-11:45
9:00-1145
7:20-1.1:45

NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall
NHI( Hall

Red
White
Red
$7hite
Red

2:45
2:45
2:45
2:45
4;25.

Source: Adapted from Takahasht 2000:64-7 3

o Maximum ratings achieved over the coutse of the programme from the l(antö region. See Appendix .4. for

Kohaku audience ratings for other regions.
b Song performers.
c Jþs {Qtlì Kohaka (1989) was the first to be divided into programme halves. A ten-minute news bulletin separated

the halves and this was, despite its differing content, classified âs Part of the Kohaka progrâmme. The duration

presented here is therefore inclusive of this ten-minute bulleún'
d First half of programme.

" Second half of programme.

ttu. Th. regional representatives were, for example, discarded for the 33'd Kobaku (1982) presumably because the

NHI( Halt audience's and the celebrity judge's votes $/ere sufhcient. The number of celebrity iudges that year

increased from 10 to 12 andby the 34th Kohaku (1983) it had risen to 14, the largest number ofiudges for Kobaku

to date. The following yeat, however, the number of celebrity iudges decreased to nine. The standard practice to

include one NHI( staff member as a judge nevertheless remained throughout these changes.
ttu It i5 possible that these audience members represent various sections of NHI( Hall. Indeed, ifl future K¿baka

progrâms, votes are tallied according to sections from the lwo balconies and the ground floor. It is, however,

unclear if this system is adopted for the 31st-35tb K¡haka (1980-1984).
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Time and Venue

Following 22years in the same timeslot, Kohaka moved to an eadier starting time to

accommodate the lengthy 40th K¡haka (1,989) and, most unusually, the programme was

drvided into halves (as discussed in later sections).

Ratings

After decades :irinng in the 70 percent r^ngq Kohaka's popularity suddenly waned and

"showed no signs of picking tp again" (I\HK 2002:1,64)."t The 40'n K¡haku (1'989) was,

however, an ideal opportunity for the programme to recover its audience. Indeed, a

new ratings sysrem was adopted which calculated separâte ratings for each half

programme, thus determining which was more appealing to viewers.ttt But despite the

musical varieq and the "nostalgia of a. 40'h anniversary", neither h¡lf rcached the 50

percent r^flge (Ogawa 1990:33). Kohaka was facing a ctisis.

Song Performers and Genres

The numb er of Kohaka r'ewcomers fluctuated throughout this period (see Appendix C)

Many of these, however, became programme favoudtes and later petformed in the 50th

Kohaka.tt' Kohaka still attracted a stable of established singers some of whom gave

ttt 
-4..ro., the nation, ratings for the 36ìh Knhaku (1985) were falling (see Appendix A). NHK offered several

reasons for the ptogram's sudden decline,

one v/âs that individual households now owned several TV sets and membets of the family

were in the habit of watching television individually tather than as a family. Another was the

kinds of music tlrat were popular had diversified, and people's tâstes had changed. On the one

hand, young people found the kind of songs petfotmed on lKoha/<al oid-fashioned and boting,

whle theit elders, on the other, found the music favored by younger people unfamiliat and

hard to appteciate. Thete was also a deatth of maior hit songs. QJHK 2002:164)

In addition, Kohaka viewers were lured away by othet exciting television proglams broadcast at the time such as

"lengthy samørai period dramas" offeted by rival networks (Ogawa 1990:33). Some people even abstained from

watÃing television on New Year's Eve, instead choosing to attend a concert, participate in another year-end

celebration, go on a sküng hol-iday, or even ttavel overseas (Ogawa 7990:33). By the 1980s, there were mote

leisure activities accessible to Japanese families than before and, as such, these disttactions gteatly affected the

size of the Kohakø audience. K¿hakìs apparent demise provoked nrmours that NHI{would tetminate the

program (Schilling 1997.97). These were, however, rapidly dispelled for "even though the ratings for fKohaka]

-..ã lo* by comparison to previous years, they were still the highest fot any program shown that year" Q'{HI(
2002:164).
ttt Thi, new ratings method was adopted permanently and, as of this writing, continues to be used.

tte 
Tobu lchirö, for example, made his program debut at the 36th Kobaka (1935), Yoshi Ikuzo and Yamakawa

yuraka performed for the frst rime atthe3Tth K¡haku (1936), Tanimura Shinji sang at the 38th Kahaku (1987) and

Horiuchi Takako debuted at the 39th Kahakø (1938). Sakamoto Fuyumi debuted at the 39th Kohal<u (1988) and doy

singers Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko ltst performedin Kohaku as a duo for the 40d' Koha/<u (1989).
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farewell performances on the progtamme before entering retirement.t'o Others such as

en/<a singer Shimakura Chiyoko, however, continued to return ye r 
^fter 

year. Indeed,

at the 37rra Knhakø (1,986) she was proclaimed the 'longest-running' performer and sang

for the thirtieth consecutive ye n (Takahashi 2000:70). This milestone highlighted the

programme's enduring prestige and allure fot song perfotmers, in spite of Kohaka's

declining audience ratings. t"

NHK upheld its unwritten policy of only inviting tespectable singers. This was

taken to extreme lengths when young singet \Tatanabe Misato, who had a hit song that

year, was noticeably omitted from the 37'n K¿haka (1,986) performer list.l" Evidently,

NHK deemed S7atanabe a performer of ill tepute because she had, eadier that yea4

"suflg 
^t 

aJaktl<d gang's New Year's Eve p^rq" (Schilling 1,997:96).In addition, idol

singer Nakamori Akina, who had sung at six pteviots Kohaka and was publicly

expected to perform in the 40,h K¡haka (1,989), was omitted following an "attempted

suicide" (Schilling 1,997:98). Futhermore, equally populat idol Matsuda Seiko was

dropped from the line-up because of her vague association to Nakarnori's suicide

scandal."'

t'0 Mori Masako, for example, staged the dramatic, fìnal performance of het career 
^t 

36th Klhaka (1,985)

(Iakahashi 2000:72). Her decision to withdtaw fuom the geìnokaì (entertainment wotld) was promPted by her

engagement to fellow Kohaku singer and renowned enka star Mori Shin'ichi (female singers often retired in order

to become full-time housewives). To maximise the impact of her fìnal petformance, both she and het fìancé

occupied the highly prized. tori positions for their: respective teams arld in a sense, competed against each other.

All eyes were on Mori Masako as she teatfully sang. Indeed, one photogtaph ftom the end of the program shows

an emotional Mori Masako in her fìancé's embrace when the Red Team is ptoclaimed the winner (see

photograph Takahashi 2000:7 2).
ttt Thutyear, Matsuda Seiko performed at the 37Tr\ Kohaku only months after giving birth to her daughtet,

ccrrrfr fy to a public aflnouncement that she would put her career on hold that yeat (fakahashi 2000:70).

Although this is an important indication of the importance of Kohaku To performers, this perhaps says more

about Matsuda's character. Unlike many other female stars who dutifully abandon their professional careet after

marriage andf or motherhood, such as the case of Mori Masako as mentioned above, Matsuda was fiercely

independent and career-minded and soon retutned to tegular performing. Another miÌestone KAhaþ.u event wâs

when enka singer Segawa Eiko performed in the 38d' Kohaka (1 987), het ftst Kobaku petformance after 20 years

in the industry and a confrmation that after all this time, she had at last 'made it'. Her father, post-war singer

Segawa Shin, had previously sung in the 2nd and 7d' K¡baka (1952 and 1956) and, in the long history of the song

contest, this was the only instance whete both parent and 'child' had Ï>een Kohaku song performers (fokyo News

Tsüshinsha 1999:41).
t2t 

Watunalte's song "My Revolution" was especially popular and the single sold 700,000 copies inJapan

(Schìlling 1997:101). This song was wtitten and produced by I{omuro Tetsuya, who would later be associated

with many K¡haku song performers in various capacities
t" Mutrodu Seiko was an established Kohaku performet and had appeared in the previous nine ptogtams.

Nakamoti was reportedly overwhelmed with jealousy when photogtaphs revealed that her boyfriend, I{ondö
Masahiko, was secretly dating Matsuda Seiko. At the time, I(ondö and Matsuda were both in New York and

prying photographers captured the incrirninating scenes and sold the photographs to aJapanese magazine

(Schilling 1997:120).
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Kohaka began to include a wider vairety of musical genres. The 38th Kohaka

(1987), for example, featured stage musical songs, classical opera, French chanson, ninjo

folk tunes and a heavier styie of rock music Çakahashi 2000:68). Moreover, several

forergn singets appeared, including l{otean singer Cho Yon-pù Kohaktl w^s shifting

away from its domestic focus. Indeed, the following year at the 39'n Kíhaka (1,988),

m^fly Japanese performers who usually only sang Japanese lyrics instead sang other

languages. t'a 
Ko h a kø was b ecoming'internationalis ed'. t'u

The 40ù Kohaka (1989) was divided into two very different programme halves.

A Kohaka retrospective was presented in the fìrst half, tecognition of the end of the

Showa era þrompted by the then Emperor's death th^t yeaLt).1'o A signifìcant portion

was also dedicated toJapan's post-wâr icon and enka staq Misora Hibari who had also

died. F'ootage of her past Kahakø performances was projected onto a large screen

onstage, allowing audiences to teflect and honout an icon who had signifìcantly shaped

Kahaku history.t"

124 It most be noted thatJapanese singers commonly performed Westetn songs withJapanese lyrics and, on

occasion, performed a song ir a foreign language i¡ Kobaka. The sheer variety and quantity of foteign languages

used in songs at the 39th Kohaku (1988) was, however, exúaordinary. Video footage, for example, shows Sugawara

Yöichi singing entitely in Spanish, l{ayama Yùzo singing in Engl-ish and Satö Shinobu begrnning in German and

later singing in Japanese (39t1, Kobaku utagarseTt 1988:Television Progtam). Sugawara had, however, established a

reputation fot singing non-Japanese songs throughout her 22 years of performing i¡t Kabaku. The operatic

performer Satõ Shinobu, too, had ftequently sung Western songs, such as Schubett's "Aue Maria".In addition
that year, many Kobaka performers substituted Japanese lyrics in place of the English lyrics for 'Western songs,

for example, "Hoshi ni negai o"'. aJapateselangr-rage version of the \líalt Disney-associated song "\flhen You Wish

Upon a Star" performed by the jazzvocalgroup Taimu fuaibu ('Time Five). Other examples included Shimada

I(aho's "On My Own" from Andrew Lloyd \Tebber's stage musical 'I-¿s Mi¡érablel and l{oyanagi Rumiko's "-4i
no serebareish/ron" whtch was ptedominantly sung in Japanese but ended with an English stanza. This song'ü/as a

version of "Tonight, I Celebrate My Love", a duet popularised in the West by American singers Peabo Bryson

and Roberta Flack. Video footage of this Kohaka performance shows that unlike other singers, I{oyanagr Rumiko
is mirning her song, a practice which is extremely rare tn Kohaku (39Th Kõhal<a utagassen 1988:Television Program).

Despite the presence of a lapel microphone-cleady to make it seem to audiences that she was vocally

participating-she did not sing ot speak throughout the contest.
t" !øhil" the change in programming may have offended consewative audiences, many acts that had dismissed

the Kohaka in the past as 'old-fashioned' suddenly tegarded Kobaka in a new light. The youth-oriented gtoup TM
Network, for example, unexpectedly performed in the 39th Kobaku (1988) following several years of refusing

NHK's invitations, now believing that it was in step with modern trends.
t'6 Th. ftst half featured singers from the 7"'Kohaku (1951) as well as acts that teformed or came out of
retirement for the occasion. For example, e,rka stat Miyako Harumi-who had previously farewelled the music

industry in a lavish and memorable Kõbaku'goodbye' performance only a few years eadier-appeated in this

historically signifìcant Kohaku. The Group Sounds band The Tigers and the disco duo Pink Lady also re-formed
especially for this Kohaku and performed a medley of songs. Although Pink Lady had previously appeared in the

conresr, rhis was The Tigers ftst time performing in Kobaku. Ì{hen the band rose to fame during the 1960s, its

music, image and associalion with the Gtoup Sounds movement was considered too rebelliots for Kohaku (see

previous sections of this chapter).
127 

Footuge of singers from Koha,ka's past, such as Miyako Harumi, Mori Masako, Yamaguchi Momoe, Sakamoto

I(yrr, Mizuhara Hiroshi and others who had retired or died were also displal'ed on the screen.

CH.,\PTER ONE: THE HISTORICÀL DEVE,LOPÀ,IENT OF KOHAKU
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The second half commemorated the dawn of the new Heisei era and the

accession of Emperor ,\kihito. The progtamme featured standard enka singers, a rLew

generation of song performers and foreþ artists such as l(orean singers Patty I(im

and I(im Yonja and the Hong I(ong performer Alan Tam.'" Despite its diversity, the

40'h Kuhal<ø (1,989) failed to resonate with its audience. Sadly, "viewers, whatever their

age, probably knew only half of the perfotmers and just a few of the tunes" (Ogawa

1,990:33). Kohakø's lack of success also put into question the programme's validity in

the lives of the Japanese people. Moreover, as Ogawa notes, "some critics" labelled the

'battle of the sexes'premise "anachroîistic" (1990:33). Instead of a fresh start in

promising new era, Kohakø's faced aî:uÍ:'cert^in futute'

Other Participants

Throughout Kohaka histo{, there had only been one MC per team fot each contest,

yet 
^t 

the 37th Kohaka (1986) each ream had two MCs.t'e Falling ratings indicated that

the additional MCs were poorly received and, as such, only one MC was selected pet

team for the 38th K¡haka (1987). Nevertheless, experimentation continued the

following year where a woman was selected as General Chaitm^rr-a novel twist to the

programme's standard practice.

During this period, the between-song v^trety segments wete ftequendy used to

cross-promote other NHK television programmes. ,\ctors or singers from such shows

would often be guests on Kohaka and would occasionally petform theme songs from

128 In u brief critique of the 40,h K¡baku (1989), Hiroshi Ogawa likens the performer selection process to "a

proportional repre sentation election" and identifìes the numbet of acts fot each music genre (1990:33). In this

Koh)ku,l1 singãrs performed enka, etght sang "idols and pops", fìve (from "places like South I(orea and Hong

I{ong") performed "Asian pops", two performed musical theatre songs and the gentes "ninJto" (tmditional folk

-".1.;,'ìchildren's songs" and "Western classics" had one perfotmer each (Ogawa 1990:33).It must be clatifìed

that the tallied number of Ogawa's 'genre representatives' (29) is not equivalent to the total number of song

performers thatyezr (54 or 27 per team) in the contest. Ogawa, moreover, notes the numbet of song performers

was 40 which is inconsistent with NHI{'s offìcial fìgures (see Takahashi 2000:64).
t'o Thi, was possibly to provoke spontaneity, increase ratings and to enliven the somewhat predictable fotmat.

Indeed, the \X/hite Team co-MC I{ayamaYizõ at the 37th KAhaleu (1986) mispronounced a song title. Instead of
"Kamen butokaî'('Masquerade Ball'), the song by the male idol trio Shönen tai, he said "Kaimen raidã' ("Masked

Rider") which referred to 'hghtet characters' from a popular chTdren's television show. The mistake was

understandable: the gtoup had eadier u/orn costumes so to dress up as these characters. Nevertheless, as a MC,

rhis error caused great embarrassment for Kayama. Despite his publicly apology, the incident gained nototiety, so

much so that Shonen tai later appeared on a New Year ptogram wearing l{aimen raidã masks, to iokingly
acknowledge I(ayama's mistake (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:41).
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television programmes.tto These serwed to remind viewers of NHI( shows broadcast

that yeat and, moreover, reinforced Kohakø's Japanese connections in spite of its

incteasingly foreign song content.

The experimental form of the 40,h Kohakø (1989) meant that celebdty cheer

squads were replaced by past song petformers and MCs who spoke about their eatlier

expedences tn Kohaka Çakahashi 2000:64). There were, nevettheless, a few foreþ

celebrity guests, in keeping with the programme's rìew 'international' focus. A most

interesting inclusion was the allegedly 'live' interview with Olivia Newton-John from

Australia, which beamed via satellite onto a screen on the K¡hakø stage.t3' Aftet stating

(in English) that she was looking forward to visiting J apan in the fotthcoming year, she

cheered "Gfuls! Akagømi ganbatte!" ("Girls! I{eep zt rtf good luck, Red Team!") (40tt'

Kohaku atagassen 1989:Television Ptogramme). ,A.lthough cleady scripted, this statement

suggested that internaionally-renowned Westetn foreignets, like Newton-John, wete

familtar with KOhaka conventions and, thus, the contest was mearìingful outside of

Japan.In reality, ho'wever, Kohakø was unknown in m^ny countries, including Australia

þur excluding the Japanese diaspora). Newton-John's appear^fice in Kohaku was not,

therefore, desþed to create a sense of national unity tn Jzpat by focusing on "the

alien nature of other ways of life" (Painter 1.996a:203). Instead, it demonstrated that

Kohakø and, by corollary, Japanwas signifìcant in zninternatonal context.

Staging and Technology

During this period, Kohaku's opening ceremony developed into an especially gtand

t30 At th. 36ú, Kohaku (1985), for example, the \ùØhite Team singer Shibugakitai performed a little-known song

from the NHI( children's program 'Minna no uta'I>tt aftet its exposure in Kohaka, it became widely popular

acrossJapan (Iokyo News Tsushinsha 1999:41).

Despite the program's waning ratings, Kohaku's status as a powerful site fot ptomotion and dissemination to the

Japanese public was unequalled-this song became in such high demand that it was released as a single the

following year. Another rype of cross-promotion u/as seen tn the 36ú' Kohaka (1,985) when a storyline from a

popular NHK morning serial drama crossed-over irto a Koba/<u variety segment. The drama's stotyline had

involved an unmarried couple but in this segment, the couple were dressed in formalJapanese wedding attire and

a marital ceremony v/as conducted to bring the storyline to a close flakahashi 2000:72).
t" 

Olirriu Newton-John is a famous @ritish-born) Australian singer and occasional âctor, more recently known
for her breast-cancer and environmental campaigning. In 1990, she was a Goodwill Ambassador to the United
Nations Environment Program and was to visitJapan in this capacity.

CH,A.PTER ONE: THE HISTORIC,A.L DE\/ELOPMENT OF KOHAKU
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occasion.l3' Kohaka also looked outside its own traditions and regulady included live

outside-broadcasts of Japan's distinctive omisoka Ol.- Year's Eve) customs. The 37th

K¡hakø (1986), for example, featured families prepadng the rice-cake mochi and eating

the special year-end buckwheat noodles toshikoshi-soba Çakahashi 2000:70).t" Indeed,

just like the tradirional activities associated with New Yeat, watching Kohaku was

integral part of 'ringing out' the old year and u¡elcoming in the new.

In general, performers from the same music genre often shared similat staging

characteristics. t3a Nevertheless, increasingly complex and visually interesting stage

desþs produced m îy highlights over the course of a progtamme.t'u The 40th Kohaka

(1989), however, set a ptecedent-not only did several song petformers wear

impressive, technologrcally enhanced costumes that yeat but the stage was also

extended to allow ^ greater numbet of set changes (40tt' Kohaka atagassen

1 989:Television Ptogramme). t'o

l32Footugefromthestartof 38,hand39,h Kohaku(1987and1988),forexample,showstheMCsshakinghandsin
preparation for the 'battle' (38tt' Kobaka iltagasren 1987:Television Ptogram; 39'h Kohakil xttaga$en 1988:Television

Þrogram). The song performers, grouped together in their respective teams, walk on stage when their name is

ca[Jd, bow and/or-shake hands with their MC. Unlike the song perfotmers in the 38'h Kabaku (1987), those in

the 39tlì Kohaku (1988) play small, portable rhythm instruments such as tamboutines and dtums as they walk.

Furthermore, Nakayama Miho and Hikaru GENJI-the ftst two acts ftom s26þ 162m-declare the contest

'open'. The comprehensive opening ceremony continues as the members of the judging panel walk onstage, are

inàividually introduced and hìer retire to their: seats in the NHI( audience area. Footage from the 38th Kobaku

(1987) also shows rhe White MC (as representative of last year's winning team) passing the Kohaku pendant to the

NHI( President before the contest itself begins.
t" Th" 40,h Kobaka (1989) also displayed images of people walking through Shibuya streets near to NHI( Hall.

The 15d' Kohaku (1.964) had featured similar scenes, but from the 37'h Kobaku (1986) it became common for

KohakÌs outside-broadcasts to telate to New Year's Eve acüvrtles'
t'o Eoko or kay,þtoka performances used elegant or minimal stage designs; the perfotmer stood alone onstage,

illuminated by a single white spotlighr and a patterned cuttain backdrop. The camera alternated between a close-

up of the p..fot-.i, face a¡d a wide shot of the stage. On the other hand, J-pop acts (most often bands, vocal

groups ar.à solo petformers) had exciting and surprising staglng, whereby dry ice, flashing lights, large ptops and

ãlobótut. backdrãps where often into song performances. The roaming hand-held c n'eïl" shots and tilted angles

equally contributed to the vibrant, upbeat atmosphete.
t" Vid.o footage from the 39,h Kohakø (1988), for example, shows N7hite Team singer I(ondõ Masahiko

demonstratin g a maglc ttick mid-performance: he dramatically disappears from the stage and re-apPeafs amid the

ground floor ÑHK Hall audience Qgtr' Kobaka iltagd:ren 1988:Television Program). The pop goup Hikaru

ÓeNJf, however, ser a new precedent fot attention-grabbing staging with their inaugural Kohakø performance

that year. Video footage shows the gfoup's members wearing a variety of costumes during the song performance

and åxecuting complex roller-skating dance routines onstage (39'h Kohaka tltagasrefl 1988:Television Progtam)' To

further e.rli..e.r the performance, there were several additional dancers who performed skateboard tticks and

enacted swordfights.

"o Vid.o footage shows the women from the duo \ùØink wearing matching extravagant ball gowns with dazzLng

blinking lights woven into the skirts. Similady, the two women tiom Pink Lady wear a vatiety of illuminated and

glittering cosrumes during their song medley (40tt' Kõbaku utagassen 1989:Television Ptogram).
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The highlight of this period was the start of l(obayashi Sachiko's famous

'costume marathon', a long-tì.rnning ttadition of wearing dazzltng costumes each

Kohakø (see photographs Takahashi 2000:16-1,7). At the 36'h Kohaka (1985), she wote a

sunnrngjanihitoe, a ceremonial kimono-style garment and the followingyear l(obayashi

"appearcd as the Egyptian queen Cleopatra, dressed in a clingy gown and cioak of gold

with a huge circle of peacock feathers sptead out behind het" $X/ilson 2003:Internet).137

By contrast, I{obayasht's kimono for at the 38th K¡haka (1987) was simple and elegant."t

The following yeaLr, however, I(obayashi wore a vibtantly coloured costume

reminiscent of no theatre ç9tn Kohakø utagassen 1,998:Television Programme, \Tilson

2003:Internet). Moreover, she wore a multi-layered puffy stylised kimono and an ornate

gold headpiece at the 40rn Kahakø (L989)."n Ftom this performance onwatd, her

costumes were clearþ influenced by the drama:j.c costume designs ftom Btoadway,

Takarantka and, most notably, the contempor^ry theatre genre søpa kabaki (super

kabak) which heightened intetest and engaged a btoader audience.too

Judging and Voting System

NHK expedmented with the numbet of K¡ha/<u voters during this period, leaving

viewers uncertain of the value of their input. At the 37'n Kahaka (1'986), for example,

500 family households (randomly selected by NHI( via a lottery-card system) and a

further 800 people, 100 from each of the eight regions of Japan, voted in the cofltest.1a1

Yet the following year, only the panel of judges (consisting of 10 celebrities and one

t3' A¡ooibito, consists of 12 unlined and layered robes and u/as commonly worn by court ladies during the Heian

period (794-1185) and, later, by imperial princesses as a wedding dress (I(ojima and Crane 1987:1'34)..4t that

time, I(obayashi's costumes drew attention because of their unique design, ornate detailing and use of beautiful

and undoubtedly expensive fabrics. Only later in her 'costume marathon' did I{obayashi incorporate mechanical

staging and special effects into her song performances.
ttt Vid.o footage from the 38th Klhaka (1987) shows I(obayashi wearing a simple and elegant white kinono with

farinde (very long hangrng sleeves) and a decorative gold and pvple obi sash (8th Kohaku tttagassen 1987:Television

Program).

"n Vid"o footage from this performance shows her removing a coveting shawl and in a grand and sweeping

motion, she extends her arms perpendiculat to her body to fully display the dress (40n' Kobaku utagasen

1 989:Television Program).

'oo SApa kabakiwas founded by the kabøki actor Ennosuke Ichikawa III, and is described as "an exciting new

form of drama, a wildly colorful and fast-paced theatrical experience" ("Ichikawa Ennosuke no shigoto"
1995:56). Moreover, it rebels against the conservatism of traditional kabuki lry using vibrant special effects, visual

stunts, aerial sequences and rapid costume changes.
t4t 'l'h.r. voters were in addition to the 10 celebrity judges and one NHI{ judge that year. The NHI( Hall

audience did not vote and, consequently, the birdwatchers were not present.
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NHK repfesentative) voted. This greaiy simplified system w^s 
^g 

in adopted fot the

J)tt yo¡opa (1.988) and the 40',h K¡haku (1.989).14'z

Several riruals pertaining to the judging and voting system were strictly

enforced duringthis period. Footage ftom the 38th Klhaka (1,987), for example, shows

judges registering their vote by depositing a red or white coloured ball into a container

(38* Kohakø utagassen 1987:Television Programme). The balls are then secretly divided

according to team and presented to the tespective Team MC in a new container. nØhile

stand.irig in front of the song performers onstage, the MCs simuitaneously throw their

respective team's balls into the NHI( Hall audience while chanting " hitotsul. fataßal

mitsal" ("One! Two! Three!") until it is evident the Red Team possesses more balls (and

therefore, more votes) and is corìsequently the victor. Clearþ overwhelmed with the

honour,lØada,{.kiko (the winning team's MC) is ptesented with the Kohakø pendant by

the NHI{ President amid celebrùtory cheers and teats of joy. Meanwhjle, the orchestra

plays the instrumental openingto "Hotarø no hikarf' ("Light of the Fireflies") while the

song performers and members of the NHI( Hall audience ioin in singing until the

programme's conclusion.

Flistotic al T ally of Victories

During this period, both teams claimed victories but neithet 'won consecutive

contests.la3 The Red Team's success at the 36'h KAhakø (1,985) increased its lead in the

histodcal tally to 20 wins compared with \X/hite's 16. The teams alternated victories fot

the following four K¡hakø and following the Red Team's ttiumph at the 40th Kzhaktl,

subsequently increased its lead to 22 wins while the White Team trailed with 18.

to'Upo.r viewing footage from the 39d, Koba,ku (1988), it appeats that the NHI( Hall audience does play a part,

albeiiunoffìcial, in the voting process Q9,h Kohaku atagassen 1988:Television Program). Approximately halfway

through the program, each u.,åietr.. membet waves a red or white handkerchief to indicate his or her preferred

team.-The ratio áf ted to white colours displayed by the audience serves as an immediate, visual indicatot of how

the teams are fatingmidway thtough the contest.
tu' Thi. tren{ was perhaps indicative of the fluctuating program themes, music gentes, and types of performers

from year to year-the program's lack of continuity did not allou/ one particular team to stand out over the

other.
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The {fst-{$t¡ Kohaku (1990-1994)

This period was characterised by dramaic change. No longer a simple song contest

about Japanese popular music, the ever-expanding Kohaka welcomed a multitude of

foreþ petformers. !Øas Kohaka losing direction and, most importantly, its devoted

Japanese audience? Table 1.9 presents a summary of data pertaioi.g to this five-yeat

period.

Table 1.9 Summary Data: the 41s 45th Kohaku (1'990-1'994)

Edition Year Darationo Venae

(11'M)
Rnting!' ft)per half

First Second

Tirnulot
(p*)

SP, per
Team

IYinning
Teart

41."t

42"d

43'd

44'h
45d,

1.990

1,991,

1992
1,993

1994

51.5

51.5

55.2
50.1

51.5

7:20-1,1,:45

7:20-1.1:45
7:20-1J:45
7:30-1.1,:45
8:00-11:45

NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHI{ Hall
NHK Hall

\JØhite

Red
\X/hite
\ü4rite

Red

4:25
4:25
4:25
4:1.5

3:45

30.6
34.9

40.2

42.4
40.1

29
28
28
26
25

Source: Adapted from Takahashi 2000:36-55.

^ Inclusive of the 10 minute news bulletin.
b Maximum ratings achieved over the course of the progtamme from the I(antö region. See Appendix Ä for

Kohaku audience ratings for other regions.

' Song performers.

Time and Venue

The 44th 
^rtd 

45th Kahaku (1,993 and 1,994) wete shorter in duration so to âccommodate

the steadily decreasing number of song performers and the 45th Kahaku (1994) shifted

to alater starting time as numbers fell even futhet.

Ratings

Ratings for the 41"¡ K¡haka (1,990) slightly imptoved but the frst half rattng of 30.6

percent v/as embarassingly low. Clearþ, viewers were unresponsive to the influx of

foreign artists, most of whom had appeared during this part of the contest. Indeed,

when foreign artists wete omitted from the ptogramme in 1.992, the fìrst half ratings

increased to 40.2 percent 
^ndKzhdkø 

achieved its highest ovetall rz;:ìLngin five years. In

later yeats, the frst half rarng remained steady b.ot Koha/<a's overall tatings continued

to peak around 50 percent, suggesting more improvements were needed.

Song Petformers and Genres

Throughout this period, Kohaka introduced sevetal neu/comers who would come to

regularly pattcipate in the programme and later perfotm in the 50'h Kohaþ.u. The 41"
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KOhaka (1990), for example, featured enka singer Godai Natsuko while the 42"à K¡haka

(1,991) included enka singers I{ozai I(aori and Maekawa I(iyoshi, as well as the male

idol group SM-,\P (an anagram of 'sports Music Assemble People') which was cteated

by the prominent pop idol talent agency Johnny's (loot<, jinøsho) (Takahashi

2000:48).1aa The 43'a K¡hakø (1992) featured fresh talent, with enka singers Fuji Ayako

and Nakamura Mitsuko both making their debut, while the 44th Kohaka (1993) included

debut performances by enka singers Nagayama Yöko and Tendö Yoshimi. Overall,

these acts formed a new generation of Kohakø petformers who would continue to

participate in the contest for years to come.

K¡baka u/as expanding. The 41."' Kohaka (1,990) most notably included 58

2ç¡s-¡þs largest number in the contest's history.tnt This contest focused on songs

from Japzn's musical past and, as stch, Kohakø arttsts from the 1970s and eatliet

(including Pink Lady, Ozaki I(iyohiko, Fuse Akira and Hashi Yukio) perfotmed natsø-

mero (nostalgic melodies) while others sang Japanese cover songs (songs originally

popularised by other perfotmers).tau In addition to local music, thts Kohaka clezrly

embraced non-Japanese songs, as stated in Kohaka's fìrst offìcial theme: 'N/uisseiki ni

tsøtaera nihon no ata ' sekai no tlta' ('Passing on Japan's Songs to the 21't Century: \X/otld

Songs') (Takahashi 2000:52). Consequenùy, u large propottion of song performets

wete foreigners.tot The flamboyantAmerican star Cyndi Lawper, fot example, sang the

taa,{lthoogh 
this was SM-AP's frst song perfotmance rn Kohaka, the group's members had previously appeared

as dancers for many song performances by fellowJohnny's ('Janzqajimusbo') gtoup, Hikaru GENJI. Similady,

soloist Maekawa l(iyoshi had sung in previous Kohaku as a member of the band Uchiyamada Hiroshi to kùru

fuaibu (lJchiyamada Hiroshi and Cool Five).
tat Thut ye f , 

^rrinteresting 
string group named G-kurefu (G-clefl appeared-possibly the only insttumental act

þilled as song petformerc) in Kobakzls history appeared
tou Turri-rrru Shinji, for example,-sang the Momoe Yamaguchi song"Iì hi rabiddchî' ("Deparrure on a Fine Day')
which he had composed, while Kobaku neu/comer Yoshida Eisaku satg"Kokoro no tali' ("Heart's Journey')
originally popularised by the group Tulip. Ninja, the male idol gtoup from the talent agencyJohnny's ('Janiiry

jimasho) performed "Omatsuri ni@d' ("Festlal Ninja"), a version of Misota Hibari's classic 1950s song"Omaturi

manbo" ("Festival Mambo").
ta7 For.ign acts included the Mongolian singer Oyunna and the Soviet singer/guitarist Alexander Gradsky. Most

were unknown to the wider Japanese public and only sang in English. To aid viewers, NHI{ included the act's

country of origin and occasionally, as with Filipino performet Gary Valenciano, a Japanese translation of the

English lyrics was also provided on-screen (41" Kobaku iltagassen 1990:Television Program).
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EnglishJanguâge song "I Drove All Night". t4t Two Japanese acts also petformed

English-language songs.14e The teenage idol Miyazawa Rie, however, sang a Japanese-

language version of an English song in what was argrably the most provocative song

petforman ce tn Ko h a ka history.t to

Unlike the 41.t K¡hakø (1990), úte 42"d K¡haka (1991) did not have an official

theme. Nevertheless, the programme presented a similar variety of foreign artists as

well as several Japanese 'dance music' acts that u/ere representative of the dance music

fad from that yearJtl Most notably, the glam-styled Japanese rock band X þronounced

'ekkasa') appeared-the first b/øarø-kei (visual-style) band to petform on Koha,ka.tu'

to* Vid.o footage from the start of Cyndi Lauper's performance shows three men tising from underneath the

stage, carrying a palanquin-sryle box from which Lauper, wearing a kimono and a long red wig, emetges (41"

Kobaku øtagassen 1990:Television Ptogram). Reminiscent of a kabuki balagawari ('tapid change') transfotmation,

Lauper flings away her fotmal kimono to reveal her new outfìt: a risqué red halter-top, hotpants with hanging

tu5èlr, red stockings and heeled ankle-boots. Meanwhìle, Lauper dances wildly with one arm flailing then falls to

the floor and continues to sing while on her knees. She then proceeds to 'head bang'. These exttemely chaotic

bodily gestures are cleady out-of-place on the Kohaka stage and the song concludes uncelemoniously when the

accompanying rock band þositioned onstage behind her) creates a cacophony of feedback noise. Ftom this

performance we can deduce that Lauper's red-themed outfit demonstrates an awareness of, and an association

with, the Red Team. Her careftee dancing and music may also be interpreted as a revolt against Kohaka

performance etiquette. By the end of the song perfotmance, however, it is clear that Lauper does not fully

understand Kohaka customs. In â post-performance interview on stage, Lauper naïvely asks her translator "did we

win?" even though the program is yet to reach the halfrvay point (41't Kohakø atagassen 1990:Television Ptogram).

Lauper thenhaphazardly exits the stage toward the opposing teâm's corner, oblivious to Ptotocol requiring a

perfãrmer to return to his/her respective team 
^rea.It 

is likely that her inclusion in the program was intended to

ieinfotce a sense of achi (rn-group) for both the K¡haku Community and theJapanese nation by contrasting it
with soto ('outside the group') and what is 'not-Japanese'.
ton 

Suto Shinobu performed "Tonight" from the Sondheim and Bernstein musical lüfest Side Story', whìle the

vocal trio Eve sang "Inajin" flohn Lennon's "Imagine"). Japanese translations were also Presented on-screen' so

to aid audiences.
tto Thi. song was popularised by David Bowie in 1975 ard later re-mixed in 1990 under the new title "Fame 90".

Video footage shows Miyazawa Rie's performance of "Game" taking place not ot the Kobaka stage but the NHI(
Hall roof (41"t Kohakil øtagassen 1990:Television Progtam). During this pre-recorded performance, she lies in a

frothy bubble bath with her bare arms, shoulders and décolletage on display. Indeed, upon ltst glance she seems

to be naked. These eady shots are deliberately deceptive-she later emerges from the bubbles wearing a strapless

silvet-sequinned mini-dress . Miyazawa Rie has been described as "one of the hrst bìshojo" þretty girl) stars of the

1980s who was originally presented as "a well-dressed, well-manneted, well-educated young lady" (Schiling

1997:147). ¡irer Kobaku performance with its titillating allusion to nudity is, however, incongtuous wtth the bishojo

image. Around this time, Miyazawa also posed nude for a calendar, thus moving het career and public image in a

new-direction, one that did not please NHI( Considering the broadcaster's aversion to scandal and indecent

behaviour, it is surprising that she was included in the 41" Kohaka (1990), let alone stage a suggestive song

performance. Mtyazawa showed no sign of reverting to her previous image of respectability and, the following

year she was omitted from the invitee list for the 42"d K¡baku (1991)'
1s1 For.ig., artists included American singer.dndy \Williams petforming "Moon River", and B¡itish singer Satah

Brightman performing " Opera qa no ka/ìn" ("The Phantom of the Opera") ftom Andrew Lloyd llebber's stage

mniical of the same name. Lesser-known acts included a female singer from Lawia who was most likely selected

in recognition of the country's independence that year, and a young Filipino vocal quartet. It is presumed that all

foteign performers sang in their native languages.
tt'Th. 

band later changed its name to X-Japan to avoid confusion with a similarty titled US,\ punk band. The

Japanese band is remembered for the shocking suicide of guitarist Hideto "Hide" Matsumoto during the late

1990s.
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This not only demonstrated that a somewhat 'underground' music genre had enteted

the music mainstream, but also paved the way for other b/uaru-kei bands to perform in

later years. Memotably, the soioist Mikawa I(en'ichi teturned to Koha/<ø thatyear after ¡

sixteen-year absence from the programme.tu' The most exciting performance was,

however, by the newcomer comedy duo Tonneruzu (Tunnels) who revealed 
^

controversial message painted on their backs, asking viewers to pay the NHK

television license fee.tuo Kohaka also paid heed to events that greztly affected Japan that

year and in one unbilled performance, membets of both Red and ìØhite Teams

together petformed "Smile Agaln", a song composed by White Team member Sada

Masashi to honour the survivors of the horrifìc Unzen-Fugendake volcano that had

recently erupted.tut

The number of foreign artists was sþificantly reduced for the 43'¿ K¡haku

(1,992) and the official Kohaka theme 'Terebi 40nen ' nihon soshite kaqoka' ('40 Yeats of

Television: Japan and Family') Çakahashi 2000:44) sþalled a welcome retutn to the

programme's long established, but tecently ovedooked, domestic focus. 1s6 The

tutHi5 .u.".. revival owed much to the monomane'tntpersottatot I(orokke (Croquette) whose irnitations of
Mikawa, complete with his sþature makeup, embellished clothing, and unmistakeable voice, became popular

thtoughout the 1980s. In a comic segment that acknowledged their relationship (1991), I{orokke sang alongside

Mikawa at the 42"d Kohaku and both wore near-identical outfìts and makeup (see photo$aph Takahashi 2000:49).
tuo Aft", facing the audience, the men yelled "I love you, I love you NHK!" which pleased the then NHI(
President flakahashi 2000:48). He "ptaised them highly" and reportedly said "I'm very thankful. With their

charm, they uplifted the stage and I was hugely impressed" (Iokyo News Tsushinsha 1999:16). Tonneruzu
members Kinashi Noritake and Ishibashi Takaaki hosted the music Program 'Tonneruqa no mina¡an no okagedesÌ

('Tunnels: Thanks to Everyone') on Fuji TV and later formed the singing gtoup Yaen which later performed in

the 50d' Kobaku.
ttt Orr. photograph from this performance shows that the singers mingled together and stood in tandom groups,

thus suggesting that the team segregation rule \¡/as temPoraÍily relaxed for this song (see photograph Takahashi

2000:120).
ttu Th. 'Terebìlonjanen' ('40 Years of Television) component of the theme was in recognition of the 4}-year

anniversary of television tnJapan, to be celebrated the followingyear (1993). Meanwhile, the'kaloku'(famtly)
component referred to a nuclear, heterosexual idea of 'family'and did not leave room for the variety of families

in Japan that existed outside of this mould (for example, single parent families, parents with disabled children,

etc.). One lesbian mother who watched this edition of Kohaku noted that NHI( was equating a'normal family'

with happiness, so everyone in Japan would accept their notmative positions in society and the status quo would

be maintained. This made her angty:

I hate it! It makes me see red... Everyone on the shorv [that yeat] was saying that there was

nothing they like more than going home an relaxing u¡ith their famiJies, that theit families were

their top priority, that kind of thing. It made me absolutely furious. I hate thât progtamme and

didn't want to u/âtch it, but my mother, who was sick, was staying with me...and to her New

Yeat's Eve wouldn't be New Yeat's Eve without seeing it, so I suffered in silence. (cited in

Chalmets 2002:75)

This statement reveals the woman's feelings of dury and obligation tou/ard her own mother, but more pointedly,

it hrghlights how NHI('s failure to represent minority groups in the program can isolate and offend certain

viewers when in fact it is the broadcaster's intention to bring the nation together.

CHÀPTE,R ONE.: THE HISTORICÀL DEVELOPMENT OF KOHAKU
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programme presente d a variety of Japanese popular music genres from the past 40

ye rs, such as J-pop, tock, folk a¡d enka. Young male idol groups from the talent

organisation Johnny's Çanqø 1inøsho) were especially prominent and gave dynamic

petformances."t Arguably the most exciting singet thlt year was, however, the Red

Team's new soloist Gao and her unique, androgynous image (Takahashi 2000144).158

An element of nostaþa was also brought to the programme through the appearance of

established singers Funaki I{az;uo and Antsa Michiyo who performed their signatute

songs from the 1960s (Takahashi 2000:44). In addition, singer/songwdter Minami

I(osetsu perfotmed "Kanda-gawa" ("I{anàa River"), the 1,913 popular song that was

representative of the þka bøna (folk music boom) of that decade (Takahashi

2000:44).ts' Kohaka was paying homage to Japan's musical history and its 'family' of

song performers, as indicated by the cofltest's theme.

The 44rh Kohaku (1993) continued the contest's focus on Japan, evident in the

pfogfamme theme 'Kawarw ntþpon, kawaranu nþpon' ('Changing Japan, Unchanging

Japan') (Takahashi 2000:40). ,\lthough Lattn salsa music was included, othet genres

were primartly Jzpanese enka and J-pop. Most interestingly, traditional scales from

Okinawa were incorporated into a rock song, thus demonstrating how 'unchanging'

musical elements could combine with'changing'modern gerìres (Takahashi 2000:40).t60

The 45,h K¡haka (1,994) honoured 50 years of post-war J^panese muslc

through the theme 'Sengo 50nen ' neiþoka wa sedai o koete' ('50 Years Post-War: Famous

Musical \X/orks Spanning Genetations') (Takahashi 2000:36). In tecognition of the

"t Hiku.r, GENJI's performance, for example, was lively and featured the fellowJohnny's ('Janiiqujinusho')

group TOI{IO as dancers. Most notably, the six young men from SMAP gâve an extremely energetic opening

performance for the \Øhite Team and engaged in sporting activities (such as shooting basketball hoops) while

singing (43'¿ Ko haka iltagasie n 1 992:Television Progtam).
ttt Rob.rtron notes that Gao was "invented" n 1,993 (1998:205) yet Gao's performance in the 43'd Kohakø (1992)

pre-dates this. Gao is desctibed as "a Japanese version of the gender-bending Canaàtan popular singer k.d.lang '

and her image was manufactured by a music corporation and plays onJapan's long history with cross-gende¡ed

music and theare performance, which includes onnagata and the Takanztka rel'ue S.obertson 1998:205).

,\lthough she is a member of the Red Team which immediately identifies her as woman, video footage of her

performance indicates that she has a somewhat masculine image (43'd Kohaku l./taga.t.teft 1992:'felevision Program).

Her hair is styled short and she wears black pants, a chunky belt and a billowing white shirt which reveals her flat

chest. Moreover, her voice is deceptively husky and resonant, much like a man's, and she does not aPPear to v/ear

makeup. These performance attributes paint a calculatedly ambþous Piclure and, as posed in Gao's pubücity

campalgn, beg the questions: "A man? Or is that a woman?" (Gao 1993:32 in Roberston 1998:205).
tto Thi, song \r/as originally popularised by Minami l(õsetsu's fotk band IQguya Hime (it. 'Moon Princess')

which disbanded in 1975. The group te-formed in 1.999 and was a member of the 50tl' Kohaku Community.
160 Thut year, music from Okinawa was extremely popular in Japan'
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occasion, artists performed well-known post-war songs and the famous folk singet

Yoshida Takuro appeared after rciecting NHI{'s invitations for years (Takahashi

2000:36).In addition, several new pop and rock acts such as TOI{IO debuted.tot

Other Participants

Two successfui pairings of Team MCs cieady impacted upon Kohaka duting this petiod.

The fìrst pairing was between Sakai Masa'aki (tX/hite MC), a multi-talented comic 
^ctor,

television host, entertainer and musician, and a youthful NHK morning drama actor

(Red MC) at both rhe 43'd and 44rh K¡hakø (1,992 and 1.993).1ó'They interacted with

team members and circulated among audience members, bringing a casuù famtJtartty

and friendliness to the programme (44Th K¡haka øtagassen 1993:Television Programme).

The second successful pairing occurted at the 45'¡ K¡haka (1994). Hete, a fast-talking

sports commentator White MC was suitably coupled with a comedian Red MC and

together their lively banter and enthusiasm grea;iy uplifted the mood of the contest and

spurred on the friendly team rtval'ry.

In addition to the mafly dancers, musicians and singers, several celebtity guests

also participated in ceremonial segments during this pedod. The famous sømo wtestferc

'the Hanada Brothers' were, for example, declared the 42"a Kíhaka (1,991) contest

'open' (Takahashi 2000:48).'03 Video footage of the 44'n K¡haku (1993), mofeovef,

shows the contest being 'opened' by two eldetly women-reputedly the oldest twins in

Japan ar the rime-and a popular child actress (44'h KAhaka atagassen 1993:Television

Programme). Onstage, the threesome huddled beneath a quilted l<otasa table that was

decotated with a bowl of mikan mandatins, a scene repeated in homes across Japan; old

and young generations were united on New Year's Eve by sharing the experience of

watching Kohakø.

Celebrities were often involved in comic skits in K¡haka. The Amedcan

maglcian Rudy Colby, for example, performed sleight-of-hand tdcks with W{hite Team

nrembets at the 44th Kuhaku (1,993) (44tn Kõhaka atagassen 1993:Television PtoEamme).

tot TOKIO later became a member of the 50tl' K¡haka Community.
tu'Sukui 

Masaaki had risen to fame during the 1960s with his Group Sounds band, the Spiders. He had

previously emceed for the White Team at the 42"d Kohafu (1991) alongside the Red MC, actress Asano Yùko

Sakai later became a member of the 50,h Kohaku Communiry with his band Sans Filter (it. 'Without F-ilter').
tu'Th" 

wrestlets were also celebdty judges that year.
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Other jokes involved the NHK Hall audience.164 Indeed, during this period, the in-

house audience became increasingiy integrated into Kohaka 
^nd 

often encouraged to

support a pzrttctlar team. 165

Staging and Technology

Kohaka continued to use live and pre-recorded footage from all over the wodd. At the

41,x Kohaku (1,990), for example, song petformances from artists unable to âttend

Kohakuwere projected onto a glantvideo screen onstage (Takahashi2000:52).tuo Kohakø

also embraced the latest broadcasting technology of the eady 1990s. From the 43'd

Kohakø (1,992), for example, the programme wâs filmed in high-tesolution 'Hi-Vision'

and the following year began screening in digrtal high-definition via NHI{'s satellite

station BS-2 (l\ihon Hösö Gijutsu I(yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centa 2000:466). KAhaku

presented clearer and more detailed images, and as such, special computer generated

graphics and special effects wete featured more prominently, especially in Kohaþ'u's

opening sequences.tut

Despite Kohaka's hi-tech image, many song petformers had simplistic stage

desþs and wore basic costumes. At the 42"d KOhaka (1991), for example, the \ìühite

Team duo TonnetùzuL (Iunnels) wore the "cheapest costume" tn Koha,ka histoty,

1óa At th. 44rh Knhaku (1.993), for example, the NHI( Hall audience was 'let in' on a prearranged joke involving

the celebrity comedian Tani I(ei (44th Knhakl/ atagassen 1993:Television Progtam). Instead of performing his

signature hand gesture, much to his genuine surprise the house lights were tutned on and the audience and

onstage song petformers perfotmed the gesture toward him. By contrast, a celebrity at the 45'h Kohakø (1,994)

played a joke on Kohaka staff: One of the hosts from the NTV's popular 'absurd-challenge' television Plogrâm
¿Susume! denpa shonen' ('Go fotth! Radiowave Boy') posed as a chorister durtngKobakø's closing ceremony (45t1'

Kohaku ilÍagasien 1 994:Television Program).
tot Mort notably, female audience members at the 44th K¡baku (1993) demonstrated their alliance with the Red

Team by wearing red gloves (44'i Kohaku tttagarseft 1993:Television Program).
tuu On" such perfotmer was New York singer/songwriter Paul Simon who sang the Simon and Garfunkel

EnglishJanguage song "Bridge Over Troubled \ìlater" which was billed inJapanese as "Asu ni kakeru hashf'

("Bridge Over Troubled \ùØater") and containedJapaneseJanguage subtitles orì-screen. Video footage shows

Simon saying "Kohaku utagaiien, hello Japan. New Year's Greetings", thus indicating the song performance is

exclusively for Kohaku (41"t Kohaku atagassen 199O:Television Program). Other outside broadcasts thatyear

included an interwiew and live perfotmance ftom the Japanese folk singer Nagabuchi Tsuyoshi in Berlin. In
addition, the Japanese vocalist l{ubota Toshinobu and New York singer -A.lyson WilLiams performed a

soul/rhythm and blues duet titled "Forever Yours" which took place in an empty New York restaurant. Video

footage of this performance indicates that it was pre-recorded and heavily edited in the manner of a music video

(41"t Kahaku atagassen 1990:Television Progtam). The singets, moreover, were rnrrûng.
tot Foorug. from the 44ù, Kobakø (1993), fot example, shows a crane-like bird flying over the NHI{ Hall audience

while the opening for the 45n, Kohaku (1994) shows giant colour photographs of song performers, Proiected onto

the side of a building (44rh KAhaku iltagasren 1993:Television Program; 45ù' Kobaka utagassen 1994:Television

Program).
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costing oniy Y400 (fokyo News Tsüshinsha 1,999:L6).'ot Other song performers used

their costumes to draw attention to social issues. The followiîg ye^r, for example,

singer Motoki Masahiro hung six white condoms that were filled with aft and white

paint around his neck to rtise a.wareness of AIDS and safe sex practices (see

phorograph Takahasht 2000:46). The most d^zzling outfits, however, were still those

worn by enka singer l{obayashi Sachiko. Her costumes and staging became increasingly

theatrical, outlandish and technically complex.lóo By this stage in I{obayashi's Kohakø

c^teer) each costume was a work of att and, as such, received a desctiptive title.tto She

wore 'Fø1ta no ton' ('Wintet Bird) at the 42"¿ KAhaka (1,991) and, fot the first time,

incorporated keren (stage tricks) into her petformance fü7ilson 2003:Internet).171 The

following ye t, à light instillation was woven into her costume's fal:.ric. This glowing

outfit, tttled 'Hikari no fantEî ('Fantasy of Light'), caused the NHI( Hall audience to

audibly gasp when it illuminated the darkened stage (Atelier Hinode 2004:Internet).112

That yea4 the \Mhite Team's Mikawa I(en'ichi wore a considerably glamotous outfìt

during his song performance."t Although I(obayashi's costume and stage desþ was

considetable superior, this demonsrated Mikawa's potential as het rival.

tot Tonr,.rrrr.r had created an uproar when they displayed a painted message on thek backs (see discussion eadier

in this chapter). One photograph of this performance shows the men covered in body paint (one was ted, the

other was white), wearing bushy wigs and loincloths (see photograph Takahashi 200049). These costumes were

not only for 'shock value', they also made resembled (and made refetence to) the traditionalJapanese

mythological character oni (ogre/demon/wicked spirit) and in particular the aka-onì (red ogte), which is usually

depicted as wearing a loincloth, having unkempt hai¡ and being red in colour'
tuo Fo, example, footage from the 41.", Kohaka (1990) shows l(obayashi rising ftom underneath the stage (as in

past Kohaka) and slowly sttetching her arms out to her side to reve al her startling costume (41'"' Kohaka utagassen

ig9g:Television Program). She weats a black ball gown, partrally obscured by long, silver grey and gold pattetned

sashes. Upon her head is a very tall, conical-shaped gold headdress with hangrng iewels. The most striking part of
Kobayashi's costume is, however, two black draping'wings'rhatare decorated by small clusters of ted flames.
170 

See -Ateli.r Hi¡ode for the names of l(obayashi Sachjko's Kobaku creations (2004:Intemet).
ttt H., feathered bird-like outfìt was reminiscent of a phoenix cosrume worn by Supà kabuki ('Supet kabuki)

creator Ichikawa Ennosuke III in the play'Yarzato Takenl ftVilson 2003:Internet). Like Ichikawa, I(obayashi was

also suspended by wires and 'fleu¡' "above and over" the stage in the style of a kabøkì chanori (mid-air suspension

'flying') ìerialist SX/ilson 2003:Internet). One photograph shows I(obayashi in a silver white dress, holding out

longfuri:ode sleeves (typical of kinono) to emulate outsttetched wings (see photograph Takahashi 2000:'17).

t 
" Vid"o footage of this performance shows her standìng on a highly elevated podium, softly lit by two blue

spo rights (43'd Kabaka utagasrett 1992:Television Progtam). She is weating a fu¡rtisúc bodice attached to

..rrp".rd.m, a large headdress shaped like a bouffant wig and, most notably, has two sets of extremely large

geometric-shaped wings that skirn the stage floor.
tt'Vid.o footage shows Mikawa I(en'ichi wearing thick red lipstick and dark eye make-up thatyear as well as

feminine-styled clothing such as arì enormous, floorJength white-featheted coat (which completely obscutes his

body) and a sparkling gold skullcap (43'¿ Kohaku iltaga$ett 1992:Television Progtam). Near the end of his

performance, he partially temoves the coat to reveal a pale silk pantsuit.
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I(obayashi's 30th anniversary in the Japanese geinokai (entertainment wotld)

was celebrated with an especially striking costume fot the 44'h K¡haka (1'993) ttúed

'Pegasasø' ('Pegasus'), the winged steed from Greek mythology (Ateliet Hinode

2004:Internet).174 Her song petformance staging for the 45'n K¡haka (1'994) was,

however, considerably more complex.ttu Titled 'Ningen naiagara' ('Human Niagara')-a

reference to the famous Canadtan waterfall Niagara Falls-this set placed l(obayashi

on an elevated podium while beneath her, "descending layets of revolving blue balls"

emitted dry-ice like a waterfall fX/ilson 2}}3:Internet, Âtelier Hinode 2004:Internet)."u

Mikawa l(en'ichi was paired against I(obayashi that yea4 thus enabling a clear

comparison between their staging. Sulprisingly, his dazzhng costume and breathtaking

stage design was comparable to l(obayashi's own. This, in turn, signalled the stat of a

long-running'stage desþ and costume battle'between the singers.tTt

Judging and Voting System

From the 41't Kohaka (1990), Kahaka once again incorporated votes from 'outside'

sources. Indeed, 200 families throughout Japan voted and incteased to 600 the

following year-the largest numbet of voting families to date.178 Inevitably, however, it

tto Vid.o excerpts show the NHI{ Hall audience cheering, applauding and whistling when the stage lights reveal

I(obayashi, dwarfed behind two enormous blue-feathered wings spanning the entire width of the stage (44tb

Kohakø atagassen 1993:Television Program). The scene is so spectacular that audience membets continue to

murmur in awe, long after the insttumental opening of the song. At one point, the blue-feathered material falls

away, exposin g dazz\tnggold wings underneath. Later in the performance, another set of wings unfud behind her

"to produce a halo effect" and ripple in a gentle breeze fùØilson 2003:Internet).
ttt Th. dramatic ourfìts worn by I{obayashi in the latter part of this five-year petiod were visually appealing to

Kohaka audiences, but some \r/ere

so restrictive they inhibited her singing. Moteovet, people wete focused so much on what she

was wearing that they wete not even really listening to her voice or âwâfe of what song she was

singng. To tectify this, a conscious attempt was made to create stage illusions, tathet than

costumes, effects that u¡ould be visually intetesting, but at the same time give fi(obayashi]
more freedom of voice and movement, and which allowed the attention to be on her as much

as on the outfit...The outfìts were revealed in stages, at the ends of the song vetses, so

[(obayashi] herself was kept mote in the spotlight. SVilson 2003:Intetnet)

The mechanically-operated stage illusions, such as those used in her 'Pegasus' and 'Human Niagara' creations,

clearly achieved this aim and l{obayashi continued to make dazzhng costumes part of her Kohaku song

performances.
ttu Vid"o footage shows her in costume inspired by the Victorian period (45'h KAhaka atagassen 1994:Television

Progtam). She wears an enormous glittering blue ball gown with puffed sleeves and a large cuded wig and has a

small black star as a beauty spot on her cheek and waves a feathet fan.
ttt Miku-u wore a blue, red and gold bejewelled costume with hangrng sleeves. Video footage of the start of this

performance shows him floating from above tbe Kohaku stage like a buttetfly (45n' Kahaku utaga$en

1 994:Television Progam).
ttt Thi, was in addition to the 10 celebrity iudges and one NHI( fudge that year.
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proved too dif{ìcult to coordinate voting of this magnitude and family votes wete

discontinued ftom the 43'd Kohaka (1992).

Dudng early 1.990s, NHI( tested new various methods of tallying the Hall

audience's votes. At the 41,'t Kohaka (1.990), for example, representatives ftom six

sections of the Hall voted on behalf of the audience by raising either a Red or ì7hite

paddle (41"t Kohaka øtagassen 1990:Television Progtamme).ttn At the 43'¿ KOhaka (1992),

however, the Hall was divided into three regions, namely the gtound floor, the fìrst

balcony and the second balcony, and audience members taised individual fans (43'd

Kohaku atagassen l.992:Television Progtamme)."0 -,\fter years of alterations, it seemed

that an appropriate voting method wâs at last decided'

I{istoric al T ally of Victorie s

,\fter the rfi/hite Team riumphed at the 41."t KAhakø (1,990), the teams alternated

berween winning and losing for most of this period. The Red Team's victory the 45'h

Kohaka (1994), however, brought its score on the histodcal tally to 24 compared with

IØhite's 21. Red was once again the reigning champion but it was only a m^tter of time

until the White Team levelled the score.

The 46th-49t¡ Kobaku (1995-1993)

By the Latter half of the 1990s, Kohakø hnd a stable group of singets whose music

reflected the sounds of the late 2O,h century. Moteovet, the contest was fìrmly focused

on Japanese popular music and local trends.

179 Thutyear, audience votes were converted into six balls and these were added to the iudges'voting balls.

tto Th. birdwatchers thatyeat v¡ere from Azabu University, a specialist Veterinarian and Environmental Science

institution. Video footage from the 43d Kohaka (1992) reveals the intdcacies of the voting, i"dgttg and tallying

methods (43'd Kohaku atagassen 1992:Television Program). The total votes for each team is documented on the

back of three separate signs and dramatically tevealed. The ftst sign þresumably representing the votes from the

floor level of the NHI( Hall audience) indicates the \X/hite Team is narrowly pteferred: it achieves 342 votes

compared with the Red Team's 348. The second sign þtesumably for the ftst balcony) reveals 597 votes for
Whiie and for 474 Red. The third and hnal sign shows the greatest diffetence with 600 votes for the White Team

and 216 for the Red. Cleady, the majority of the NHI( Hall audience preferred the White Team that year.
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Table I .10 Sttmf.rlary Data: the !$th 4)rh Kohaku (1995-1998)

Edition Year Tirueslot
(þm)

Darationo
(11:M)

Venue SP, per
Team

IYinning

Team

Rattng!' (%)per half
First Second

25

25

25

25

46'n

47ú'

48,h

49,h

1.995

t996
1997

1998

3:45

3:45

3:45
3:45

8:00-11:45
8:00-11:45
B:00-11:45
8:00-11:45

NHK Hâll
NHI{ Hall
NHI( Hall
NHI{ Hall

44.9 s0.4
41.6 53.9

40.2 50.7

45.4 57.2

\7hite
White
ìØhite
Red

Soutce: -Àdapted from Takahashi 2000:20-35.
n Inclusive of the ten-minute news bulletin.
b Maximum ratings achieved over the coutse of the programme ftom the I(antö region, See Appendix Ä for

Kohakø audience ratings fot other regions.

' Song performers.

Time and Venue

Kohaka's timeslot, duration and venue remained unchanged thtoughout this period

Ratings

Compared with eadier contests, Kohaka's ratings were less favourable but, nevettheless,

slowly imptoving. The fìrst half of the 46'¡ K¡haka (1,995) in particullr, achieved the

highest 'fitst half raing' since the new ratings monitoring began in 1989.tt1 Flowever,

t}re 47th K¡haka (1,996) captured far more viewers during the second half, presumably

to see which singers would be the fìnal performers, and fewer u/atched the fitst half.

Finally, after yearc of fluctuating ratings, K¡hakø rose to new heights of popul^flql iî

1,998 when the 49th KOhaka achieved the highest maximum rating in twelve years.182

¡íould as many viewers tune in for the milestone 50th Kohal<ø the folfowing year?

Song Performers and Genres

Throughout 1995, a number of devastating and demoralising events occurred inJapan

and in order to uplift the nation's spirits, the 46ù K¡hakø (1995) adopted the theme

'Nþpon arata nanl tabidachl (Japan: -,4. New Start') (Iakahashi 2000:32).18t It was an

especially upbeat, exciting and well-teceived Kohakø and set a precedent for Kohakø in

tt1 l.rd""d, the ratings for the 46th Kobakl/ (1995) fat surpassed other New Year's Eve television progtams that

year, including TV Àsahi's pÍogram "The Beatles Anthology" which captured only 3.3 percent of I{anto viewers

(Schilling 1997:98).
tt'Th. 

49ù, Kohaka (1998) surpassed the record set at the 46th Kabaku (1995) and achieved the highest rating ever

documented for the htst half of the Program.
tt' 

Tn lonrrury that year, the Great Hanshin-Äwafi earthquake struck I(obe, leaving mote than 300,000 people

homeless and a death count of over 6000 people (McCormack 1998:9-10). Only months later, the teligious cult

Aum Shinrikyö conducted a series of deadly sarin gas attacks in downtown Tokyo, killing and injuring more than

5000 people (Iida 2002:238). The nation's anguish was futther compounded by the failing economy which

reached a new low that year when sevetal prominent fìnancial organisations declared bankruptcy.
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the 1990s. Sevetal Kohakø favourites appeared, as did muîy newcomers.tto Howevet, it

was the 'I(omuro Family' performer5-si¡1gs¡5 and musicians who have worked with

the dance-styte J-p"p talent scout, ptoducer, songwriter and performer I(omuro

Tetsuya-that dominated the Kohaka \ne-,tp."t In particular, the 'I(omuto Family'

singer Amuro Namiettu made an impressive K¡haka del¡ut and I(omuto Tetsuya's

performance with his own band (named'HJungle With t') was also memorable.ttt

The 47rh Kohaka (1,996) projected a sense of pride in Japan's song heritage, as

articulated in the progfamme theme 'Uta no arø kani' nþpon' ('The Country with

Songs: Japan') (Takahashi 2000:28). Once agtin, the 'I(omuto Family's acts wefe

prominent in the song performer line-up. I{omuro's new band globe debuted as did

the 'I(omuro Family' soloist l{ahaIa Tomomi (who was accompanied by l(omuro on

piano) and Amuro Namie performed a song composed by I(omuto. There were also

unusual collaborations betweer Kohaku song perfol¡¡s¡5-1þe versatile enka singer

Mori Shin'ichi, for example, was joined onstage by guitarist Hatake from the pop/rock

band Sharan Q. Such associations were not only staged to celebrate Japznese artists

and their music, but also to expfess comradeship benveen team members.

'to Orr" newcomer was the singer/actor Sakai Nodko who had played a hearing-impaired person in a television

drama that year. Intrþingly, she appeared 'in chatacter' for her K¿baku song performance and also used sign

langnage to communicate with Koha/<a viev¡ers (Iakahashi 2000:32).
ttu Korn,r.o himself is also a performer ir acts such as TM Netwo* and globe, both of which have performed in

K¡haka.

"o A-nro Namie was later a member of the 50th Kohaka Community. For Âmuro's debut Kõhaku performance,

however, five female dancers collectively named MAX performed alongside her; soon after, MAX became a

vocal group and it was also a member of the 50,h Kobaka Community. Âll of these women (including -A.muro) had

trained at the famous talent and grooming institution, the Okinawa Actor's School. In his tesearch on pop idols

from this school (1999: esp 122-1.34), Aoyagr notes thât the school ftst gained national recognition through

Amuro's success and subsequently became "the powethouse of the new and emergent pop-idol categoty, "idol

dancets" (dansu- kei aidora) (1.22).
t87 At th" 46,h Kobaka (1995), guest singer Hamada \,[2s¿1e5þ[-¿ member of the manqai (comedy dialogue with

musical accompaniment) duo named Dov/ntown-f oined I(omuro's band (which was called 'H Jungle ìØith t)'
The performance descended into chaos when Masatoshi's comedic partner Mâtsumoto Hitoshi also appeared on

stage. Bizarely, he was dresse d as a geisha on the upper half of his body yet wore very brief underpants on the

lower half (see photograph Takahashi 2000:32). Matsumoto Hitoshr appearance, as one magazine notes below,

caused a surge in ratings.

The K¡haku song perlotmers and MCs were surpdsed and pleased by his appearance and the

¡NHK Hal! audience cheeted loudly. ,\fter the petfotmance, the two men made iokes about

each other and the [television] audience tatings tose. The audience tating at the begìnning of
their song was 49.5o/o at 9:30pm...but sk and a half minutes later, dudng Matsumoto's

¿ppe :i;zlrtce, it raised ro 56.60/o. This rise of 7.1o/o rvithin a single song was the highest [tn

Ko h a ka historyl. (Iokyo News Tsùshinsha. 1999 :1'7 )

CHr\PTER ONE: THE HISTORICÀL DEVELOPMEN't'" OP KOI'IAKU
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The 48th Kohal<ø (1,997) had the theme 'Ya/<| genki, charenjl ('Courage, Vitality,

Challenge) which was less specific than themes ftom previous yeats but still captured

the enetgy of the programme Çakahashi 2000:24). The number of new Kohaka acts

increased that year, m^rry of which went on to perform in the 50¡ K¡haka, incl:udtng

the 'I(omuro Family'vocal groups Mr\X and SPEED, the band Every Little Thing,

singer Matsu Takako and the rock band GLAY.188 J-p"p acts were especially prevalent

and J-pop stat Amuro Namie gave 
^ 

memorable performance as the Red Team's tori

singer-reputedly her last performance before taking maternity leave and retiring

indefìnitely.

The 49th Kohakø (1998) focused on local music and the imminent new

millennium, as descdbed by the ptogtamme theme 'Nþpon niwa ata ga ara - 1øme, kibo,

soshite mirai e' ('Thete are Songs rn Japan: Dreams, Hopes and Looking to the Future')

(Takahashi 2000:20).18e In addition, thete were several new J-p"p acts such as the all-

female vocal octet Moningu Musumeo, pianof vocal duo I(iroro, the vocal gtoup DA

PUMP and the rock band L'arc-en-Ciel (ht. 'Rainbow'). "0 In a variety of

supplementary segments and team talent segments, fellow teammates welcomed these

song performers tnto K¡haka.t" In a highly anticipated c^reer comeback following the

birth of her child, Amuto Namie performed second to last for the Red Team.te'The

highlight that year was, however, sorìg performance by the Red Team's tori singer

ttt At ug. 13, SPEED singer Shimabukuro Hiroko became the youngest Kohaku song performer in the contest's

history (fakahashi 2000:32). All of the members of SPEED (and also MAX and the singer Amuro Namie) had

trained at the Okinawa,\ctor's School.
tseTh"lnstpartofthisthemewasreminiscentofthe 47d'Kohaku(1995)theme,namely'(Jtanoarukani:nþpon'
('The Country with Songs: Japan).
t'o Mö.ringu Musume. , I{iroro, Dr\ PUMP and L'arc-en-Ciel were all later membets of the 50d' K¡haku
Community. Like several other Kobaka acts, the members of DA PUMP had also trained at the Okinawa Actor's
School.
t" In ucomedy segment between songs, for example, enka singers Maekawa I{iyoshi, Yoshi Ikuzõ and Hosokawa
Takashi playfully adotn coloured wigs and glam makeup to look like the bijuaru-kei (visual-style) \ü/hite Team act
Luna Sea (49d' Kahaku xltaga$en 1998:Television Ptogam). Sirnilady, Red Team enka singers including Nakamura
Mitsuko, Fuji Ayako and Tendö Yoshimi, attempt to sing a song by the youthfulJ-pop group Max that yeat. In

wearing a red jacket, while the Red Team members wore ruffled Spanish dtesses and tap-danced in time with
castanets
tn'Artrl,ro g ve 

^î 
emotional performance that ended in tears (49ù' Koha,Qa øtagassen 1998:Television Program).

Afterward, her fellow Team members, MÂX, embtaced her and she was quoted by one magazine as saying "I
could sing well because of the warm support I received from everyone. I am now relieved" (Tokyo News
Tsùshinsha 1999:1,47), thus demonstrating team unity. See Chapter Three for further detaiÌs about this song
performance.

CHÂPTE,R ONE: THE HISTORIC,{L DEVELOPMENT OF KOHAKU
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\üada Akiko-in a drama:j.c gesture, she lowered her microphone mid-song and her

powerful voice filled NHI( Hall without the assistance of standard amplification.

Other Participants

The 'New Start for Japan', as stated in the 46*' K¡haku (1995) theme, was also a fresh

beginning for K¡haka. That year, two General Chairmen-one male and female-u/eÍe

adopted to heighten the 'battle of the sexes' atmosphere. Although both were retained

the following ye n, only the male NHI( anrìourìcer Miyamoto R)'"ii, known for his

clear speaking voice and image of respectability, returned for subsequent programmes

including the 50th K¡haka (Takahashi 2000:24).

,\t the 47th KAhaka (1,996),19-yeat-old Matsu Takako was the youngest Team

MC in Kohaka history and her polite demeanour btought a wholesome quality to the

Red MC role (Tokyo News Tsüshinsha 1,999:147).tn'The following year, the youthful,

cheeky and charismatic SM.,\P member Nakai Masahiro was the lØhite MC By contrast,

the Red MC was the strong-willed, fotthright and mature soloist Wada Akiko, both of

whom were also song performers that year. Theit competitive banter and distinctive,

lively personalities made the programme especially entettaining. Nakai was retained for

the 49th Kahaka (1998) but was placed opposite a similady aged Red MC: NHI(

announcer l(ubo Junko.tea That year, for unknou/n reasorìs, I(itajima Saburo and \X/ada

.,\kiko-two of the longest-serving Kahakø song petformers- assisted with MC duties

and were informally called ttna n-da (feam Leaders).

Many types of additional participants appeared on Kohaka. Celebdty guests, for

example, ptovided wotds of encouragement for song performers and their associated

team. 1es Singets znd dancets, meanwhile, augmented the individual song

tn'Thut 
year, Matsu and the \X/hite MC were formally inuoduced as'þaputen'('captains') rather than ':hikal þt.

'chairmen) even though their duties remained unchanged (47'h Købaku utagd$eil 1996:Television Program).
Interestingly, Team MCs atthe2Trh Kobaku (1976) wete also called ',ë1aþuten'('captains). NHI{'s definitive
publication on Kohaku, however, uses the IabIe'shikal (see Takahashi 2000:28).
lea 

Se. Chapter Three for further details about these MCs at the 49th K¡bal<u (1998).

'ot Fo. example, the male J-pop duo Ilnki ICds (who were not song performers that year) cheered for the \Mhite

Team during 'Song Performance Prelude' segments in the 47th Kobaku (199ó) (Takahashi 2000:28).
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performances.le6 Children's television characters also appeared so to cater for young

audience members, in keeping with Kohakz's status as a family programme.tot

Staging and Technology

Kohaka's opening ceremonies were staged in order to maximise the audience's

excitement for the segments that followed. tot Song performances, meanwhile, wete

styled to suit specifìc music genres. Female enka stngers, for example, wore beautiful

kimono and had minimal props while J-p"p bands often used dtamatic lighting, clouds

of dry ice and aeÅal stunts.lee Technically advanced staging was, nevertheless, the tealm

of I(obayashi Sachiko and Mikawa I(en'ichi. Their friendly rtvaky had become highly

competitive and the singers performed in succession ât both the 46tt' and the 47'h

K¡hakø (1995 and 1,996) so that audiences and judges could compare their respective

costumes and stage designs.

I{obayashi's costume for the 46th Kahaku (1995) was named 'N:,/øisseiki no

kannonsama' ('21", Century I(annon')-a fututistic interptetation of I(annon, the

Buddhist goddess of mercy (Atelier Hinode 2004:Internet).'00 Mikawa's perfotmance

was, however, more impressive because of his mid-performarìce costume change from

a sparkling blue ball gown to a Las Vegas-styled white feather and sequin outfit (see

photogtaphs Takahashi 2000:33). The following year,I{obayashi used dramattc staging

devices to technologically enhance her costume. Her design, tttled 'N/øisseiki no yki
onna' ('21't Century Snow Woman') used mechantcal movemerìts that'came alive' and

1e6 Irrd."d, one photograph from the 46,h Kohaku (1995) shows a troupe from the all-female Takanzttkarevue-
wearing distinctive makeup, ornate pink dresses and classic tuxedos-gathered around Tanimura Shinji duting
his song performance (see photogtaph Takahashi 2000:35).
1e7 At th" 46d, Kobaku (1995), for example, several life-sized animal characters from NHI( children's show
'Okasan to is¡ho' ('\X/ith Mother) danced during avatiety segment (see photograph Takahashi 2000:34).

Furthermore, Disney characters such as Mickey Mouse and Snow lù7hite performed a medley of songs at the 49th

Kahaku (1998) (49'h Kobaka utagasreil 1998:Television Program).
t" Footug. from the 47,h Kobaka (1.996), fot example, shows a giant sphere on stage that suddenly breaks open to
reveal the Kabaku song performers standing inside (47th Kahaku iltagarre,x 1996:Television Program). Other footage

shows a mysterious egg-like balloon appeating oflstage during the opening ceremony fot the 49'h Kabaku ('1998)

(49th Kzhakl/ iltaga$eil 1998:Television Progtam). To the surprise of the in-house audience, it rapidly deflated to
reveal the Kohaku song performers standiîg on a tiered pyramid.
t'oVid.ot-ootageliomthisperioddocumentsthisgeneraltrend(47d'Kabakutltagasseil l99ó:TelevisionProgram;
48Ih Kohakø atagassen 1997:Television Ptogram; 49'h Kohaku tltagasselt 1998:Television Program).

'oo A photograph from this performance shows her weating a long-sleeved black dress with hanging silver

threads ar'd a tall. crown-Like silver headdress (see photograph Takahashi 2000:17).
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subsequently delighted audiences (Âtelier Hinode 2004:Internet).201 Mikawa's staging

was, by comparison, less dramatic but his outfit was similady lavish-he wore an

ornare pu{ple feather headdress and a iarge multi-coloured robe with long silver horns

arising from around and behind his shouldets (see photograph Takahashi 2000:28).

The I(obayashi/Mikawa 'stage desþ and costume battle' progtessed such

that both singers regularly used latge-scale stage iliusions and wofe extfav^g rtt outfits.

Consequently, KOhaka proàuctton staff required additional time to coordinate each

performer's elaborate staging. To ease the strain, from the 48rh Kahaka (1997) th'e

singers no longer performed consecutively and were instead distanced in the

programme order. I(obayashi, in particular, used wide variety of technical effects. Her

desrgn that year was titled 'seimei tanjl ('Creation') and combined a tapid costume

change, moving parts and imbedded electric lights so to capture "the beauty and chaos

of the galaxies at the moment of creation" fX/ilson 2003:Internet, Atelier Hinode

2004:Internet).202 Mikawa's costume and staging wâs similady dramatic and complex.

Weadng a silvei and white gown and outstretched angle wings, Mikawa was suspended

by wires used aerial uicks to fly above ttre Kohaktt st^ge (see photograph Takahashi

2000:26).

I(obayashi's unusual design for the 49'h K¡hal<ø (1,998) was titled 'H1øman

fantEt'(.Human Fantasy') (-,\telier Hinode 2004:Internet). During het performance, she

slowly removed several bulky layers of material and eventually exposed a skin-tight

flesh-coloured dress. This motion symbolised the 'stripping back' of her extrzlY^g flt

'ot Vid"o footage shows l(obayashi standing amid swirling dry ice and wearing a black and white long coat

decorated with snow-co,r.."d tr"". on each hanging sleeve (47'b Kohaka atagassen 1996:Television Program)' She

also wears avery large siìver crown with snowflake-shaped peaks and hanging silver tht-eads. Throughout the hrst

stàÍrz,-,I(obayashi is stationary and the anticipation forãne of her trademark special effects escalates. Later, she is

rapidþ .l"rruåd several meters in the air via a podium. Meanwhile, her coat falls away to reveal a glittering gold

¿."r, *ni.n fals to the floor. \When she outstretches het arms to exhibit the dress, an enormous multiJayeted

silver snowflake unfu¡s behind her and the NHI{ Hall audience gâsps, screams and applauds (see Plate 6)'

'o' U.rlik" the previous year, the progressive unfolding of special effects occurred mid-song, therefore diverting

attention u*^y fro^I(obayashi's vocal perfotmance. Video footage from the start of the song performance

shows a glo*i.rg onstage (4 1997:Television Ptogtam). It slowly

splits in ñalf anã tterfly. As , two giant wings with thy, multi-

coloured electric one point, outfìt including her headdress' skirt'

bodice and wings, is aglow thus creating a spectacular light show'
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performances in order to shift attention roward her singing flWilson 2003:Intetnet).203

By conttast, Mikawa wofe a maiestic costume and used grandiose designs and stage

tricks that year.'oa The stark contrast between performances prompted speculation

about the futute of the l(obayashi /Mlkawa 'stage design and costums þ¿1dg'-u/ould it

continue for the 50th Kahaka?

Judging and Voting System

In past Kohaka, each step of the judging process was displayed for all to see'

This was a complex and time-consuming activity involving outsider voters, the iudgng

panel and the in-house audience. Votes for each team were counted, tallied, revealed

and then combined into a grand total score. Duting the late 1990s, howevet, this

pfocess was gteatly simplified. In addition to the iudging panel (which consisted of 10

celebrities and one NHK representative), individual members of the NHI( Hall

audience voted via red or white fans which were courtted by birdwatchers''ou At the

end of the contest, the grand.-total audience vote for each team was revealed and then

converted into voting balls along with the iudges' votes which the Team MCs threw

toward the NHI{ hall audience.'oo

'o' Kobnyurhi,s 'costume marathon' predated her battle with Mikawa and required a ttemendous amount of

money, effort and time produce u ,ro* d"rig.r for a few fleeting moments of visual pleasure. Indeed, I{obayashi

u.k ro*l"dg., that it "takes a year's salury tã make, six months to plan for and three minutes to watch"

(I{obayashi cited in \Wilson n.d:Internet).
ioa Footrg" from that year's performance shows Mikawa wearing an ornâte crown and regal robes (49¡h Kïhaku

atagarsen i988:Television Program). As he slowly rises into the air, a long skirt unfuds and reveals a cherubic

puå,irrg reminiscent of a Mic"h.laígelo ceiling flesco (see Plate 7). Later, Mikawa 'grows' butterfly wings and

begins to 'fly' across the Kohaku stage.
205 -hootage
only count ersal

ofloyalty, s

votes. This
birdwatchers (ike the song performers) were segregated wed

to count Red Team.ro,..ãå,1 o.rly -nie birdwatchers were allowed to count \ùøhite votes (48'h Kohaku t/tagasren

1 997:Television Ptogtam; 49d' Kohakil ataga$e n 1 998:Television Progtam).

'ou A .o-purison of video footage reveals how many votes \¡/ere tallied from the NHI( Hall audience during this

period (47'h Kohak'u u

utaga ss en 1 998:Televis

votes compared with
all votes \r/ere counte
audience's team prefetences each year. In the case of th

elwirelming 1295 votes were registered for the \ùØhite Team. The difference was

r and the Àajority of audience votets once again preferred the \flhite Team, which

with the Red Team's 1068 votes. Ät the 49'h Kohaku (1998), however, the Red

Team received the larger amount, tallying 1428 votes against the White Team's 1130. Remarkably, at each of the

{ltrr, {gth arð 49ù Kah)ku (996,I99i u"ã rlls¡, the audience's prefetred team was also the ovetall winner.
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Flistoric al T ally of Victorie s

Fot decades, the ìØhite Team trailed in the historical tally of victories. During the late

1990s, however, it tdumphed at both the 46'h a¡d 4lrh Kuhdku (1995 and 1996) and

after winning the 4B'h Kohakø (1,991) rhe scores were finah equal at 24 victories each.

The 49,h Kõhakø (1998), as such, was a tightly fought contest. The outcome could

greatly shift the histodcal Tally of Victories-could the SØhite Team finally take the

lead? Even though the Red Team emerged victorious, the upcoming 50th Kohaka was

an opportunity for the \üØhite Team to again level the scores and create an even level

for the ßrst Kohaku of the new millennium.

Having gained abroad. understanding of the contest and its development over

time, we can now look to 1,999 anð the series of Kohaka-related occasions which ftame

the 50th Kohaka television programme and the song performances of the Community.

CH,{PTERONE:TFIE,HISTORICÀLDEVELOPME,NTOFKOHAKU
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CH,\PTER 1-\lO: THE SOtr KOHAKU EVE'NT

he 50,h Kohakø programme is not an isolated television show. It lies at the

heart of a setie s of Kohaku-related occasions' from the opening of the

audience ticket ballot, to the first whisperings of who the MCs might be, to

the critical dissection of the post-broadcast audience ratings. These occaslons-

collectively labelled 'the 50th Kaþaka event' in this study-are documented here in a

timeline spanning October 1999 to the first few days of 2000. An examination of the

50r¡ KOhaktl evefit not only reveals details about the many aspects of the programme

and accounts for the amassing expectancy from fans and media. It also presents a

perspectiv e of Kohakil th^t shows it is more than merely a television progtamme and

traces how the 50th Kuhaka Community of song performers is fotmed. Ultimately, this

chapter documents the sense of occasion surrourìding a national tradition in its

milestone year.

The NHK Hall Audience Ballot

In October, well before official details about the concert were teleased, NHK

announced the opening of the znntal K¡haka audience ticket ballot. Fot most membets

of the Japanese public, the only way to witness the 50th Kohaka in person was to be a

member of the NHK Hall aud.ience.tÂs such, fans wete keen to lodge the reply-paid

.double-postcard' with NHI{ in the hope of success-there was only a window of one

month to submit. t After the closing date of 20 November, offìcials drew postcards

randomly and single tickets wefe awafded to lucky applicants.

Fans often go to great iengths to maximise their chances of obtaining a ticket

to Kohakø. One long-time fan, a winner of multiple KOhaku tickets each year, notes that

the fust step is to send an authorised, valid postcard (Makiyama 1'996:1'2).3 As with any

ballot, the chance of winning gteatly increases if an applicant submits several entties.4

1 
Irrdeed, an NHI{ staff member stated that visitors are usually not allowed into NHI( Hall for K¿haku. (I(oike

Fumina 2000:pers. com.) Moreover, it was noted that if one's postcard was not selected from the ballot there was

no other way to see Kohaku 'in the flesh'.
2 A .double-postcard'is a standard-sized card divided in halves and available ftom post offìces.

3 It is e.sential that entrants correctly $rite NHK'S postal address on one patt of the Postcard and their own on

the other.
4 It is .rrrknown if, or how many, entries are received from outside of Japan. At the time of submission I was in

Australia but rhis did not causs â problem. Inttiguingly, a sympathetic NHI( staff member submitted an entry on

my behalf using her Japanese sibliig's ,rn-" o.rJ.o.rtact details so to avoid the Postcard becoming lost or

encountering 'ãny o16.t ttouble foi the reason that it comes from abroad" (I(oike Fumina 1999:pers' com')'
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NHK does not limit the number of entries made per person and, as such, it receives in

excess of 500,000 postcards e^ch yezir (l\HK 1.998a:Internet). Sadly, supply cannot

meer the demand and only 3500 Kohaka ickets are distributed each year by NHK.5

Tickets are highly prized.because of their scarcity; fans outlay a considerable amount of

money on postage stâmps and dedicate considerable time to writing multiple postcards

in the hope that (at least) one will be dtawn. Fans also share infotmation with each

other as to how to maximise their outcomes. One successful Kohaka entfant

(mentioned pteviously), for example, studiously examined the ratio between the

number of postcards submitted during an eight-year petiod and the resulting successful

entries, noting in his book that

In Showa era 63 [1988], I won trwo tickets aftet sending 40 postcards. . .in Heisei

era211,990],I posted 100 cards andwon two seats [and]...in Heisei era4l1992l,I
port.à 2ggcards and received two seats... In Heisei era511,993], I only got one

ticket after sending 200 cards...in Heisei era 6 11994],I got two after sending 200

cards...[and] in Heisei era 7 [1995], I received one out of 200 postcards.

(h4akiyama 19 9 6 :1' 1', 1' 3)

Fans can also be superstitious about their entries, believing that the location where an

entry is lodged will affect the outcome of the draw. This fan's success began with a

particulady'lucky' post-box in Tokyo:

The frst time I applied for the postcard was in Showa era 62 [1987]. ' . sending 12

postcards from thá Shibuya station South exit post-box, which stands in front of
tokyo PIaza. One was accepted. (À4akiyama 1'996:1'1)

Throughott Kohakø's history, NHK staff has encouraged audience feedback but it is a

little known fact that that the likelihood of obtaining Kohaka tickets geatly improves

when viewers correspond regulady with the broadcaster. Persistence is often rewarded,

as this fan observes:

In Heisei era 3 11.991],I was very lucky. I won four seats and because I have been

writing my ideas aná contribution letters to NHI! I was given two [additional]
guest ãckets. I was awarded six tickets in total! (t\4akiyama 1.996:1'3)

It is likely that additional tickets were also awarded to fans who actively engaged in

communication with NHK during 1,999. Regardiess of the method of acquisition,

however, all of the successful entrants in the 50t¡ K¡ha/eu audterce ballot received

t Thi, i. an approximated number, based on the maimum capactry for NHI( Hall which has seating for 3600

people. It snå,rt¿ be noted, however, that not all seats are avai-lable for the ballot since NHI( management retains

i.utì fo, irs own use and for use I>y Kohaku officials, such as the iudges.
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confirmation lerters and accompanying ticket(s) from eady to mid-December thatyeat.

By this stage, information about the Kohaku Community had akeady been announced

and, as such, successful ballot entrarìts now knew who they soon would see petforming

in the flesh.

Press Releases

The Team MCs and General Chairman

The frst official press release relating to the 50'u KAhaka came on 4 November when

NHK announced the names of the programme hosts. For the fìfth consecutive year,

NHI('s Miyamoto Ri'"ti u/as appointed General Chairman anð, 27-year-old NHK

announcer l{ubo Junko was named MC for the Red Team for the second consecutive

yeat.o Junko-known for her beauty, respectful manner and ciear speaking voice in

other NHK programmes-had wide appeal with the Japanese public. It was evident

that she valued her role tn KOhaka and held the progtamme in high regard; she had

even shed teais of happiness when her team won the pennant at the 49t¡ KAhaka (1,988)'

Her repeated nomination as Red MC suggested that her stirring, emotional reaction

had not gone unnoticed by NHK officials and fans alike. She would be the ideal Red

MC for the momefltous 50th Kohaka.

The Team MCs play a pivotal role in KAhaka and the combination of

personalities is essenttal for a lively and entertaining contest. In 1998, the pairing of

Team MCs for the 49th Koha,ku had been especially successful. The then \Mhite MC was

Nakai Masahiro, a vivacious and comical member of pop group SMAP. Like his fellow

MC, I{ubo Junko, Nakai was aged in his 20s. These MCs brought a youthful, ftesh

element to the programme and ratings were favourable. It therefote came as a sutprise

that 44-yeat-olð, kabaki actor Nakamuta l(ankurö, and not Nakai, was named as lØhite

MC fot the 50th Kohaka.

This was Nakamura's first 
^ppear^îce 

in Kohaka and the teasons fot his

selection as a Kohaka te m MC were obvious. Even though the name 'Nakamura'was

o It *u. rumoured in the press that the witty presenter I(ume Hiroshi of TV A.sahi's flagship news Program was

asked to be the General Chai¡man for the 50'h Koha,ku, but he declined (Penn 1999:16). This invitation, however,

seems very unlikely considering NHI{'s commitment to using its own on-screen talent.
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akeady well-known in Japan due to its strong connections with the kabuki theatte

tradition, Nakamura l(ankurö had reðently become r nattonal celebrity in his own right

duting 1.999. Every Sunday night on NHI{, Nakamura appeared as I{utanosuke Oishi,

the lead role of in the fantltar legend 'Chashingara @enrol<a ryoran)' ('Forty-Seven Loyal

Samurai of the Genroku Bra), in the 49-episode samørai drama.T He showed gteat

promise as a Kohaktl te^mMC: he was a prominent actor with television experience, he

was already famlltzr to NHI( viewers and, due to his older age, he would provide a

contrast to I(ubo's youthful vitality (see Plate 8).8

The Song Performers

Following months of media speculation, rumours were fìnally confìrmed and denied

when NHK released the offìcial list of Kohaka song petformers to the media at 3:00pm

on 1 December. In keeping with tradition, the song performers were also publicly

named on NHI(-G television news progtammes, initially on the 7:00pm bulletin and

Iater at 9:00pm and 11:00pm. Eager fans, howevef, directiy teiephoned the NHK

ShichOshaCentre (Television Viewer Centre) and teceived the information ftst-hand.e

The members of the 50th K¡hakø Community were now known, presented

simply as alphabetised names orì a list (see Table 2.1 overleaf) because the order of

performance would not be disclosed until the programme was broadcast. Even so, the

media and fans were familiar with all. of the acts (see Âppendix B for profi.les). Some

had performed in KOhaka regulady over the years, others had appeared less ftequently

and 10 of the acts were newcomers to the programme. This mix of newcomers and

vererans was typical when compared with past K¡hakø (see -,{.ppendix C) and, in line

with a mofe fecent ttend, all of the 50th KOhaka acts hailed ftomJapan.to

' 'Chnrhìrgnro' or'K¿nadehon chashingura'are broad tetms for the kabuki a¡d bunraku puppet theatre plays about an

epic tale fuom lT)2whereby 47 loyal sarzarai avenge the death of theit lord who was forced by a shogunate

offìcial to commit suicide (I(oiiima and Crane 1'987:43).
* Lut., in December, Nakamura's public image was slightly tarnished when the media revealed that he "may have

unwittingly avoided some taxes" @enn 1999:16). This indiscretion was not, however, damaging enough fot his

status as li{4rite MC to be revoked.
9 Makiyamu's book Omoide no kohaka tliagasren, a fan's guide to Kohaku, also documents this practice (1996:38).

to Th" ,rurt rnajoriq of soloists, group and band members are botn i,n'Japat and arc ofJapanese descent (see

Tokyo News Tsùshinsha (1999) for the birth dates and places of selected song petformers). The two song

perfbrmers born overseas (not ofJapanese decent) are Tommy Snyder (USA), the drummer for rù(/hite Team

tand Godaigo, and Marc Panther (France), 
^ 

r^ppet for Red Team band, globe. Panther also claims JaPanese

nationality. 11 should be noted that both Snyder and Panther have lived nJapan' for decades and can speak fluent

Japanese. They have, moreover, demonsttated their intimate knowledge and understanding of Japanese cultute
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Tabte 2./ The 50d' Kohaka Song Performersn

RedTean IYhite Tean

Amuro Namie

Ishikawa Sayuri

Every Little Thing
I(awanaka Mil-ki
Kiroro
globe

I{ozatKaort
Godai Natsuko

I(obayashi Sachiko

Sakamoto Fuiumi
Shigemori Ay"-i and H.ay arnt I{entarö

Suzuki Âmr

SPE,E,D

Tendõ Yoshimi
Nakamura Mitsuko

Nagayama Yoko
Hamasaki Ây"^i
HaradaYuri
Hysteric Blue

Fuji Ayako

MAX
Matsu Takako

Matsuda Seiko

Mõningu Musumeo (À4orning Daughters)

Yashiro Aki
Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko

Wada Akiko

Itsuki Hiroshi
IQguya hime (l\4oon Princess)

KayamaYuzo
I(tajima Saburõ

GLAY (Grey)

Go Hiromi
Godaigob

Saijo Hideki

Sada Masashi

Something ELse

T9

SMAP

Sans Filtre fWithout Filtre)

Tanimura Shinii

DAPUMP (Ihe Pump)

TOKIO (Iokyo)
Toba Ichirõ
Hosokawa Takashi

Horiuchi Takao

Maekawa l{iyoshi
Mikawa I{en'ichi
Minami Haruo
Mori Shin'ichi

Yaen SX/ild Monkeys)

Yamakawa Yutaka

Yoshi Ikuzo
L' arc- en- Ciel (R.ainbow)

Source: Uta wajidai o katatta-1tume o tsamøida kahaku 50kai l999:Television Programme

" This table follows traditional alphabet order according to Japanese syllabary. All of the names of song

perfotmers are romanised and, where applicable, English translations are provided in parentheses.

Capitalisation, punctuation and use of symbols, however, have not been altered from the original form. Only

theJapanese names of song petformers will be referred to in this study and not the English uanslation of

names (refer to Appendix B for a reminder of the English translations and further discussion of these names)

b It is acknowledged that the band spells its name 'Godeigo' in English, but in Japan it is commonly written in

katakana as 'Godaþ', a spelling which is adopted for the 50d' Kohaku and is therefore also used in this study

In light of the magnirude of the 50'h celebrations, it had been widely anticipated that

the number of acts would exceed that of recent years. As expected, the 50th K¡haku w^s

shaping up to be a contest of considerabls ss2ls-¡ot since the 43'd Kohaku (1,992),

which had, featued 56 acts, had there been so many song performers. A total of 54 acts

(including singers, bands and groups) were announced for the 50'h Kíhaka, mea;fling

there wete 27 acts for each team.

and behavioural practices in numerous appeârances on television PÍograms undet the guise as Japanese-not
foreign-musi. star.. While they are stilLiegarded as being'not-Japanese', they are considered to be 'less foreþ'
that most ga/in þeople who are not Japanese).
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At this ea{y stage, the 50,h Kohaka Community of song petformets were Yet to

come together as a group and would not, in fact, do so until the day of the contest.

Most of the newcomers, howevet, gathered at NHI('s Btoadcasting Centre in Shibuya,

Tokyo, for photos and interviews with the media on 1 December when the list of

performers u/âs announced (see Plate 9). Hete, amid flashing câmerâs and smiles and

waving hands from the newcomers, the names of the 50Th Kzhdka peúotmers were

quickly relayed by the media. Fans and the press pored over the list: who was included?

\Mho was noticeably omitted? The long-awaited infotmation was examined and

dissected for days.

NHK had often excluded performers from Kohaka were reputedly tainted by

scandal. In n1999, however, this unofficial policy was seemingly relaxed. Cudously,

Ishikawa Sayrrri was invited to perform in the 50'h Kohaka in spite of being "reportedly

linked to a fraudulent loan deal by the failed I(okumin Bank" eadier in the yeat and Go

Hiromi was also included, despite word that his "agents were indicted for staging a live

street concert without police permission in Shibuya" (Suzuki 1,999:3). The indiscretions

of popular singer Tendõ Yoshimi were also ovedooked. Despite a tax awdit revealing

that she fatled.to declare her total income and had "intentionally concealed 100 million

yen" ("Singer Receives Fine for Concealing Income" L999:2), she was also invited.

NHI('s leniency was indicative of a general relaxing of ethical standards tnJapan in the

late 1.999s and NHI( needed to uphold its image as a figure of authodty without being

unjustly strict. At the 1 December press confetence, fot example, the formet Kohaka

chairmar I{awaguchi Mikio noted that

there used to be various authorities in society, such as that of one's father, family

ot school, but nowadays, people's views of authority have diversified, gteatly

affecttng the way the year-end song program is produced. (I{awaguchi cited in

Suzuki 1'999:3)

NHI('s desire to keep in touch with its audience and 'move with the times'was evident

in the type of acts selected for K¡hakø. The falling tatings in recent years meant that

..only those singers who really wânt to apper on it" would be invited and only

"viewers who really want to watch it" would tune in (Suzuki 1'999:3). NHK needed to

provide an exciting range of performers and genres in order to appeal to its audience.

This was achieved by including heavy rock bands, electtonic-based dance groups, and

lighter-sryle ballad singers, all, of which c^nr be categotised into btoad genre
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classifications such as J-pop, modern children's television songs, d0J0 (20th century

children's songs) anð, kayþoka. Overall, there were a greaLter proportion of J-pop and

en/<a acts, suggesting that progtamme favoured these two popular music genres (see

Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Summary of Song Performer Genre Classifìcations in the 50ù Kohaku

Basic Totals

J-pop
enka

kEoþoka
Children's television songs

doyo (20th century childten's songs)

28
22

2

1,

1.

TOTAL ACTS 54

Source: Adapted from the classifications used by Tower Records, Shibuya, Tokyo, 1999.

This table outlines the types of genres the Kohakø performers are associated with but it

is worth noting that although there were 54 acts in the 50'h Kohakø, 
^ 

tot^l of 56 songs

are fe^tnted in the programme (as previously outlined in the introduction to this study).

The other two songs, nameiy 'The 50tl' Kohaku Community Song' and 'The Kíhaka

Finale Song', are collaborations between the members of the Community and thus the

performers of these songs cross many genre boundaries. It is therefore useful to

consider the genre that each song, and not performer, falls into with regard to these

two songs. Âs such, the fìrst song can be considered J-pop and the second song can be

consideted shoka, thus broadening the tange of genres presented in KAhaka' See

Appendix D for â complete list of acts (including these two songs) and theit associated

genÍes.

Programme Themes

,{.round the same time that NHK released the list of song performers to the media, the

programme's two themes were also announced. These not only ptovided a glimpse

into the programme's direction, but also the types of songs that would be performed.

For example, the major theme, 'fJtaoo mirai e - -1idai to sedai o koete -' ('Looking to the

Furure Through Song: Spanning Eras and Generations) (Tokyo News Tsüshinsha

1999:3, Takahashi 2000:3), suggested that songs repfesentative of specific eras would

be performed and symbolically passed on to future generations in the new

mtllennhtm-Kohakø wotsld. 
^ct 

as a time capsule. This concept was also reitetated in

the 50th Kohakø's minor theme, 'N/øisseiki rti tsataetai ata' ('Songs We \X/ould Like to
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pass on for the 21.t Century)11 (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha 1'999:3). NHK also stated

that the 54 acts would unite onstage and together perform a special song described as

"oki na imi je no rabø sungøl" ("a iove song in its broadest sense") (Tokyo News

Tsüshinshz1,999:3). This song, as previously mentioned, is classifìed here as'The 50'h

Kohakø Community Song' and will be discussed later in this chaptef'

The Selection Process fof the 50th KobAku Community

The exact criteriaby which NHK selects song performers is a closely guarded secret. It

is, therefore, unknown if acts (and/ or theit songs) were chosen to suit the 50th Kohaka

themes or if the themes were devised after the acts wete decided.tt Regardless, "NHK

has long pdded itself' on basing the Kohaka song perfotmer list oÍt "average viewers'

tastes" and selects performets according to the outcomes of three surveys (Schüling

1997:96). The first is a nation-wide questionnaire asking membets of the general public

to "list freely three of their favodte male and female Japanese personalities" (Endo

2000:Internet).13 The second survey asks the same of contestants in NHI('s long-

running 
^materlt 

singing contest 'Nod/iman' ('Pride In My Voice')'o and the thitd is an

"in-house survey of NHI( employees" (Schilling 1'997:96)'

The f11st survey offers the most potential to understanding why the genetal

public prefers certain artists for the 50'n Kohaka. Before undertaking a detailed

examination of the results of this surv€|, it is impottânt to note that NHI('s selection

process has been widely criticised. It has been claimed that this process gives the

broadcaste r "a veto over selections" which, in turn, "makes it easier for NHI( to

pressure top-line talent into appearing on 'Nod/iman' [('Pride In My Voice')] and othet

NHK programmes for a fracttotl of the fees they would command from commercial

networks" (Schìlling 1997:96). Clearþ, performets must maintain a good telationship

tt Drr. to this ttanslation's length and inelegance, it will be abbteviated hereafter to 'Passing on Songs for the 20'h

Century'.
t' In hi, brief discussion of the song performer selection process for the 40'h Kohaku (1989), Hiroshi Ogawa

notes that Kohaka staff "frst decide how many singers will be chosen from each genre, then statt selecting

candidates in each category" (Ogawa 1990:33). Considering the 40'h Kohakuwas an atypical K¿baka,with many

new and unusual urp".l, qr".Èr Ã playing old footage of past Kohaku performances h the progtam's ltst half, see

Chapter One), it is unlikely that this selection process was also used fot the 50d' Kohaku.

t' Th" t.r- 'personality' encompasses a wide range of entertainment ptofessionals including actors, comedians,

models, singers and musicians'
14 

See Hosokawa e000aand 2000b) for fascinating insights into this Program, as viewed in bothJapanese and

South Ämerican contexts.
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wirh NHK if they wanr to be selected for Kohaka. They must also avoid 
^ny 

m ior

scandal and preserve fespectability in the public eye so to comply with NHI('s

unwfitten policy of reiecting peffofmefs of disrepute (although NHK has been lenient

with this poücy, as discussed). Let us now tufn ouf attention toward the nation-wrde

questionnaire, titled 'NHI{'s Favourite Petsonalities Poll', to see how this poll assists in

the creation of the 50'h KOhaka Commttiqr.

NHK's Favourite Personalities Poll

NHI('s poll was conducted throughout September 1999.1s Male a;nd female

respondents were asked to rank three favourite male 'petsonalitiss'-f2msus peopie in

the public eye-and, in a separate list, tank theit three favourite female personalities.

From these responses, two lists were created: the frst, a defìnitive 'top ten' list for male

personalities; the second, a 'top ten' list for female personalities. These lists are

combined and ptesented in Table 2'3 overleaf'

Although respondents named celebrities from z variety of professions (such as

film and fashion industries), an overwhelming proportion of each list featured stars

from the music industry (such as soloists, bands and singing groups)' These music stars

constituted 60 percent of the male category and 80 percent of the female category

(stars from the music industty are identified in Table 2.3 footnotes). NHK clearþ used

the results of the 'Favourite Personalities Poll' to guide the song petformer list for the

50th Kohaka.Inðeed,, of the 14 music petsonalities represented in the two 'top ten' lists,

all except IJtzda Hikaru (for reasons explained latet) wefe song perfotmets in this

Kohaku.

tu Of th" 3600 randomly selected subjects 2134 people returned their answers to NHI( by mail, with a "validiry

raio,, of59.3 percent. Respondents *er. aged rÈn"tt ut d older and categoties were divided according to sex and

the following âge groups: i-1.zy.urr,13-19 yezrs,20-29 years,30-39 yeats,40-49 years,50-59 years and 60

years or older @,ndo 2000:Internet).
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Tabte 2.3 Ten Favourite Male and Female Petsonalities in NHI('s Surwey

Rank Male Female

1,

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
10

,{.kashiya Sanma

ICtajima Saburõ"
Itsuki Hiroshio
Takeshi l(itano
Tokoro George
Ilmura Takuya^ (member of SMAP)
GLAY^
SMAP^
Mori Shin'ichin
Oda Yùfi

Utada Hikaru^b
'S7ada Akiko^
Amuro Namieo
Tendõ Yoshimi"
Ishikawa Sayuri^

I(obayashi Sachiko"
Matsushima Nanako
Suzuki Ami"
Nakayama Miho
Hamasaki Â)--io'
Fuiiwara Noriko'

Source: Endo 2O00:Internet
o A soloist, band or singing gtoup.
b A singer but not appearing in the 50th Kohaka-

'Hamasaki Ap-i and Fuiiwara Noriko tied for 10'l'place.

NHI{'s summary of results from the survey identified three key trends that are also

seen in the 'top ten' music personalities lists @,ndo 2000:Internet). Firstly, a correlation

between high-ranking music stars and the frequency of their appearances on television

was found. In this sense, younger respondents tended to nominate music stars who

hosted programmes or music stars who

did not have their own regular TV programs but enjoy[ed] extremely high TV
exposure through commercials, video clips and their topicality. These points

indicate[d], as essential factors for winning popularity among younger generatlons,

frequent appeafances in advertisements and the competitiveness of theit music.

(Endo 2000:Internet)

Secondly, younger respondents selected very different music personalities compared

with those chosen by older respondents. Cleatly, respondents ftom specific age groups

favoured cert¿rifl ârtists. Thirdly, and most sttikingly, it was found that fewer music

stafs wefe

now popular across a wide age band [compared with previous years]. Accordingly,

e.r..r^poprrlar stars [comprised]...only a relatively small propottion of the-total

valid resþonses. [As such, NHI{ found] a lack of what might be called stars for âll

the people. (Endo 2000:Internet)

The three trends from this survey could also be applied to the 50rh Kohakø Commttnrty

of song performers. In accordance with the fìtst ttend, the Community included

television programme hosts (SMAP) and artists that enioyed "extremely high TV

exposure" (Endo 2000:Internet), such as Hamasaki r\yumi, Suzuki Ami and GLAY. In

acknowledgment of the second trend, some acts were especiaþ selected to appeal to

yonnger Kohaka audience members and others for oldet audience members. Finally, in
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keeping with the third trend, the Community included personalities with appeal across

a wide f^frge of age gfoups, such as I{imura Takuya from SMAP, I{itaiima Saburö,

Wada Âkiko and Tendô Yoshimi, despite the lack of "stars for all the people" (Endo

2000:Internet).

The survey was also useful in identifying the 'top thtee' male music stars and

'top three' female named by tespondents from the same age group (see Table 2'4)'

Several stars achieved identical scores and thus more than thtee petsonalities were

ultimately named in each of the tespondents' age gfoups' Most notably, every (top

three' music star identifi.ed in NHI('s survey was later selected to be â song performer

in the 50th K¡haka, again,with the exception of utada Hikaru.

Table 2.4 Favoutite Music Petsonalities According to Respondents'Age Groupo

Respondents Male Personalities Fenale Personalities

CroøþsApe

7-1,2 I{inl{i I(ds
GLr\Y
SMAP

Amuro Namie
Utada Hikarub
Suzuki Ami
SPE,E,D

13-1,9 GL'\Y
I{imura Takuya (member of SMAP)
L'arc-en-Ciel

Amuro Namie
Utada Hikarub
Suzuki Ami
HamasakiAwmi

20-29 I{imuta Takuya Utada Hikarub

30-39 GLAY
SMAP
I{imura Takuya

r{.muro Namie
Utada Hikarub

40-49 I(imura Takuya
ICtajima Saburõ

Tendõ Yoshimi
Ishikawa Sayuti
Wada Akiko
Utada Hikarub
Amuro Namie

s0-59 Iltajima Saburó
Itsuki Hiroski

lX/ada -Akiko
I(obayashi Sachiko
Tendo Yoshimi

60 and older

Source: Endo 2OO0:Intetnet
n The combined answers from both male and female respondents when asked to list their 'top three' favourite

male and female personalities. Names zre not in order of ranking'

b Not a song performer in the 50'h Kobaku'

The types of music pefsonalities named in this sufvey shed light on the music genfes

prefered by each age gfoup. Respondents aged sevefì to 1.2 yeafs pfefeffed J-pop

I(tajima Saburö
Itsuki Hiroski
Mori Shin'ichi

I{obayashi Sachiko
Ishikawa Sayuri
Fufi '{.yako
\X/ada Akiko
Tendö Yoshimi
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performers, and nominated idol singing groups (SMAP, SPEED and l(inl(i I{ids), a

rock band (GLAÐ ând pop singers (Âmuro Namie, Suzuki Ami and Utada Hikatu)'

Those aged berrween 13 
^nd1.9 

also demonstrated a similar fondness for J-pop but

nominated a different rock band þ'arc-en-Ciel) and two pop singers ((imura Takuya

from SMAP and Hamasaki Ayu^i). From these responses, it is evident than pre-teen

and teen respondents favoured personalities from rock and pop music genres.

Aithough respondents aged between 20 and 29 prefened J-pop petformers,

they did not select any rock performers and, furthetmore, only two pop petsonalities

(Ilmura and Utada) were named. Those aged between 30 and 39 aiso selected these

two artists, but also nominated a pop singer (Amuto), a pop vocal gtoup (SMAP) arrd a

rock band (GmÐ. The music artists selected by respondents aged be¡ween 40 and 49

included pop singers (Ilmura, lJtada and ,\muro), enka singers (I(taiima Sabutö,

Tendõ Yoshimi and Ishikawa Sayuri) and. aJ-pop cross-genre singer flX/ada Akiko).'6

The next age group, consisting of respondents aged between 50 and 59, also selected

the latter siirger flX/ada ,\kiko), however, othet artists from pop'and rock genres were

notably absent. Enka soloists (I(tajima Saburo, Itsuki Hitoski, I(obayashi Sachiko,

Tendo Yoshimi) were cleady favoured. Finally, all respondents aged 60 and older

demonstrated a strong preference for enka singers (ICtajima Saburõ, Itsuki Hiroski,

Mori Shin'ichi, I(obayashi Sachiko, Ishikawa Say-rri, Fuji.,\yako, Tendo Yoshimi) and z

J-p"p cross-genre singer flX/ada '\kiko)'

This survey revealed broad patterns in the music genre tastes of the Japanese

public: those under 50 enjoyed pop music, all respondents aged under 50 (except those

between 20 and 29) liked rock music, those aged 40 and above enjoyed enka and

jazz/ka1o/<1tokø. The results of this survey generally assisted NHK staff in selecting

performers affiliated with a particular genre so to ensure the 50tn K¡ha/<il ptogta"mme

(ot selected segments) would appeal to a wide r^îge of age groups.

to It i5 diffì.rrlt to categorise Wada Akiko, in particular, because she is known to perform a vatter¡ of styles

including jazz, kaloklokz¿. In this study, \ùØada is labelled a J-pop singer, based on the Towet Records

classiltcation system outlined in Appendix D.
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Song Performer Negotiations

The process of selecting song performers for the 50'h KAhal<ø Commtnity was not

without problems. The media closely followed the movements of invitees, and acts

which were invited to perform but had declined were dubbed Kohaka þohi (Kohaka

refusers) (Penn 1,999:1,4). \X/hen the fìnal list was announced, the media scrutinised

NHI('s selection and queried why some artists who had been populat during the year

were excluded.tt

One singer who was the most likety candidate for inclusiorì was 16-year-oid

Hikaru IJtada. She had been voted the most popular female petsonality in NHI('s poll

(see again Table 2.3 above). During the year, her debut album 'First Love' had topped

the charts and exceeded long-established sales recotds, making her an obvious

selection. tt It was, moreover, expected that Hikaru would perform in Kohaka

considering her prestigious geinokai (entertainment wodd) heritage; het mother is

retired enka singer l(eiko Fuii, a performer in Kohakø during the 1970s.

The media caref,Jly chtonicled NHI('s negotiations with Hikaru. In early

September, one enterrainment news website quoted NHK president Ebisawa IQtsuii

as saying Hikaru was a likely candidate for the song contest ('NHK, hikaru ni I(ohaku

shutsuin kosho" L999:Internet). Nevettheless, rumours that Hikaru was reluctant to

perform began circulating. Upon realising the programme would be without Japan's

biggest star of the year, NHK reputedly âttempted to entice Hikaru by offeting her the

role of Red MC which would imply "a higher status than any other singets" ("Hikaru

IJtada to be the Youngest MC For Singrng Contest" 1999:Internet). If accepted, this

would make Hikaru the youngest Red MC in Kohaka historf, surpassing the record set

by Matsu Takako at the 47rh K¡bakø (1,996). By 1,6 October, however, speculation had

abruptly ended when Hikaru flatly refused any participation in the contest, declaring

that she needed "more time to coflcentrate on her studies" ("Hikaru Utada skips

I{ouhaku" 1.999:Internet). One newspaper cited a statement from her official website

tt A.t. that had either been overlooked or refused tt,.e Kohaka i¡vitation included Southern All Stars, I(nki I(ds,

Matsutoya Yumi (commonly known as Yuming), Yoshida Takuro, Takeuchi Mariya andYaza.wa Eikichi

(I{obayashi 7999 :3, Penn 1 999: 1 4).
18 

Hikarr.r's album was the first in Japan's to sell mote than 7 million copies and one single from the album, tided
..Àddicted To You", sold "1.06 million copies in its ltst week of release" (I{obayashr 1'999:3).
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(htç://www.toshiba-emi.co.jp/hikki/) in which she apologised to her large fan base

and provided a diffetent explanation for her refusal:

I've heard about the anticipation of fans who live in tegions where they can only

receive NHK or who live in countries where 'Kohakø' is the only Japanese Pfogram
they can watch...But I cannot do nvo things-write new songs and appeaf on

f!-2¡ the same t.ime. I'm sorry. See you on TV some day, (I{obayashi 1999:3)

Less than aye t after this incident, Hikatu also declined to perform in the 51"'Kohaku

(2000) and, in doing so, made a sulprising statement that sheds light on her 1.999

refusal. Claiming that thzt geographical constraints were reason enough not to come

(she is based in New York), she admitted she had nevet watched the progtamme.

Believing that her lack of Kohaku knowledge would mean she would have to spend at

least "a week" in rehearsals, she stated "if I have that kind of time, I'd tathet spend it

in the recording srudio" ('Hikki Explains V4ry She ì(/on't Attend l(ouhaku"

1999:Internet). Although Hikaru's attitude toward the progtamme was aLyprcalin 1'999,

it indicates a shift in perceptions about the ptogramme, particular by younger J-pop

stars

Staging Ptepatations fot the 50't, Kobaku

From mid to late Novembsl-\Ã/sll before the singers wete selec¡sd-tws committees

began planning the staging for Kohakø (fokyo News Tsüshinsha 1999:41). The

Direction committee created the stage effects and the Ârts committee planned the

stage layout using miniature models. Designs for the sets, props and backdrops were

sketched and with only two weeks before the contest, were passed on to craftsmen and

subsequently brought to life oî 29 December.to After the concert, Kohakø staff spent

the eafly hours of the New Year clearing the stage. Sadly, the sets wete desttoyed. This

was perhaps because their large scale would make them difficult to store but it also

ensured that this K¡hakuwould remain unique in the eyes of viewers and it could never

be te-created.

Pte-Programrne PublicitY

Prior to 1,999 and throughout that year, the 50th K¡haktl w^s in the back of minds fot

fans and the media but as December approached, fan websites and media sources

1e 
Reportedly, the pressure placed on the staging staff members during this time is so overwhelming that most

Iose lrve or six kilogtams (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha 1999:41).
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breathlessiy reported any information pettaining to Kohaka. Once NHK officially

revealed the song performers and hosts for the contest, K¡haka was suddenly at the

forefront of entettainment news.

Print Media

In the lead up to the programme, television magazines-even those not affìliated with

NHl{-strongly promoted the 50ú Kohaka. Magazines publ-ished during the week

before the concert were bursting with gossip and rumours and editions pettaining to

31 December were laden with special articles, glossy photographs of the 54 acts and

speculation as to which songs would be perfotmed. These magazines also listed

NHI('s Kohaka-related television programmes that were btoadcast throughout

December (see 'NHI( Television' later in this chapter) and non-NHI( ptogtammes

where tJne KAhaka perfotmers would be appeating as guests. Kohakø, and its song

performers, was cleady the lead story in Japan's entertainment wodd.

Many different kinds of entettainment magazines featured aticles on Kohaka.

TV Kids, a television guide for teenagers, dedicated ¡wo pages to 50ù KAhakø

performers which focused on newcomers to the ptogramme and young J-p"p artists

such as the popular vocal gtoup SMAP, Amuro Namie and SPEED (1'999:26-27). The

publication Gekkan qa Tereb/on (Monthly Publication: The Television), fot example, also

focused on newcomers and, as such, featured the star Suzuki Âmi on the covet and on

a pullout poster. Other K¡haka performets such as Matsu Takako and the band Every

Little Thing featured in special articles about famous 'people of the month' (1'999:1,1,-

17). Futhermore, two pages were devoted to a report on the 50'h KOhakøwlich listed

all performets and speculated which songs they would sing (1999:38-39).

TV Ltfe (1999) contained a foldout poster for the 50t¡ Kohakø, hsttng the

names and photographs of the 54 acts, and the number of previous Kohaka

petformances made by each act. Also included wete 'anticipated highlights' fot the

show and a photograph of the Team MCs (1999 1,4-1,5). Similarþ, TelepaÌ (Television

Pal) (1,999) contained four pages containing an interview with long-time Kahaka

performer ìØada -,{kiko, quotes from 50th Kohakø newcomers, a discussion of

memorable moments from previous KAhaka and photographs of costumes worn by

enka singer I(obayashi Sachiko over the past nine years. Genetal television magazines

CHÀP'IER T\fO: TFIE 50rtr KOHAKU EVENT
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such as TV gaido (Television Guide), TV Lirt 
^nd 

TV Pzz (Television Pia) featured

SM,\P as cover stars and another guide, Utkan qa tereb/on (The Television lØeekly),

also included smaller photographs of the Red and \X/hite MCs and other 50th Kzhaktl

stars such as Suzuki Ami on the cover.20 This magaziîe ptesented L range of material

petaining to Kohaka: scattered throughout were advertisements for new albums and

forthcoming New Year concert tours by 5Qt}' K¡ha/<u petformers but thete wete also

several in-depth articles about the singers, such as Matsu Takako, Suzuki Ami and

SMAP. In addition, there was a three-page atticle about the contest itself which listed

the vatious song performers, presented photographs of newcomers and contained

speculation as to who would perfotm at what stage in the ptogramme (IYeekÚ <o

te re b / o n 1,9 9 9 :1. 9 -21) .'1

Some magazines presented comprehensive afücles about Kohakø and devoted

a signifìcant amount of publication space to the story. TV pia, for example, ptesented

in-depth commentary on the 50th Kohaka which listed song performers according to

team and contained photogrâphs of newcomefs, various cõmmentaries, personal

statistics and a list of songs which the artists were likely to perform (1,999:27-31). In a

similar vein, TV gaido (Television Guide) (1,999) ptesented photographs of the 54 acts

across six pages along with their personal statistics and the number of past appearances

in Kohaka (TV gaido 1,999:20-25). Details about the Team MCs were also included as

were 'special Kohaka moments', a bnef description of the programme's history and

statistics pertaining to all contests from the lst-{)tnl{¡þaka (1'951'-1.998).'2 Perhaps the

most intetesting section pertaining to Kohakø was at the end of this magazine, where

editorial staff had compiled the complete lyrics of 54 songs that were most likely to be

performed so to enable viewers to sing along on the night (TV gaido 1,999:1,29-1,37).

In acknowledgment of the milestone programme, orìe publishet cteated a'

special issue about the upco-irg "50th Anniversary" Kohaku (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha

1999). TV gaido qokan: øta no hon bestø hittr'99 (fV Guide Âdditional Issue: Best Hits

20 Thro.rghoot the year, SMAP had appeared on the cover of many magazines b:ut as Kohaka drew neater, the

image of the five young men seemed to be on more than ever before.

" Thi. article also presented many photographs of the Team MCs and, for example, presented them with a smile

and with fìsts raised in a friendly 'battle' pose. Other magazines such as TV gaido and TV Uþ displayed small

photographs of the Team MCs in sirnilar poses on the cover.

" Th... statistics included the program ratings, the number of acts Per team and which team had won.
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1999 Song Book) comprised special interviews with newcomer ând veteran Kohaku

petformers, 'interesting points' to look for in the show, brief profìles of each act and

the songs previously perfotmed in Kohaka. To thoroughly prepare viewers, lytics from

four signature songs associated with each of the 54 acts were printed in anticipation of

the song that would be performed (1999:19-1,29). Another section teviewed scenes

from past K¡hal<ø and proclaimed the post-childbirth comeback performance ftom J-

pop srar Amuro Namie as the most memorable from the 49'h K¡hakø (1'998).In the

magazine, each emotional moment of her performance was relished and re-lived:

. . . [Amuro] walked forward to the audience and bowed. Some called out "welcome

þ¿çþ1"-5þç began to weep. SØhilst clutching her mrcrophone in her right hand,

large teardrops began to fall. She continued to bow whilst she was teatfully singing

and she concluded the last line of the song...with a smile (Tokyo News

Tsùshinsha 1999:1'9)

Conjecture followed reminiscence: would Âmuro 
^ppe 

r in the 50th Kohaka? Wottld

her song performance be just as memorable? This media promotion, in effect, not only

evoked nostalgia for the programme, but also its singets and theit performances.

Commetcial publishers were not the only pdnt media otganisations to report

news abou Kohakø. NHK produced its own special commemorattve issue, titled

'Koha/<a50kai: eiko to kandon0 <en kirokø'(The ![tt' Kohaka:,4. Recotd of the Glory and

Deep Emotions) (Takahashi 2000), to celebrate the landmark 50'¡ Kahaka. One novel

feature of this publication was a chart whereby viewers could award numetical scores

for each act. The 
^ccomp^{rying 

blutb noted that performances could be graded

according to three separ^te saiten (marking critern), namely øta (song), ìsho nado

(costumes etc.) and sogo (general aspects) (Takahashi 2000:3).'z3 Although the chart was

informaily presented, these criteria" were set out by NHK and shed light on aspects

noted by the offìcial KOhakø judges. The commercial publication 'TY gaido lokan: ata no

hon bestø hittt'99' (TV Guide Additional Issue: Best Hits 1999 Song Book) provided a

similar aid, although not endotsed by NHI( Presented alongside the names of Kohaka

song performers was a 'points column' and a blurb inviting teaders to write scores out

of ten. Statements such as: "yo',r càfl be a judge at your dining table. Can you guess the

t' Th.lott", criterion, although somewhat ambiguous, may denote how vatious elements of the performance gel

together. Od<Jly, the pubìication does not propose a maximum number of points to be awarded-this is left to

the discretion of the viewer.

CHÄP'IER TlíO: THE 50trr KOHAKU E\/ENT
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wiìner?" invited viewers to participate in judging the contest even if they u/ere not part

of the select voring audience inside NHK Hall (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha 1'999:7).

Internet

A great m îy details about the 50,h Kohakø were announced via NHI{'s offìciai Kohakø

web page which also featured the list of song performers and related photographs.ta

K¡haka press releases from the NHK ptesident and Executive Director-GeneraI of

Broadcasting were posted separately on NHI('s public relations web pages' Although

these authoritative sites were accunte, Kohaka fan sites contained significantly more

details about the 50th Kohaka in particular, and the programme in general. In the

months pteced.ing NHI{'s formal announcement of the singers fot the 50'h Kohaka,

unoffìcial K¡haka chat rooms fuelled the ephemeral gossip. Comprehensive sites

created by Kohakø fans hastily confìrmed, denied and perpetuated rumours about who

would be invited. Both knowledge and propaganda were tapidly exchanged among the

Kohakøinternet community. ì7ide-ranging details about the perfotmers and Team MCs

(such as height, weight, favourite colour and blood type) were ubiquitous. Kohaku

websites became a complex web of intertwined internet links and an up-to-the-minute

source of information-u/hethet accttate or speculative'

Commercial Television

Understandably, rival commercial television stations did not promote NHI('s Kohaka'

The song contest wâs, nonetheless, informally discussed in panel-style chat shows or

music programmes. Surprisingly, Kohakø's major promotional vehicle on commercial

television came via a CM (commercial/advettisement) for drink manufacturer

Suntory's 'Boss Seven' canned coffee.'u The advertisement's setting is New Year's Eve

and. a father, his daughter and son are watching Kohaku on television together in the

famtly home. Enka singer I(obayashi Sachiko appears on the family's television, in full

song and hovering mid-air orr ^ stage. She is dtessed in an illuminated cocoon

costume-perhaps one worn at a recettt Kohaka (see Chapter One).'u The "gtouchy"

to Thi, web page (www.nhk.or. jp / event/proe.kouhaku.html) was quickly removed aftet the concert. Months

latet, it reappear.d, this tirne presenting information pettaining to the 51't Kobal<u (2000)'

2s The ud.rertisement frst appeared on 13 November and continued to be scteened into December (Surìtory

Lirnited 1 999:Intetnet).

'u Th" .o--ercial did not actually include excerpts from NHI('s Kohaku, but was shot independently at Shibuya

Kokaido þublic hall) (Suntory Lirnited 1999:Internet).
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father questions why the singers concentrate more on "flashing lights" and "making

spectacles of themselves" than the singing itself (Hanna 1999:1'4).t1 Suddenly' the CM

takes an unexpected turn:

one minure [the father] is openly critcizing the singers in the security of his home

and the next he is suspended in midair, face-to-face wtth I{obayashi. !Øith an ut of
lethargy and yet with complete honesty, she admits that singing alone wouldn't get

her toò far. .,!7hy do you think I'm doing this?" she asks. In the perfect Boss

moment, the man takes a sip of the coffee, his hands shaking and his eyes still

{ìxed on fl(obayashi] the goddess of gaudiness. (Hanna 1'999:14)

By poking fun at I(obayashi's well-known fondness for extrlva;g fit Kohaka costumes,

this advertisement inadvertently served to promote the 50'¡ K¡hakz. Viewers were

reminded that in only a few weeks time, I{obayashi would undoubtedly don an

elaborate cosrume (similar to the one she wore in the CNQ for the 50t¡ K¡haka. The

CM also voiced a widespread concern about the direction that Kohaka, with its focus

on visual aspects of costume and staging pefformances, has taken in past yeats. This

provoked many questions: would the 50th Kohaka feature exhibitionistic perfotmances

from artists othef than I(obayashi? Would the milestone concett c^f:fy on the ttend and

perhaps be more extt^v^g ît than evef? In addition, I{obayashi's candid and good-

humoured rhetorical question confirmed what the father and othets had suspected-

she was indeed reliant on her costumes and staging because het singing ability was not

enough to sustain KOhakø viewers' interest. Her reply was, howevet, inaccurâte'

I{obayashi is a highly skilled and vetsatile singer but when ptesented with so much

visual information in her K¡haka performances, this can be ovedooked flMilson

2003:Internet).28 \X/ould I(obayashi use her performance in the 50th Kohaktl to 
^rTswer

her critics, concenttating mofe on het voice and less on het costume?

'7 S.. th" Suntory website fot the complete script for this advertisement:

http://www.suntory.co.ip/ en)oy /cm/log/sd33.html (Suntoty Lirnited. 1999:Internet).
tt In uninterview with I(obayashi, Wilson reflects on the singer's versatility, noting that she is "usually billed as

an enka singer, þut she] is in fact much more, as she can sing pop and,iazz with equal verve" (2003:Internet). In

addition, Wilr"" observes that I{obayashi's vocal embellishments have changed throughout her cateer as an enka

singer. Today she uses strongvibtato (ko-bushlbut

ea¡iet in her career it became so strong, and sometimes harsh, that it was off-putting to some

listeners. She obviously became awate of this and made a conscious effott to moderate it. Ever

the ptofessional, she has made sure it has nevet sutfaced again; her voice is now powetful but

pleasing. (-Wilson 2003:Internet; my italics)

CHÅPTER T\(/O: TFIE 50rH KOHAKU E\/ENT
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NHK Television

NHK television conrributed significantly to the hlpe leading up to the 50th Kohakø' In

the latter half of December, m ny television 'specials' specifrcally about the song

contest were aired on NHI{-G or NHK BS-2 channels. Ranging from brief and

informai panel-style chat shou¡s to comprehensive epics lasting several hours, the

various programmes recalled memorabie Kohaka moments, reflected on the contest's

history and generated viewers'intetest in the 50'n K¡hakø.With the strong likelihood of

an exclusive 'behind the scenes' account from a past Kohaka perfotmer or even rare

footage of the early years, these programmes were consistently marked as

'fecommended viewing' by m îy TV magazines and wefe pfogfammed in popular

afternoon andf or evening timeslots.

-,\ccording to one television guide, the first Kõhaku-rclated ptogramme of the

month was broadcast on 16 December, titled 'Kohaka: hanseiki no batai ara-takeato kara

amareta atagassen' ('Kohakø: The Backgtound Story Tracing FT.aIf a Century -a song

contesr born from fiery ruin') (1999:Television Ptogramme). This NHK-G programme

was a 'tetrospective', focusing on performances from the early yearc of Kohaku and its

development followingJapan's defeat in rü/odd ITar II.

The number of progïammes about Kohaku increased dtamaticaþ as New

Year's Eve dtaw ne rer. From 20 to 29 Decembet, at least one Kohakø-telated show

was aired every day. The most informal and light-hearted of these was a sedes of ten-

minute chat shows titled 'Za koha/<ø' ('The Kohaku'), btoadcast over eight days on

NHK-G in either an 8:45pm or L0:45pm timeslot (1999:Television Ptogramme).'o

Special guests joined the ptogramme's host, the Red MC I(ubo Junko, to comment on

specific Kohaka-Ãzted, themes, footage of past Kohaku performances and the

forthcoming 50't' Kohaka.

The topic for one episode of 'Za kohaka'was a review of Koþakø debuts made

by women. The male comedy duo Bakusho mondai ÇanakaYuii and Ota Hikari) and

idol singer Suzuki Ami who was due to make her Kohaka debtt in the 50'h, ioined

Junko in a panel and made humorous yet respectful observations about past Red Team

2e Epirodes of ,Za koha,ka, ('The Kobaku') were frequently re-tun duting this period.
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debut performances. As the show progressed, Junko held up a sign listing the five

debut acts for the Red Team for the 50'n KAhakø and asked Suzuki about her own

impending K¡haka debut. The progtamme also included extracts of interviews with

other Red Team newcomers from the 1 Decembet press conference for the 50th

Kohaka debut acts. .,\nother episode of 'Za kohaku', hosted by Junko with Bakushö

mondai as guests, similarly focused on the five debut acts for the 50th Kíhaka \X/hite

Team and displayed their names on a sign. Cotrespondingly, Junko and the members

of Bakushö mondai commented on footage of past løhite Team debut petformances

and bdef interviews with some of the flew acts, taken ftom the same pfess confefence,

were shown. These two episodes of 'Za kohaka' not only familiarised viewets with the

new Kohakt/ 
^cts,but 

also positioned these new petfotmers within the btoader context

of the programme's extensive history.

Koha/<a's staging, technology and ceremonial aspects have always been an

important partof the progtamme. 'Za kohaka'highlighted these aspects in an episode

dedicated'entirely to the various 'opening ceremonies' in Kohakw,'t)lusttated by footage

from the programme's television history. In this episode, Junko and the members of

Bakusho mondai also discussed how the song performers have been introduced at the

start of Kohaka,which vaded from teammates walking among the audience during the

1.4th Kuhakø (1.963), to simply marching onstage with the rìames of the perfotmets

scrolling on-screen for the 32"d Klhaka (1,981). Ceremonial aspects such declating the

contest 'open' and the ritual passing of the Kohakø banner were also recalled as were

historically signifìcant 'openings'. One of the most memorable was when the bearer of

a rep\tca Olympic torch ran through the Tokyo streets, came inside the Kohakø venue

and walked onto the stage at the 14'h K¡haka (1,963).

At the conclusion of 'Za kohaka',Junko offered a 'sneak preview' into the new

stage design for ¡þs lQth KOhaka by unveiling a mitiztute model of the stage. It had

been noticeably redesigned from the previous year's Kohaka. One imptessive addition

v/as a tiered staircase (henceforth 'tier') that would enable many people to be on stage

simultaneously. The model was painted white, presumably to keep the vivid lighting

and colour scheme a secret until the concert.3oIn all, this episode of 'Za /<ohaka'cteated

30 D.rpit" the neutral colout, it was assumed that tradition would be maintained and the women's team would

o..npy the Red corner ât stage right and the men's team would occupy the \üØhite cotner at stage left'
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a rìew sense of excitement about fþs lQth Kohaka. Viewets were not only were given an

exclusive insight into the staging of the forthcoming programme, but imaginations

were also stimulated and expectations about the gtand opening were raised-would the

50'u K¡haka echpse contests from ptevious years?

One episode of 'Za kohaka' examined significant moments in Kohaku.In the

first half of the programme, Junko and het guest, the distingurshed KAhaka singer

Yoshi Ikuzo, discussed surprising and humorcts Kohalez incidents from past years' An

especially unexpected comic moment occutred at the 42"¿ Kohaka (1'990) when

Ishibashi Takaal<t and I(inashi Nodtake from the comedic duo Tonneruzu (Tunnels)

turned their backs toward the audience and tevealed a painted message asking viewets

to pay the NHI{ licence fee. This incident would later be recalled at the 50'h KAhaku.

The latrer half of 'Za kohakø' took a more sombre tone when Junko and Yoshi

discussed emotive performances including Miyako Flarumi's teatfui and controversial

encore performance in the 35th KOhakø (1984) and the dramatsc scene in the 49th

K¡hakø (1998) whete Wada Akiko lowered het microphone and sang to the NHK

audience without amplifi cation.

Similady poþant moments were recalled in a separate episode of 'Za kohakø'

which examined instances where retfuing artists made their final petformance orl

Koha/<a, usually occupying the venerated tori, or last place, position for theit te m.

Appropriately, long-time Kohaka singet lstaJtma Sabutö, who had petformed n'the tori

position for the \X/hite Team eight times pteviously, was Junko's guest. Together, they

d.iscussed the stirting, pre-retirement performances from Miyako Harumi at the 35th

K¡haka (1984) and Amuto Namie at the 48'h Kohakø (1,991). The honour of perfor-itg

last in the team was also discussed and supplemented by past footage of famots tori

performances. Flosokawa Takashi's ftst ever tori performance, occurting a¡ ¡l1s J4trt

K¡haka (19S3), was particularþ memorable because he continued to sing while gently

shedding tears. Another telated occasion was Misora Hibari's petformance at the 23'd

K¡haka (1,972). This was her 10th consecutive tori prformaflce and, unbeknownst at the

time, it was also her last. These episodes of 'Za kohakøl reinfotced the status of the tori

position. This, in turn, stitred thoughts about the 50th Kohaku: who would be tlne ton

singers for each team? Furthermore, upon viewing significant moments in Kohaka's

CHÅPTEÌì TWO: TFIE 50rrr KOHAKU E,VENT
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history, it was clear that the contest induced impassioned and stirring performances.

\X/ould tears be shed at the 50th Kohaku?

NHK screened several substantial Kohaka-related progtammes in addition to

'Za kohakø', one of which being '(Jta wa jidai o katattaltl,lme 0 ßumøida k¡haka 50kaî

('Song Tells the Story of the Eras-Nurturing Dreams of the 50th KAhaka')

(1999:Television Programme). This two-part NHK-G programme chronologicaliy

examined Kohaka contests in relation to signifìcant moments in wodd history. Footage

from NHI('5 vast archives formed the basis of this programme and was supplemented

by commentary from an unseen male ranatot. The first part scteened on26 December

from 7:20 to 8:35pm and focused on the early Kohaktl yeaLrs and events occurring in the

Showa era. The second part, screening on 27 Decernbet from 8:00 to 8:45pm,

examined the Heisei era. Covering only 10 years-considerably fewet years than the

first patt of the series-this programme paid greàtet attention to broader cultutal

ttends occuring in Japan during this time. One highlight was the prominence of

.womefl's fashion trends, such as cha-patsu (it. 'tea hair') light-titown dyed hair, that was

inspired by idol singer Ämuro Namie.3l In addition, the episode examined how Kohakø

responded to national events, such as when the performers of tLre 42"d Kohakø (1990)

sang in acknowledgmenr of those affected by the Unzen-Fugendake volcano eruption'

The formation of patterns in Kohakø's staging were also observed over time such as

I{obayashi Sachiko's spectacular outfits (as noted above in 'Commercial Television')

and. aerial stunts. In addition, this programme briefly looked at comic skits undettaken

between songs such as Hosokawa Takashi and Maekawa Igoshi donning humorous

costumes and makeup to mimic fellow Kohaka song perfofmefs.

Near the conclusion of the Heisei era episode of 'Uta wajidai o katattalame o

ßømøida kAhaka 50ka/, viewers were introduced to the three compères fot the

impending 50tn K¡hakø. The location was outside the Tokyo Takatazwka Theaúe,

where K¡haka was previousiy held (see Chapter One). Red MC l(ubo Juno and

Nakamura were dressed in traditional fotmal clothing, while the General Chairman

Miyamoto Ry"ii wore a black suit. The Team MCs amiably discussed their expectations

" Fu.r, who copied Àmuro's specifìc fashion style, which was "signified by wavy long hair, sharply colored and

thinly uimmed eyebrows, tighi shott pants, an exposed belly-button, and long high-heeled boots", were known

as "Amurors" (Àoyagr 1'999:123).
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about the contest and their teams' li:rvalr.y,while Miyamoto occasioflally intetjected. The

programme concluded with footage of NHI( Hall while the list of song performets

and Kohakø'sbroadcast time slowly scrolled orì screen.

An exclusive two-p^tt progt^mme about Kohaka was btoadcast solely on

NHI('s satellite station NHK BS-2. Titled 'Nen matsa nen tokashø-omoide no kohaku

atagassen'('The year-end and Beginning of Year Special Collection-Memorable Kahaku

(Jtagassen'), the programme showed selected hrghlights of song performances from

specifìc Kohakø (1999:Television Progtamme). The fìrst part screened from 3:00 to

5:45pm on 2J December and focused on the 29Th Kzhaka (1.918) while the second part

examined the 34th Kohaku (1933) and was broadcast on 28 December in the same

timeslot. The fìnal Kohakø-related progtamme broadcast on NHI( BS-2 was 'Nama

hoso-anata ga erabø omoide koha/<ø-kando no kohaka' ('Live Broadcast-Yout Choice

Memorable Kohaku-Emotional Kohaka) (1999:Teievision Progtamme). This

programme featured some of the most-requested 'memorable' and 'emotional'

moments tn Kohaka histor|, as nominated by viewers. Screening from 7:30 to 11:00pm

on 29 December, this was also the last substantial programme about Kohalea that aired

befote the 50th Kõhaku.3t

Consistent screenings of Kõhaka-related shows reminded viewers of the

contest's m^fly traditions and placed the forthcoming contest within a historical

context. Moreover, footage of famous performances tefteshed the memories of Kohaka

devotees and created a sense of nostalgia. NHI('s final 'teaser', however) was to

broadcast select footage from the 31 Decembet tehearsals for the 50'h Kíhaka (as

described later in this chapter) which appeared at the end of the NHI(-G 7:00pm news,

oniy minutes before the contest's broadcast. This heightened anticipation for the 50th

contest itself-the climax of the K¡þaku hlp..

Rival Music Programmes on New Yearts Eve

Kohakø's longstanding reputation as a high-rating programme did not dissuade

commercial television networks to broadcast rival music programmes head-to-head

with the 50tt Kuhakrl ot to ovedap with its 7:30 to 11:45pm timeslot. Some Kohakø acts

32Anepisode of'ZaKahaku'airedfromS:45-8:55pm, l¡tt'Namahoso-anatagaerabaomoideleohaku-kandono

kobaku'concluded at the later time of 11:00pm.
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performed live in several of these programmes (as had always been the case) and

quickly moved from venue to verlue throughout the night.

One programme, ltled '(Jrado kaantodaun sapa sapeshara 24 jikan marugoto raiba

LOVE LOVE 2000' ('$7odd Countdown Super Special 24 Hours Entirely Live Love

Love 2000), screened ftom 9:00 to 11:00pm in direct competition with the 50'h K¡haka

(1999:Television Programme). This was a 'maLrat}ron edition' of the extremely popular

truji TV programme 'Love Love Aishitterø' ('Love, Love, I Love You'), co-hosted by

popular male idol gtoup I(inI( I{ids and others. One television magazi¡e arttc:ulated

the dilemma that viewets faced on New Year's Eve 1999 following the emergence of

this new programme:

Kohaka versus this program: confused as to which to watch!? If you seriously

prefer young performers, then naturally, [tune in] herel (TelepaÌ 1'999:37)

This maga zine and others implied that Kohakø would have far fewer young perfotmers

than the extended version of 'Love Love Aishittera'. This was indeed true; Fuji TV's

programme wâs certainly rlirected toward younger viewets, whjle NHI{'s Kohaka, wirh

its mix of songs for all ages, was desþed for all age groups.

Another'special edition'programme fot younger audiences was scheduled for

New Year's Eve alongside Kohakø. Titled 'Omedeto! 2000nen nu¡kku sateshon søpeshara'

('Congratulations! Year 2000 Music Station Special), this TV ,{.sahi show was billed as

z yearend. edition of the renowned weekly J-pop show 'M@lkka sateshon' ('Music

Station'), and claimed to feature 100 famous compositions for the year 2000. The

programme did not, however, go to ailr,. At the last minute, it was replaced by an

'international millennium countdown' programme þossibly to avoid competing with

Kohakø for ratings) that traced the atrival of the New Year in 68 countries.

Kohakø was also up against music programmes which featured non-Japanese

performers. The satellite station !øOWOW, fore example, teievised 'Mireniama raibø'

('Millennium Live), an eight-hour live-perfotmance show broadcast from 5:00pm to

1:00am which featured both '\merican and Japanese artists (Television

Programme:1,999). The programme was divided into thtee segments: the ftst was a

recent live concert called 'centre stage tour 1999 "Powet"', feùtrrilns the soloist Fumiya

Fujü who was a former member of the 1980s group Checkers; the second segment was
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the live broadcast of a concert held at Osaka Dome by American bands Aetosmith and

Mr. Big which were touring Japan at the time; and the final segment traced the history

of Aerosmith from its rise to fame in the 1970s.

One significant programme to rival Kohakø was'Dai 32kai toshiwasare nþpon no

ata' Q2"ð Year-End Party: Songs Of Japan') btoadcast from 5:00 to 9:30pm (Television

Programme:1.999). Although it was not a song contest, this TV Tokyo show had

similar elements to the 50th Knhaka. It, too, was broadcast live, boasted an extensive

history (this was its 32"à year), was long in duration (over fout houts) and featured

songs from a broad range of music genres. The content was surprisingly analogous,

and included "famous songs representative of generations...[and] songs of the heart"

as well as live performances from established stars, such as enka singers I{ttaitmz

Saburö, Itsuki Hiroshi, Ishikawa Sayuri and Hosokawa Takasht (TV gaido 1,999:21,6).

Moreover, the TV Tokyo progrâmme contained a similar theme to both the 50th

KOhaka (as noted above in 'Programme Themes') and the abandoned special edition of

'Mujlkkil sateshon' ('Music Station'), promising 'n/øisseiki ni nokoshitai ata' ('songs [to be

carded over and] to remain for the 21't century) (TV gaido 1,999:21,6).

The most prestigious programme to challenge Kohaka-w^s the long-running

'Nihon rekodo taisho- ('Japan Record Awards'), subtitled 'Dai 4l kai kagaltakø! ('Fot The

41,t Time It Shinesl) (Television Programme:1999). This award ceremony screened

from 6:00 to 8:50pm on TBS TV and honoured Jrpan's most successful recotding

artists of 1,999. Not suqprisingly, m^rty of the 50th Kzhaka sorrg petformets teceived

commendations at the event.3'Some singers, such as Hamasaki Ayo-i, 19 and GIAY,

perfotmed in both Kohaku and the 'Nihon rekodo taisho- programmes, rto doubt adopting

33 The oflrcial internet site for the'Nibon rekodo taisho' provides a summary of the awards conferred to 501h Klhaka

performers ('History: Dai 4lkainihon rekôdo taishõ" 2O00:Internet) The rock band GLAY achieved the

ceremony's highest accolade, the taisbo (Gtand Award), while J-pop singer Gö Hiromi received the saiusbo

kashosho (À4ost Superior Singer ,\ward). The songwtiter for Moningu Musumeo uras granted the sakþokatho

(Composer's Award) for the gloup's song"LOl/E masbtn" ("Love Machine"). The henklokasho ('Auanget's

Awarå) was, furrhermore, granted for the arrangement of "Kinìkaguo -tuluran-" ('Lily of the Valley") which

had been populadzed by enka singer I{awanaka Miyuki. The lyricist for enka star Sakamoto Fuyumi was awarded

the sakushishA (I-yricist's '\ward) for"KaTg ni tatsÌ'("To Stand Against the Wind"). In addition, the tok'ubetsusbo

(Special Award) was granted to the high-selling children's song "Dan¿o 3 klodaf' ('The Three dangoBrothets"),

p.ìfor-.d by Shigemori Ay'umi and Hayami I(entarö. Other 50'h Kobaku acts such as 79,Harada Yuri, Hamasaki

Ayumi and Something ELse were among multiple recipients of theyshu sakubinsbo @est 
\ùØork;\ward)'
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kanikary tarento (talent with a death wish) behaviour as they frantically travelled

between vefl,ues.'o

The NHK Hall Audience Experience

Scenes Outside NHK Hall, ShibuYa

In the cold late-afternoon of 31 December, a subdued scene was unfolding outside

NHK Hall compared with the bdsk-pace of the Kohaþ.u teheatsals inside the venue'

Along the tree-lined boulevard, peopie casually walked dogs and made their way

between Harajuku and Shibuya districts. Food stalls, poweted by noisy generators, sold

hot corn-on-the-cob, okonomþtaki (savoury pancake) and lakisoba (fned noodles) and

the stall ownefs and their few customefs sat motionless, avidly listening to portable

stereos while a ctowd of Kohakø ticket-holders gathered'

A latge sþ positioned on NHK grounds clearly stated the ptocedure for

admission to the venue: ticket-holders must join a line and .entry into the hall would

commence from 5:45pm. Seating was not pre-allocated and a place at the head of the

line ensured a seat with a good view of the stage inside the hall. Ticket holders

presented their pass to NHI( security guards (see Plate 10) and ioined the winding

rows of people, separated by blue metal partitions (see Plate 11). As night fell, the line

extended down the boulevard. The majority of people appeared to be unaccompanied

bur a few were in pairs (see Plate 12) anð, thete were a limited number of large groups

(see Plate 13). It is common for people to attend Kohaku alone, primatily because they

have only worr a single ticket. In the tare event of one person obtaining multiple tickets,

it is likely that he or she would invite friends from actos s Japan to come to Tokyo for

the honour of being pat of the NHI( Hall audience.

Most ticket-holders wore heavy winter coats and scarves> nevertheless, it was

clear by the vatiety of casual clothing and traditional kirtono that each person had a

d.ifferent view as to the formality of the occasion. They were all quietly reserved, with

'o It i, int.r"rring to nore that Utada Hikaru appeared tn the'Nihon rekodo taisho- ('The Japan Record Awards) and

performed her song "Automaric", despite publicly decladng she would not be involved with any program orì

Ñewyear,s Eve, including the 50,h XAltopi. This perhaps suggests that some artists hold the'Nihon rekodo taishd

in higher regard than Kobaku.
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their tickets safely kept from view.35 Tickets u/ere irreplaceable. Despite the modetate

level of security in place, several men paced alongside the crowd, outside NHK

properry, and discretely þut illegally) trytfrg to sell scalped K¡haku tickets.36,\ scalped

ticket would not necess ariry guartntee entry. NHK Hall staff prohibited forged tickets

and held a clear record of the postcards successfully drawn in the ballot and, thetefore,

the names of the principal ticket-holder. Cleady the (inflated) price and the risk

associated with a scalped ticket, not to mention the shame of being discoveted and

publicly refused, was too grc t for some. Lining the small wall along the boulevard

were several hopeful people holding banners that politely appealed for spate audience

tickets from legitimate ticket-holders who wete willing to p^rtwith them. Two middle-

aged women sat alone, holding signs that requested tickets (see Plate 14). A gtoup of

three youths held a similar sign (see Plate 15); people of all ages wanted to see KAhaka.

Inside NHK Hall
Upon gaining entry to NHI( Hall, ticket-holders gained access to the inner wotld of

Kohakø that relaively few had encountered. One woman recounted her expedence as a

50ù Kohaka atdtence member on her website ("Kohaka Utagassen" 2000:Intetnet). Äfter

joining the line at 5:30pm and entering the main Hall doors around 7:00pm, she was

able to purchase gifts and sandwiches from the lobby. Upon entry into the Hall itself,

she received a Kohakø pamphlet, a penlight torch and instructions as to how and when

ro use the torch during the performances. ,\ double-sided circular paper fan featlflng a

caricatue of each Team MC (see Plate 16) was also distributed as a means of voting at

the end of the contest.

Technical Preparations

While the media and public deliberated over Kohaka, internal prcpatations fot the

contest were well underway in December. Fifteen cameras ranging from small remote

control models to roaming hand-held camens were positioned around NHI( Hall

QrJippon Hõsõ Gijutsu I(yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centã 2000:467). Over 1300 lights were

in place to illuminate the stage and audience seating 
^tea:s, 

guided by approximately 350

" Th" -o-.n in my photographs only tevealed thek tickets at my request.
36 I upprou.hed one scalpet to ask the cost of a ticket, but he avoided my gaze, did not answer and quickly

*alk.á away. Perhaps, as the only ga/in (a person who is not Japanese) in the area, I seemed suspiciously out of
place and he surmised that I could jeopardise his unlawful trade ot report him to authorities'
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pre-programmed cues (l\ippon Hoso Gijutsu I{yoku Seisaku Giiutsu Centã 2000:469,

471). This was orìe of the latgest Kohaka ever to be staged.

-,\ vatiety of new and innovative technical equipment were employed especially

for this gtand-scale Koha/<u.3t For the frst time, two six-metre camera- cranes were

positioned above each team corner to capture elevated shots of the stage and Hall

audience and a new lighting desk was employed to field the large volume of lighting

cues QJippon Hosõ Gijutsu I(yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centz 2000:468, 469).3'In addition,

the camera system within NHK Hall was upgraded to high definition digrtal which

allowed superior picture quality for those viewing the broadcast in Hi-Vision.

,\s with ezch year, new props and stage designs were created fot the song

performances. The most stdking were eight enormous sphete-shaped glowing balloons,

desþed to glow various colours during Matsu Takako's song performance Q'{ippon

Hosö Gijutsu þoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centã 2000:470). Additionally, the Iarge tear

projector was used specifically to creâte a "three dimensional stage" duting Sachiko

I(obayashi's perfotmance and a "dynamic laser-like effect" fot Sailo Hideki Q'Jippon

Hosö Gijutsu l{yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centã 2000:470). Lastly, in keeping wtth' Kohakø

tradition, between 1,0 and 20 l<tlograms of falling paper 'snow' was used onstage

(Iokyo News Tsüshinsh a 1,999:41)

Final Rehearsals

Small-scale rehearsals had taken place throughout Decembet so to fìnalise the technical

requirements associated with the staging and live-broadcast. In the days preceding the

conceft, pfivate rehearsals for Large gfoups of KAhaka performets were undettaken at

NHK Hall. The fìnal dress rehearsals, howevet, took place on the day of the concert'3e

These included blocking, perfotming to camera and a fl.tn-though of the entire

programme. Security was extremely tight. The stage entrance at the rear of NHI( Hall

was declared a restricted arca and was manned by numerous guards and staff who

" Muny precautionary measures were untaken to Ptevent power supply problems anúcipated by Y2I{. See

Nippon Hösõ Gijutsu I{yoku Seisaku Giiutsu Centã (2000) for examples.
38 

Orr.rul_1, there were more than 400 lighting cues Q.trippon Hoso Gijutsu I{yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centã

2000:469).
3e Li-it.d footage from the 50n Kohaka rehearsals was, howevet, broadcast in a brief news story on the NHI(-G

7:00 news, as described later in this chapter.

CHÄPTER T\lO: THE 50rt1 KOHAKU E\/EN'I'
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monitored activities via suweillance screens.4o ,\ security desk was located at the

entrance in ordet to sign in authorised members of the press, and present them with

identity cards.at These were the only Kohakø rehearcals to which members of the press

were invited and conditions of entry were strict. Identification cards that cleatly stated

one's name and afftltatedmedia organisatiorì were to be wotn at all times. Visitors wete

given a list detaiìing acceptable and unâcceptable conduct in ordef to preserve the

privacy of the song performers. For example, only photogtaphs clirected toward the

stage, and not the audience seating area where some singers would rest during leisure

time, were permitted. It was also important to maintain the secrecy and mystery

surrounding certain performances. NHI( staff did not want the programme's unique

features to be publicly revealed until the btoadcast and photographers were, in

parjLc:ula1 banned from shooting for Mikawa l(en'ichi and l(obayashi Sachiko's

rehearsals.o'

Throughout the daly, a large number of backstage, technical and production

staff swiftly and professionally conducted sound checks and camera and lighting

rehearsals. The Team MCs, also wearing casual clothes, read from p^per scrþts or auto

cues and rehearsed every aspect of theit toles. Elaborate stage effects requiring

precision timing, such as moving sets on and off stage, were reviewed and full-scale

song rehearsals and 'dry runs' were undertaken so to synchronise the large number of

performers and musicians involved.

Despite the importunce of these rehearsals, nearly all of the perfotmers were

dressed informally and devoid of elaborate makeup or hairstyles. lØardrobe staff,

instead, held performarìce costumes in front of song petfotmets when they blocked

their onstage movements (see Plate 17). Gowns, suits and kimono were neatly draped

from coat hangers to avoid creasing but occasionally, song petfofmers would wear

their garments to test its appropriateness among the lighting and stage design. Even so,

'o \X4r.r, in this area, I noticed several K¡haku dancets and song performers (such as the members of Hysteric

Blue) walking around ot casually sitting on chairs, smoking.
4tAru'memberof thepress'atthe51.,K¡hakø(2000)rehearsals, Ireceivedapresscarduponwhichlwrotemy
name and publication for which I worked. This pass was only valid for the day and was to be returned upon exit'

I also received a handout with the running order of the rehearsals fot the day and a preview of the order of song

perfotmances and the songs themselves for the Kohaþ-u concert'
o'Th" NHK-G 7:00pm news, however, presented a glimpse into Mikawa l(en'ichi's song performance and

showed him without makeup, seated on a gold thtone. See Chapter Five for further discussion of this stage

design and cosftrme.
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rehearsals r^î to a tight scheduie and, to hasten proceedings, a stâge crew member

would often stand in place of a song performet and wear a sign around his/het neck

bearing the petformer's name.

Every segment was rehearsed, although not always in progtamme order.

Segments ranged from the formal introduction of the Team MCs at the start of the

programme, to the counting of the audience's voting fans and the distribution of

yellow balls by judging officials at the end. Dudng the tehearsals fot the latter segments,

results for each team were displayed numedcally on signs.at The Kohaka'cotntdown to

midnight' segment which was to take place after the programme's conclusion, was also

strictly rehearsed (as discussed later in this chapter). lØhen the festivities associated

with this segment concluded, crew members rapidly swept a'way sfte mers and paper

snow ftom along the sta;ge are^ with the knowledge that the start of the concert was

only moments away.

The 50..]' Kobaþ,u Progtamme

The 50th Kohaka took place at NHK Hall, Shibuya, Tokyo on Ftidzy 31' l)ecember

1,999, witnessed by the in-house NHK audience and btoadcast in Japan on NHI(-G

and NHI( BS-2. To accommodate the larger scale of the ptoduction, the 50rh Kzhaktl

commenced at 7:30pm: 30 minutes eatliet than usual. Not since the 44tn K¡haka (1,993)

had the programme occupied this timeslot. Futthermore, with a duration of four hours

and 15 minutes, this was the longestKohaka since the 44ù Kohaka (1,993).

Programme Summary

While the structure of the 50rh Kohaktl w^s typical of recent Kohakø, the grandeut of the

occasion was unrivalled (see Appendix E fot an overview of the programme). Kohaku's

setting was immediately established in the opening frames of the programme, with a

bird's eye view of Tokyo by night, before landing in NHI{ HalI; a teminder that this is

Japan's contest, taking place in Japan's capital and on gtounds belonging to the

national public broadcaster. Inside NHK H:alf an exciting opening ceremony set the

scene and members of the \X/hite and Red Teams gathered onstage. For the fìrst time,

ot Th"r. numbets were created fot the putpose of rehearsing the segment and did not corresPond with the actual

scores achieved later that evening in the real contest. Remarkably, the tehearsal scores were 1324 fot the Red

Team and 1889 for the \ù7hite Team, correctþ predicting the \'X/hite Te am's vlctofy.

CHÄPTER'I-\(/O: TFIE 50rJr KOHAKU EVEN'I
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the 50rh KAhaka Community was togethet. From here, the programme seamlessly

shifted between a variety of entertaining segments ând song perfofmances.oo |rftet a

ten-minute newsbreak at 9:20pm, the second half of the progtâmme commenced. ,\t

the end of the contest, the votes were tallied and the ìØhite Team was declated the

winner. In celebration, the offstage T0þ0 hosõ kangenga/<adan (Tokyo Btoadcasting

Orchestra) ptayed an 8-bar melody þest known as an extrâct ftom the Chotus "See,

the Conquering Hero Comes" from Handel's oratorio Jødas Maccabeus)'

The Song Performances

This study identifies 56 song performances in the 50'h Kohaka, 54 of which are

ptesented by individual performers (for example, soloists/bands and groups) a;nd are

numbered according to pfogïamme order. The other two song perfotmances afe

closing songs for each half of the contest and 
^re 

rTot teferted to by number, in

keeping with patterns established in previous KAhaka'

The lrst half of the programme featutes 26 Red and rü/hite acts, performing

(almost always) in alternation, concludes with a perfotmance of the 'love song in its

broadest serìse'which NHK alluded to in earþ December (see Table 2.5 overleaF). This

song is perfotmed by 'The 50th KAhaka Community'. Unlike the other song of the fìrst

half which are numbered from one to 26, this song is an addition to the progtamme

and is therefore unnumbered.

oo Vid.o footage from an episode of the chat shot¡¡ 'Za Kobaku', broadcast in 2000, revealed some of the action

taking place ba.kstag. during the 50rh Kohaka (20OO:Television Progtam). Hete, hundreds of additional

perfoimers waited in lines that extended down long corridots and into the 
^fge

iets into place and had other sets sranding by for upcoming performances. hair

and makeup adjusted in the wings and practiced their dance moves before

p.rform.rs-ev.n osed the backsàge 
^re^ 

as private place where they could get to know fellow Community
'-"-b"rr-r, ka singer Tendö yoitrimi and the vocalist Tama from the J-pop band Hysteric Blue, for example,

shared a few jokes and observed that they were both from Osaka'
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Table 2.5 Order of Song Performances in the First Half of the 50d' Koha,ka

Staøing time

(p*)
Team Song Performer SongTitle

7:33:1,5 Red 1 Möningu Musume" "LOVE mashlrl'("Love Machine")

l:36:31 \Øhite 2 DA PUMP "ì7e can't stop the music"

7:39:51 Red 3 Hysteric Blue " H artl -spring-" ("Spring")

7:43:05 NØhite 4 Something ELse "Rasato chansì' ("Last Chance")

7:47'30 Red 5 ShigemoriAp-i
andHayamt I(entaro

"Dango 3 klodaÌ' ("The Three dangoBrothers")o

7:50:58 V/hite 6 Toba Ichiro " As hi qøri - mi sa k/' (" Cape Ashizuri")

7:54:49 Red 7 MAX "Issho ni..." ("Together.. .")

'7:59.30 \X/hite 8 GLAY " S abaibanl' ("Survival")

8:09:14 Red 9 Harada Yuri "Tsagara no hand' ("Flowers of Tsugaru")

8:1.2:26 !7hite 10 Yoshi Ikuzo "Fu1a no sake" ("Wintet's sake")

8:15:54 Red 11' Matsu Takako "Yøtme no shiqukì' ("Droplets of a Dream")

8:1,9:52 !Øhite 1'2 19 "Ano kanihikoki kamoriTora watte"

("That Paper Plane \X/ill Break Through the

Cloudy Sky")

8:23:28 White 13 YamakawaYutaka "Amerika-bashl'("AmericaBridge")

8:26:24 Red 14 I{ozatKaort "Bokyo jønen" ("Ten Years of Nostaþa")

8:29:57 White 15 Saiio Hideki " Bairamosì' ("Let's Dance")

832:50 Red 1'6 Nakamura Mitsuko "Kawachi-7akd' ("Kawachi sake")

8:35:58 Red 1.7 I(iroro "Nagai aidl' (" Along Time")

8:39:19 ìØhite 18 Horiuchi Takao "Zo,ka: take tonbo -seishun no shþpo-" ("Sequel:

Bamboo Dragonfly -the tail-end of youth-)
8:43:00 Red 19 Godai Natsuko "Kalemachi ruinatl" ("\Øaiting fot a Favourable

\X/ind in the Harbour")

8:47:08 rü/hite 20 TOKIO "Ai no arashl' ("The Love Storm")

8:50:46 Red 21 SPEED "my graduation'99"

8:56:4t White 22 Godaigo " 81 atifura n e m i' ("8 eautiful Name")

9:00:18 Red 23 Every Little Thing "Over and Ovet"

9:04:1.1. N7hite 24 I{ayamaYlzo "Kimi to itsamademo" ('You, Forevetmore")

9:07:18 Red 25 Fuji Ayako "Onna no magokoro"

(",\ Woman's Earnest Sincerity")

9:1,1:01. \Øhite 26 Maekawa I{yoshi *T0kJ0 sabakì' ("Tokyo DeserC')

9:15:0i The 50d' Kohaka Community

(The 50't' Kohakø Community Song)

"N/uisseiki no l<initachi e-Â song for chjldren-"
("For the People of the 2l" Century-A Song fot

Children-")

Source: -A.dapted from 50'h K¡haku Utagassen 1999:Television Programme
n The number '3' in the Japanese title of this song is pronounced as '¡an' .
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The second hatf presents the remaining individual performances, numbered ftom 2J to

54 and, the progtamme concluded with long-held ttadition of singing "Hotara no hikarf'

("The Light of Fireflies") (see Table 2.6 oveieaf). This song, identifìed in this study as

'The Kohal<ø Finale Song', performed by 'The 50th Knhdkø Commtnity and others', is

also unnumbeted.au The fìrst of these songs unites the members of the Community

members to perform a song especially composed for the occasion. In a similar manner,

the second of these songs brings together the Community members, this time to

perform an established song customafily used to conclude the ptogramme.

Throughout the evening an exhtfanting sense of anticipation was maintained,

chiefly because the neither the order of programme nor the songs were publicly known.

\Mho would perform next? \X/hich song would they sing? Due to the unpredictable

nature and immediacy of live television, there was also an expectation that something

embarrassing, humorous or poignant might happen without warning as in past yeats

(see Chapter One). This was heightened by the 'song performance pteludes'. As z form

of introduction, the Team MC would speak at various len$ths about the performers,

interview them or speak to special guests/persons immediately before the song

performance. As NHK staff had undoubtedly intended, audiences remained

uninformed until the moment the song was announced on the programme and the

songs were always received with great applause.

as Conrrrlt DVD examples 1-4 (or rhe corresponding still images in Appendix H if the DVD is inaccessible) for

selected song petformances from the ltst half. See DVD examples 5-7 (or Appendix H) for selected song

performances from the second half.
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Tabte 2.6 Order of Song Performances in the Second Half of the 50th Kol¡aka

Starting time

(þm)
Team SongPerforner SongTitk

9:30:27 \Øhite 27 Yaen "Be Cool!"

9:34'26 Red 28 Hamasaki AYu^i "Boys & Gids"

9:38:04 SØhite 29 L'arc-en-Ciel ..HEAVEN'S DRIVE,"

9:41:48 Red 30 Suzuki,{.mi ..8E, TOGETHER''

9:45:17 'ùØhite 31' SMAP "Fly"

9:50:20 Red 32 ,\muro Namie "RESPECT the PO\X/ER OF LOVE"

9:54.48 Iíhite 33 Sans Filtre "Yei Yei" ('Yeah Yeah")

9:59:01 Red 34 globe 'You Are The One"

L0:12:41. Red 35 Yashiro Aki "Funa atà' ("Sailor's Song")

101.6:45 \X4rite 36 I(aguya hime "Kanda-gawì' ("Kanda River")

1.0:20:34 Red 37 Nagayama Yöko " S adan e 1 a kz" ("Destiny Snow")

"Sa/<ara no hana no chiru gotokì'
10:23:26 SØhite 38 Hosokawa Takashi

("As if Cherry Blossoms Were Falhng")

1,0:32:26 Red 39 I(awanaka Miy"ki "Kimikageso -sø7uran-"("Lily of the Valley")

"Eien ni bara no toki o"
10:35:16 White 40 Mikawa l{en'ichi

("Happy Times for All Etetnity")

1.039:45 Red 47 Matsuda Seiko ..S$øEET MEMORIE,S"

10:43:57 White 42 Gõ Hiromi ..GOLDFINGER'99''

10:47:35 Red 43 Sakamoto FuYumi "Ka7e ni tatstÌ' ("To Stand Against the Wind")

1.0:51;49 \Øhite 44 Minami Haruo

"Genroleø meisofø- Tawaraboshi Genba -"
("The Famous Spear Song of the Genroku

Era-T a'wataboshi Genba-")

1.0:57 41. Red 45 I{obayashi Sachiko " Y a n c h a 7a ke" ("Mis chievous sa,ke")

11.:02:35 !Øhite 46 Sada Masashi
" Ki se ki- o,kina ainoyoni-"

'Miracle-Like an Overwhelming Love-")('

1.1.:07:30 Red 47
Yuki Saori and

Yasuda Sachiko
" F t/r'/./s ato" ("Hometown")

1.1.:1.1.:13 White 48 Mori Shin'ichr " Ofakøro-san" ("Mother Dear")

1.1.:1.5:1.2 Red 49 Ishikawa Sayuri " Amagi-goe" ("Amagi Pass")

11:18:50 ìØhite 50 Tanimura Shinji "SabarÌ'("The Pleiades")

1,1,:23:42 Red 51 Tendo Yoshimi
"Kau.ta fto liagare nolo nt

("Like the River's Flow")

1.1:27:27 N7hite 52 Itsuki Hiroshr "Yo -7orì' ("The Night Sky")

1,1,:30:56 Red 53 Wada Akiko
"Ano kane o naraJu no wa anati'

('You Are the One Ringing that Bell")

1,1:35:26 !(¡hite 54 I{ttajtna Saburo "Matsurf'("Festival")

1.1.:43:08
The 50,h Kohaku Community and

others Qhe Kohakø Finale Song)
"Hotaru no hikad'("The Light of Fireflies")

Source: Adapted from 50'h Kohaka Utagassen 1999:Television Programme
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Supplementary Se gments

Ân eclectic variety of segments supplemented the song performances in the 50th

K¡haku. The ceremonial and introductory segments were part of the contest's general

proceedings others addressed broader cultural aspects (see Table 2'7, overleaf, for

selected categories and examples, consult Appendix E for a full descriptions of all

segments). The team events, in particular, showcased the talents of each Kohaka te m'

In the Team Talent Finale, for example, male and femaie team members participated in

sex-specifìc Japanese performing arts traditions: Red Team membets ioined women

ftom the all-female Takanzuka revue in a song and dance routine and !Øhite Team

members collaborated with male actors ftom the male-only kabøki ttadttton and

enacted scenes from a play (see Appendix E from clock 10:04:56). These not only

highlighted the versatility of the Kohaka song petformers and the division betrveen the

sexes, but also linked Kohakø with othet long-standing traditions inJapan.

. Some supplementary segmenrs such âs the KOshale¡tai (tit. 'Altetnating

Battling') took place in the team corners at either the side of stage, were very brief and

involved few participants. Others utilised the main stage and featured hundreds of

additional performers in sophisticated song and dance routines, such as the Sporting

Hero Segment. Regardless of location, magnitude ot participants, these supplementary

segments ptovided divetsity within the limiting confìnes of a 'song corì.test' and served

as a welcome contrast to the 54 song performances.

CH,A.PTER T\øO: THE 5OrÃ KOHAKU EVENT
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Table 2.7 Selected Examples of Supplementary Segments of the 50ú Kohaka

Cateporlt" Tvþe Descrìþtion

Cetemonial
Opening Ceremony Setting the scene outside and inside NHI{ Hall, with

choir, team membets and Team MCs.

End of the First Half Brief conclusion to the fust part of Kohaka, with the

General Chairman.

Vote '\cquisition and

Tallying
Audience members and iudges vote, yellow balls are

divided into baskets, Team MCs throw the balls into the

audience and the White Team is declared the contest's

wlnnef.

Presentation of the

Kohaka Pendant
The \X/hite MC (on behalf of the ìØhite Team) is

presented with the Kohaka pendent.

Cultural
Traditional New Year AJapanese New Year folk tale is enacted.

Segment

Introductory
Introducing the
Team MCs and
General Chairman

Inttoducing the Team MCs and General Chairman.

Introducing
the Panel of fudges

Each ludge is introduced by the General Chairman.

'Other Segment'
Introduction Team Banling.

The preamble for a nev/ segment, such as Sporting or

Sporting
Sporting Hero Segment Children dance and the maleJ-pop duo I{inki l(ds (not

Kohaka performers this year) sing' Various spott-ing

identities are honouted.

Sho kona

(lit. 'Show Corner)
A 'sports Hero Show' wtth Kohaka song performers,

acrobats, cheetleaders, the male pop grouP V6 (not

Kohaku performers this yeat) and sPortspeople who will
fepfesent Tapan at the Olympic Games

Team Battling
Sho kona: koshøl<otaì

(lit. 'Show Corner
Team MCs rally support from iudges, Kohaka song

performets or outside sources.

Alternating Battling)

Koshøkotai A brief comic skit using puppets bearing a likeness to
the Team MCs.(lit. 'Alternatinq B attling')

Team Events
Red Team
Talent Segment eye coordination routine.

Red Team song perfotmers present a complicated hand-

White Team
Talent Segment

White Team song performets participate tn a ,kabaki

name-g1ung cefemony.

Team Talent Finale Red and White Teams showcase separâte Talents and

come togethef for a înale.

Source: 50ú' Kohaka Utagassen 1999:Television Programme
o Segments are listed alphabetically according to category and are not in programme order.
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The Panel ofJudges

During the progtamme's first half, the Genetal Chakman introduced the Kohaka iudges

and described their various professions (see Table 2.8). Most were current cultural

icons or well-known personalities who had been in the public eye dudng the past

year.46 Others, such as university student Ototake Hirokata, were present to ensure the

panel would broadly represent all ages of the community. Only the lyricist Aku Yù was

associated with the music industry. *t In keeping with Kohaka tradition, the panel

included an NHI{ representative and to ensure z fau tesult for the contest, both men

and womerì were equally represented.

Tabk 2.8 Judges for the 50'¡ Kohaku

name .Çex

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11.

Dejima Takeharu

Matsushiba Maka

Uchitake Makiko
Nomura Mansai

Tamura Yoko
Tsukigawa Masahiko

I{usafue Mitsuko

AkuYù
Fukushima Akiko
Ototake Hirokata
Ito Ritsuko

rank (second highest) samo wrestfer

Actor
Writer
Ilogen actor from the no theatre

Jado athlete

Actor
Actor
Popular song lyricist

Golfer
Politics and economics student at'SØaseda University

Manager of NHI{ Seisaka

Male

Female

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

(Programme Production Department)

Source : 50'h Kohaka Utagasnn 1999:Television Progtamme

Contest Results

,{.fter the finaI song performance, the judging process was tapidly underway.

Birdwatchers frantically scanned the Hall, counting the number of red ot white paper

fans held by NHI( Hall audience members, representing votes for the preferred team.

Meanwhile, the judges voted for their prefered team by depositing a yellow ball in

eithet the Red or Ïøhite compartment of alarge voting box.

ou D.¡i1nu Takeharu, for example, had claimed ftst prize 
^t 

a silml tournament in Nagoya and Nomura Mansai

had won a d.istinguished award in recognition of his work inthe no theatre tradition (see Äppendix E' clock

7:45:47, for futther details).

" A ,"no*rr"d lyricist, Aku Yü's songs have been petformed by many past and present Kohaku performets,

including the 1970s pop duo Pink Lady and enka singer Itsuki Hiroshi. At the 50'r' Kohaku,Aku was the iudge of
performãnces of his own þic compositions, namely "Funa øtì' ("Sailor's Song") performed by Yashito Äki and

"Ano kane 0 narasu no wa anata" (You Âte The One Ringing That Bell") performed by SØada Akiko.
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The votes from the âudience v/ere tallied. Soon aftet, screàms of delight and

sulprise emanated from the crowd when the close scores were revealed on separate

placards: 1,217 for the Red Team anð 1,479 fot the \White Team. This result was, after

all, a preliminary indication of the contest's outcome. Ultimately, however, it was not

the quantity of audience votes that mattered but how these votes were dispersed

among NHK Hall's gtound level and two balconies. The team acquiring the maiority

of audience votes from each level would be allocated a yellow ball. Tensions ran high

as this was determined and the three yellow balls were placed in the voting box among

the 11 balls already deposited by the judges. The audiences' votes held less weight than

the judges, but were still very important. Âltogether, thete were 14 þ2115-2¡1 s\¡s¡

¡¡¡¡¡þs1-and it was therefore 
^very 

real possibility that the contest could result in a

Ue

Despite the impending climax, the two MCs chatted amial:./ry throughout the

voting pfocess and still preserved the thrilling but tense atmosphefe. The 14 balls were

allocâted into sepatate wicker baskets for each te^m. Holding their respective baskets,

the MCs simultaneously pitched their balls into the crowd one at a nme After each

MC had thrown five balls, I(ubo Junko upturned her basket to indicate her team had

none remaining. \X/ith ^ 
gre t cheer, the White Team was declared the outright winner,

with nine balls compated with the Red Team's five balls.

This victory held significance not only for the 50t1'anniversary Kohaka, but also

in the conrext of the KObakø historical tally of victories.ot Pdor to the 50'n KAhakø, the

Red Team had won 25 Kohaka, while the S7hite Team had won 24. The \White Team's

dramatic victory tn 1.999levelled the scores and ensured an even playing fìeld fot the

start of the new millennium.

Post-Programme

The Countdown to Midnight
Following Kohakø's conclusion at LL:45pm. the time-honoured programme'Yaka toshi

køra toshî ('The Year Gone By, The Year To Come') was broadcast on the NHK-G

ot 
,4., frrt described in Chapter One, the Kahaku histotical tally is the record of accumulative wins by each team

thtoughout the contest's history.
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channel. In keeping with tradition, the progtamme presented footage of peaceful,

snow-capped Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines from across the Japan. This year,

however, the footage only lasted a few minutes before a unique segment was

introduced: to commemorate the anival of the new millennium, there was a live cross-

back to NHK lHrall. at 11:58pm. Here, the Kohaku song performers and hall audience

members joyfully counted the seconds until midnight and celebrated the occasion with

great fanfare. The Kohaka revelry lasted for approximately 20 seconds into the New

Yea1 then the programme screened various images of lteworks over various Japanese

cities, gatherings crowds outside famous temples in Tokyo arrd, later, footage of

celebrations in Sydney, Shanghai and Bangkok as the wodd observed the arival of the

new millennium.

Repottage and Ratings

On the night of 31 December, photogtaphs of the 50'h Kohaka graced the front covers

of evening newspapers such as Dein søþoßa (Duily Sports) and Søþoßa hachi (Sports

News). Dedicated K¡haka websites immediately dissected every aspect of the

programme from the songs performed to the costumes worn and the contest's

outcome. It was not until days latet, howevet, that tangible evidence of Kohakø's

success 'was revealed through Video Research's published ratings. Overall, the 50th

K¡ha,þa was well received throughout Japan (see Appendix F for ratings from all

applicable Japanese tegions). In the I(antö region, it achieved a maximum of 45.8

percent of viewers during the programme's first half (Video Research Limited

2000a:1).ae The second half, on the othet hand, peaked at 50.8 percent-a significant

decline from the previous year's second half rating of 57.2 percent (Video Research

Limited 2000a:1).50 The media also published the maximum tatings achieved during the

54 scheduled song performances, indicating the most and least popular singers.

uo Thi, su¡passed the 45.4 percent record for the frst half of the program, set at the 49'h Kohaku (1998) (Video

Research Limited 2000a:1).
50 

S".r"rul unusual events in 1999 could account for the poor ratings during the program's second half,

particularly as the midnight hour drew nigh. It was, for example, well publicised that the Tokyo train systems

would shut down well before 12:00am to avoid Y2I( problems. As such, Kohaku viewers planning to travel after

the program's conclusion (to a temple or shrine, a new-milennium party, their workplace to monitor Y2I{ or

other destinations) may have tuned out eadier than usual to use the traifl system while it was still operational.
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The programme's frst half was cleady styled toward J-p"p fans and the

second half towar d enka fans. As expected, the highest ratings dudng the fìrst half wete

achieved by J-p"p acts (SPEED and Godaigo) and the lowest by en/<a singers S{ozar

I(aori and Godai Natsuko) (see ,\ppendix F: Figute F.1). Unexpectedly, howeve4 enka

singets (Yashiro Aki and Hosokawa Takashi) ruted the lowest during the second half of

the programme and J-p"p acts (SMAP and Go Hiromi) were the highest.sl Overall,

ratings were lowest during Godai Natsuko's performance and the highest during Go

Hiromi's performance.

.,\fter establishing the general backgtound fot Kíhaka and the specifìc context

for the 50rh Knhakø inPat One, we now can view the 50th Kzhdka Commtnity as one

which is historicaþ and culturally significant. This community not only stands with the

trials and tribulations of 50 'editions' of K¡haka beside them, but it is also a fresh, new

incarnation of the Kahaka Community rn1999 which'looks to the future thtough song'

sl Go Hito-i's popularity is most interesting considering he was absent from respondents answers in NHI('s
Favourite Personalities Survey (see again Tah/'e 2.3)
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Plate 1

NHI('s Radio Studio One is full to capacity with singers,
musicians and audience members.

-The 
2"d Kohaka (1,952)



PIate 2

A security guard presents the Team MCs with a chest filled
with voting balls at the end of the contest.

-The 
16ú' Kohaka (1965)
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Plate 3
The grand stage of NHI( Hall, Kohaka's new home.

-The 
24ú' Kohaku (1973)



Plate 4
\Øhite Team singers rally support fot fellow teâmmate Minami
Flaruo (centre) during his song performance.

-The 
26th Kîhal<ø (1.975)



\

Plate 5
An emotional Miyako Harumi (centre) following her farewell
performance.

-The 
35'h K¡haka (1,984)



Plate 6

I(obayashi Sachiko as 'Nijaisseiki no laki onna' ('21't Century
Snow Woman'), one of the highlights of her stage design and
costume battle with Mikawa I(en'ichi.

-The 
47rh Kahaku (1,996)



Plate 7
Mikawa I{en'ichi wearing an elaborate costume to tival fellow
Kohaku performer I(obayashi Sachiko.

-The 
49'¡ Kahaka (1.998)
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Plate 8
\X/hite Team MC Nakamura I(ankuro (left) and Red Team MC
I(ubo Junko rn a magazine promotion for the 50rh Kohaþ'il.
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Plate 9
Newcomers to the 50rh K¡hal<a pose for photogtaphs at â press
conference in early December 1'999.



Plate 10
A woman presents her 50th Kohakø audience ticket to a security
guard and is ushered to join the line outside NHK Hall.

Plate 11

Rows of blue metal partitions and white rope âre in place to
guide ¡þs 5gtt' Kohaku ticket holders.



Plate'j,2
Two women at the statt of the line
outside NHK Hall display their 50rr'
Ko h a /<a audience tickets.

Plate 13
Â group of young girls in the middle
of the line, which extends down the
boulevard alongside NHK Hall,
display their 50th Kohaku audience
ticke t s.
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Plate 14
In the boulevard alongside NHK Hall, women sit silently on
their own, holding signs that request audience tickets for the
50'h Kohaka.

Plate 1,5

A group of youths holding signs, hoping to obtain audience
tickets for the 50th Kohaka.



Plate 16
A 50'h Koha/<a voting fan featuring a caricartre of the Red
Team MC, I(ubo Junko, used by NHK Hall audience members
to vote at the end of the contest.



PIate 17
Surtounded by the stage crew, singet Matsuda Seiko (centre)
blocks her position during the final rehearsals for the 50th
Kohaku while a wardrobe staff member holds Matsuda's
performance outfit nearby.



Plate 1.8

Three panels depicting a pink sakara cherry blossom tree creâte
a striking backdrop.

Flosokawa Takashr
"sakara no hana no chiru goloka"
("As if Cherry Blossoms Were Falling")
Song Petformance 38

-The 
50rh Kohal<a



Plate 1.9

The eight membets of Mõningu Musume" (front of stage, right and

left) join in the fan dancing for the song performance by Nakamura
Mitsuko (centre).

Nakamura Mitsuko
" Kawachi-qake" ("I(awachi sake")
Song Petformance 16

-The 
50rh Koha/<u



Plate 20
Three panels of ukjoe prints form an imposing backdrop fot
Nagayama Yoko's song performânce.

Nagayama Yöko
" Sadame 1aki" ("Destiny Snow")
Song Performance 37

-The 
50'h Kohaka



Plate 2'1.

Song performer Sakamoto Fuyumi (right) clenches het fist
whilst onnagata IJmezawa Tomio dances beside her.

Sakamoto Fuyumr
"Kaqe ni talsa" ("To Stand Against the \7ind")
Song Petformance 43

-The 
lQtl' ço¡oP,
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Ptate 22
The trio Hysteric Blue (centre) âre ioined onstage by various
charactets from the 'Peanuts' comic strip.

Hystetic Blue
"Haru -spring-" ("Spring")
Song Performance 3

-The 
50th Kohaka
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Plate 23
Teammates in red coats join song perfotmer HaradaY:uri
(centre) onstage, copy her hand gestures and sing along.

Harada Yuri
"Tsugaru n0 bafia" ("Flowers of Tsugaru")
Song Performance 9

-The 
50ú'Kohaku



PIate 24
Members of the bands 19 and Sans Filter (rezt of stage, right) play

guitars during the song performance by Yamakawa Yutaka (left)
and his duet pattner (centre).

Yamakawa Yutaka
" Am e ri ka - b as h i" ("Âmerica Bridge")
Song Performance 13

-The 
50ù'Kohaka



Plate 25
Fellow Community members applaud the four members of
SPEED (front) at the conclusion of the group's ftnal Kohaka
performance.

SPE,E,D
"my graduation '99"
Song Petformance 21

-The 
50th Kohakø



Plate 26
The eleven members of Yaen, wearing red and white costumes,
reveal a message painted on theit backs which reads'Year of
the Dragon'.

Yaen
"Be Cool!"
Song Petfotmance 27

-The 
50th Kohaka



Plate 27
Song performet Yashiro Aki, dtessed in a ted gown, sings
ditectly to cafJjlera.

Yashiro Aki
"Ftlna ata" ("Satlot's Song")
Song Performance 35

-The 
50'h K¡hakø



p^tt two

Song Performances
of the 50'h Kohakø Community
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art Two focuses on the 50tn K¡hakø and draws on selected song performances

in order to explore key issues surrounding the Community. As outlined in the

Introduction, these issues relate to the individual, to the collective, to the

historical Kohakø Community, and to the nation. The following chapters focus on key

elements of song performance: the petformance of music and lydcs, the lyric themes,

the staging, and the perfor-irg relationships. While it is useful to consider these

elements in discrete chapters, the intention here is to gradually constflrct ^ fuller

picture throughout Pafi Two without distegarding the connections between the

elements. Nevertheless, some elements receive closer attention than others because of

their greater potential to reveal insights into the Community. For example, the

relationships between song perfotmers are explored in detail in order to illustrate the

internal dynamics of the Community. By contrast, other elements such song keys and

musical notation-although considered interesting in their own right-are not

addressed because they are less pertinent to the obiectives of this study.

' Before proceeding, a short editorial comment is appropriate. In general, the

selected lyrics cited in this part are English ranslations which can be found, in full, in

Âppendix G alongside the original Japanese. In order to retain pertinent aspects

associated with the live petformance of þcs, the text formatting adopted fot

-,\ppendix G is also applied to all citations within Part Two. To mitntain the context of

the perfotmance, all lyric citations are followed by the name of the song, the English

translation of the title, the song performer and the song number in the programme

order, as appropriate. Âs noted previously, The 50tr" Kohaka Commutiry Song and The

Kohaka Finale Song are not numbered.
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Performing
the Music and Lyrics
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here are many elements that make up a song performance, from the sttucture

of the lyrics to the types of instruments employed. In otdet to shed light on

the 50th Kohakø Community, the fundamental elements of song

performance-the music and lyrics-ate examined. This chapter is presented in two

sections. The first section, 'performing the music', provides an overview of the musical

characteristics in order to gain abrozð, understanding of the 50'h K¡hakø Community's

performances over the course of the programme. Here, the types of ensembles, song

styles, instrumentation, as well as the live and pte-recorded elements fot each of the 56

Kohaka songs are summarised in one table to allow comparisons 
^t ^ 

glance. The table

is also the basis fot discussion of other element of the songs.

The second section, 'performing the lyrics' considers the verbally atticulated

lyrics in conjunction with the lyric texts as presented on-screen. It also examines key

elements including foreign words, text effects, historic language tetminology, Japanese-

language 'cover songs' and lyric variations in the live setting. Each of the fout issues

th2¿t 
^te 

central to the discussion of community in this Study is considered. That said,

however, this chapter chiefly addresses the character of the song perfotmets as

individuals while pointing to the diversity of popular song in Japan as a nation at the

end of the 1990s.

Performing the Music

SØhen considering the performaflce of the music, it is important to remembet that the

songs presented in the 50ú, KAhaka arc (most often) reintetpreted and abddged versions

of pte-existing songs. In some sorìgs) the standard instrumentation has been adapted in

order to coffespond with the musical flow of the progfamme as the evening progresses,

while others rely on pre-tecorded backing music. Table 3.1. (ovetleaf)-presented in-

text for immediate relevance to this section-lists selected song elements in each

K¡haka song, while discussion following the table addresses these elements in relation

to the Community.
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Ensemb/e^ Ceneral songsflle Ce nera/ In¡trumentatìon

Table 3./ Overview of Selected Song Elements

Act Song title

1 ltonitrgu Musumeo "LO\aE masbin" ("Love
Mach-ine")

Vocal group

2 DA PUMP 'lX/e can't stop the music" Vocal gtoup

'J-pop
.energetic dance/ disco
.Fâst-temDo

J-Pop
.Vibrant rap/hip-hop

Synthesisers, drums, electronic drum beat,

electric guitars, syncopated bass

Synthesisers, syncopated electric guitars,
strong emphasis on electronic drum beat

Mø¡ic and Additìonal
Voca/s: Liue or Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

3 Hysteric Blue "Haru -sþrìng-" ("Spring") Pop

4 Something ELse *Røsuto cban¡a" ("Last Chance")

rock band J-pop
'Lively pop/rock
.Fast-temoo

Piano, drums, electric guitar, electric bass,

synthesisers

Acoustic guitars, electric bass, tambourines,
handclaps

Double bass, accordions, violin, piano,
vâflous Pefcusslon

Trumpet, slap electric bass, strings,

synthesisers, brass,
Electric E:itar. taiko, mandolin
Synthesisers, sleigh bells, chime bells,
electronic drum beat. acoustic guitar,
svnthesised strinqs

Distorted electric guitars, electric bass,

drums, synthesiser

Strings, dtums, electric bass, elecuic guitar,
svnthesisers

Electric piano, electronic beat, synthesisers,
acoustrc zultaf
Mouth organ, acoustic guitat, drums, electric
gofta'r

Strings, synthesiser, acoustic guitars, electric
bass, brass. accordion

Pre-recorded

Live

Live

Live

Pre-recorded

Pre-recotded

Live

Pre-recorded

Pre-recotded

5

6 Toba Ichirö

7 MAX

Shigemori Ay'umi
ardHayami
Kentarö

19

Acoustic pop
band

Vocal duo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Acoustic pop/
neo-folk

Vocal duet

J-pop
.Anthemic simple pop
.Mid-temoo
.children's television song
.Cheerful pop
.Mid-temÞo tango beat

'enka
'dramatic, commanding
.slow-tempo

'J-pop
.Christmas pop ballad
.mid-tempo

'J-pop
.uÞbeat heaw rock
.enka
.mid-tempo uDbeat

'MeIancholy enka
.mìd-temno nen sive

J-pop
.mid-tempo poo ballad

'J-pop
.mid-tempo upbeat

'enka
.mid-tempo ültins

"Dango 3 þodai'
('The Three dango Brothers")

*Ashiquri-nisakî'

("Cape Ashizuri")

"Yøme no shiqaku"
l"Droolets of a Dream")
"Ano kanibikoki kumoriqora watte"

("That Paper Plane \ùØill Break
Throush the Cloudv Skv")
"Amerika-ba¡b/'
('America Bridse")

"Issho ni..." ("Together...") Vocal group

8

9

10

11

1.2

GLAY " S abai ban/' ("Survival') Rock band

l{ar¿.daY:utl "Tsugaru no bana"
("Flowers of Tsugaru")

Yoshi Ikuzö "FrEu no sake" ('V/inter's sake") Vocal solo

Matsu Takako

Strings, woodwind, acoustic guitar, mandolin, Live
saxoÞhone

1,3 Yamaka.wa Yutaka Live
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Ensemble^ Ceneral song s\tle Genera/ InstrumentationAct

1,4 Közai Kaori

15 Saiiö Hideki

NakamuraMitsuko "Køwachi-qakd'
("|{awechi sakd'\

1.7 Kiroro *I'log* aìdd' ('A Long Time")

18 Horiuchi Takao "Zoku: take tonbo -¡eishun no

s hzppo -" ("Sequel Bamboo
Dragonfly -the tail-end of
r¡o¡rth - "1

"Kalemachi minato"
("tWaiting for a Favourable Wind

Sinceritv")

Song title

"Boþo jùnen"
("Ten Years of Nostaþa")

"Bairamosì'("Let's Dance") Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo .Melancholy enka

'slów-tempo mournful

'J-pop
.uobeat dance
.enka
.rrnbeat iovful

Pønof vocal
Duo

'J-pop
ballad

Vocal solo .pop-style enka
.mid-tempo

Vocal solo 'Melatcholy enka

'slou/-tempo mournful

Rock band J-pop
.fâst-temDo livelv rock

Vocal group 'J-pop
.mid-temoo soulful ooo

Pop/rock band 'J-pop
.mid-temoo cheerful ooo

Pop band 'J-pop
.mid-temoo soulful ballad

Vocal solo

Flamenco acoustic guitar, castanets, electric
beat. svnthesisers, bass

mandolin, strings, electric bass, brass,

woodwind, drums
Grand piano

Electric bass, acoustic guitar, electdc guitar,
drum kit, synthesiser, stdngs, brass

Synthesiser, distorted electric guitars, electric

bass, drums
Chiming bells, synthesisers, strings, drums,

electric zuitar
Elect¡ic guitar, electric piano, drums, brass,

electric bass

Electric piano, piano, electric beat, strings,

svnthesisers. drums. Þiano, electric quitar

Synthesiser, drums, strings, flute, acoustic

suitat. electric zuitar
Acoustic guitar, synthesiser, brass, electric
bass. drums
Synthesisers, strings, electric guitar, piano,
drums. brass

Synthesisers, strings, harmonica, choir, piano,

brass, drums, electric bass

Mu¡ic and Additional
Vorals: Liue or Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Live

Live

Live

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Live

Live

Live

Pre-recorded

Synthesiser, strings, mandolin, electric bass Lrve

16

19 Godai Natsuko

in the F{arhorrr"l

20 TOKIO "Ai no arashl'
l"The Love Storm")

21. SPEED "my graduatton'99"

22 Godaigo "Bltutfura nenì'
/"Reautiful Name"')

23 Every Little Thing "Over and Over"

24 KayamaYuzo "Kirzi to itsumadeø0"
('\'ott Fotevermote")

25 Fuji Ayako "Onna no magokoro"
("A. \üoman's Earnest

26 Maekawa Kiyoshi "Toþo sabakrÌ'
l"Tokvo Desert")

.slow-temño

'kayþoku
.mid-temoo

Slap bass, strings, woodwind, acoustic guitar, Lrve

electric bass, brass, synthesiser, electric guitar

ballad

The 50ú K¡haka
Community

"N/ùisseiki no kimita,:hi e-A song

for children-"
("For the People of the 21"
Century-A Song for Children-')

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal
ensemble with
some
lnstfuments

.MelanchoIy enka

.mid-temno

.Pop-sty\e enka

.mid-tempo.

J-pop
.mid-tempo ballad
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En¡emble" General song s4tle General In¡trume ntationAct Song title

Yaen "Be Cool!"

Hamasaki Al-*i "Boys & Girls"

L'arc-en-Ciel ..HEAVEN'S DRIVE"

Suzuki Ami ..BE TOGETHER''

SM,{P "Flv"

Amuro Namie

Sans Filtre

37 Nagayama Yoko "Sadarzelukí'
t"tT)estinrz Snnrwt'l

Vocal group

Vocal solo

Vocal group

'J-Pop
.mid-temoo

iovful dance

'J-pop
.mid-temoo livelv rock

'J-Pop
.mid-temoo iovful dance

'J-pop
.mid-temoo funk ooo

femt)o not

Electric guitar, synthesisers, electtonic drum

Masic and Additional
Vocals: Liue or Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recotded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Pre-recorded

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

rao/sinstrrs. beat.brass

34 globe 'You Are The One" Pop band

35 Yashiro Aki "Funa utl' ("Sailor's Song") Vocal solo

36 IQguya hime "Kanda-gawd' ('Kanda River') Folk band

"RESPECT the PO!ØER OF
LOVE"
'Yei Yei" ('Yeah Yeah") Pop band

Vocal solo J-pop

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

.mid-temoo soul DOD

'J-pop
.1.2bør blues, upbeat mid-
temña)

J-Pop
.mid-tempo melancholy
ooo and rao

'Melancholy enka
.slow temoo

'J-pop
.slow tempo folk,
acoustLc
.enka
.mid-

'enka
.mid-tempo

.enka

.mirl-temno

'kayþokø
.mid-tempo upbeat

'J-pop iazz-influenced
.slow-temno ballad

'J-pop
.f2 st-tembo uobeat dance

Vocal solo 'J-pop
.r tf)beat

Rock band

Synthesisers, electronic beat, electric guitar,
electric piano

Electric bass guitar, electric gui.tars, drums,

brass. synthesisers

Synthesisers, electronic beât

ìüah-wah electdc guitar, electric bass guitar,

drums. svnthesisers. brass

Electric piano, electdc bass, electric guitar,
handclaps. electronic beat

Electric guitars, electric bass, drums, electric

otg^i

Electric piano, acoustic guitar, electric bass

guitar, synthesiser, drums

Synthesiser (oboe), drums, strings, brass,

electric bass, piano, elecuic guitar

Violin, double bass, acoustic guitars,
mandolin, electric piano

Electric guitar, electric bass, strings, brass,

sb ami¡e t - svnthesisers. drums

Strings, drums, electric guitar, mandolin,
synthesisets

Acoustic guitar, stdngs, brass, mandolin,
svnthesisets- drums

Synthesisers, electric bass guitar, striîgs,
brass, castanets, drums

Saxophone, piano, drums, electric guitar,
electric bass. electric zuitar
Synthesisers, electronic beat, brass, electric

stlffat

38 Hosokawa Takashi

Fallins ''l

39 Kawanaka Mipki "Kinìkageso -suluran-"
(,,1 ìKr of the Va lle¡l'\

40 Mikawa Kenlchi "Eien ni bara no tokì o"
("l{e¡r.v Times for A-ll Eterni

41, Matsuda Seil<o
..SWEET MEMORIES"

"Sakøra no bana no cbiru gotoku"

('As if Chetry Blossoms \)7ere

t/^

42 Gö Hi¡omi ..GOLDFINGER'99'' Vocal solo
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En¡emble^ Ceneral songsEle G e n e ra I I n stru rz e n tatio n

44 Minami Haruo

-Tawataboshi Genba

Kobayastr-i Sachjko "Yancha lake"
("Mischievous sakd')

AcÍ Song title

43 Sakamoto Fuyrrmi "Ka7g ni tatsu"
("To Stand

. enka

.mid-temoo uobeat

.enka

.spoken segments, mid-
tempo uPbeat

'enka
.mid-tempo

J-pop
.Mid-tempo, middle-of-
the-road ballad

ballad

.Pop-styIe enka

.mid-tempo with a slow-
temoo middle section

'J-Pop
.Mid-tempo ballad

.sboka

. mid-tempo

Electric bass guitar, strings, piano,
svnthesiser. drums
Strings, brass, drums, shamisen, taiko, acotts:Jlc

guitar, electric bass

Music and Additional
Vocalt Liue or Pre-recorded

Live

Live

Live

Live

Live

Aoainst the \X/ind")

(' Genroku meisofu -Tawarabothi
Genba-" ("The Famous Spear

Song of the Cenroku Era
-rrl

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal solo

Vocal
ensemble

46 Sada Masashi

45

41

" Ki se ki - o ki n a ainoy nì -"
('Miracle -Like an Overwhelming
Love
" F uta çato" ("Hometown")

"Ano kane o nararu no wa anata"

('You Are the One Ringing that
Rell'1

"Hotaru no hikan" ("The Light of
the Fireflies")

Vocal duet 'doy
.mid- tefnDc)

Vocal solo 'Melatcholy enka
.mid-temno ballad
.Melatcholy enka
.mìrl-temnn
.enþ.a rniå-terr,oo
.enka

'mid-temr)ô ballad

Synthesised sbakøbacbi,wooden clapper

sticks, synthesiser, mandolin, strings, drums,

electric bass, taiko

Piano, stnflgs, acoustic guitar, electric guitar, Live
brass, drums, electric bass, synthesisers

Strings, harp, piano Live

Synthesisers, strings, drums, mandolin, Live
electric guitar. electric bass

Electric guitars, wooden clapper sticks,

drums- svnthesisers. slap electric bass. brass

Brass. acoustic zuitar. drums, strhqs Live

Acoustic guitar, synthesiser, strings, drums,

brass- electric bass Euitar

Strings, electric guitar, drums, brass Live

NHK organ, harp, bell, brass, strings, drums, Live

Taiko, shakuhachi, stttngs, brass, synthesiser, Live

electric guitar, electric bass guitar, saxophone

solo
Strings, percussion, brass Live

Yuki Saori and

Yasuda Sachiko

48 Mori Shin'ichi "Ofakuro-san" ("Mother Deat')

49 Ishikawa Sayuri "Amagi-goe" ("Amagi Pass") Vocal solo

50

51

Tanimura "Subanl' /"The Pleiades"\ Vocal solo

Tendö Yoshirni "Køwa no nagare nolo nt" Vocal solo
(,7 ìl<e the River's Fìow"ì

52 Itsuki Hiroshi "Yo'qora" ("The Night Sky") Vocal solo

53 Wada Akiko

54 I(taiima S¿burö "Maßud' ("Festival") Vocal solo .enka
.mid-tempo lively upbeat

The 50'h Kohakø

Community and
others

u 'Ensemble'refers to t}re Kohaku song performers. This term does not include any additional musicians or singers.
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From the mid-tempo J-pop songs at the start of the contest to the melancholy enka

presented near the end, it is clear that the 50,h KAhakl/ soîgperformances cover a wide

breath of musical ground over the course of the programme. Texture ranges from the

heavily produced, synthetiser and drum-machine-driven song by Möningu Musumeo ,

to the sparse strings hatp and piano used for Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko's song.

Some songs, however, present very similar instrumentations which can be explained by

the use of offstage vocal and instrumental ensembles supplied by NHK, namely Mihara

Namiki ro qa ryta bøn-do (N4ihara Namiki and the New Breed), the strings and woodwind

orchestra T0þ)0 hoso kangengakødan (Tokyo Btoadcasting Orchestra), and additional

instnrmentalists Sashi gakki (Sashi Instrumentalists) (rJihon Hosö Gijutsu I(yoku

Seisaku Gijutsu Centã 2000:472). Âcts using pre-tecorded backing tracks, howevet,

incorporate instruments and sound effects that cannot be ptoduced by NHI('s

backstage ensembles, such as the slergh bells and chime bells in the song by MAX.

Such songs are grouped together, side-by-side, as are songs which use live music and

additional vocals, most likeiy in accotdance with the technical demands of the

production. Other patterns emerging ftom Table 3.1 include the grouping of similar

kinds of ensembles together. This is often linked with genre-enka singers are more

likely to be soloists, for example, whereas J-pop ^cts ^re 
most often bands or groups

consisting of multiple members. In considering the two halves of the contest, it is

evident that J-pop ensembles dominate the first half while enl<a soloists predominately

occupy the second half, especially the finai songs of the evening.

The songs presented by the members of the 50Th Kzhdka Commttnrty arc

representative of Jzpan's (commercial) populat music landscape In 1999 and are also

indicative of Japan's popular music past. \7e canhea; evidence of Japan's adoption of
'S7estern instruments such as strings (violins, viola, cello, bass), btass (saxophone,

trumpet, trombone etc), percussion (timpani, cymbals etc), in addition to standatdised

rock band instruments (electric guitars, electric bass, drum kit, synthesisers etc).

Furthermore, the genetal song styles presented by Community membets are indicative

of the kinds of genres Japan has borrowed from the 1X/est'and reapptopdated, as seen

in Matsuda Seiko's blues-orientated J-pop song which includes a saxophone solo, and

Sans Filtre's 1.2-bar-blues chord progtessions, reminiscent of 1960s pop ftom the
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Group Sounds era. Other songs hle a Lalúr. fug., such as Saijö Hideki's song which

includes flamenco acoustic guitar ând castanets.

By conrast, some Kohaka songs include elements that can be identified as

having a distinctly Japanese' flavour. Many enka songs, for example, incoqporate

sounds of the shakuhachi, taiko and shamisen-tnstruments which ate ptedominantly

associated with traditional musical styles-and, consequently, the songs sound as if

they me rooted in the past. Even so, the timbres of these instruments are often

reproduced by synthesisers, thus adding a modern touch while blending seamlessly

with other instruments in the mix such as strings, sustained brass, solo guitars and

trumpets. The distinctive vocal techniques employed by enka singets 
^re 

the most

obvious indicator of 'Japanese' elements within Kohaka songs. Minami Haruo, fot

example, adopts very fast, dramzic and highly rhythmic shigen na:^::allve recitative style

during his performance, alluding to the roþokø ftadäon of telling stories. Other song

performers vaty their vocal timbre and use the expressive elements vocal ornâments

which are characteristic of enka. Godai Natsuko, for exâmple, shifts between the chest

voice of jigoe and the falsetto voice of uragoe and also produces harsh guttural sounds

that resolve into the wide, wavering vibrato known aslari.

Through the summary presented in Table 3.1 (above), we can see the songs of

the 50th Kohakø Community 
^s ^ 

snapshot of Japan's popular music genres at the end

of the century. On their own, these songs are individual exptessions of musical identity

for the petfotmers, demonstrating the performer's characte4 talents and individuality.

Collectively, however, these songs illustrate how the nation has adopted, integrated and

domesticated aspects of cultures ftom outside its shotes, ot shopped from "the cultutal

supermarket of its day" (tYlathews 2000:31) whìle tetaining elements which are unique

to Japan. The nation-as depicted through the music tn K¡haka-ts seen as adaptable,

modern and in touch with modetn trends, by inco¡porattng 'Westetn instruments and

musical styles. The Community is, as such, proud to preserve and display the elements

which are the hallmarks ofJapan's cuitural and musical distinctiveness, from raditional

instruments to quintessentially Jzpanese'vocal techniques. In this way, we can see â

balance of new and old in the songs of the Kohaka Community; it appeals to both
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young and old viewers, demonstrating a belief in a common cultute, in all of its

diversity, in 1999.

Perfotming the Lyrics

Although an in-depth linguistic anaþsis is beyond the scope of this study, this section

examines the various ways that language is employed in Kohaka songs and what this

teveals about the 50,h K¡hakø Community. Langtags-as used in song lydcs-is

fundamentally linked with identity fotmation. Indeed, scholars have noted that the

Japanese are corìnected with and defined by their langu^ge ^t both personal and

national levels (Gottlieb 2005, Laua Miller 1995, Roy Miller 1982 and 1.986, Stanlaw

1,992).t Therefore, when performers come together in Kohakø,language and how it is

delivered is an impoftant means by which the Community defines itself.

As would be expected, Japanese language lyrics predominate in the songs of

the 50,h K¡ha/<u. But what exactly arc 'Japanese language lyrics' in the modern times of

globalisation in the late 1990s? \Mhen considedng a definition, it is impotant to

remember that in the context of the mediated Kohakø, Japanese language lytics' refets

to the verbally articulated lyrics which are performed by the singets, as well as the

language as visually represented in text fotm, presented on-screen for the broadcast

audience. Regarding written forms of Japanese, this study adopts Gottlieb's definition

which includes

kanji (Clltnese characters as used in Japan), two phonetic scrþts (hiragana and

katakana, collectively known as kana), Arabic numerals [and] the foman alphabet in
certain contexts. (2005:78; my italics)

Language constantly evolves and is typically influenced by othet languages. Indeed, the

Japanese Iangtage can hardly be desctibed as self-contained (despite the country's

limited contact with outside nations during the Edo pedod) and ovet the course of the

nation's history, m îy words have been borrowed ftom other

t 
;upu.r.r. is a heavù gendered and hierarchal language, with styles of language ranging from polite, women's

speech to colloquial slang used by teenagers. It would also be enlightening to analyse the rypes oflanguage used

between community members during non-song performance segments-a task best undertaken in futute

research.
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languages.t ln more recent times, Japan's quest for modernisation during the Meiji era

has seen a pronounced integration of foreign languages-most notably English-into

the Japanese vocabulary. English words were peppered throughout everyday speech to

"spice a convefsation" and was seen as "fashionable" and,Iater, as a sign of "personal

prestige" (Stanlaw 1.992:59-60).By the 1990s, however, "al)'Japanese, except those in

the pre-war generation...learned some English during the course of their education"

and thus "English is a universal referent system with which most Japanese have had

personal contact" (Stanlaw 2001.:237).'Even a cursory glance at Appendix G shows the

many occurrences of English words (using the Latin alphabet) in the songs of the 50th

Kohaka, a summary of which can be seen in Table 3.2.4

Table 3.2 Songs of the 50ü Kahakø which Employ English Lyrics

In Song Title 6 1'0 ¡ 1'6

Only in Song Title (not in þics) 1 2 ì 3

Inlydcs B B i 16

Only in Lyrics (not song title) 0 0 ¡ 0

Soutce: compiled from Appendix G

A sþifìcant number of the 56 songs in the contest employ English in addition to

Japanese. Sixteen songs, for example, use English words in the song title and the same

number again use English words in the body of the song. Neither practice is new. For

decades, Kohaka has featured songs containing English language lydcs anð,f or titles.

Nevertheless, mârìy songs of the 50Th Kzhaku 
^re'Í:rew' 

and are representative of the

year L999. All of the songs, however, are deemed suitable to be passed on to the

people of the 21.t century, as per the contest's minor theme.s With this btoadet context

in mind, it is interesting to note the extent to which English has been integrated into

2 In abÅef summary of this history, Tomoda notes that

in ancient times, the main sources of new words wete Chinese, Sanskdt and I(orean. Since the

fourteenth century, contact with Eutopean languages has ptovided new soutces ofloan-words

of which Portuguese, Spanish, Latin and Dutch were early contributors whjle Getman, English,

Ftench and Russian have had considerable influence since the nineteenth cenrury. (fomoda

1,999:231)

3 
Despite this familiatity, it is not known ifJapanese people always comptehend the meanings of English wotds,

as noted by Tomoda (1999) and Seaton (2001).
a To a far lesser extent, Spanish is also present, a fact which will be discussed later in this section. As a general

observation, it can be said that mainlyJ-pop acts, rather then enþ,a performers, use foreign language lyrics in
Kohaku.
t 

Kobo,kr', minor theme rs'Nij//i$eiki ni tsøtaetai ata' ('Passing on Songs fot the 21't Century).

CHAPTER THRE.E: PE,RFORT{ING THE MUSIC ÄND THE LYRICS
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lydcs, so much so that the Japanese themselves regard it as chzrzcteristic of Japanese

song.o

InJapan, English is often 'misused' or employed with 'poor' grz;mm r. This is

also true of 50,h Kohaku songs (see for example Appendix G: Song 41D line 4). Rather

than supetfìcially listing such instances and identifying them as 'mistakes', it is more

useful to observe how English is given meaning in Kohaka, especialiy considering

English is "used inJapan forJapanese pu{poses" (Stanlaw '1992:75). Some songs use

block st^îz^s of English, such as DÂ PUMP's 'lX/e can't stop the music" (see

Appendix G Song 2B) and Matsuda Seiko's "S!7EET MEMORIES" (Song 41D), to

reinfotce the þcs through repetition. By contrast, other songs use only a few English

phrases to add 'spice' or 'colour'. In genetal, English words are likely to be a varra:úon

of or identical to the song's title, as the following examples demonstrate:

Ovet and Over Over and Over
Every Little Thing-"Over and Over"
Song Petformance 23

ow! tide on heaven's drive
L' arc- e¡- CieI-"HEAVEN'S DRIVE"
Song Performance 29

RESPECT the PO\MER OF LOVE
Amuro Namie-"RESPECT the PO'ù7ER OF LOVE"
Song Performance 32

By contrast, other songs use English phrases sporadically and playfully, as noted in the

originalJapâflese lyrics in the left column:

Imagoro aitsu to Twist And Shout Now you t'u¡ist and shout
with that so-and-so guy,

Ore wa I(nock DownJealousy I'm knocked down by jealousy.

Kryashigaru dake rnada ni naranara Stop If being bittet is a waste, stop!
Sans Filtre-"Yei Yei" ('Yeah Yeah")

Song Petformance 33

\Mhen viewing the above Japanese þcs, it is cleat that the subject m^ttet of the song

continues seamlessly, despite the rapid leaps betrween English and Japanese. In this

sense, English is used for language variety and for the unique meanings that English

words hold-meanings which cannot be teptoduced in Japanese. The lyrics "Twist and

6 
See Lancashire Q004) for further discussion on the prevalence of English lyrics inJ-pop
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Shout", for example, not only refer to a 1960s style of dancing, but also alludes to the

song made popular by the Beatles, alsand, that was (and is) extremely populat rnJapan.

Indeed, if the phrase "Twist and Shout" was translated and written inJapanese sctipt,

this meaning would not be conveyed with such immediacy.

It is curious to note that within some J-p"p songs, English is present only in

the song's title and not the body of the song (see again Table 3.2 above), examples of

which include SMAP's "FIy", Hamasaki ,{.y-rmi's "Boys & Girls" and Hysteric Blue's

"Harul -spring-" ("Spring"). This could be a strategy wheteby the English immediately

draws interest to the song and matks it as fashionable andf or modern. 
'A.n 

English title

also adds a sense of foreþ exoticism that cannot be created with Japanese words.

English titles are also used to enfotce, explicate andf or mirror the Japanese lyrics ftom

the body of the songi they are not chosen arbitrzrtly or without relation to the song's

subject matter. In SMAP's song, for example, the English title "Fly", is telated to the

song's subject matter:

kini wa ima saga tobitaterw no sa You can sptead your wings
and fly right now.

SMAP-"Fly"
Song Perfotmance 37

Hystetic Blue's song uses both English and Japanese in its lutle, "Harø -spring-"

("Spring'). The word 'spring'initially seems superfluous, consideting'hara'ttanslates as

'spdng'. Nevertheless, the Red MC states both components of the title when

introducing the song performance and, to reinforce this, the title also appears on-

screen. The English word 'spring' appears after the kanli iðeogrtph 'hara' at the end of

the title, possibly to elucidate meaning (much ltke furigan¿ is used to decode difficult

knolò.It is, however, doubtful thatJapanese viewets would not recognise this common

ideograph. The order of these words, thus, are not of great slgnifìcance-in all

likelìhood, the English tetm is used here as a modernising device to add zest to the title

and, by implication, the entite song.

Spanish is the only othet foteþ language used in K¡haka sorìgs, and it solely

appears in Sailö Hideki's "Bairamosø" ("Let's Dance"). Like the title of Hystetic Blue's

song "Hara -spring-" ("Spring'), th. title of this song is somewhat tepetitive: here,
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the Spanish word 'bairamosa' (it. 'we dance') appears alongside the similar English

phrase 'let's dance'. Unlike Hysteric Blue's song, howevet, this song also uses foreign

languages within the body of the song and, as the example below demonstrates, both

Spanish, English andJapanese are btought into play within the one st^nzai

The presence and use of t'wo foteþ languages in the one song doubly heightens the

sense of the exotic. It is an unusual combination which functions in a similar manner

to the inclusion of English. Thus, the striking presence and playful use of foreþ

language marks the 50th Kahaka Community as modern, globally-awarc and open to

expetimentation with language.

. Another aspect of performing þcs involves 'loan words' or gairaigo þt.
'language that came ftom the outside') (Tomoda 1,999:232). These ^re used

intetmittendy in the songs of the 50'¡ Kahaka Community. Loan words are presented

on-screen using Japanese kata,ëana: the syllabary used to u/rite foreþ words

phonetically. Examples of English-derived loan wotds in song titles include "B1atìfura

fleuztrl" ("Beautiful Name") by Godaigo and "Rasato chanvl" ("Last Chance") by

Something ELse. Notably, within the body of these songs, the same words are not

written ln katakanabutin English, as seerì in the chorus for "B1øtìfuru nemtl"i

Woh Sl¡oh Woh...Tonight we dance

SØoh Woh \X/oh. ..hanasanai

Woh Woh \)7oh. ..umareta mana de

te quiero (mi amor)

Every child has a beautiful name
,\ beautiful nâme, a beautiful riame

give me a chance
søigo ni kakete mitairuda

once more chance

\Øoh Süoh Woh...Tonight, we dance
\Øoh Sl¡oh Woh...I won't let you go
Woh Sl¡oh \X/oh...As naked as at birth
I want you <my love)

Saijö Hideki-"Bairamo¡u" ("Let's Dance")
Song Performance 15

Every child has a beautiful nâme,
A beautiful name, a beautiful name.

Godaigo 
-"Blutfuru 

nemì' ("Beattiful Name')
Song Performance 22

Give me a chance.
I want to risk it all this one last [time.].
One more chance.

Something ELse-" Rn i u t0 c h a n s ì' ("Last Chance')
Song Performance 4

Similady, Something El-se's song title "Rasøto chansu" is written tn katakan¿ while the

chorus-u/hich contains very similar words to the title-appears in English:
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The shift befween katakana and the Latn alphabet in the one song is intentional: in the

context of Kohakø, katakana song titles provide phonetic assistance to television

audiences who are unfamiliar with, ot unable to read, Lalún script. T This is in

^ccord^nce 
with NHI('s a policy of "minimizing the use" of loan wotds and providing

explanations for words which staff "consider to be not yet stabilized in the langtage"

(Tomoda 1,999:240). In general, young viewers are famlltar with Lattn script due to

years of compulsory English language ttaining at school. Typically, it is the older

members of the Kohakø broadcast audience who have difficulty comprehending and/or

pronouncing words in Latin scrþt. Understandably, enl<a songs (which are favoued by

older people, according to NHI('s Favoutite Personalities Poll; see Chaptet Two)

nrely contain katakana or Latin script lyrics ot titles. Conversely, J-pop sorìgs

þrefetred by younget to middle aged people) frequently contain these kinds of lyrics

and titles. As such, in order for all, of the on-screen text to be read with ease by all

audience demographics, NHI( converted one song title that was odginally written in

I ,attn script, tnto katakana; Sarlo Hideki's "Bairamosì' 'was, according to his official

website, originally released under the Latin-script title "Bairamosø -Tonight we dance

-" ("I{ideki Single Gnfttt [sic] 1999" 1999:Internet).

The onscreen lyrics glve Kohakø a disttnctJy karaoke feel. Indeed, like karaoke,

the lydc prompts are presented at the bottom of the television screefl and are, for the

most p^tt, perfectly synchronised with the Koha'ëø vocalist's lydcs. By actively

encouraging and guiding the broadcast audience to sing along with members of the

50rh Kzhdkø Community, these on-screen þics assist in creating a serrse of quasi-

intimacy benveen audience member and performer, as visual cues which draw viewets

into the 50th Kzþaka achi and, in a broader cofltext, unite the viewing nation through

unisonance (see Anderson 1991 11,9831). It is, thetefore, useful to observe not only the

tlpes of languages that are sung, but also how lyrics are presented in wtitten form by

NHK. In Kohaku J-p"p songs, orì-screen English lyrics ate often attistically styled fot

visual impact. For example, English lyrics are sttongly emphasised when repeatedly

written as a block of capital letters:

' Th. birogooo phonetic syllabary is simiJady used to represent more complex kali.
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YOU ARE THE, ONE
YOU ARE, THE, ONE
YOU ARE THE, ONE

globe-"You Are The One"
Song Performa:îce 34

The eye is immediately 
^ttt^cted 

to capitalised lydcs because the increased size makes

words 
^pper 

of greater importance than nearby Latsn script or Japanese ideograms

on-screen. It is unlikely that capitals ate used to emphasise the meaning of these u/ords,

but rathet to draw attention to the factthat these words are indeed English. This effect

is similady created through the abundant use of the exclamation mark in another song:

Just be!Just be cool!
Yaen-"Be Cool!"
Song Perfotma¡ce 27

Symbols ate also used fot visual effect and they also serve another function: to replace

othet words. Such symbols most commonly 
^ppeaLf 

in the middle of English words.

The ampersand, for example, appears in the phrase "Love & pride" from DA PUMP's

'lX/e can't stop the music" and agatn in the title of Hamasaki Ay'umi's song "Boys &

Girls". ì7hile this cleady is an abbteviated and more compact fotm of language, this

symbol is also visually distinct and creates interest. The Japanese have a special

fondness for abbteviations and teadily and playfully experiment with language. In

Kohakø songs, symbols are sometimes used as a substitute for, or a contraclon of, a

wotd. The song below, for example, uses the following lØestern shothand

X'mas Eve
SPEED-"my gadua:Jo n' 99"
Song Performance 27

to tefer to 'Christmas Eve'. Similarþ, the song below uses a combination of numbers

andJapanese text

12gaßa
MAX-"[¡sho ni..."
Song Performance 7

Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!
Hey! Hey! Hey! Hey!

'wow wow wow
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to indicate 'Decembel.In a similar way, numbers are also abbteviated. The year 1.999,

for example, is abbreviated to'99 for the title of Gö Hiromi's "GOLDFINGER '99"

as well as SPEED'. "-y graduation '99". \X/hile Gö's song was indeed released duting

thzt year, SPEED's song was otiginally released in 1,998 under the title "my

gtaduation". Although SPEED's 50'h Kahakl't song was a slightly abddged vetsion of

this 1998 sorìg, it is fundamentally the same song. The inclusion of ("99)) in both this

and Gö's songr therefore establishes a time for each sorìg, marking them as songs 'of

the moment'.

Another aspect of performing þics is the use of symbols as text effects. This

is most prorìounced in the J-p"p band L9's "Ano kanihikoki kamoriqora tuatte" ("That

Papet Plane Will Break Through the Cloudy Sky'). In this song, the ellipsis, question

mark, Japanese parentheses ( [ and J ) and punctuation mark (. ), are used liberally

for visual effect, as the left column indicates:

fgenki desaka?J "How ate you?"

kini wa ima mo kanashl kao shite irøno? You still hzve a sad face, don't you?

fda¡¡ba sa? "I'm aldght.

aragirarerw koto wa mo narelerukara...o J I'rr' aheady used to being betrayed..."
fima dewa sura gawarawanai kara "Now, because the sky doesn't smile,

bokø wa fwarai kata/ o wasurete shimattalo ..." J I forgot'how to smile"',

kini wa ßøba1aki, soshite tuarãlyl...o You mumble, then you smile...
L9-"Ano kanibi ko ki kumorilora watte"

('That Paper Plane \7ill Break Through the Cloudy Sky')
Song Performance 72

Considering that J-p"p is targeted towatd a young demogtaphic, it can be said that

these text effects are designed to appeal to this audience in particularln all likelihood,

however, J-p"p fans would alrr.ezðy be familiar with these songs and their þcs prior to

the 50th Kahaka. Furthetmore, on-screen lyrics are present for the benefit of all viewers

and 
^re 

desþed to unite all audience ¡¡srnþs15-legardless of age or genre

preferences-to join together in song. Futhermore, these examples of text effects

illustrate the Japanese's flexibility with language and wtitten sctþts for song lydcs at

this point in time, at the end of the 20th century.

While some songs in Kohaka use foreign language or text effects to petfotm

'modefn' Japan, elþs1s-most notably enka-employ terms that arc tately-used today
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in order to perform 'traditional' Japan, thus evoking a sense of 'pastness'. One such

historic term is "ienrí' fuomI{ozai l(aori's "Boþojanen" ("TenYears of Nostalgia"),of

which the counter "d' is oid measure for distance.s Another term is "chihiro" ftom

Toba lchirö's song "Ashilari-nisakl' ("cape,\shizuri"), whereby "hirl" is a counter

measure for nautical fathoms.'In the context of both songs, these historic terms

indicate an unlimited distance or depth in generaii perhaps modetn terms could not

invoke this meanin g 
^s ^ccrLra;tely. 

It is mote likely, however, that the inclusion of such

terms demonstrates a connection with old ways of speaking andlangtage use. Indeed,

enka is a geîte that has 'old-sounding' þcs in addition to 'old-sounding' music. By

preserving ianguage terms which are infrequently used tn 1,999 and te-presenting them

through Kohaka, these enka songs both safeguard and evoke nostalgia for the language

of 'old Jzpan'.Indeed, these terms, although perhaps foreign to young genetations> are

more likely to be recognised and understood by mature audiences members-the key

demographic for enka songs. Nevertheless, through Kohaku, such terms 
^pper 

in both

written and sung forms to a nattonal audience of millions. Thus, whether intentionally

or inadvertently, the Japanese are reminded of (or perhaps in the case of younger

viewers, newly-introduced to) a little-used patt of their language.

lØhen considering the songs of the 50t¡ Kahakø Community as indicative of

Jzpan's music scefle in the late 1990s, it is worth noting the inclusion of Japanese-

Language cover songs. In previous Kohaku, domestic attists performed Japanese-

language versions of, for example, British, Amedcan, Ftench and Spanish songs'to It is,

therefore, not surprising that two of the 56 songs in the 50'h K¡haka are mod'elled on

hybrid Spanish/English-language songs. The first is Gö Hiromi's "GOLDFINGER

'99", a.Japanese-language version of Puerto Rican singer Ricky Martin's song "Livin'

La Vida Loc " (it. "Living the Crazy Life").1t The second is Saiio Hideki's "Bairamlstl"

("Let's Dance"), a version of Spanish singet Enrique lglesias's "Bai/amosø" ("Let's

8 
Senri ts 1.000 rì (approximately four kilometers) (see Appendix G: Song 14.A)'

' Cbihirois 1000 fathoms (apptoximately 1,800 meters) (see Appendix G: Song 68).
10 

See Chapter One for past examples of cover songs performed rn Ko/takø,including Saif õ Hideki's cover of the

Village People's 'Y.M.C.A" andMiyazawa Rie's covet of David Bowie's "Fame". This kind of ctoss-cultural

mrrsiãat/lyrical appropriation is not, however, exclusive to Kobaku or evenJapan. In Papua New Guinea, for

exampìe, io.ul .orr.t versions of foreign songs are commofl and fall under the genre known as " kopìkat" and may

include a total or partial substitution of lydcs (Webb 1'993:104).
tt Ri.ky Martin, who has a strong Latin ,\merican fan base, also recorded this song in Spanish.
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Dance"). These cover songs were released in Japan n 1,999, the same year of Ricky

Martin and Entique Iglesias's 'original' releases, and thus both the covers and the

'originals' were competing simultaneousiy in the Japanese populat music matket.tt It is

important to rìote, howevef, that when these songs wefe reieased, Gö Hiromi and Saiiö

Hideki's respective record companies duly acknowledged the true origins of the cover

songs. Even today, a section of Gö's officiai website pettaining to "GOLDFINGER

'99" clearlv states that it is aJapanese language kaba þoku (cover song) and tecognises

both the song's 'original' singer and 'original' title ("Hiromi Go Goldfìnger '99"

1999:Internet). Saijö Hideki's officialwebsite grants that his sortg, too, is a cover song

and similady names the 'original' singer and song title yet also includes a brief

description of wodd-wide sales fìgures of the 'original' song ("Hideki Single Gtafiti

[sic] 1999" 1.999:Internet).13 Despite such ftank and formal admissiorìs, none of this

information is disclosed in the 50th Klhakø. The VØhite Mc-usually adept at providing

a brief backgtound to the song or the performer as a lead-in to song petformances-

does not divulge the names of the otiginal songs or singers. In fact, the only indication

that these are indeed covers comes from the song wdting credits which are fleetingly

presented on-screen in small print at the beginning of each perform nce; here, the

Japanese þicists are listed in conjunction with the composers. The inclusion of covel

songs-whether acknowledged as such or not-sheds light on the charzcter of the

Community. These songs are, after all, deemed significant to be in the 50tt' Kahaka

'time-capsuie' of songs to be passed ofl to the next century.ta -,{.s adaptations of

originals, these songs are not wholly unique and perhaps they may be consideted of

less worth in \X/estern thought. Flowevef, in the mind of NHI( (and, in all likelihood,

Kohaka audiences) the fact that these songs are covers does little to diminish theit merit.

After all, rhese sorìgs contain Japanese iyrics and are performed by established K¡haka

singers-they are marked as Japanese. The reasons for theit inclusion are evident: they

t'Th" ,ong "Bairaruosu" was also teleased in other parts of Asiâ although not likely in its original form. Saiiö

Hideki's version was, for example, re-covered by a Canto-pop artist and subsequently popularised in Hong I(ong

and Singapore (Iwabuchi 2002b:98). See Ogawa Q004) for furthet discussion ofJapanese pop music and covers

in Hong I(ong.
tt Hid"kiis known for covering Spanish-language songs. In 1989, for example, he released â cover of a Spanish-

lalguage which was originally performed by Enrique lglesias's father, Julio Iglesias ("Hideki Single Grafiti þic]
1999" 1999:I¡ternet).
t4 S.. ugui.r, the minor theme'Nl4iuisseiki ni t:ataetai ata' ('Passitgon Songs fot the 2l" Century)'

CHÄPTER THREE: PERFORMING THE N4USIC ÀND'I'HE LYRICS
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are indicative of Japan's post-war custom of adapting foreign popular songs to suit

Japanese tastes and, moreover, represent the internationalisation of the Japanese music

mârket tn 1.999.

The {ìnal aspect of performing lydcs discussed here is variations of lyrics with

the live setting. Kohakø's songs 
^re 

pu¡posefully abridged to comply with the

programme's time restrictions and it is not surprising that singers occasionally confuse

the order of þcs or even forget wotds altogether for these newly-modified songs.

Cleady, the intense pressure of singing live to a broadcast audience of millions is also a

contributin g factor, as is the knowledge that an ertot reflects badly on the individual

performer and the te^m.In Kohaka, such mistakes cannot be concealed. A þic error is

immediately noticeable to audiences even if they are unfamiliat with the song. This is

because the vocal ptesentation is unexpectedly inconsistent with the on-screen þics.

Thete are, for example, substantial sections of lyrics which are alteted in DA PUMP's

petformance of 'lX/e can't stop the music" and I{ayama Yttzo's "Kimi to itsamademo"

('You, Forevermore") and minor alterations in Hoscikawa Takashi's "Sakara no hana no

chira gotokø" (",{, if Chetry Blossoms Were Falling'). What is notable is that unlike the

group DA PUMP which petformed in Kohaka for only the second time, this was

I{ayamz's 74rh peúormance and Hosokawa's 25th peúormance n Kohaka. These

instances demonstrate the faltibiìity and 'humanrìess' of the Kohakø perfotmets,

suggesting that with or without extensive experience on the Kohakø stage, anyorae c^î

make a mistake. While these perfotmers do not give visible indications that they are

awaïe of making 
^rt 

etor, other 50th Kzhaka 
^cts 

knowingly incorporate new lydcs for a

specific purpose. Duting one song perfotmance, for example, the all-male comedic

group Yaen refers to the contest itself. Instead of singing the on-screen þics

Eithet black ot white, it's neither one.

So is a label necessary?

Be cool! 
J¿sn-'<Be coorr"
Song Perfotmance 2J

Either white ot red, it's Kohakø

So deat Sabutõ 'won big' [as the final singer]

with the song " Matsørf' ("F esnval")l

Yaen sings
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These new lyrics suggest that either the Red Team or !7hite Team could win. The

group then scandalously reveals top-secret information about the 50'h Kohaka, that

IStalima Saburö (affecttonately nicknamed'saba chan') w'i), perform in the 50'h Kohaku's

înaI tori position and that the songwill be "Matsurl'("Festival"). In the closed wodd

of Kohakø, where the song list and progrâmme order is strictly guarded, any disclosed

information is relished. As such, the in-house audience members wete noticeably

thrilled and a new sense of vigour was injected into the programme. An unexpected

eveflt had occurred and this opened the door fot similar song performance stunts to

take place. Indeed, the next (and fìnal) time an 'unscheduled' reference to Kohakø was

made in a song's lyrics was during I(itajima's tori performance. Unlike Yaen, however,

I{ttaiima does not reveal Kohaka secrets-the contest is nearly over by that stage, in any

ç¿5s-2nd only alters one þic in the final line of his song. \ùØhereas the on-screen

þics read

This is the festival of Japzn!
ICtajima Sabvo-" Matvrî' ('F es:úv al")

Song Petforma¡ce 54

I(tajima sings

This is the festival of Kohakøl
I(ita j ima S alnro 

-" 
M a ß a rf ' (" F esttv al" )

Song Performance 54

In effect, this subtle word exchange shifts the song's meaning. Instead of being a song

that celebrates just the nation, it now also includes K¡haka, of which I(tajima is an

important p^tt> at that very momerìt. Other elements of petformance reiating to this

important song performance are addtessed in gte ter detail in subsequent chapters.

By examining the performance of music and lyrics in the 50tn K¡haktl, we c lt

view the Community members as discrete individuals, as demonstrated through their

styles of music, their vocal delivery, and their spontaneous and playful use of language.

This is complemented by the þc vatiations in the live setting which highlight the

'humanness' of these performers and provide points of identification and empathy for

K¡haku audiences. When considering these individuals as part of a collective, it is clear

that the lyric vartattons, in conjunction with the on-scteen presentation of text, serve as

an invitation fot the audiences to join the televisual øchi that is 50'h Kahaka Communtq,.
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At the same time, þcs referring to Kohaka demonstrate the Community's awareness

of this unique institution and its extensive histodcal Community of which the 50tl'

Kohaka song performers are now part. Á.t z another level, the presence of 'non-

Japanese' aspects, such as 'lØestern' instruments and English þcs, illustrates the

'internationalisation' of the nation in 1,999 and is in keeping Japan's ptoclivity for

bortowing from other cultures and integrating select aspects into their songs,

evidenced most tellingly by the inclusion of cover songs. With these aspects of the 50ù

K¡haka forming a backdrop, it is now possible to examine the next element of song

performance.
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song assumes new meaning when perfotmed in the 50¡ K¡haka. It is no

longer isolated and self-contained; rather, it becomes one of the many lyricai

stories which together cre te aî ongoing narra:lve throughout the

programme. The songs performed by the 50th Kzhaka Commtnity arc þcally divetse,

with subject matter ranging from lost love, to ovetcoming hardship, to remembering

one's hometown. Despite these obvious differences, mal:ry songs share similar themes

and this gives the programme a sense of cohesion and continuity. These songs are,

after all, selected by NHI{ tn accordance with the 50th Kohaku's malor theme, 'Utaoo

mirai e - lidai to sedai o koete -' ('Looking to the Future Through Song: Spanning Eras

and Generations'), and its minor theme, 'N/øisseiki ni tsataetai uta' ('Passing on Songs

for the 21't Century') although, ultimately, it is the membets of the 50'u Kohakø

Community who bting the lyrics to life through song performance.

This chapter looks at selected recurdng lydc themes with a view to understand

how the 50th Klhakø Commttnity shapes a sense of nationhood for Japzn.It draws on

Mita's (1992) study of lyrics as emotional symbols in Japanese popular songs prior to

1.963, and Yano's (1995) follow-up reseatch pertaining to enka songs from 1.963 to the

mid-1990s. Like these studies, this chapter also identifies patterned expressions in

popular songs and considers them as a key to understanding "the feelings of the

masses for a partscttl^r era." (Mrta 1992:5), namely at the end of the millennium. Unlike

Mita and Yano who examine the rypes and frequency of specific words in songs, this

chapter is intended neither to be a linguistic analysis rtor ^ study of the gendeted

nuarìces of the Japanese language. It is instead concerned with patterns of lyric themes

pertaining to the four issues identified in the Introduction, noting in particulx that in

the context of this landmark event, there is a focus on the nation. This chapter

therefore looks ^t the evocations of the ¡12¡i6¡-f1s¡¡ physical locations and

landmarks, to the distinctive seasons and the heavens above, to the culinary landscapes

of Japan-before reflecting on the nation's history and future. Thtoughout this

discussion, however, we will also see connections between the individual and the

CH,{PTER FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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Landscapes of Nation and the Individual

The Japanese have 
^ 

gre t affinty with their land. Since the 'beginning of time' when

the physical landscape was born from the union of the god Izanael and goddess

Izanamias decreed in the Japanese Creation myth, the land has been tegarded as divine

(I(obayashi 2002:95). The Shinto faith, furthermore, deems mountains, valleys, seas

and dvers as sacred homes for kami deities, thus promoting a spiritual connection

between the people and the natutal topography. The land aiso serves a pncttcal

pufpose. As an island archipelago, sufrounded by watef and isolated ftom other

nations, the earth (and sea) were once the sole sources of food and industry for

centuries. The scenic landscapes have always, however, been a soutce of pleasure as

they are constantly renewed and articulated through the colours of turning seasorls

from the yellow-to-orange-to-red maple leaves of autumn to the white and pink of

plum and cherry blossoms in spring. The land and its people ate also keenly affected by

seasonal weather, such as the humid rainfalls of summer and the heavy snowfalls of

winter. It is easy to see why the various landscapes of Japan are so intricately connected

with life and serve as a source of inspiration in music, theatre, literature, visual arts and

fashion.

This section examines the articulation of Japanese landscapes tn Kohaku soîgl

Four kinds of landscapes are identifìed here: locations and landmatks; the seasons; the

heavens; and culinary landscapes. Befote ptoceeding, it is first important to undetstand

the symbolism that is associated with cities and nval areas tn Japtn. The economic

growth in the mid-1960s to mid-1970s contributed to the consolidation of cities and by

1,ggg, the vast majonq of the nation's population was living in cities. Tokyo, in

parttcular, had become the nation's locus: the throbbing heartbeat of a modern,

technologically advznced and fast-paced Japan. By contrast, rural townships-now

significantly depopulated-could be positioned in contrast with Tokyo as being

unmodern, somewhat primitive and stagnant. In spite of a nation-wide rail network

and the widespread availability of media such as NHK serving to physicaþ and

technologically bind remote locations to cities, Japan remained symbolically divided'

Even today, this divide is, however, not so much 'city vs. country' ot 'urban vs. rural',
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but rather Tokyo vs. 'not-Tokyo' ffano 2002:1,9, Ivy 1993). The locations that

comprise 'not-Tokyo', càÍr be organised into three key areas with varying meanings:

chiho þrovinces], which defìnes lands that are outside Tokyo, is most neutal; inal<a

[rustic counuyside] imparts a sense of cultural backwater as well as physical

disrance; fand lastlyl farøsato þometown] is the most emotionally binding. (Yano

2002:19 20, 1 9 9 9 :1. 62-1. 63)

The concept of "rusticity" binds these three ateas: even latgely populated cities such as

Osaka, Nagoya and Yokohama (which lies in close ptoximity to outer Tokyo suburbs)

are considered 'rustic', if not rual. The elements that defìne 'not-Tokyo' are, therefote,

"not based on population density, strict geographical iocation or even economic base,

but on cultural distance from a single naional cefltre, Tokyo" (Yano 2002:20).

Although the various localities of 'not-Tokyo' are symbolically unified, the visibly

distinct but often minute differences between localities do not become homogenised

when integrated. Instead, varying regional landscapes and climates of 'not-Tokyo'-the

foods consumed, the accents and dialects spoken, the clothing worn, and the songs

performed-are all. celebrated 
^s ^p^rt 

of a longing for old-Jap^n, a sense of past, the

'traditional' and 'authentic'. Moreover, "wherì these differences come together under

the umbtella of førasalz [(one's hometown)], then being a'Iocal' means being a naional

cltTzen" (Yano 2002:21,; my italics). Thus, most importantly fot this discussion, these

differences simultaneously mark a region as being distinct ftom othets and also serve

to represent the natioÍr 
^s ^ 

whole.

Locations and Landmarks

In Kohaku, both tegional difference and a sense of national unity are evoked through

song lyrics. Comparisons between regions are never made within a single song, but

over the course of the contest, a sense of Japan's regionai diversity becomes appa;reît.

Locations and landmarks, for example, ate mentioned most frequently and directly in

enka songs. Referring to nationah famous places by name helps to establish a song's

setting, plays on the Japanese people's love of travelling Q'delson Grabutn 1983) and

reminds them of their hetitage (Hendry 1,987:167). Howevet, when lyrics tefet to 'not-

Tokyo' locations, Kohaka audiences are given a taste of the 'intetnal exotic'; the

locations described 
^re ^ppe 

ling, unfamiliar, out-of-the-way rustic places, th^t Me

CHÅPTE,R FOUìì: LYRIC THEIVIE,S
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symbolically far fromTokyo and located not offshote but within Japan.t Moteovet, the

landscape's "long-codified elements", such as mountains and views, take on "added

semiotic weight through their new importance as guarantees of a past that still

[coheres]" (Ivy 1995 100-101). The uniquely Japanese landscape, in all its diversity,

becomes a physical symbol of 'old' Japan, unspoiled Japan-

Songs that rcfer to locations and landmarks serve ân additional function in the

context of Kohaka. Through NHI{'s extensive broadcasting network, the programme

reaches the most femote villages and provides a welcome soufce of entettainment.

Therefore, when song lyrics refet to such a region, it indicates to the region's

inhabitants that they are not forgotten; it says that although Kohaka is staged in Tokyo,

the nation's epicentre, the songs are not only about Tokyo. In this sense, visu/s¡5-

regardless of their location in Japan-can be assured that they 
^re 

p^rt of the national

achi and that this ttuly a programme for zL Japan. One such location desctibed in

Kahaka is Tsugaru, the setting for Harada Yuri's song"Tsøgarw no ltana" ("Flowers of

Tsugaru"). This area, located in the remote Notthern Honshù region, has a nototiously

hatsh climate. Bitterþ cold winters intensify the already tough tenain of the Shirakami

mountains, the imposing Mount Iwaki and Iwaki River. In addition to the extreme

weather and seasons (discussed below), Harada Yud's enka song also desctibes the

northerþ location of this area and its well-known water feature:

The Notth's Tsugaru...

...the Iwaki Rivet, the Iwaki Rivet.
HaradaYrri-*Tsugaru no hana" ("Flowers of Tsugaru")

Song Performance 9

Tsugam's remoteness, caused by the isolating landscape, has affected the area's

inhabitants in such ^ way that they have developed a distinctive dialect and unique

cultural habits. Even though the dialect's rough, guttural tones matkedly distinguish it

from the 'bona fìde' and mellifluous Japanese spoken by Tokyoites, it is considered

appealing:

1 Ivy e"plore. the creation of an intetnal exotic through Japan National Railway's ofîtcial 'Discover Japan'
campaþ in the 1980's which urged theJapanese to embark on a "(re)discovery of nativeJapan" (1995:45). For

discussion of the internal exotic in relation toJapanese popular music, see Mitsui (1998a).
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The Tsugaru lânguage is kind...
HandaYvi-"Tsugaru no hana" ("Flowers of Tsugaru")

Song Perfotmance 9

and rustic, and is thetefore celebrated as an aspect of the 'internal exotic'. Anothet

remote Japanese location referred to by name is Cape Ashizuri, a sea-fronted peninsula

located on the southernmost tip of the Shikoku island. This cape is known for its steep

cliffs and cr^ggy rock formations that face powerful swell from the Pacific Ocean.

Toba Ichirõ describes this location in the song "Ashiqari-misakf' ("Cape Ashizuri'),

and its harsh elements:

The ocean splits, the rocks howl.
At Ashizuti, when I stand upon the cape of tough waves

Toba Ichiro-"As hiqari- mi:akr" (' Cape Àshizuri")
Song Performance 6

Despite the ferocity of Cape Ashizuti, the area is home to fishing villages and pots

where the sea is major source of food and income. Because the life of a fisherman is

far removed from the bustling modern world of Tokyo, it is consideted to be a rustic

occupation, steeped in the tradition of 'oldJapan'.

Enka singer Ishikawa Sayuri also tecalls natural locations and landmarks in het

sorìg, "Amagi-goe" ("Âmagi Pass"), set in the Shizuoka prefecture's Izu peninsula and

home to the rugged landscape of the A-ug mountain range inside a popular national

park. The most famous sites ate directJy named:

. . . the Jöten watetfall

..the Amagi pass...

the Kanten bridge
Ishikawa Sa:¡uit-"Amogt-got" ("Amagi Pass')

Song Performance 49

as is the nearby marshland where Japanese horsetadish is commetcially produced:

Tlne wasabi matsh...
Ishikawa Saytti-"Anagi-goa" ("Amagi Pass")

Song Performance 49

It is not only regional locations and landmarks such as these that are identified by

name. Sevetal songs, instead, refer to Tokyo. Maekawa I(iyoshi's "T0kJ0 sabaka"
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('Tokyo Desert"), for example, is set in this large city. I(aguya hime's "Kanda-gawa"

("I(anda River"), however, alludes to a speciftc area of Tokyo by identifying the

Ochanomizu district's landmark tivet in the song's titie and thtough lydcs that descdbe

a unique student lifestyle in detail. Songs about Tokyo do not typically desctibe

elements of 'rusticity', but Yamakawa Yutaka's song "Amerika-bashî' ("Amedca

Bridge')-concerning a bridge in Ebisu in Shibuya ward, Tokyo-does evoke a sense

of the 'internal exotic' in a way that songs about tegional areas also do. For example,

the lyrics describe a memory of how the bridge used to look:

The cobbled toad' the cobbleo 
îii;;;- aytaka-,,Amerika basbí,(lmerica Bridge,)
Song Petfotmance 1.3

This nostalg¡cally brings to mind old-wodd, traditional Tokyo, before the city's

modernisation. The cobbled road desctibed above stands in direct contrast with the

bridge's asphalt-covered 
^ppea;r^ltce 

at the time of Yamakawa's performance in the 50'h

KAhaka. Moteover, the bddge was not paticulady well-known (nor was it an imposing

landmark) despite its interesting history.2 In this respect, the bddge has a similar appeal

to that of hidden, secret or out-of-the-way places in rural Japan which 
^re 

the subject

of many 'not-Tokyo' enka songs.' However, the reality of Tokyo as being a bustling,

modern city is acknowledged in other songs. In Maekawa I(iyoshi's "Tokito sabakø"

("Tokyo Desert"), for example, urban life is anonymous, harsh, dirty and cruel. The

individual becomes lost in the ctowd, thus inciting a sense of loneliness (Mrta

1992:1,03) such that Tokyo seems desolate and bleak like a desett:

The dvet in the ravine between buildings can't stream,

Only datk waves of people flow.
Maekawa I{ty o sht-" T a þt o sa b a kì' ("Tokyo D es et C')

Song Performance26

' Th. bti lg.', ofhcial name is the Ebisu ruinarui-bashi @bisu South Bridge). It was purchased by the Japanese at a

trade fatt in the U.S.A. in the 1900s and later etected as tlre nation's ftst steel structure, a symbol of
modernisation and progtess at the time. Decades later, American military troops and General MacArthur were

stat-ioned neat to the bridge which prompted the nickname 'Anerik'a-ba¡hl.

' Ir, , ."..nt (2002) irterview, Yamakawa described the suitability of the bddge as a song subject matter because

of the "nosralgic atmosphere" it had when it was cobbled and how this made it "a good topic for the lyrics of a

song' fùTilson 2002a:Internet).
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The image of the city as a desert is teinforced in other songs:

The city is now a desett.

Everyone is lonely.
Wada Akiko-"Ano kane 0 nara.ra no wa anata"

("You Ate the One Ringrng that Bell")

Song Perfotmance 53

Ind-ividuals travel to cities such as Tokyo to fìnd work arìd, as such leave behind their

hometowns (furasato).aThis terr'r..,ftlrusato,has been loosely described in this chapter as

orìe's hometown, but it also erìcompasses the "pIace of one's birth, orìe's parents

(especially mother), one's ancestors, one's childhood" àÍtd, because of its links with

nostalgia, itis also "the source of one's feelings" fano 1'995:434).ìØhile one'sfarøsato

may be 'reàl', the nostaþa for it is "primarily a constfl.lct of urban ztmchatr

philosophy" because it is "viewed from afaf' and, consequently, it becomes "highly

selective and sentimental, emotive, rom î:rrcized, imagined memory" (Palmer 2005:1,3).

This idealised memory of farøsala is (re)created through song. Unlike the locations and

landmarks which are teferced to by rìame, songs about hometowns are idealised and

typi.ully set in "generalized, abstract places" (À4ita 1.992:1.08) which are unnamed such

thar they could be could be an be thought of any location in Japan or even Japan rn

general. One's hometown is the antithesis of Tokyo; it is located in the country, where

there are beautiful landscapes, clean au andwater, and zn abundance of wildlife:

That mountain whete I chased rabbits,

That river where I fished fot little carp,

Even nou/, my dteam fetufns:
My unforgettable hometown.

The gteen mountâins of my hometown,
The pure waters of my hometown.

Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sacliko-"Furusato"
("Hometown")
Song Performance 47

In the journey of life, one leaves their hometown far behind. The distance between the

city and one's hometown is vast, suggestin a sense of 'pastness' as well as nostalgia for

bettet times, fot the unspoiltJapan which no longet exists:

o Thi, i, a recurring theme throughoutJapan's history of popular song (c.f. Mtta1992,Yano 1995)

CFIAPTER FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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\X/ithout knowing it,
I have walked this long, nattow road.
\X/hen I look bzck, far away in the distance,

I can see my hometown.
Tendõ \çslfüri-"Kawa ilo nagare nolo n/'
("Li1<e the Rivet's FIow")
Song Petformance 51

Hometowns ate longed for. This results from "an attzchment to ofle's previous life and

expefiefìce, a stâte of mind which faces toward the past" (Nlita 1,992:1,09).

The hometown I long for...
l{ozaiF{aori-"Bo,þro janen" ("Ten Years of Nostalgra")

Song Perfotmance 14

Indeed, rf farasato symbolises orre's childhood, it is clear that one cannot ever retufn,

I hold back my tears, my heatt's hometown.
I look back but can't fetufn 

Horiuchi rakao- ,,Zokø: take tonbo -sei¡han no shþpo-"
("Sequel Bamboo Dragonfly -the tail-end of youth-")
Song Performance 18

even though one wants to:

I want to return once my heat has decided.
I{awanaka Miylkt-Í Ki n i kage s o - s u 7a ra n -"
("Lily of the Valtey")

Song Petformance 39

Aftet I fulfil my ambitions,
I'11go back [thete] someday

Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sacliko-"Førø:ato"
("Hometown')
Song Performance 47

Songs which refer to locations and landmarks-u/hether named ot unna¡¡sd-n6¡

only remind viewers of the physical aspects of the country. They also call on viewers to

unite as an imagined community and collectively reflect on the nation's past, creating a

sense of communal longing for days gone by when life was simple, and for a idealised

world which cârì never be experienced or reclaimed 'in real life' except through created

CHAPTER FOUR: LYRIC THE.MES
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The Seasons

Before identifying specifìc references to the seasons in Kohaka songs, it is wotth

considering the broader signifìcance of natufe in relation to the national consciousness.

The 18th century writer Motoori Nodnaga noted that a "spontaneous sensitivity to

fl2¡rte" was a fundamental chancteristic of what it means to be "uniquely Japanese"

(Nlotoori in Mords-Suzuki 1998:111,,1,29).s This aesthetic sensitivity is most deeply felt

toward Japan's four distinct seasons because of their àramattc effect upon the natural

landscape. It is also rooted in the Shintö and Buddhist faiths, whereby nature can be

seen as exptession of the kami (gods) as well as the embodiment of the Zen concept of

transience. The Japanese maintain a deep psychological engagement with seasons, as

seen through Japan's rich legacy of artistic expression such as the waka syllabic poems

of the Heian period and the haika of the Edo period. Seasonal landscapes are also

presented as images in the visual arts, such as shiki-e (the four seasons) paintings on

føsøma-e (sliding door panels), as well as music, where themes may, for example, mimic

the chirping of summertime cicadas.6

Songs of the 50rn K¡haka sintlarly use seasonally themed þics to establish the

temporal setting for the song. Mita notes that lydcs about the seasons can also be seen

as symbols of the human emotions which are shared by all Japanese-these are

"commonly sensed emotional values of the nourts within a given culture" (1,992:1'31).

It is this widespread sentiment that unites the 50th Community and the Kohaka

audience, even if members of this audience-from the very young to the eldedy-may

interpret seasonally themed lyrics in different ways. Lyrics about a pariúcttlar season

may not strike a chord with those who have not experienced a season so profoundly-

KOhaku viewers from nothern Hokkaidõ, for example, would have a gre^ter empathy

for desctiptions of harsh, snowy winters than viewers from the tropical southern

Ryuku islands. Nevertheless, it is the articulation of "ethnic patterns of empathy,

cultural phonetic preferences, and traditional mannetisms of expression" which enable

t Fo, n detailed account ofthe changing and developing telationship between nature and national identity in

Japan, see Morris-Suzuki (1998:35-59).
u Kikku-u notes that the musical sense of the Japanese is such that the sounds sf ¡2¡tr¡s-u/ind blowing through

bamboo, for example-cannot be distinguished from that cteated 'real' musical instrumeflts (1987:86-88). This

suggests that theJapanese regard natute and music to be inseparable.

CHÅPTER FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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such words to resonate among allJapanese, regardless of âge (t\4ita 1'992:1'32). The 50th

KOhakø Community's lyrics speak to Japan's people as a whole, drawing in the viewing

narion through an understanding of the shated emotional symbols, thus helping to

confrm their place within the national achi.

In KAhakø. the long-standing national sentiment toward the seasons is most

readily expressed tn enka lyrics and winter and spring are mentioned most ftequently.

InJapan, a strong visual indicator of wintet is snow (lokò. The texture of snow can

vary from pleasurably powder-soft to dangerously icy and melting; negotiating this

unpredictable terrain becomes metaphor for fate and human life. \X/alking thtough

snow with certainty and conviction therefore becomes a symbol of bravery:

Valiantly, with grace,
I ttead fitmly in the destiny snow.

Nagayama Y oko-" S adane y /<î' ("Destiny Snow")

Song Petformance 3'l

Wind (kary) is a common characteristic of winter and it often exhibits a life of its own.

Unlike a moist and warm summer breeze, a bittetly cold winter wind cuts through

layers of clothing to chill one to the bone and can emit a distressing, human-like wail'

In the enka song below, a woman's feelings of sadness and loneliness as she longs fot

her lover are symbolised by the harsh winter wind which also, in her mind, represents

his cry. Mita also notes that the wind is an emotional symbol of impermanence

(1,992:1,35) and in the context of the song below, the wind also signifìes that the

romarìce did not last. The wind, and these emotions, arc felt deeply in the womarì's

hezrt:

The biting cold wintet wind with the sunset in the distance,

Become yout calling in my heart.
I(õzai Kaod-"Boþo janen" ('Ten Years of Nostalgia")

Song Performance L4

Her desperation is heightened by the 10 long yeats she has suffered alone, such that

winter seems to be never-endiîg-a symbol of painful longing, constarìt suffeting and

diminishing hope:

Fot ten years I've wanted to see you under the wintet sky...
I{ozatl{aori-"Boþo junen" ("Ten Years of Nostalgia")

Song Petformance L4
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A cloudy and grey winter sky is unwelcoming during the daytime but is even more so

during the night. In a song about loneliness, sorrow and ddnkifig, 
^ 

clear night sky

reveals the moon and stars which also take on the characteristics of this cold, heartless

season:

\Øinter's night, wintet's moon,
Winter's stârs. . .

Yoshi Ikuzö-"Frya no sake" ("VinteÌs sakd)

Song Perfotmance 10

Winter also presents the harshest of natute's elements, symbols of obstacles one must

fzce a¡d overcome in life's journey. The most common metaphors ate dtiving winds,

pelting nin and strong 1¡¡¿¡¡s5-if a person can persevere in spite of the ptevaiJing

weather, then they will succeed in life:

Thete are also times when
The drivingrallî and wind battets me and I hang my head.

Even if I am engulfed by
The waves and winds of the changing times,
I will do my best to stand up to the hardship,
\X/ithout panicking or complaining.

Sakamoto Fuyumi-"lGqe ni tatsÌ'
('To Stand Against the Wind")
Song Performarce 43

Even if I am beaten by run and blown by wind,
I will keep singing as long as I live.

Mikawa I(en'ichi-"Eien ni bara no toki o"

('Huppy Times for All Eternity")
Song Performønce 40

It is taining and even though the road is muddy,

One day, once again, a cleat day will come.
Tendö Yoshimi-"Kawa no nagare nolo nî'
("Like the River's Flow")
Song Performance 51

\X/inter is all consuming; snow envelops the earth, animais hibernate and trees lose their

leaves. Spring, by contrast, is a seâson of tenewal; the sun begins to shine, animals give

birth and new plant gtowth appears. The turning of winter into to spring thus brings

hope for new possibilities. The cyclical natue of seasons is ptedictable and, as such,

one can look forw^rd to spring afld the promise it holds. Like nature, spring is a time
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fot humans to undergo transformations but of a personal nature, âs this J-pop song

desctibes:

\X/ith each coming of spring, I can gtow.
If I don't fotget that feeling,
I am able to Live with sttength.

The snow ceâses to fall, the cold has gone,
Then that season will teturn this year.

Ah! spring will come.
Hysteric þl¡s-a If aru-spring-" ("Spring")
Song Performance 3

The coming of spring also sþals an abundance of newly blooming seasonal flowers,

such as the lily of the valley:

Like a sprinkling of little white bells,

The flowets of the lily of the valley is in bloom.
Kawanaka Miylxt-Í Ki ni kageso - sa Turan -"
("Lily of the Valley')
Song Petformance 39

Flowers (hana) in general are long-established symbols of beauty rn Japan. In populat

song, they function as emotional symbols joy or love and longing QMrta 1992:1'33). As

such, the flowers of springtime that are describ ed in Kohaku songs, are often suggestive

of joyful times:

Absolutely, positively, definitely, we will seize out happiness'

Apple and cherry trees bloom together.
The North's Tsugaru is in the height of spring and is covered in blooms.

HaradaYuri-"Tsagara no bana" ("Flowets of Tsugaru")

Song Petformance 9

In other Kohakø songs, however, a blooming flower becomes an emotional symbol fot

love. This is an emotion that deeply penetrates orìe's heart. In the song below, a

woman yearns for man to love her and her alone:

I wish I wete a flower blooming in your heatt, only.
Fuji Ayako-"Onna no magokoro"

(",{ \ùØoman's Earnest Sincerity")

Song Performa¡ce 25
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The rose (bn ò, with its particularly strong fragrance, is an emotional symbol of good

forrune, joy and hope (À.{it 1.9921,34).Its perfume, more so that its exquisite colour

and petals, bdngs pleasute that, like these emotions, ate felt in one's heatt:

'\ red rose has floweted.
My heart is stained by the fragtant flower's petfume

Mikawa I(en'ich -"Eien ni bara no to i o"

('Huppy Times for All Eternity")
Song Performance 40

A flower that blooms before spring, in spite of the inhospitable winter climate, is

symbolic of a victory against all the odds. Â deeply felt sensitivity to nature allows the

KOhakø audience to draw strength, inspiration and motivation from this image, as

articulated by the following membet of the 50th Community:

The flower which blooms before spting:
I am inspited by this image.

,\ twig bends
Plum blossom, covered in snow, blooms.
It can't become a flower if it doesn't risk its life

Nagayama Y oko-" S adarue y k/' ('Destiny Snow")

Song Performa¡ce 37

It is rare for flowers to bloom before winter's end. Generally, a tree must endure the

cold months in order to bud, bloom and bear ftuit in spring. This image is a metaphor

for human life: people must also endure harsh conditions, such as failed romance, and

patiently wait for happiness and love to atrive:

,\ftet it endures the bittet cold of mid-wintet,
The flowers will bloom, fthe ttees] will bear fruit.
I've fallen in love and been hurt many tlmes

[But now] spting has also come for me...
I{andaYwi-ÍTsagaru no hana" ("Flowers of Tsugaru')
Song Performance 9

The cherry-blossom (sakara) is Japan's unofficial floral symbol and the most beloved of

all flowers. Although it is widely cultivated, it still grows wild in Japzn and has the

added appeal of being native to the island archipelago (Baird 2001:48, Spencet 2002:1,2).

Cherry blossoms are only found during the height of spring. The nation watches with

fascination as media fervently reports the blooms as the sakara-qensen þt. 'cherry

blossom front') gradually sweeps up and across Japan. Due to Japan's vast longitudinal

CH,A.PTER FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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spread and vaded climate, the flowers first 
^ppe 

r in the southern islands during the

end of March, move to the central part of the country at the start of April and then

travel northward thereafter. Cherry blossoms are actively celebrated and many people

embark on special outings (hananl to view the beautiful display during sptingtime.

Kohakø lyrics acknowledge this seasonal pastime that is unique to Japan:

In spting there is chetry blossom-viewing...
Shigemori Al*-i and Hayami l(6¡¡¿¡þ-"f ango 3 klodal'

('The Three dan¿o Brothers")
Song Performance 5

The beauty of cherry blossom not only lies in its soft pink hue and delicate petals, but

also in the brevity of its blooming period. Flowers bloom simultaneously in a cluster

and then completely disappear only a few days later, often blown away in a cloud of

snow-like petals by a bdsk spring brceze.In this way, the ephemeral cherry blossoms

embody the Zen concept of impetmanence, whete nothing in this wodd lasts and that

life too is fleeting. In Kohaka Iyrics, cherry blossoms and flowers in general are

symbolic of this concept:

The life of a flower is short
Mori Shin'ichi-" Ofa karo - s an" ("Mother Dear")

Song Petformance 48

Life is trâns1ent.

Is this world a drezm ot an illusion?
As if chetry blossoms wete falling.

Hosokawa Takashi-"-Ç¿ kara no ltana no chiru gotokì'

('As if Cherry Blossoms Wete Falling')
Song Performance 38

In general, cherry blossoms are emotional symbols of gallantry and tranquillity (Mita

1,992:1,32). The profound beauty of the chetry blossom, in spite of its brief life, is seen

as valorous. It symbolises 'seizing the day' and living life to the fullest whereas falling

chetry blossoms 
^te ^ 

metaphor for death @aird 2001,:48). Indeed, the life of any

flower is short and the putity and fullness of that life-signified by its bloom, spirit

atdf or tts fragrance-is a quality to be admired and emulated by people. Thus, these

lydcs sung by members of the 50,h Community to the KOhaka audience are words of

inspiration:
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Seek yout adventure and bloom like a flower.
Hosokawa Takashî-"Saþ'ura no hana no cbira gotokÌ'

(",\s if Cherry Blossoms rWere Falling")

Song Performance 38

'The gtace of the flower's sPitit
Lives with sttength', þis] you taught me.

Your, your truthful [wotds],
I will never fotget them.

Mori Shin'ichi-" Ofu karo +an" ("Mother Dear')
Song Performance 48

Such strength can be smelt in its perfume'
I will take it, that spirit-
I will also be a woman floweting in the snow'

Nagayama Y oko-" S adan e 1 a kt" ("Destiny Snow")

Song Performa¡ce 37

,\s this small sample of songs demonstrates, lyric references to the seasons and their

effects on Japan's physical landscape also symbolise the emotional landscapes of the

individual. They also reveal rich and vaded ways in which the 'feelings' of the nation

are enunciated in song, and provide insight into how the individual is atticulated to a

p^rticûIaLr place, region, or, in this case, the nation.

The Heavens

The sky, like the land, is meaningful to the Japanese people. It is valued for its aesthetic

beauty and evet-changing qualities-the rainbows, clouds, sunrises and sunsets by day

and the moon and stats by night. This appreciation for the sky's nuances is part of the

broader and uniquely Japanese sensibility towârd nature and the seasons' Japan's

connection with the sky was fìrst tecotded in Japan's primary historical chronicle, the

KEiki (R.ecords of Ancient Matters), during the Nara period. ISupp rìotes that in this

tome, the heavens are revered as the arena where Creation took place (1997:198)' In

accordance with Shinto Creation folklore, the supreme sun goddess Amaterasu

omikami-daughter of Japan's creatofs-sent hef grandson to earth to establish the

Japanese empire and subsequently begrn the lineage of ruling emperors (I(oiima and

Crate 1,987:7-8). As such, the Japanese Imperial Family has long-declated a special

bond with the heavens. Despite the relatively recent dispelling of the emperor's

ancestral origins, symbols of the sun and moon are still used for the family's banners in
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recognirion of the sun goddess and as elements of the sky (Iftupp 1'997 1.97)'t In pre-

Meiji times, the Japanese people looked to the sun and moon to provide structure for

their daiþ lives via the foreþ-introduced lunar-solar calend^r ar7¿, Gregotian solar

calendar.t Used as the chief source of chronology, the changing state of the heavens

helped to shape annual cyclic events such as matsari festivals (Caillet 1998:15). '{.s such,

a profound respect for the heavens still remains today and is exptessed through

worship of, for example, prominent sun kami (g"dÐ such as '\materu (Heaven

Shining) and Amateru Mitama (Heavenly Shining Sacred SpiriQ ^t shrines and

honoured through festivals and other ttaditions (N4atsumae 1.993:345-346)'

References to various elements of the heavens, such as the sky, sun, moon and

stars, are abundant in songs of the 50th KAhaka. Due to the religious and aesthetic

connections the Japanese people have with these elements, these lyrics are not merely

descriptive, but are also symbolic of pov/erful emotions-feelings that arc privately felt

by everyo îe ^t 
some time, and hete, in Kohakø, are publicly articulated by the 50th

Community.

In popular song, lyrics about the sky (sorQ can, for example, signify hope ot

nostaþa, sorrow and loneliness (Mita 1,992:1,34).In this sense, the sky's vast spatial

scope lends itself to teflect emotions that have a sense of eternalness. The sky becomes

a "hyperbolised" and "ultimated" fotm (I\[ita 1.992.8). In the enka song below, for

example, the endlessness of the night sky mirrors feelings of solitude and loneliness

tl-nt are similatly never-ending. As an exaggerated form, the expanse of sky also

heightens and intensifìes these emotions:

All the more, I am lonely, lonely, in this heart.

The night sky is long and endlesìI."* 
*ro"rr- ,,yo-1ord,(..The Night skv")

Song Petformatce 52

In this same song, the nostalgia felt for a lost love is equaþ magnified. The likelihood

of fìnding the loved one is remote-she could be anywhe¡s-¿nd this is exptessed

t Thi, b.li.f -as propagated for cenfuries untlJapan's defeat in VØodd ì7ar II prompted the then Emperot

Hirohito to denounce his claim to divinity.
8 

Tenmongaku ('scientihc astronomy') was not offìciatly established inJapan until eatly in the Meifi eta (Hirose

1983:1.04).
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through the endiessness of the night sky. In this song, howevet, the sky is punctuated

by an abundance of stars, representing a crowd of people among whom she is lost.

This further amplifìes the nostalgia and sorrow felt by the man who longs for her:

That gid, I wonder whete she is?

The endless staffy sky''' 
Itsuki Hiroshi- "yo-lord'('The Night Sky")

Song Performance 52

In another enka song, a son fìnds the sky to be a source of memories which elicits a

flood of emotions. Lyrics describing an umbrella, used by his deady departed mother

to shelter him from rain, become ^ metaphor fot mother herself and how she

protected her son from life's hardships. In this context, tatn (ame) is symbolic of many

emotions, including sadness, lingering attachment, indifference, quiet longing and

gentleness (Mita 1,997:1.34). The son, as such, expedences these feelings when he looks

to the sky:

Mother dear, oh, mother deat,

If I look up to the sky, þou are] the sky.

On rainy days, you become my umbrella;
'One day, you too will be an umbrella
For others in the wodd', [this] you taught me.

Your, your truthful fwords],
I will never fotget them.

Moti Shin'ichi-" Ofu kuro - s a n" ("Mother Deat')
Song Performance 48

The sky is often personified and can adopt human expressions of emotion. The enka

song below, fot example, desctibes a sky that sobs with sorrow because of the hazy ciq

pollution. This mirrots the emotions felt by 
^ 

mar¡ saddened by the city dwellers' lack

of humanity and kindness:

The sky is sobbing because of the soot and pollution'
\X/here have people discarded theit kindness?

Maekawa Kiyosht-" To þ o sa baktÌ' ("Tokyo Desert")

Song Performance26

In this J-p"p sorìg, however, the sky is personified and its facial expression influences

r^ther then reflects an individual's sadness:
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"Now, because the sky doesn't smile
I fotgot'how to smile"'...

79-"Ano kanihi ko ki kumoriqora watte"

("That Paper Plane Will Break Through the Cloudy Sky")

Song Performance 1'2

The above examples indicate that in Kohaka, the sky is more often an emotiorial

symbol of nostalgia, sorrow and loneliness than hope. \Mhen the sun is present,

however, the sadness usually associated with the sky's endlessness no longer occurs.

The sun, instead transforms the scene into one symbolic of optimism:

The light floods the fat-rcaching sky...
GL AY 

-" 
S a b a i b anl' ('Survival")

Song Perfotmance 8

Moreover, a colourful rainbow-sunlight shining on dtoplets of rain-is symbolic of

hope and success against adversity. This J-pop song below, for example, describes the

realisation of a dream, ar:ucrtlated through the metaphor of 
^ 

p^pet plane cutting

through a gloomy sky and forming a tainbow:

A dream written on the back of the test paper-
I'll make a" p^per aeroplane from it and thtow it to tomottow.
Someday, it'll break through this cloudy sky

-,\nd should make a rainbow.
79-"Ano kanihiko ki kumoriqora watte"

("That Papet Plane lü/ill Break Through the Cloudy Sky")

Song Performance 1'2

Indeed, the sun and the dawn of a new day zre common sþifiers of hope, the wodd

over. In Jzpan-the land of the rising srrn-i¡ holds futther meaning. It is therefore

su{prising that in Kohaka,lyrics about the settìng sun are more ptevalent than those of

a rising sun. In such songs, the setting sun (yuh) becomes an emotional symbol of

sadness. An entire day, furthermore, is a metaphor for a human life. A setting sun,

therefore, sþifìes a life's end, as seen in this pop-styled enka song:

Like the setting sun, a man's life also draws to a close.
Horiuchi Takao-"Zoku: take tonbo -¡eisbun no shþpo-"
('sequel: Bamboo Dragonfly -the tail-end of youth-")
Song Performance 18

The in-between state of trviJight (tasogarQ is an emotional symbol of sadness and

loneliness in Japanese popular song (À4ita 1,992:1,35). At this moment, the sun is

betwixt and between; its diffused ràys c^tt still be seen and yet it has just set below the

CHT\PTE,R FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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horizon.In one enka song, the looming twilight sþifies the impending sadness that

will soon befall 
^ 

m^n when he parts from his childhood sweetheart, following a

chance meeting on a btidge:

At the end of the Amedca Btidge, twiJight will soon fall.
Yamakawa Y ttaka-" Ameri ka bas h/' ("America Btidge")

Song Performatce 13

Just as the day's end represent life's end, so too does twilight represent the latter stage

of this marì's life. Similady, in the enka song below, trvilight signifìes the closing of an

eï^; 
^rr 

image that aptly signifies the 50ù K¡ha/<a concert on the eve of a new

millennium:

Slowly, many eras pâss.

Ah, like the rivet's flow!
Endlessly, the sky is imbued with fthe colouts of] twilight.

Tendö Yoshimi-"Kzaa no nagare nolo n|'
("Like the River's Flow")
Song Petformance 51

Evening (yofl is also symbolic of sadness and loneliness (I\[ita 1.997:'133). In the

following kaltoklokø song, the evening sky (coupled with the unhappiness that it

represents) is positioned in opposition to a couple's feelings of endless love. Hete, the

evening sky and setting sun sþify the temporal ¡atlxe of z day-now that the couple

has found happiness and companionship, the sad and lonely emotions will, like the day

itself, indeed end. Their love, by contrast, remains evedasting:

\X/hereas the sun sets again this evening and time passes on,

Our feelings will never change, fotevetmote.
Kay arø:'a Y izo-" Kin i to i ts u ru a d e m o"

(You, Forevermore")
Song Performa¡ce 24

Lyrics about the moon, unlike the sun, are scarce in KOhakø songs. One song, however,

acknowledges the moon in telation to a trzdittonal cultural acttvity, namely moorl-

viewing. In mid-aurumn it is customary to pny and give offerings to the full moon so

to receive a good harvest of rice.e Observing the beauty of the moon has long been

considered "an elegtnt pastime for enjoying a poetic atmosphere" aîd a soutce of

e According ro rhe lunar calendar, this is usually held on 15 August, which is approximately 29 September in

today's calendar (I(oijima and Ctane 1987:369).
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inspiration for compo sing haikø poetry since the Heian period (I(oijima and Crane

1987:369). Moon-viewing still finds resonance in contemporary Japan and is duly

acknowledged in this children's song:

In autumn there is moon-viewing...
Shigemori Ap-i and Hayami l(entarö-"Dango 3 þodaî'
("The Three da ngo B rothers")

Song Petformance 5

In contrast v/ith the pleasures of moon-viewing, the moon (ßilkÒ itself can be an

emotional symbol of loneliness, impermanence and "feelings from afat" in Japanese

popular song (I\{ita 1,997:1,33). Similarþ, stars (hoshl c n represent hope or

impermanence (Mita 1,997:1,34). Âs such, the moon and stats are often paired together

in Kohaka songs to heighten the emotional symbolism. Yoshi Ikuzö's enka song"Falø

n0sdke" ("\X/inter's Sake"), for example, pairs multiple emotional symbols in the lyrics

"wintef's moofì." and "wintet's stafs" to cofìvey an all-encompassing soffow, as

referred to eadier in relation to winter. In the J-p"p song below, moreover, the moorl

and stars form the backdrop of 'unreality' and impetmanence against the enduring

'realness' of a young couple's love:

The ceramic moon, the plastic stars,

You and I are the only reality 
Suzuki Ami-,.'E T..ETHER"
Song Performance 30

In Kohaka, stars are ftequently used as ultimated forms (Mrta 1'992:8); the number of

srârs in the sky is truly unfathomable, as is their respective distance from Earth. As

such, lyrics about stars aptly capture a sense of the infinite. In one kayklokø song, for

example, the abundance of stars in the night sky becomes a metaphor fot

immeasutable happiness:

Ah, the dewdtop of many thousands of stats

Like it is watedng your eyes.

Ah, even if thete are maÍry thousands of motnings,
Huppy times for all etetnity 

Mikawa I{en,ichi-..-E ien ni bara no toki o,'

("Huppy Times for All Etemity")
Song Performance 40
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The prominent star cluster Pleiades is the focus of Tanimuta Shinji's song "Subaru"

("The Pleiades').to It is one of the most luminous in the Japanese sky and in this song,

its glow is a symbolic source of hope fot the future:

Ah, the scattered stats of destiny,
At least you secretly light me.

Tanimuta Slinji-" S ø b a n/' ("The Pleiades ")

Song Performance 50

This sense of hope is similady ptesented in another K¡haku songs. Hete, for example,

the star-like glow in a lover's eyes represents optimism for ahappy future:

Tomortow, a wonderful happiness
\X/ill come again.

Yout eyes are shining like stars.
Kay ama Y izo-" Kì n i to i ts u m a d e m o"

(You, Forevermore")
Song Performa¡ce 24

Nevertheless, all stars, even the brilliant Pleiades, fade as the night turns to day, thus

mirroring the impetmanerìce of human life:

Ah, the rustling nameless stats,

At least you end your life with brilliance.
Tanimura Sl:rnii-" 5 ubanl' ("The Pleiades")

Song Performance 50

A shooting star (nagare-boshz) is another powerful emotional symbol of impermanence

(À4ita 1,997:1,33).Its burst of light-a fleeting moment of splendour seen only fot an

i¡¡s¡a¡y¡-lepresents the beauty and brevity of life, as seen in this J-p"p song:

A shooting star falls,
The night is shedding teats.

I'll become a shooting stat someday.
SMAP-"Fly"
Song Performa¡ce 31,

10 
The astronomical legends about the Pleiades vary according region in Japan. One such legend is that the main

seven stars (although six are more commonly recognised) represent the sbichifukajin, the seven deities of good

luck associated with theJapanese New Year (Uchida 1.973 in Renshaw and Ihara 1996:Internet). In this sense, it
is timely that Tanimura performs this song tn Kohaka considering it is broadcast on New Year's Eve.
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'\ shooting star's impermanence is a metaphor for the short time that lovets spent

together before parting. In the song below, 
^ 

m^rt makes a wish on a shooting star for

his lover's return:

That girl, please come back [to me],
I called softly to a shooting stâr.

Nobody will answer,
Only white flowers fall.

Itsuki Hirosht-'<Y0-<ora" ("The Night Sky')
Song Performarce 52

The futile nature of his wish is represented by the falling sparks of a shooting star

which 
^re 

notunlike falling petals ef ¿ fleu/s1-also a symbol of impermanence.

Culinaty Landscapes

Many aspects of Japanese culture are addtessed throughout this study, but this section

focuses on the distinctive consumables by which Japanese people define themselves

(Ashkenazi and Jacob 2000:61-65). trood is not a commorì subject matter in Kohaku

songs. \X{hen it is referred to, however, it is exclusively Japanese food, as opposed to

Western food, despite the latter's integration into the modetn Japanese diet and its

strong presence in cities such as Tokyo. Some K¡haka songs evoke a sense of nostalgia

for Japanese food items thzLt Me not usually consumed on a darly basis, such as

traditional delicacies and mstic local fare. Othets describe complemeîtaty

combinations of Japanese food and ddnk. In Yashiro Aki's "Fllna atd' ("Sallor's

Song'), fot example, abutta ika (griled squid) is described as a preferred snack when

drinlàng sake.

I prefet sakewatmedup,
I ptefer gilled squid fot a side dish.

Yashiro ÃI<i-"Funa ata" ("9atlor's Song")

Song Perfotmance 35

The most prominent food item tn Kohaka is, howevet, the sticky rice ball dango, the

focus of the children's song"Dango3 klodal' ("The Three dangoBtothers") performed

by Shigemori Ayumi and H:ayarn I{entarö. In this sorìg, the three dumpling balls are

personified as lively brothers and positioned hierarchically upon a wooden skewer

according to age.
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The top one is fthe eldest son], 'Chõnan',
The lowest one is [the youngest son], 'Sannan',

In between is fthe middle son], Jinan',
The three dango brothersl

Shigemod Ap-i and Hayami Ke¡tato-"Dango 3 klodaî'
("The Thtee dan¿o Brothers")
Song Performance 5

During their adventures, they are

Painted with a soy sauce..
Shigemod Ayumi and Hayami l{err¡2¡6-"[)ango 3 þodal'
("The Three dango Brotherc")
Song Performance 5

and they later become hatd in the heat of the morning sun. They have z brothedy

quattel about theit grill marks
Shigemori Ap-i and Hayami l{srfi^to-<' D ango 3 klodal'
("The Three dango Brothers")
Song Petformance 5

and they also want to be

..covered in lots of koshian,becoming an-dango

Shigemori Ay"-i and Hayami I(entarö-"Dango 3 þodat"
(" he Three dangoBrothers")
Song Performance 5

which is the name for dango that arc coated in the sweet ted bean paste koshian' The

m^ny descrþtive references to the physical attributes ol dango--its texture, shape and

taste-tângibly keep the song close to home. Ovetall, the refetences to food in Kohaka,

lrowever brief, serve to reinforce Japan's culinaty uniqueness.

The most recurrent symbol of Japanese culture in KAhaka songs is the rice

wine sake, deemed Japan's natonal drink.tl Âlthough sake and its associated drinking

customs are LypicalTy the subject mattef of songs pefformed by male enka singers, sake

is also referred to by female enka singers.tt Sake has many functions in songs of the 50th

KAhaka. As a celebr^tory beverage, sake ts frequently associated with matsaz (festivals),

t1 Althongh occasionally called'nibonsha' {apanese rice wine), rice wine is generally called'¡ake'which is also a

general term for liquor.
t' E r"n a cursory glance at enka songtitles show the ptominence and frequency of the word'sa,ke'; see, for

example, ,,Fu1u no sake" ("'winter's vk/) by Yoshi Ik:uzo,"Kawachi-rykd' ("Iftwachi :ake")by Nakamura

Mitsuko and "Yancha Takd' ("Mrschttevous sake") by I(obayashi Sachiko.
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huppy times and social, public everìts.13 S ake is also linked with emotions and is can be

consumed alone in order to 'drown one's sorrows'. Sake is also meaningful in the

rituals of Shintö faith as 
^ 

s^ctalmeît, an offering to the kami (gods) and as a "purifìer

of the profane" (Huffman 1998:223). It is therefore, intetesting to note that in the

body of both "Filna tlta" ("Sailor's Song") by Yashiro Aki and "Yancha 7a/<d'

("Mischievous sake") by I(obayashi Sachiko, the honorific term osake @onourable dce

wine)-as opposed to the more familtar- term sake---ts used to indicate its veneration.

The method and manner in which one corìsumes sake is also addressed in

Kohaku lyrics, thus highlighting cuiturally-specific traditions associated with the drink.

Yoshi Ikuzõ's "Fa1a no sake" ('îX/inter's Sake"), for example, tells of a prefetence to

drink hot sake at times and cold sake drtring othets. The same song aiso tefers to a tiny

ochoko cup, a vessel especially designed forholdtng sake:

Drinking warm sake from ochoko at night,
Yoshi Ikuzö-"Fa1ta no sake" ("\Yinter's sake")

Song Petformance 10

Nakamura Mitsuko's "Kawachi-qake" ("Kawachi sake"), howevef, describes the squate,

wooden-box container named masa which is traditionally used to setve sake at festive

occaslons:

\When I ddnk it from t]¡,.e masa...
N akamuta Mitsuko-"K¿ wa c h i - 7a ke"

("Kawachi sake")

Song Performance 1'6

For the Japanese, drinking sake with in social situations ptovides an opportunity to

instigate, restore and maintain bonds.to Consequently, drinking alone is not simply a

pdvate act but it "takes on the meaning of social isolation, 
^ 

stlte so abhortent in Japan

as to evoke pathos in the observer" (Yano 1995:283).In Kohaku, songs about drinking

alone take place 1¡¡ v þ,¡¡-a location usually fi.lled with people-thus making the

solitary experience even more poþant. Drinking alone also goes hand in hand with

t' R"f.. to ptevious discussion tegarding Nakamuta Mitsuko's "Kawachì-qake" ('IQwachi sake") and Toyotomi

Hideyoshi's party.
la At weddings, for example, the bride and groom's families dttnk ¡aþ,e together as a symbol of the two families

uniting (Henãry L987:121).,\t a less formal level, drinking ¡akewithwork colleagues and one's employer at the

end of the day is an occasion to netwofk and establish mutually-satisfactory ties.
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feelings of loneliness. Ironically, the act of drinking sake is undertaken in order to

forget, but it also incites tears and the return of painful memories. The K¡haka

audience becomes both a witness to, and an empathiser with, this anguish. TruIy, sake

cuts deeply to the very heart of emotions:

With this sake, the memory of you fìlls me to the core.
Yoshi Ikuzö-"Fa1u no sake" ('\Yirlter's sakd')

Song Performance 10

If I dtink to the core, then
Only the memories ftom the core will come flooding back.
\X/hen a teardrop wells up and spills over...

Yashiro ,Llí-"Funa uta" ("Salor's Song')
Song Performance 35

Flere, it is men who ddnk sake.tt In a culture where it is more socially acceptable for

men than women to drink, this act becomes part of being 
^ 

marl (Yano 1995:281). In

this sense, sake is associated with powet and masculinity:

When I am drunk,I argte freely: That's a mân's strong spirit.
Nakamura Mitsuko-"K¿ wa c b i - 7a ke"

("|{awacli sak'd')

Song Performance !6

Drinking also relieves the pressures of social restraint.l6 One can, however, drink to

excess-a common occurrence ùt ye r-errd and \sv/ ]sff-sometimes eliciting bad

behaviour which, in turn, affects others. \Mhen men are drunk, it is women who pick

up the pieces:

If he doesn't dtink sake,he is a nice fellow.
But when he does dtink, his mischievous vices [appeat].
It's okay, it's teally okay, it's a burden I'm happy to bear.

I{o bayashi S acbil<o-" Y a t c b a la k d' ("Mis chievou s s a k e' )
Song Performa¡ce 45

\Mhat becomes clear through these examples is that the many refetences to food and

beverages in the 50r¡ Kohaku serve to reinforce Japan's culinary landscape, reminding

audiences of yet anothef aspect of the nation's distinctiveness.

15 A, p..rriotrsly discussed, it is not considered unusual for a female singer to perform a song that is told from a

-u.r', p"rrp.ctive, using men's language and male-specihc narrative. Yashiro Aki's performance of "Funa atd'

('sailor's Song") is an extremely well-known example of this phenomenon.
16 Hi.toricnlly, Japan's pleasure houses of the floating world were environments where one could also hnd release

through entettainment and sake.
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The Nation's Past and Future

The contest's themes position the 50th Kohaka as a vehicle to convey songs of the past

to the generations of the future.tT Flere, songs are used both literally and fìguratively to

evoke Japan's historical and cultutal past. Some lyrics plainly describe a specific

historical event, while others bdefly allude to a fìgure of signifìcance. In 
^îy 

c se> it is a

constructed memory of Japan, performed and shaped by the singer and, through

television, recalled by a captive collectivs-¡þ3 nation itself.

Enka, a "geîre that looks old and sounds old", is ptimatily used to recall the

nation's past in Kohaka, more so than J-p"p (Yano 2002:1'7). Enl<a Singer Nakamura

Mitsuko, for example, alludes to the Sengoku Civil War Age (1'467-1568) in het

"Kawachi-qake" ("I{awachi sake"). This upbeat, light-heated song describes ioyous

times of dancing, singing and drinking sake. The title sets the location fot these

festivities in the old I{awachi province, located in the south eastern pxt of today's

Osaka prefecture, but it is the fleeting Iyric "taiko-san" ("lúr. Taikö!') which hints at the

past; taiko (a retired Kamþakø or regent to ân adult empetor) was the title bestowed

upon the famed feudal leader Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1,536-1,598) in the latter part of his

life, and the name by which he is commoniy known.tt At fìrst glance, Toyotomi

Hideyoshi has little to do with the song's subject matter of celebration and reveþ (see

,\ppendix G Song 1,6). Kohaka's andlence, however, would know of the famous parry

of great exftzv^gaîce held by Toyotomi before his untimely death only weeks later.

The gathering took place at the Daigo (southeast of Ifoto) where Toyotomi and his

guests viewed cherry blossoms and feasted upon a variety of local and internattonal

delicacies. Only the finestJapanese sakewas served, presumably sake ftom I(awachi as

17 Th. ma¡or theme is '(Jtaoo mirai e-.1ìdai to sedai o koete-'('Looking to the Future Through Song: Spanning Eras

and Generations') and the minot theme is 'Nluisseiki ni tsutaetai uta' ('Passing on Songs for the 21't Century).
18 Toyotomi's life is an inspirational and well-known rags-to-riches tale. He was born into poverty to a peasant

family withou Í a samurai \¡eage and later rose to become ruler of the nation. His impact on Japan's history can be

traced from his service as a general to the feudal ruler Oda Nobunaga when, following Oda's death, Toyotomi

took control of his territory and became the defacto successor. His vision was to uni$r Japan, not under

totahtatian rule but with co-operative and independent feudatories, so to testore peace. Together with fellow

feudal leadet Tokugawa leyasu, Toyotomi ended the long pedod of fighting and conflict spanning the Sengoku

Civil \yar Age. His rule, however, ended prematutely when he was murdered. Today, he is remembered

affectionateþ for his peaceful endeavours, sense ofloyalty and the single-mindedness whìch helped him tise from

obscurity to po'ü/er and wealth. Toyotomi's cultural legacy included the fotmation of a distinct class of samurai-

only they weie allowed to beat arms. Toyotomi also unsucce ssfully invaded I{orea in a quest for the extension of

Japan's power across Asia. See Berry (1982) for further discussion on Toyotomi's life.
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suggested by the song's title. In this capacity, the connections between Toyotomi and

the song become clear:

Both song and dance are 
^t 

theit height,
I drink with all my spirit! ...
This is I(awachi sake...

Nakamura Mjtsuko-".trØ wac hi- 7a kd'
("|{awacli sakd')

Song Performance 1,6

Through the combination of these celebtatory lyrics and the reference to "taikl-san",

Nakamura's song recalls 
^ 

gfeaLt {ìgute in Japanese history. Kohaka audiences are invited

to share this mediated, collective memory-brought to life by a member of the 50th

Kohaka Community-of 
^ 

mùn and a previous era that is still catdes gteat signiltcance.

Another teference to Japan's historical past is in Kohaka's 'oldest sounding'

enka song, "Genroka meisofu -Tawaraboshi Genba-" ("The Famous Speat Song of the

Genroku F;ra -Tawaraboshi Genba-") performed by the contest's oldest singet,

Minami Haruo. Through the song's distinct ruaniwabushz-styled lytics, it is reminiscent of

the Edo petiod when this type of story telling wtth shamisen accompaniment was

devised, and also refers to the Meiji eta when the genre was gteatly popularised.

,\dding to the overall serìse of 'oldness' is the setting of Minami's song in the past: the

Genroku ere- at the beginning of the Edo petiod. It is during this period that the

historical eptc Chøshingara, the story of the 47 loyal ronin (mastedess samara), took place

(see Appendix G Song 44 and associated notes). The story of Chøshingara is we\\-

known to many Japanese, but in '1999 tt would have been especially fresh in the minds

of K¡haka audience members'. Throughout that year, NHI( had screened a progtamme

te-enacting the story of Chasbingura.It ts also timely that Minami's song be performed

in KAhal<a because the night of the ronin's attack (achiin) had been publicly

commemotated just weeks prior, on 1'4 December.

Minami's song keeps to the storyline of Chashingara b:ut it also includes a

mythical characte4 Tawaraboshi Genba: a sword master who guards the bridge while

the ronin (from ,,\ko, a locality in what is now Hyõgo prefecture) seeks tevenge on their

master's killer:

CHr\PTER FOUR: LYRICTHEI'fES
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...the man riamed Genba.
He became Ako roshls shadow and

Dedicated his faith solely to the spear...
Minami l!v¡¡6-"Çssroka neisofa- Tawaraboshi Cenba -"
("The Famous Spear Song of the Genroku Era-
Tawaraboshi Genba -")
Song Petformatce 44

The song describes Genba 
^s ^ 

màî of strength, loyalty and pdde-character traits

which were highly desirable in the Genroku eta (1688-1704) and, in 1'999, are still

admired. Moreover, the concept of the 'the way of the salltttrata ) which is the crux of

Chashingara, still remains relevant in modern Japan. In this respect, Minami's song

vividly captures a time, place and sentiment, one that may well evoke a sense of

national pride in audiences.

Enka singer Toba Ichiro's song also presents official history through song. In

"Ashiqøri-nisakî' ("Cape Ashizuri'), he tefers to a Japanese fìgure of historical and

cultural impottancs-¡þs famous fisherman Nakahama John' Maniiro (1,827-1,898).

Japan was still under a self-imposed policy of national isolation in the late Edo period

when the young Nakahama became shipwrecked and was latet rescued by an American

ship. His subsequent decision to live and be educated in Âmerica gve him fìrst-hand

knowledge of the benefits of 'free'America and its government, ethics and technology'

This was in sharp contrast with the restrictions of his homeland. In the years following

Nakahama's returrl to Japan, his unique account of Amedcan/\X/estern life helped to

shape Japan's perspective of the outside wotld and contributed to the country's

restoration in the Meiii era.1e

Unlike Minami's elaborate descrþtion of Chashingøra,Toba lchirö's "Ashiqari'

misaki' ("Czpe-,{.shizuri") metely alludes to Nakahama's enormously signifìcant life:

...Manjitö's
Huppy and yet stormy life,
Floating on the waves to the ends of the ocean.

Toba Ichirõ-" As biqari-nìøkf' (" Cape Ashizuri")

Song Perfotmance

1e 
See B.rnard (1992) and Manjiro (2003 trans. NagakuniJunya andKitadaiJunii) fot detailed accounts of the life

ofJohn Manfirö.
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This reference to Manjirõ sits comfortably among lyrics about the joy and simplicity of

life on the open sea. This is, after all, a song about a fìsherman. In a btoader context,

however, Manjirö is symbolic of cultutal engagement, goodwill and friendship.

Moreover, his spirited life highlights the possibilities fot change and growth in new

eras to come. Framed by the 50tn K¡haka-^rr intetnationally broadcast concert-this

song also brings the concept of globalisation to the fore. Through an historical story

well-known to Japanese audiences and relatively unknown to those from other nations

(with perhaps the exception of the US), delivered by a Japanese singer, these þics

speak directly to the Japanese nation.

Hotiuchi Takao's J-p"p song "Zoka take tonbo -seishøn n0 shþpo-" ("Sequel:

Bamboo Dragonfly -the tail-end of youth-") also brings historical Japan to the fote in

modern times. Although not the pitmary subject m^tter, this song tefers to the famous

freedom-fighting visionary Sakamoto Ryöma (1836-1867), from the late Edo period

and early Meiji era. Sakamoto was a samtttai, a. zealors advocate of free trade and a key

figure in uniting several forces against the military feudal government of Tokugawa.

This alliance ultimatety led to its defeatanå the transference of executive powet back

to the emperor-a signifi.cant step toward a modernised and unified nation.'oIn all,

Sakamoto's brief but passionate life and his tragic murder have won him hero status in

Japan.

In this song, Horiuchi Tzkao reminiscences about popular games he and

othcrs of his generation played in their youth. ,{.side from the take tonbo2l (lit 'bamboo

dragonfly') as mentioned in the song's title, Hoduchi also tecalls mimicking the

prowess of a childhood hero:

Playrng sword fights like Ry ma.

Holding on to the tail-end of youth.
Horiuchi Takao "Zoka: take tonbo -sei¡hun no sbþpo-"
("Sequel Bamboo Dragonfly' the tail-end of youth-")
Song I erformance 18

Despite its brevity, this reference to Sakamoto is a teminder of the nation's past and

bdngs to mind Japan's eaÃy path to democracy. Hete, at the 50th KAhaka, on the eve of

'0 S..1nnr"n (1971) for a detailed account of Sakamoto Ryõma's life and participation in the Meiii restoration.
tt Tok tonbois also a simple bamboo toy designed to take to the air like a dragonfly'
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a new miliennium, this reminder is indeed timely. Through the songs of the 50th

K¡haka Community, performers are similady united and a sense of unanimity, thtough

a shared national identity, ptevails.

Songs of the 50'h K¡haka also recall recent events in the nation's history.

Unlike the overt lyrics concerning the historical incidents and persons indicated above,

references to modern Japan are undetstated and often implicit. For example, several

songs in the Kõhaka of 1999 were released prior to that year anà previously employed

as themes for occasions of both national and international significance. Fot example,

Godaigo's "B1tøtfurø neml¿" ("Beautiful Name") was Japan's campaþ song in 1979 fot

the UNICEF 'Internattonal Year of the Child'. The song's þcs suggest that a child's

n2¡¡s-uffitten in ideographic scrþt and thus offering alternative teadings/meanings-

is distinctive and 'beautiful'. This is ^ met^plnor for the uniqueness of children in

general, thus the soflg was suitable fot the occasion. More recently, the song "Ftlrtlsatr"

("Hometown"), performed in Kohakø by Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko, was the

closing ceremony song fot the 1998 Nagano \X/intet Olympic Games. This song

describes mountains, rivers and wildlife, inviting those involved in the Nagano

Olympics and the audience of millions viewing it on television, to teflect upon the

country's unique charactedstics long aftet the Games concluded. " Neither song

explicitly describes, or even alludes to, such occasions, yet when they are performed on

the Kohakl¿ stàge, the alternate contexts for these songs are revived in the minds of

audience membets. Subtly, through these sorìgs, some cultural events in Japan's receflt

p^st 
^te 

recalled.

Some Kohaka songs, by contrast, recall somewhat-forgotten aspects of

everyday life in modern Japan. I{agtya hime's "Kanda-gawa" ("I{anda River"), fot

example, reminisces about the poverty and associated hardships of student life in the

1970s. This 1973 song is typical of folk songs of that time. Lytics tell of cramped,

shared accommodaíon, washing at the low-priced public baths and the exhilaration of

youth in the Bunkyo-ku University district of Ochanomizu in Tokyo, where the l(anda

River flows:

22 It is also likely that this song was selected fot the Nagano Winter Olympic Games because Nagano was the

bfuthplace of Tatsuyuki Takano who penned the lyrics to "Føru¡ato" ("Hometown")'

CHÀPTER FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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Out small boatding room, three tatani mzts wide.

The public bathhouse, off the main stteet, where we went.

Back then, when we were young
And feadess...

I(aguya lime-" Ka n d a-ga wd' (" l{anda River")
Song Performance 36

These lyrics invite the audience to reflect on what was, for many, a lived experience.

Middle-aged audiencas-1þs 'baby boomers'botn post-war-commonly enduted such

conditions in their youth as students. Moteovet, this song also brings to mind the

radtcal student uptisings of the late 1960s and early 1970s and, in many ways, is

symbolic of teform and ptogtess in Japan.

The majodty of songs in the 50tu Kahal<tl wete released during 1999. Âs such,

the contest-a summaty of thatyeat's þ115-¿16sses various memories of thatye^r for

many audience members. Such songs had functioned as a soundtrack to everyday hfe.23

In the rarcIy silent public spaces of Tokyo, fot example, J-pop songs wefe

omnipresent; they were broadcast inside shops, at ftatn stations and were also

ransmitted across giant television screens in the city streets. As soundtracks to CMs

(commercialsf adverttsements), J-p"p songs also entered the pfivate spaces of the

home through radio and television, promoting ptoducts such as cosmetics, food,

minidisks and cameras.to In addition, J-p"p and enka songs were used as incidental

music or major themes in teievision programmes, and to promote limited-edition

products or seasonal campaigns." These sorìgs, as such, became intimately associated

with a particular month ot time of year during 1,999.

'3 Th. frlr,.tion and effects of music in everyday life has been widely explored, for example, by Crafts, Cavicchi

and I(eil (1993),DeNota (2000), Sloboda and O'Neill (2001) and Frith (2003).

'o Th. 50,n Kohaku performer Hamasaki Ai.-i and her song "Boys & Girls" appeared in a television CM for the

Crush Pead lipstick from the Sofina,\ube (it. 'Orb) cosmetic range. In the CM, Hamasaki plays a fututistic

billiard game where the balls are crystal orbs that shatter on contact when she petforms the 'break'. She wears the

Crush Pead lipstick and it shimmers like the gìittering otbs. The advertisement uses the opening 30 seconds of
her song while the song title momentarily appears on-screen to solidiSr the link between the product, performer

and song. Other female song performers appearing in the 50d' Kobaka fearured in CMs for cosmetics during

1999. Matsu Takako and her sotg"Yume no shiqukì' ("Dtoplets of a Dream") featured in a CM promoting the

\X¡hitia product line for Shiseido cosmetics and Amuro Namie and her song "RESPECT the PONøER OF

LOVE" promoted the Visée range for I(osé cosmetics.
tu 

Sui;o Hideki's "Bairamosu" ("Let's Dance"), for example, was used as an opening song for the TV Tokyo

program 'Ongaku nki ryukd ('Music In Vogue) and Yamakawa Yutaka's "Amerika bashi" ("Ametica Bridge") was

a theme song for the TBS TV drama seies 'Inocbi no genba kara' ('trtorn the Scene of Life') in 1999. -Another song,

CH,A.PT]]R FOUR: LYRIC THEMES
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Many K¡hakø songs received substantial, frequent and nation-wide exposure

through CMs and 'tie-in' cross-promotions. This high level of media saturation had

ensured that Koltakø's audience members wete already (and perhaps unwittitgly)

acquainted with many of its songs priot to the concert, even if they were not usually

fans of that genre. Thus, the petformance of a Kohaka song acts as symbolic

communication, evoking "a whole time and place, distant feelings and emotions, and

memories of where þhaka viewers] were, and with whom, the fìrst time [they] heard

the sofìg" (I-ewis 1.992:1,35). Viewers, as such, m y recall their own personal

expedences associated with the song. In this serìse, the publicly communicated songs

of Kohaka unlock highly-individualised memories pertinent to 1999, reminding viewets

of a not-so-distant past.

Just as historical Japan and modetnJapan is recalled through K¡haka songs, so

too is the nation's future addressed. Notably, it is the first and last songs for the

teams-bookends that frame the contest-that cite the Japanese nation most directly'

The opening song "LOVE maslttn" ("Love Machine") by J-p"p act Moningu Musume"

sets an up-beat scene fot the evening. Lytics acknowledge recent economic hatdships

but express optimism for the future:

Even if thete's a tecession, love is inflation.

In the btight future, I hope to find aiob.
Moningu Musumeo 

-"LOVE 
masbtn"

('LOVE Machine")
Song Petformance 1

This self-assurance invokes a serìse of unity and national pride. Japan is depicted not

only as desirable, but also as enviable on a global scale:

Japan's futute...
The wodd envies it...

Mõningu Musume" 
-"LOVE 

rta¡htn"

('LOVE Machine")
Song Performance 1

Suzuki Ami's "BE TOGETHER", was the summer campaign song for hamburger chain MOS Burger and 19's

"Ano kami hikoki ,kunori qora watte" ("That Paper Plane Will Break Through the Clouds") was the spring

campaign song tor l'BS TV. In addition, Shigemori Ay"-i and Hayami I(entarö's "Dango 3 þodal' ('The Three

tlangoBrotherr;1 -n, theJanuary song-of-the-month fot the NHI(-E children's program'Okaasan to i¡-çhd

('Together ìØith Mother').
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The tori song for the White Team, I{ttalima' Saburo's "Matsød'("Festival"), also refets

to a prosperingJapan represented thtough the hoisting of the hinomaru-the centuries-

old state symbol for Japan which is customariþ used as a nattonal flag-aboard a

fìshing boat (see Chaptet Five for further discussion regarding this flag).

Look! The red sun tises!
I(tajima Sabiuö-" Mat¡uri' ("Festival")
Song Performance 54

In the context of Kohak4 the rising flag is symbolic of new beginnings and an

optimistic future (as opposed to a flagat half-mast which signifìes death ot mourning).

Coupled with lyrics describing "a. yeàr of abundance" and expressing gratitude to the

gods for "this past ye^r", this song simultaneously reflects on the nation's good foftune

of 1.999 and also looks toward the future. .,{.s one of the last songs in the ftnal Kohakø

for the millennium, it also subtly invites audiences to contemplate Kohakø's extensive

history: 
^ 

p^st is tecalled in otder to look to the future.

The selected lyric themes explored in this chapter all demonslr:ate 
^ 

continued

sense of pdde in the nation, as expressed by the members of the 50ù Kohaka

Community. Flere, Japan is presented as having a distinct culture and a noteworthy

history which is reflected upon and te-imagrned. The landscapes, the seasons, the

heavens and the food of the nation ate also seen as inextricably connected with the

Japanese people. By consideting þics as patterned exptessions of human emotions, we

can also see sentiments of the nation as collectively expressed and shared by the song

performers. Ultimately, through recurring þc themes, the Community paints 
^

portrait of Japan as unique, reminding the viewing nation of their hedtage and 'essence'

and affirming a sense of Japan as awtted achi.
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CHAPTER FIVE,: STAGING

th Kohaka is staged uniquely. A vadety of

materia;I objects (sets, background designs

ers (dancers, vocalists and musicians) as

well as the costumes (clothing garments, shoes, accessories, jewellery, makeup and

hairstyle) worn by the song performers. Together, these staging elements are desþed

to create memorable individual performances, as well as sustain the audience's interest

throughout the entke concert. In the context of Kõhaka, with its unique ted and white

colour theme, we carì also see stagrng as a visual expression of each song performer's

team af?tltation and status as a Community membet. Staging themes are îot, however,

limited to Kohaka colours-they also highlight broadet cultutal traditions in Japan. This

chapter considers several of the issues outlined in the Introduction when examining

staging. It begrns with a table that summarises the notable stage designs fot each song

petformance and is followed by a discussion of the various staging patterns which

emerge thtoughout the programme. The remaining three sections then explote the

ways the individual, the 50th K¡hakt¿ Community znd, fìnally, the nation ate 'staged'

through song performarìce.

Ovetview: General Staging Characteristics

Stage design-the configutation of major elements on stage such as additional

performers, instruments, sets, props and backdrops-is the foundation fot Kohaka's

highly varied yet aesthetically cohesive song perfotmances.t The tight timing of the

live-to-air broadcast means thnt alf material items are desþed to quickly enable

temoval, resulting in stage designs that are simple, pracical and at the same time make

a dramattc impact. Table 5.1 (ovedeaf) provides a summary of the stage designs used in

song performances of the 50,h K¡ltakzz, demonstrattng changing elements over the

course of the programme.

t Oth". staging elements such as costume and lighting as discussed in subsequent sections.
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Table 5./ Summary of Staging Designs for Song Perfotmances

SongTitk

FIRST HALF
Musumeo "LOVE ma¡htn" Machine")

2 DAPUMP 'lX/e can't the music"

Blue Ì-1ArA -
ELse *Rasuto 

cbansu"

5 Shigemori Ayr:mi and "Dango 3 klodal' ("The Three dangoBrothers")

Kentarö

6 Toba Ichirö
NLAX "Is¡ho ni..."
GLAY "Sabaìbanì'

Harada Yuri no bana" of
10 Yoshi Ikuzö no sake"

L1 Matsu Takako "Yøme no ofa
" Ano kanihil<oki kømoriqora watte"

Plane \ùØill Break the

1,3 Yamakawa Yutaka "Anerika-bashî'

Years of N

Act

CHÂPTER FIVE: STAGING

SP, with

In¡trament

Additiona I P erforw ers O nstage

Vocali.çts Dancer¡ Ma¡icians Otbeþ

SeßlProþsl Major' SP"

Alone

3

4

7-

-q

9

1.2 19

14 I{ozatll-¿¡rt
15 Hideki "BairamasÌ' s Dance'

16 Nakamura Mitsuko *Kawachi-

1.7 l{iroro aìda ,\
18 Horiuchi Takao "Zokø: take tonbo -seisban no shþPo-"

Bamboo -the tail-end of
19 Godai Natsuko "KnT9nachì minato" ('l /2j:J¡ng for a Favourable \X/ind in the

20 TOKIO "Ai no arashy'' Love Storm

21 SPEE,D m tion'99"
22

23 Little
nemtÌ'

"Over and Over"
"Kini to it¡umademo"

"Onna no
'$loman's Earnest

26 Maekawa .çabaþ¿./'

Yùzo24

25

The 50,h Kohaka

Community
"Nløi:niki no kinitachi e-A song for chldren-" ("For the People

of the 2\" Century-A Song for Children-")
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CHAPTE,R FIVE: STÀGING

SongTitk

SECOND HAIF
27 Yaen "Be Cool!"
28 Hamasaki A & Girls"
29 L'arc-en-Ciel ..HEAVEN'S DRIVE,''

30 Suzuki Ämi ..BETOGETHER"

31 SMAP

32 Amuro Namie "RESPECT the POrX/ER OF LOVE"
33 Sans Filtre 'YeiYei" eah Yeah

be 'You Are The One"
35 Yashtuo Aki "Føna uta"

hime

N Yöko "Sadame

38 Hosokawa Takashi "Sakura no bana no cbiru

39 Kawanaka of the

Ax SP, with

In¡trament

Additiona I P erformers O nstage

Vocalìsts Dancers Mu¡ìcians Otheþ

Sets/Proþr/ MQor' SP"
Alone

34

36

JI

As if Blossoms Vlere

Times for All E40 Mikawa Ken'ichi

41 Matsuda Seiko

42 Gö Hiromi
43 Sakamoto

"Eien ni bara no toki o"
..S\íEET MEMORIES"
..GOLDFINGER'99''

ni tatsa" Stand the

44 Minami Haruo ('Genroku meisojø -Tawarabo¡bi Genba-" ("The Famous Spear

of the GenrokaEra -Tawaraboshi Genba

Sachiko "Yancba

46 Sada Masashi "Ki ¡eki-okina Like an Love-
47 Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko "Farasato"

48 Moti Shin'ichi
49 Ishikawa

50 Tanimura "Sabanl'

51 Tendö Yoshimi "Knwa no n0 nl' the River's

52 Itsuki Hiroshi
53 ìüada Akiko "Ano kane o naraia no wa anata" ou Are the One that Bell'

Saburo "Maßan"

The 50,h K¡baku Community and others "Hotaru no bikad' ("The of Fireflies")

u Song performers. b Additional performers not classed as singers, dancers or muslclans.

"MaiorbackdropsareindicatedasT=tier,S=spaceship,SU=spaceshipaodupperspaceshiP,C=columnsalongthereatstagewall.

45

54

C

C

S

S

S

C

C

T
T
T
T

T

S

SU

SU

SU

C

C

C

T
T
T
T

C

C

S
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with reference to song performers' respective genres (see Appendix D) and footage

from performances (see Appendix E).

Firstly, it is clear that few K¡haku song performers have insttr-rments onstage

for their performances. As expected, it is predominantly J-p"p ensembles that normally

play instruments in other live performance contexts which also play instruments in the

50rh Klhaka. Some performers clearþ play their instruments 'live', such as the pianist

from I(iroro. However, other ensembles such as the bands Hystedc Blue and

L'zrc-en-Ciel mime to an insúumental backing tape. Presumably, th. technical

logistics and rapid changes between song performarìces restrict larger ensembles ftom

playing their instruments live and therefote must tely on pre-recorded matertal. In

general, these kinds of ensembles are scheduled fot the first half of the programme and

at the begrnning of the second half. Their insttument-rich petformances are in contrast

with those ptesented by the final 18 Kohaka song petformers in the contest who ate

non-instrumentalists, 
^rt ^rr^îgement 

which privileges the vocal performances at the

end of the ptogtamme.t

Secondly, the majotity of song petformances incorporate additional

perfotmers.'In genetal, they enliven the staging by ptoviding eye-catching movement

and colour and, in the case of vocalists and musicians, enhance the auditory dimension

of the performance. Additional perfotmers do not 
^ppe 

r in every song performance

but are instead carefully used to ensure vaÀeqr âs the evening progresses. At times, only

one q4)e of additional performer is featuted-only dancets, fot example, are found in

Saijo Hideki's song perfotm îce. On occasion, howe-ven, a" variety of additional

petformers are simultaneously onstage, as seen in Shigemod Âp-i and lï.ayami

I(entarö's song performance which incorporates vocalists, dancers, musicians and

parlcipants wearing character cos tume s.

t 
E r"n so, the majority of these perfotmers sing enka, a genre that is typically petformed with a backing tape or

orchestral accompaniment. Occasionally, an enka performet may, however,play a traditional insffument such as

the ¡hanisen (three-stringed lute) during aperformance but this does not occur in the 50th K¡haka.
2 

S.rreral additional perfotmers have appeared in other Kaba/<a concerts over the years. For example, the

accordion player coba plays in Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami l{entarö's "Dango ) þtodat" ("TheThree dango

Brothers") in the 50th Kahaku and had also perfotmed in the 44'h Kohal<u (1993).
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Thirdly, it is clear that additional performers are used in varying number

within a single song performance. .,\ large number of additional performers greatly

assists the creation of a dynamic atmosphete. Enka singer Toba lchito's song

performânce, for example, includes neady 100 additional petformers beadng flags, fans

and nikoshi palanquin in a lively matsøri pande. By contrast, when only a few additional

performers appear, they create a subtle staging effect without diverting attention ftom

the performer. The J-p"p soloist Matsu Takako, fot example, is accompanied by a

classical guitarist who is discreetly positioned behind her and, moteover, wears black,

inconspicuous clothing.

Fourthly, it is evident that Kohakø's stage designs are typically created in

conjunction with one of two imposing background sets: an elevated tier and a' cucttlat

spaceship. The tier is used for every song performance in the fìtst half of the

programme while the spaceship and l1s v¿¡i¿n¡-a smaller elevated upper spaceship-

are only present during the second half, pethaps to invigorate the progtamme

following the short newsbreak. SØhen neither backgtound set is used, a column-like

structure which spans the width of the rear stage wall and features several lighting

panels is exposed, as seen in Amuro Namie's "RESPECT the POìøER OF LOVE",

Sans Filtte's 'Yei Yei" ("Yeah Yeah") and globe's 'You Are The One".t Sevetal

performances are staged using sets, props and backdrops in addition to the tier and

spaceship, but mainly those from the second half of the progtamme when solo acts

predominate. .,{.t this point of the evening, m^îy soloists are alone onstage and the

additional sets, props and backdrops serve to fìll the vacant space and to establish a

sense of intimacy on the large NHI( Hall stage. Matsuda Seiko's staging, for example,

features an enormous silver sphere suspended in mid-air and Minami Haruo's song

performance is set against an imposing screen sttetching the width of the stage as a

backdrop.

Fifthly, almost half of the Kohaka song performers ^te alone onstage,

unembellished by additional performers, sets, props or backdrops. This minimalist

stâging technique is used thtoughout the Kõhaku progra;mme by J-p"p and enka singets

' It i, lik"ly that the columns temain onstage for the entire ptogram but are most Pfominently visible when the

large background sets are temoved.
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alike to draw attention toward the song petformer and to cre te an intimate

atmosphere. Occasionally, several consecutive acts are 
^Ione 

onstage in order to

provide contrast with song performances that include m^îy additional performers.

This is most effectively seen in the latter part of the whole programme when six

consecutive soloists are quickly followed by the gtandiose matsari staging of l(itajima

Saburö who is accomparìied on stage by hundreds of additional performets, colourful

props and backdtops.

After examining these patterns, it is useful to considet the relationship

between Kohaka songs and their staging. ,\ song's subject matter is often reflected in

the staging. The most literal interpretations can be seen in the festival staging of

Iltajima Saburö's "Matsarf' ("Festival") and the sea-themed staging of Toba Ichiro's

"Ashì7ari-misaki' ('Cape '\shizuri"). Several song petfofmances, howevef, use less

explicit methods to bring a song's subject m^tter to life. Nagayama Yõko's "Sadame

1øk/' ("Destìny Snow"), for example, features dancers dressed in silvety white kimono

and floating veils that twirl across the stage like the snow of which she sings.

Correspondingly, Tanimura Shinji's "Stlbaru" ("The Pleiades") is staged to simulate the

highly luminous star cluster mentioned in his song. Duting this petfotmance, the stage

arca is dramattcally transformed into a stylised vetsion of the Pleiades when hundreds

of shafts of light beam down onto the stage and surtound Tanimuta. Itsuki Hitoshi's

star-theme d "Yo-qora" ("The Nght Sky') also uses light to reflect the subject matter of

the song and zt one point during his perfotmance, the c metz- pans across the vadous

NHK Hall audience members who are holding penlights which simulate bdght stats in

a night sky. The effect is a dream-like stage, typical of enka performance.

Staging may also be unrelated to the song's subject m^tter. Suzuki Ami's "BE

TOGETHER", for example, describes naïve young love, yet the staging has a tough

urban street theme: additional performers wear modern, sffeet-wise clothing such as

shiny plastic pants, trench coats and sunglasses, hold nrbbish bin lids in the air and use

drumsticks to vigorously beat the bins. While Suzuki's fluffy pink feather co^t, knee-

high pink boots and long sparkling silver nails are consistent with het youthful kawaii

(cute) image they seem incongruous with the urban street theme of het staging. Suzuki

is far removed from the scene unfolding behind her and only acknowledges the
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presence of the additional performers when two dancers assist her with the removal of

her coat. Broadly speaking, this energetic performance is charactetistic of J-pop staging

style and is designed purely for enteftainment pu{poses and to teflect the vivaciousness

of youth.

For the most part Mikawa l(en'ichi's staging is largely unrelated to the subiect

mattef of his song. Indeed, "Eien ni bara no foki o" ("Happy Times fot ,\ll Eternity")

descdbes a quest for love and happiness yet the staging has a discrete, structured

narcaive that draws from Egyptian mythology. Through his clothing, howevef,

Mikawa provides a tenuous connection: at the start of the performarìce, he weats a

sparkling red headdtess shaped like a rose (borò in acknowledgement of the dual-

meaning of bara which appears in the song's title and in the body of the song: in the

former it is translated as 'happiness' and in the latter it means 'rose' (see Appendix G:

Song 40,\). This is typical of Mikawa's playful witticism, but also shows the compiex

interplay between the visual, aural and interpretative aspects of the song perfotmaflce'

Unlike Suzuki who appears detached from her staging narcat7ve, Mikawa is the

ptotagonist in his staging na:rrattve. His performance setting is immediately established

as ancient Eg)pt, sþified by two large sphinxes acting as a backdtop and the

Egyptian-styled clothing and footwear worn by the additional perfotmers. In many

ways, Mikawa's staging is a fantastical, modetn interpretation of the myth of Medusa,

the evil snake-haired woman who was beheaded by the hero Petseus. Mikawa is, for

example, unexpectedly putled toward the rear of the stage whete ^î ^etoplane 
engine

suddenly appears and through an optical illusion, the spinning blades 
^PPezLr 

to behead

him. Nevertheless, he later emerges intact from the stâge wings, dressed as 
^ 

pharaoh

and seated in an ornamental throne decotated by carvings of intettwining snakes.

I(obayashi Sachiko's song petformarìce staging is also unrelated to the subiect

m^ttef of her song. "Yancha <okt" ("Mischievous Sake") descdbes a devoted woman

caring for a troublesome man. Her staging, by contfast, portrays elements of a well-

known Japanese fairy-tale, 'Taketori monogatarÌ ('The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter'),

written in the Heian period by an unknown author. It is the story of Kagala hime, the

moon princess who as a lúny child was found by a bamboo cutter inside a bamboo
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stalk and later as a beautiful adult, is courted by many young meî. Kagryta hine promises

to m^rry whoever will bting what she desires, but none succeed. One night by the light

of the full August moon, she sadly confesses that she is not of this earth but from the

moon. Ât this point, a group of heavenly beings cover her in a robe of feathets and

return her to her home. In clear acknowledgement of this folktale reference, and in

keeping with her practice of naming her stage designs and costumes n Kohaka (see

Chapter One), I(obayashi's performance is titled 'Kagala hime' ('Moon Princess').4 At

fìrst she wears a red jacket, designed to look like a kimono, anå an ornate headdress.

Suddenly, in the manner of a kabaki halagawari (rapid change), her red jacket is

temoved, revealing an 
^quù-coloured 

kimono decorated with a peacock feather pattern

and a several white feathets hanging from one sleeve. The feather design-teminiscent

of the moon princess' robe of fs2¡þs15-is further reinfotced through tall fabric

screens which are similady decotated with peacock feather patterns znd fan out behind

her. Propelted by an upwatd-rising platform, I(obayashi is thrust high above the stage

and stands high above swirling clouds 
"f. 

d.y ice, to mirtor the Kagø1a hime's ascension

into the heavens. Finally, t'wo latge yellow fans unfutl behind her 'robe' and eventually

meet, thus forming a semiciratlat rnoon-Kagala hime's home.

From this overview of the general staging chatactedstics and staging themes

employed in Kohakø, we can see that petfotmances are treated individually yet a sense

of cohesion is maintained fot the contest. Ovetali, this section ptovides a solid

foundation for the following sections which examine selected perfotmances in closer

detail, with a view to see what they reveal about the 50th K¡hal<u Community and the

issue surrounding it, beginning fìrstly with how the individual is staged'

Staging the Individual

A song performance is an expression of the individual song performer's style. This

section examines three ways in which song petfotmets express their individuality

within the group context of the collective, fìrstly through their stat petsonae and

o Kogoyuhime is also the name of a band in the 50th Kohaku.In acknowledgement of the shared name, the lead

singer of the band, Minami I(ösetsu, introduces I(obayashi's song perfotmance along with the Red MC (see

Apþendix E from clock 10:57:07). Even though Minami I(õsetsu is a member of the W4rite Team, he dons a red

shjrt nnd displays a red handkerchief in his )acket pocket to show his affiliation with the Red Team during this

segment.
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staging style, secondly through their costume, and thirdly, through cross-gender

performance. Overall, by looking at how individuals are staged, we can see the diversity

of the song performances and how this sheds light on tir,.e chancter of the Community

as a whole.

,{.s noted in the Introduction, each song perfotmet in the 50th Kohakø is a

professional performer with an established 'star petsona': a highly-crafted image that is

"produced and packaged by marketing organisations and popularised by the mass

media" (,{oyagr 1999:1.1). This public face is cleady distinct from the private self. It is

not useful, however, to attempt to 'unmask' a song performer in order to find the innet

or 'true' self; indeed, Japanese people are not interested in locating the 'real' but instead

appreciate "the art of faking" @uruma 1,984:69).Instead it is more helpfui to view stars

as composed of multiple, r^ther than single, selves and these emerge as each context

requires (Lebra 11.994:1.1.8] in Yano 1.995:409). The section, as such, considers the

various star personae pfesented by the song performets within the context of Kohaka'

Style is "a personal articulation of a genre" (Aoyagr 1'999.23) and in Kohaka,

each song performer's staging style is inextricably linked with his/het genre and

reflected through costume, staging and gestures. Fot example, female enka singers who

usually wear kimono when singing in othet perfotmance contexts will aiso do so in

Kohaka. By con:rast, the adult J-pop singer Saijö Hideki presents a sexy, modern

staging sryle for his song performance which is in keeping with his public image as a

heartthrob. He wears a striking outfit consisting of tight black leathet pants and a long,

brown crushed veivet ovefcoat with an upturned collar. He later femoves the coat,

revealing a long black leather jacket with numerous slashes so that his chest can be

seen underneath. His skin, moreover, is tanned dark brown and halr is highly styled

with blonde streaks, giving him the impression of a deskable and exotic Latin lover, as

suggested by the Spanish-influenced song "Bairamosu" ("Let's Dance"). His sexually-

explicit gesflrres also reinforce this image: sevetal times dudng the performance, he

seductively glides his hand up the microphone stand and at one point has his legs

spread either side of the stand which is used as a phallic symbol. Meanwhile, the

musøme1akø performers from tk'e Takanzuka revue fall to the floor and gaze up at him

adoringly.
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Song performers readily incorporate 'tradematk' aspects of their persona into

their Kohakø staglng.J-p"p soloist Hamasaki A)--i, for example, is weli-known for

her decotated fingernails and in Kohaka they are very long and glittering with silvet

polish. Similatly, the J-pop singer Amuto Namie exhibited her "mature and sensual

irnage" (Aoyagi 2000:318) described as the "so-called'Amuro style"' (Aoyagt 1999:123),

the tradematks of which areher light-btown hm and thin eyebrows. Although singers

wear different costumes and occasionally act in a m^flîer that is in conttast with their

star persona during various additional segments, they always uphold theit well-

established persona for their song petformance and present it through personal staging

style.s

Along with their persona, costume is an important âspect of how the

individual is staged.o Costumes-all types bodily adotnments, from clothing and shoes

to jewellery accessories, makeup and hairstyles (as defined in Chapter One)-are highly

varied from performer to performer. From the deliberately conttoversial red and white

body paint donned by Tonneruzu (funnels) at the 42"d Kohaka (1991) to the

breathtaking beauty of the expensive kimono worn by Misora Hibad for her comeback

performance at the 30th K¡haka (1,979), Kohakø song performers have typicaþ used

costumes to make statements about themselves. The tefm'costume' has an element of

disguise associated with it, indeed "$Testetn ttadition tends to chatactedze clothing as

façade...þnt] in Japan, clothing and weatef mefge" (Dalby 1'993:4). In a sense, the

Kohaku song performers don costumes in order to reinfotce theit respective star

personae, but the term 'costume' also indicates a sense of occasion and fotmaltty that is

well-suited to a large-scale event such as the 50th Kohaka.

t Thi, .u.r be seen, for example, during the White Team talent segment whereby selected singers adopt kabuki

makeup and costumes and enact a scene from a play (see Âppendix E clock 7:58:00). In this segment, the stats

are completely transformed into kabuki actors and except fot their names appearing on the bottom of the

television ,.ré..r, are virtually unidentifìable. In other additional segments, however, stars often reveal aspects of
their persona. During a Red Team talent segment, for example, there is a comical moment when enka stnger

Tendã Yoshirni, who is known for her diminutive stature and often iokes about it, has difhculty performing a

task because legs are too short (Appendix E clock 9:48:49).
o Th. 50,n K¡haku song performers change their costumes several times over the course of the evening to suit

their different roles, such as participating in a skit or inttoducing a fellow singer's perfotmance. In this sense,

changing cosrumes is an acr of "building up and casting aside [the] different ide ntities" (Iarlo 1996:1) which are

required for the varied toles and contexts with in the progtam.
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Costume plays both a symbolic and communicative tole in the construction of

identity. It adorns the body, making it culturally visible (Silverman 1.986:1.47) and

therefore culturally meaningful. It can indicate a person's affiliation with a group @ell

1976), as discussed in this chapter with refetence to the use of red and white colours to

demonstrate team and Community identity. Costume can also distingursh a person

from another and, therefore, be used as art exptession of selfhood. In the context of

the 50th Kohaka, song performers use costume for aesthetic puqposes: to'stand out' to

the judges and to demonstrate their unique style as individuals. Indeed, costume, and in

parttcltlar, clothing "is one of the most pliable aspects of selfhood, most easily changed

and manipulated [such that it] defines out precious pefsons" (Dalby 1,993:4).

One of the most obvious ways song perfotmers defìne themselves is by

choosing ro wear eitherltofukz CX/estern attire) or waføku (traditional Japanese clothing),

for their performances. \ü/hereas 
-yofukø immediately marks the petfotmer as

Westernised and modetn, waføkø points to the 'wearer's associations with traditional

Japan. Examples of yføkø arc readJly seen in the dresses worn by female J-p"p

performers such as the members of MAX and Hysteric Blue, and the formal tuxedos

worn by male enka singers such as Ichiro Toba and Kayama Yttzo. One of the most

prevalent examples of waføka in KOhaka is the kimono; a time-honouted garment which

is deeply associated with Japan's traditional arts, such as nihon-bay Sapanese dance).

Kimono is also the costume of choice fot the majority of female enka singers in KAhaka.'

Unlike other costumes, including Western garments, kimono holds additional meaning

accotding to the way in which it is worn. Indeed,

it is possible to speak of the true form of a kimono only after it has been put on a

human body. In other words it is the wearer who, according to his proficiency,

creares the form. It is this potential to highlight and express a petson's personality

that makes kimono so different from western styles of dress. (amanaka 1.982:9; my

italics)

t Err.n thoughJ-pop singers do not wear kimono for their ov/n song performances, they often change into kittono

for song performance preludes for enka singers, fot variety, and to show suPPort for thei¡ fellow teammate. For

example, thtee members of the J-pop group Mõningu Musume" wear kimono during the ptelude for enka singer

Go<lai Natsuko's"Kaqerztachi minato" ("\ùØaiting for aFavotrable \X/ind in the Harbour") (see Appendix E from

clock 8:42:28) and J-pop soloist Matsuda Seiko wears kimono during the prelude for enka singer Tendö Yoshimi's

"Kawa no nagare nolo nf' ("Ltke the River's Flow") (see Appendix E from clock 11':23:14). The connection

between enka a¡d kimono is extre mely strong and, in anothet song petfotmance prelude for z dtffere¡t enka

singer, I{awanaka Miy'uki, a member of Moningu Musumeo wears a kimono and makes a humorous but genuine

attempt to briefly sing in an enka style (see ,\ppendix E from clock 10:31:56).
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Consequently, the types of kimono-and how they are q¡6¡¡1-sþed light on the kinds

of song performers in Kohaka. Certainly, the kimonl c rr reflect orle's status within a

social group but it can also indicate one's age, the season and the formality of the

situation. There 
^te 

many kinds of beautiful kimono which reflect such aspects in

Kohaka. Äs the examples in Appendix E demonstrate, we can see novel twists on

traditional kimono which highlight the performer's individuality. For instance, instead of

a subdued and modest kiruono, the cheerful and lively Nakamura Mitsuko wears a

contemporzLry, gleen and gold 'lightning bolt' design along the tear fold of her obi and

the silver sticks and gold-tinged ted circular ornaments in her glittery hair. Some

perfotmers adopt poses to best display thefu kinono for the camerz- (cf. Yano 1,995:349-

359). Indeed, the c merz- often lingets over a singer, surveying her from head to toe or

zooming out to an all-inclusive wide shot. Nagayama Yoko, for example, extends her

arms our to the side of her body (^t 
^ 

rght angle) to display the beautiful shape and

pattern of her kimono and to let het sleeves fall evenly. Fuli Âyako holds her atms in a

similar manner to display her kimon¿. It is îot ^ coincidence that they, and othet

women in K¡haka, perform these gestures at the start of their song performances,

directly zfter they have bowed. The gestures serve as à w^y of introducing themselves

through the kimono. As Yamanaka has noted above, the kimono only takes its true fotm

when it is worn (1,982:9) and in this sense, the colours and patterns of a kimono-and

all other aspects of this costume-can be used to teflect a singer's petsonality/petsona.

Much like persona. and costume, cross-gendet perfotm^flce c n also be used as

a means of expressing individuality h Kohalea. By 'cross-gender perfotmance' is meant

those performances where men adopt gender atffibutes (femininity) of women or

when women adopt expressions of gender attributes (masculinity) of men. Japan's vast

and rich history of cross-gender performance in theatre is well documented by scholars

(see for example Robertson 1,998, Mclelland 2000, Morinaga 2002, Fujita 200Ð.8

Today, examples of cross-gender performance c rr be seen in time-honoured

performing theatre traditions such as the onnagata 'female impersonators' from the

exclusively male kabuki and in contempor^ry fotms such as the otokolaku 'mzle

impetsonatoïs' in the female-only Takatazttka revue. Ltke kabaki and Takarazaka, the

8 
See Mcl-elland (2004) and Henshall (1999:46f\ for examples of non-theattical ctoss-dressing in Japan.
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lQttt l{6þ6þø is theatrically staged and featutes cross-gender performance, but it is also

primarily a television programme. Japanese audiences regard depictions of cross-gender

performance on television in a similar manner as they do in the theatrical context: they

neither regard it as subversive nor identify it with sexual identity such as

homosexuuhq.n Instead audiences "understand the entertainment wodd to be quite

separate from reality" and see cross-gendet presentatiorls âs "an individual's 
^ct 

or

perfotmance" which demonstrates "a skill" and does not necessarily communic^te "afl

inner state or identity" (Mclelland 2000:45). The skill that cross-gender perfotmets use

is mimesis, the abiJity to adopt representative gender markets in ordet to transform

oneself, to varying degtees, 'into' the opposite sex.to In terms of perfotmance, the skill

of gender crossing inJapan is read in such 
^w^y 

tha;t

the essence of a gender can only be truly objectivised and undetstood by someone

not belonging to that gender, for those who are botn into it are guided by instinct

and unable ro understand how or why they behave as they do. (Henshall 1999:45)

Gender is clearly an impotant aspect of performance, for a number of reasons. A bdef

bdefly summary of the typicai gender markers of femininity and masculinity used by

acts that are îot cross-performing can reveal how these markets arc imitated. They

may be perfotmative, such as "chatacteristic movement[s], and gestures" or rendered

as physical aspects in the form of makeup, clothing and hairstyles, or aural aspects such

as vocal styles and the kinds of songs pedormed @eeman 1'992:17). Naturally, these

markers vary bet'ween the ages of performers and their associated gentes and the

discussion below is intended as a general guide.

e For ."a-ple, 'Japanese people generally do not regard the flamboyant [cross-dresser] Mikawa l{en'ichi as'gay"'

(À4clelland 2000:46) and some even consider him "asexual" (Yano 2002:1'59).
t0 Th. folo*ing section draws from discussions of typologies of mimesis, used in traditional theatre performance

in Iran (Beeman 1992) añ in an analysis of cross-gender perfotmance it enka duting the 1990s (Yano 1995).

Yano identifies three categories of mimesis, as originally deflned by Beeman, that arc used in enka performance.

Fitstly, a "Total mimetic depiction" whereby the 'real' sex of the perfotmer is not easily decipheted by audiences;

secondly, a "pretended mimetic depiction" whereby sexual markings are so overt and over-imitated that the

performer's biological sex is easily recognised (for example parody or drag performance); and thirdly, a "non-

mimetic depiction" whereby the performer's biological sex is instandy recognisable because he/she "is not meant

to mirnic the opposite sex at all" and instead "conventional semiotic devices" are employed to "convey

gendet/sexuality" ffano 1995:41.2).In addition, Yano has identified two categories pertaining to enþ.a

perfor-a.rc., namely a "patnal mimetic depiction" whereby the performer's sex is not in dispute, despite the

.ross-p.rformance, and the effect is "serious.. .not comic"; and finally a "restricted mimetic" depicúon which

limits ihe imitation to cettain aspects of the petformance and by omission, the performet may convince the

audience that he/she is indeed a member of the opposite sex.
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In general, the physical markers of femininity include wearing dtesses, skirts or

kimono, decorative objects such as jewellery andhau ornaments, long hait (whether tied

back ot hanging loose) and makeup such as lipstick and eye shadow. Generaþ, spatial

indicators include standing still onstage and using small, graceful and controlled hand

gestures, as is the case with m^fly female enka singers. Some female J-p"p groups such

as Mõningu Musumeo and SPEED specialise in coordinated dance routines which

involve feminine gestures.llSongs perfotmed by women often descdbe love, longing,

relationships and life (as discussed in Chapter Four) and they can be performed

tendedy and with passion, often using voices that have a high tegister. In all, these

markers indicate that women are fuagtle, mild and petfotm sorìgs ftom the heart.

The physical markers of masculinity include weating tuxedos, suits, or trousers,

short hairstyles and the absence of makeup. Men may stand stoically in one position on

stage as generally seen in petformances by male enka singers, or they may 
^Æressively

ptowl the entire stage are ,like members of the male J-p"p band GL,{.Y. Other male

vocal groups such as DA PUMP and SMAP also occupy large zreas of the stage in

order to enact coordinated dance routines. In general, mefl.'s songs project "public

viriJity" and describe life's journey, but also 
^ppear 

"outwardly strong but inwardly

vulnerable to love and heartbre^k" (Yano 2002:1,54). Lyrics may allude to sexual

prowess, such as Saijõ Hideki's "Bairamosa" ("Let's Dance") and Go Hiromi's

"GOLDFINGER '99" and are usuaþ sung with a deep andf or sexy voice. In all, these

markers of masculinity indicate that meî 
^re 

dependable and strong.

Âfter providing a general overview of the markers of gender, it is timely to

examine selected examples of mimetic petfotmance in the 50th Kohaka.l2 The most

obvious example is a total mimesis by Umezawa Tomio.l3In this context Umezawa is

tt Dun." groups such as Möningu Musumeo and SPEED are cnfted by talent agencies and are, as Aoyagi notes,

taught to use "predominantly feminine gestures [such as] rocking the body back and forth, turning the body left
and right [and] moving the body in a bouncy way" (1999:1'1'7).
tt 

Yuno cites Umezawa Tomio, Sakamoto Fuyrrmi, Yashiro Aki and Mikawa I(en'ichi as examples of cross-

gender performers, all of whom perform in the 50tL' Kobaka. W4ile the following discussion refers to these

performers (among others), it does not, however, simply reiterate her findings. Instead it reveals how these and

other petformers 'cross' within Kohaku-a framework unexplored by Yano.
t' IJ^""u*uis member of a taisbu engeki ttorpe-a small theatre group providing regional or 'folk' entertainment

(lit. 'theatre tor the masses) including that is heavily influenced by kabuki (cf. Jenkins 1998, Ivy i995)-which
requires him to present both serious and cornic impersonations. He has also appeared as a song performer in his

own right in ptevious Kahaku.

CHÅPTE,R FIVE: ST-A.GING
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an additional petformer-not a, Kõhaka song perfo¡¡¡s¡-2¡d he comes onstage

dressed as 
^Ír 

nnnagatd and dances beside Sakamoto during her presentation of "Ka7e ni

tdtstl" ("To Stand Against the ìØind"). Even though Umezauta is impersonattng a

woman, the broadcast audience immediately knows that he is a man because his name

appears on the bottom of the television screen, as is NHI('s custom. Nevertheless,

from the moment he enters the Kõha,þa stage he presents himself as a performinggeisha,

the ultimate idealisation of woman. As a geisha, he wears an elegant kimono, a beautiful

obi and. maramage black w1g wlth lnatt otnaments arid white makeup. Umezawa dances

using deliberate, slow-moving 'feminine' gestures and openly displays his kimono so that

audiences can marvel at its beauty. Hris kinono is a predominantly red in colour; an

unambiguous demonstration of his support fot the women's team) the Red Team.ta

The staging is devoid of masculine elements that may suggest his real sex and he does

not need to disguise his manly voice because às 
^Ír 

onnagata dancer, he is not required

to speak fano 1,995:427). As such, the overall effect is one of complete

transformation.

Sakamoto Fuyumi presents a different t;,?e of cross-gender performance

which can be described as partially mimetic. She is an archetype enka b/in (enka

l:ea:uny)--zLnd is introduced as such by the Red MC-and this is exptessed through het

feminine costume fot her song performance. Flere, Sakamoto is immaculately dressed

in a crezm kimono with a colourful blossom p^ttern,long hangingfarisode sleeves and a

navy blue obi. lHer brown hair is adorned with several silver ornaments and softy styled

away from her face, forming alarge 'bee-hive'bun at the crown. She wears red lipstick

and tastefully understated makeup. In all, Sakamoto is flawlessly feminine. Sakamoto's

gender crossing, however, can be seen in het testtained but masculine gestures and by

the fact that she performs a man's song (Yano 1.995:41.6)-behaviout which is at odds

with her feminine image. To outwatdly demonstrate sttength and perseverance, she

frowns, scowls and frequently clenches het hand into a fist. Meanwhile, she sings of

fighting and overcoming obstacles in life's ioutney rn "Ka7,e ni tatsø" ("To Stand

,\gainst the \X/ind"). While she does not directly refer to herself 
^s ^ 

m n, her song

1a Altho,rgh red is the predominant colour, the kimono also has a white lining (which is rarely seen) and a white,

silvet and rcd obi, which are, neverthele ss, colours of the Community.
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describes 
^ 

":roaLd" and "path" on life's journey (see -,\ppendix G: Song 43), in other

words, the path of a mar (otoko michl-z subject often articulated by male enka singerc

(Yano 2002:1.48,1,52-153). She is a woman singing a man's song.'u Tellingly, Sakamoto

and lJmezawa present their mimetic perfotmances (respectively, 'pat:i¡al' and

'complete') simultaneously onstage. At ftst glance, they share similar characteristics:

both are dressed in kimono and have comparable height and body frame. Even when

I)mezawa is framed in the same camera shot as Sakamols-1¡¡þs is, by compadson, a

real woman in 'natu12l' f6¡¡¡-þis true sex is masked such that it cannot be easily

determined.

Ânother prominent example of ctoss-gender petformance is seen in Mikawa

I(en'ichi's presentation of "Eien ni bara no toki o" ("Happy Times fot 'A.ll Etetnity').

Mikawa has long maintained a reputatioî as 
^ 

man who sings women's songs (Yano

2002:1,59) and he also petforms a women's song in the 50'n KOhaka.Wt:lle the lyrics do

not directly position him as a woman, the various themes which describe boundless

love and happiness cleady identify it as a woman's song (see Appendix G: Song 40).

The crossing, moreover, occuts when Mikawa sings with his distinctively nasai but

masculine voice. Clear\y, he is a man and because his true biological sex is revealed his

petfotmance can be regarded as partially mimetic.

A key feature of Mikawa's cross-gender performance is costume. Yano has

observed that Mikawa "boosted his c reer by gtadually adopting more feminine

clothes" but notes that "he never wears a dress ot skiÍt" and "his makeup is modest"

(2002:1,58). In this sense, his performances have maintained an element of 'crossing'

but within clear limitations. Mclelland similady comments that Mikawa "tately

completely cross-dresses |otÒ, [instead] preferring to wear flamboyant iackets,

jewellery and make-up" (2000:46). Indeed, Mikawa presents feminine-styled costumes

for his 50th Klhakø sofig performançs þ¿¡-nìost surprisingly-he also incorporates

t5 Anoth". example of gender crossing through song cân be seen in Yashito Aki's performance of "Funa øta"

("Sailot's Song"). Like Sakamoto, Yashiro's costume is unambiguously feminine. The red colour of her sequinned

gown, hair-tie and lipstick, furthermore, conftm that she is a member of the Red Team, the women's team. At
ãdds wittr this image, is the fact that Yashiro, like Sakamoto, sings a man's song. Although the lyrics do not

directly refer to the singer as a man, they do describe 'manly'activities such as drinking sake,and also refet to

heterosexual relationships ("I prefer women" and "my sweet maiden") (see Appendix G: Song 35). See Yano

(2002:1,56-1,57) for similar observations regarding Yashiro Aki's performance of this song in other contexts.

CFIÀPTER FI\¡E: STÀGING
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^ttffe 
thzLt can be categorically described as 'women's clothing'. At the statt of his

performance, for example, he wears a red and sparkling gold multi-layeted dtess. ,A.ftet

a costume change, he reappears wearing a bejewelled gold and blue dress and although

the hanging sleeves somewhat disguise the shape of the garment, the tight bodice is

cleady visible and unmistakably identify it as dress. Â close up of Mikawa's face,

moreover, reveals heavy eye makeup, false eyelashes and thick ted lipstick. It is not

known why Mikawa progressed to adopting women's clothes and makeup but it is

clear that he is not attempting to convince audiences that he is a woman.'u He is, after

ail, a member of the White Team, the men's team. Hlis Kohaktl cosfimes have become

progressively lavish with each year (see Chaptet One) and perhaps the gtandeur of the

50rh Kohakø signalled a timely shift in his cross-gender petformance.

Wada Äkiko's song perfofmance of "Ano kane o fldrayl n0 wd ãnata" ('You Are

The One Ringrng That Bell") can also be described as parttalTy mimetic. In genetal,

Wadahas a somewhat masculine image. She has a solid physique, tall stature, short hair

and a deep and powerful speaking voice.tt Her demeanour, moreover, is "somewhat

forward and aggressive" (Àilclelland 2000:44) as is her blunt language, as demonstrated

in the prelude before Every Little Thing's song performance where she reprimands

rwo unruly male comedians (see Appendix E ftom clock 8:59:33). Here,

"a female presenter like Wada Akiko, who chooses not to use hyper-feminine

polite language (sonkeþo) but instead speaks in a plain form, even without the use

of masculine pronouns and articles, is alteady sttaying into the domain of
masculine speech" (À4clelland 2000:47)

During this prelude (and indeed, in other segments) Wada is presented as ^ r:.o-

nonsense woman who should not be trifled with. This manner is also reflected in her

clothing: she wears a simple, unembellished white suit. Her image is, howevet,

dramattcally altered for her song performance whete she is tori for the Red Team. For

the occasion, she adopts highly feminine clothing, such as a formal, floot-length

16 M.L"[urrd has noted that in the Japanese music industry, "there are also many pop stars who employ

transgender elements in their personae but do not attemPt to pass as a woman" and cites "transgendered groups

(where the men have long dyed hair, heavy make-up and weat 'feminine' if not actually women's clothes)" as

examples, such as GLAY and L'Arc en Ciel, both of which appear ir the 50tl' Kobaku Q000:46).
tt 

Wudu', feature s, height and voice had initially hindered her acceptance within the geinokai (entettainment

world) and she was often ridiculed for being 'man-like' ("-ùØada Akiko" 2002:Intemet). The hardships of her eatly

c^reef 
^te 

well-known by the Japanese public and much of her appeal today lies in her ability to overcome

personal diffìculties.

CHÀPTER FI\/E: S'ì'ÀGING
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strapless ball gown with a billowing yellow mesh skirt and a sequinned bodice'

Moreover, she wears prominent jewellery such as gold hanging earrirlgs, a gold bracelet

and, a large dng, and wears bdght red lipstick. Although she still retains het boyish

short hairstyle, her hair is brushed forward ^îd appe rs longer. It is only when Wada

begins to sing that she displays mascuLine attributes, such as fist-cienching and, most

notably, her unusually deep and robust voice.

Wada's feminine demeanour at the 50th K¡haka is sittttfar to that displayed at

previous Kohaka)8 This says more about the consistency of her gender presentation for

song performances and her overall image. It is clear that she is not attempting to

impersonate ^ 
maÍt in this performance. Instead, the physical fea¡xes of her body that

ate deemed 'naÍttaLhy' masculine (height, voice, stature) are complemented by

calculatedly masculine aspects þair, forthtight style, gestures) and, lastly, contrasted by

a highly feminine costume þall gown, makeup, jewellery). The fìnal tesult is 
^

distinctive 'look' that, as Yano notes in another context, gives Wada "a kind of chic"

(Yano 1995:421).

Another example of cross-gender performance staging worthy of attention is

the song performance by the J-pop act GLÄY. Âlthough the male performers in this

band employ various markers of femininity, their sex is not in dispute; as such, their

performances can be described as parttallry mimetic. GLAY, fot example, is a former

b/aarø-kei (it. 'visual-rype') band typified by both mascuìine 'heavy rock' clothing and

feminine coiffed hairstyles and makeup. In recent years, however, the band has toned

down this image although it still retains selected aspects. For their song petforma;flce

"sabaibaru" ("Sutwival") in the 50th Kohaka, the band membets ptoject a tough,

masculine image through their clothing: the singer Teru, fot example, weats a black

vinyl jacket and pants adorned with silver studs and black military boots. They also use

masculine gestures such as shaking their fìsts in the au. By contrast, each membet's

hair is highly-styled and a few of the men wear makeup: the bass playet Jiro, for

example, has section of his long datk blue and black hair shaped into ptotruding spikes

r8 At the previous year's concert, for example, she was the tori singer and wore a glittering silver and black fìgure-

hugging floorlength dress, crystal hanging earrings and red lipstick (49'h Kohakø tltagarien 1998:Television

Program).
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and wears thick black eyeliner and eye shadow. Overall, they share a masculine punk

rock imags-çernplste with scowling expression5-þs1 these aten't hardened men;

indeed they all have smooth skin and 'baby faces', indicating that underneath the tough

clothing they are merely boys. GLAY's hairstyles and makeup 
^re 

avenues of cross-

gender exploration which ^re) 
as Jennifer Robettson notes in relation to the

Takarazuka otokolaka, "capable of being read or undetstood in mote than one way"

(Robertson 1998:61). They are not pretending to be women.

Overall, the inclusion of cross-gender performance in the 50'h K¡baka

demonstrates the 
^tt ^s 

accepted entertainment in Japan at the end of the millennium.

Its presence, in its varying guises, presented by members of the Community shows a

continuance of past practice and is in recognition of the nation's long history of

'crossing' in theattical contexts.

Staging the Community, Staging Kobaku

The fundamental otganisation of the K¡hakø contest is centred on the battling Red and

\X/hite teams, which immediately suggests a division within the Community. This

section analyses this division by examining the physical realm of the performance space

and how both team and Community space is identified and negotiated. This section

also considers the use of colour in song performance staging. The colout combinat.i.on

of red and white is a powerful visual symbol of the Community. Unlike the use of

either red or white to separately demonstr^te te m affitatton, the red and white pairing

symbolises the coming together of the competing teams. \X/hile other colouts may be

used in the staging to demonstrate the diversity and individuality of song performers,

the combination of red and white indicates unity, belonging and a consensus of identity

for the 50th Kuhaktl song performers. Ultimately this section explores the dynamics of

the Community, as divided and unified, through staging.

The spaces inside NHK lH:alf are divided accotding to how they arc used and

who uses them. nØhile the seating arez- is, fot example, the domain of audience

members, the Kohaktl st^ge is undisputedly marked as the Community's space-the

rcaIm of the K¡þaka song performers. The Kohaktl sta;ge is halfway between the team
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corners and, as such, is a space where song perfotmers can physically come together.re

This is immediately established in the opening ceremony when the acts fitst gather

onstage but during the fìrst half of the contest, this space is negotiated between the

teams as the song performances alternate. By the end of the first half, howevet,

resoiution is found when the singers once again unite onstage and petform "N/aisseiki

no kinitachi e-A song for children-" ("Fot the People of the 21't Century-A Song fot

Children-"). The second half of the contest presents similar situations which tequire

negotiation but the stage's status as Community space is fìtmly restored the final song

of the evening, "Hotaw no hikarf' ("The Light of Fireflies"), when all Community

membets perform together onstage.

Team members are often physically separated onstâge, gtouped together in

their respective team cofrìers on either side of thre Kohaktl stage. These cornefs are

compact and self-contained, bound by the edge of the stage and by imposing solid

backdrops of column-like circular sets thzLt xe illuminated in each team's colours' By

stand.ing in either the Red or \X/hite team corner, a sorìg performer immediately shows

his/her team afftltation.'o,\lthough special guests and celebrities may also occupy these

spaces (for example, to show suppoft for a team), the corners are the domains of song

performers; it is here that they interact with fellow team membets, comment orì

perfotmances and convefse with the Team MC. The teâm corners are also integrated

into the delivery of the song performances; neady all song petfotmance preludes take

place in team cornefs before the singer tfaverses the symbolic boundary and moves

onto the main stage and into Community sPace.

The precision timing required for each song performance in the 50th Kzhdka

means that maximum impact is often needed from minimai staging. As such, the red

and white colour combinatioÍr-^ symbol of the Community- is predominantly used

in lighting, the most readily adjustable aspect of staging. GLAY's performance of

1e Th" d.pth and breadth of the K¿baka stage is the only arealatge enough to comfortably accommodate

members of all 54 Kohaka acts. It is acknowledged that people other than song perfotmers occupy the stage, such

as the Team MCs, special guests and additional performers'
to Thi, also helps dispel confusion when, for example, a male performer is not on the predominandy men's

\ùØhite Team but is actually part of the Red Team. Song performers rarely 'cross over' and stand in anothet team's

cofner. In most cases, the '-rossing' song performer will tempotarily adopt the new team's colouts as previously

noted in regard to Minami I(ösetsu and l(obayashi Sachiko's song performance prelude.
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"sabaibara" ("Survival"), for example, featutes swiding red and white overhead lights

that pass over the band members." Howevet, in order to avoid technical problems for

cameras such as over-exposure and 'flaring', pale blue ot white-blue light is often

substituted for btight white. nØhen coupled with red, this produces a 'red and white-

blue' colour combination that nevertheless signifies the colouts of the Community.

This combination generally used for illuminated areas of the stage such as the tier and

can be seen in several song performances such as those by Shigemori Ayumi and

Hayzmi l(entaro and TOI(IO.

Other song performances use red and white lights in multiple aspects of

staging. I{itajima Saburö's vibrant perfotmance of "Matsarí' ("Festival") for example,

fearures large blocks of red and white light emanating from stage floot as well as the

tier. Gö Hiromi's "GOLDFINGER '99" similady presents flashing red and white

lights along the rear stage wall but incorporates red lights on the stage floor and

sweeping white floodlights. Flowever, it is The 50'h Kahaka Community's song

"N/aisseiki no kimitachi e-A song for children-" ("For the People of the 21'"t

Century-A Song for Children-") that presents the most vivid examples of ted and

white lighting: the team corners are illuminated red and white respectively, the tier is

red and the stage floor lights are bluish-white, 
^s ^re 

the stairs connecting the stage to

the audience 
^tea,.

\X/earing only red and white colouted clothing is another way song performers

overtly disptay their membership in the K¡haka Community." This trend is established

in the fìrst song performance where the eight members of Möningu Musumeo ate

dressed in various red and white sequinned dresses, long gloves, high boots and coats

with feather tfim fot their performance of "LOVE maslttn" ("Love Machine"). The

members of second act, Dr\ PUMP, continue this trend by weadng white suits, white

shoes, white cowboy hats and red shitts for their rendition of 'lX/e can't stop the

music". The only other 
^ct 

to adopt these colours is the eleven-member group Yaen.

" NHK technical staff designed the lighting such that roaming and sttobing lights would be "used fot young

rock bands" to create "lively and energetic staging" (Ì.{ippon Hosõ Gifutsu I(yoku Seisaku Giiutsu Centã

2000:470).

" Sorrg performers also exclusively wear red and white clothing fot other segments. During one Red Team talent

segment, for example, selected Red Team song performers weâr similar outhts consisting of red and white

sttiped shirts and red ot white trousers (see Appendix E clock 9:48:49).

CH,\PTER FI\¡E: STÀGING
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Their outfits, worn for their performance of "Be Cool!", are especialiy memorable:10

of the men are covered in red body paint and wear red unde{pants and large ted '^fro'

wigs, while the temaining member is wearing an identical outfrt in white.

Some song performers use the red and white colout combination in

conjunction with other colours to subtly show their association with the Community.

Each member of Something ELse, for example, wears a formal black suit but has a

white shirt and bow tie and wide ted sash draped across his chest. Moreover, the band

futher articulates the Community's colours through the instruments they play during

"Rasato cl)anstl" ("Last Chance") as one of the men uses a rcd acoustic guitat while

another plays a white electric bass. Âlthough this is possibly coincidental-indeed, they

ftequently use these same instruments outside of the Kohaku a1¿a-¡l1s ovetall effect is

at this time and place is an unambiguous affiliation with the K¡haka Community.

\X/hereas the coupling of red and white represents the Kohakøt CommuniLy 
^s ^

whoie, the use of either red or white colour in song perfotmance staging indicates team

affiIiatton. This is occasionally achieved through lighting.23 HandaYuri's perfotmance

of "Tsagarø no hana" ("Flowets of Tsugaru"), for example, features red fatry lights

positioned along the back of the tier and across the rear stage wall. Similady, Ishjkawa

Say-rri's "Amagi-god' ("Âmagi Pass") includes approximately 20 red spotlights shining

upward from various positions aiong the re r stage wall. The most súiking

demonstration of team colour is, however, seen in the team corflets. ìØhile each song

performance takes place on the Kohakø stage, the neon lights on the singet's associated

team corner are illuminated. During the song performance by Red Team membet

Amuro Namie, fot example, wide shots of the stage that show the Red corner lights

are aglow whereas the $flhite corner remains dark.

Song performers also display team affi.liation by weadng their team's colour.'a

Most commonly, white is set among similady light colours and red is set among warm

and dark colours. lØhite Team singer Moti Shin'ichi, for example, is dressed in a white

23 It is noted, however, that the use of white spotlights is a standard practice fot performances and does not

necessarily indicate link with the White Team.

'o N ot only song performers wear team colours. During t}re S ho kona: knhukltai (it. 'show corner alternating

battling') segment, the male iudge Nomura Mansai wraps a red scarf around his neck to indicate that his

preference at that moment is for the Red Team (see Appendix E from clock 10:02:51).
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satin suit with sparkling silver lapels, a silver shitt and necktie and white shoes. Fellow

reammate Tanimura Shinji similady wears a knee-length creamy-white suit jacket,

matching waistcoat and a white shirt, but also wears black trousers. Interestingly,

Yashiro Aki is the only song perfofmef to be entirely adorned in her team colouf, in an

extreme and unambiguous demonstration of affiliation with the Red Team (discussed

later in this chapter).

In previous Kohaku, red or white props and decorations were commonly used

to show team membership-a red or white dbbon was, for example, often tied around

a microphone onstage to indicate team affihatton.In the 50tn K¡haktl) team-coloured

props are similady if less frequently used. Throughout the 50th Kahaka Community's

performance of "N/øisseiki no kinitachi e-A song fot children-" ("For the People of

tlre 21"t Century-A Song for Children-"), fot example, the song perfotmers read lyrics

from either red or bluish-white booklets, to mark their team association (see again

DVD example 4). Moreover, during }larada Yuri's performance of "Tsøgara no hand'

("Flowers of Tsugaru"), several fello'ü¡ Red Team membets come onstâge weating ted

haþpi (short kimono style jackets) that beat the ideograph for 'ted'.

Staging the Nation

There 
^te 

marry ways the song performances evoke as sense of nationhood through

staging, a selection of which is explored below." It is not surptising that symbols fot

the nation are used in particular) as they create "a sense of national identity, teminding

its citizens of the importance of patriotism and bolstering loyalty to the fla|font" @efu

1.992:26). The most obvious national symbol is a country's national flag which is

"designed to câuse a surge of patriotic emotion when displayed in the proper place at

the proper time" (Befu 1,992:26).In 1.992, Befu observed Japan's flag, the hinomarø to

be "in jeopardy as a symbol of national identity and national pdde" because it was yet

to be officially declared the nation's flag and also because of its intrinsic association

with the imperial family, whose divinity was shockingly renounced post-war Q2-36).

In ,{.ugust 1999, however, the Japanese government formally recognises the hinomartt 
^s

2s Althorrgh this chapter only examines evidence of cultural references in song performance staging, such

depictions often appear in supplementary segments. Refer to Appendix E for examples, a selection of which will
be discussed in footnotes within this chapter.
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the national flag (Daimon and Hani 1999:Internet). The 50rh Klhaku,held only a few

months later, was an ideal event to display and refet to the hinomara, given the flag's

newly official status. Even so, there are only two examples in the programme where

this occurs.'u l{itajima Saburo, for instance, alludes to the hinomara in the lyrics of

"Matsørf' ("Festival") (discussed in Chapter Four). Howevet, it is the physical presence

of this flagin the staging for Godaigo's "81ùt{ønt nemu" ("Beautiful Name") that says

more about this symbol for the nation, the sþifìcance of which is addressed below.

The hinontaru is flot a focal point of Godaigo's song performance, nor is it

presented as a sohtary flag flying ptoudly. The hinomara is instead but one of

approximately 60 small flags stitched together to fotm a larger 'quilt of many nations'

as a backdrop for the band. The hinonara does not occupy 
^ 

ceîtra.l place in the quilt: it

is inconspicuously positioned to the fat (stage) left side. Moreover, its distinctive

pairing of red and white colouts blend with similady coloured flags from countries

such as Switzedand and Italy. Âs a metonym forJapan, the flag's presence in this quilt

serves to frame the nation in a broadet, international perspective. This concept is in

keeping with the song's association with the 'international' by being Japan's campargn

song for UNICEF's'InternationalYear of the Child' tn1,979 (see Chapter Four). The

notion is strengthened, furthermore, by the presence of approximately 40 childten in

the song performance who are clearly from a varieq of nationalities. Even though

several of the children arc Japanese, the majority 'look' Asian, Âftican and 'SØestern'

þlonde hair and blue eyes). Scholars have argued that foreigners in television

progïammes represent the solo'other' (Paintet 1,996a) in contrast with the nzion-as-øchi

and thus "provide an oppositional contrast for the consttuction of Japanese identity"

(Creighton 1,997:233). In this example, the foreþ children also represent the soto

'other' but not with the intent to create a boundary between 'us' and 'them' in an

ethnocenttic mârìner. Indeed, just as the binomarø ts connected to other flags to cneate 
^

greater whole, the Japanese children ate widely dispersed among the foreign childten

and they all come together to enact coordinated dance moves in unison. This inclusive

behaviour coupled with the visible integration of the hinomarø in the flag quilt projects

to 
Muny other kinds ofJapanese flags are presented i¡ Kohaku, most of which appear during this song

performance and also in Toba Ichirö's staging for "Asbiryi-niukl' ("Cape -A'shizuri") (see Âppendix E from

clock 7:50:58 and 11:35:26).
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the image of Japan not as isolated or superior but as integrated and equal in the

international rcaIm.

Japan's national broadcaster, NHK, can also be considered as a symbol of the

nation. NHK is referred to eady in the programme when DA PUMP, the second act in

the Kohaka line up and the fìrst petformers fot the lØhite Team, set the scene in their

rap opening to the song which incoqporates onomatopoeic rhyming and nonsensical

English amid the observation that:

...This is NHI{...
DA PUMP-"We can't stop the music"
Song Performance 2

Although merely a brief rem^tk, this reference demonstrates a gre ter connection. This

performance is inside NHI{ Hall, situated on NHI('s national headquarters, and is

televised by NHI{. This setting cannot be confused with any other. The song

performers Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami I(entaro are, for example, hosts of the

NHK-E children's programme'Okaasan to issho- ('Together tX/ith Mother') and their

song performance of "Dango 3 þodaf' ("The Thtee dango Brothers") features life-sized

characters from this programme. More prominent references to NHI{ howevet, are

seen through the use of the NHK logo, which featutes the three letters each

encompassed in a circle. \Mhile the NHI( logo is not emblazoned on hanging banners

onstage, as was the case in previous Kohaku, it is present on the microphones used by

song performers and, as such, it is frequentJy in camera shot. Most notably, the singet

I{atori Shingo (a member of SMAP) weats a T-shitt featuring the NHI( logo during his

group's performance of "Fly"." The ptominence of the NHK logo is zn effort at

branding the event, of staking a claim to it, but its understated ubiquiÍJ c fl also be

seen as deferring to the (comparativeþ more assertive placement of the hinomaru, an

urìeasy collusion which suggests an aml>ivalerìce as to what best defines the naion: a

flag or a nattonal btoadcastet.

Â vadety ofJapan's cultural symbols are displayed in the staging of 50th Kohakø

Community song performances in ordet to demonstlate 
^ 

sense of pride in Japanese

'7 S.rr"rul supplementary segments also make reference to NHI{. For example, the mascot for NHI('s satellite

channel BS-2-a brown, open-mouthed monster character named Domo-kun-aPpears âs guest during one

song perfotmance prelude (see Appendix E from clock 8:38:49)'
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culture.2s The most prominent symbol is the saktlra cherry blossom, a metaphot for the

Zen concept of impermanence and the focal point of Hosokawa Takashi's staging for

"Sal<ara no hana no chira gotoka" ("As if Cherry Blossoms Wete Falling'). Here, sakura ts

presented in three different ways: ftstly, as a painting, where behind Hosokawa is a

very large three-screen backdrop of a mature sakara tfee covefed with pink blossoms in

full bloom (see Plate 18); secondly, through additional performets positioned behind

the screens, where dancers wearing pink komono and holding pink sheets of material

above their heads gracefully move to simulate the swiding pink sakara as it falls; and

lastly, when the three screens ate moved offstage, the tier is bathed in pink light and

falling sal<ara blossoms are projected on the screen along the rear stage wall. These

staging aspects, coupled with lyrics that refer to sakara, togethet cÍe^te alayercd effect

and teinforce the presence of this symbol.

Prne (naßa) is another enduring cultural symbol. '\s an evergreen, its leaves

remain on the tree throughout the year and this constancy, coupled with the tree's long

life, makes it a symbol of longevity. Pine is also an auspicious symbol associated with

New Year tn Japan and during Decembet, homes and businesses are decotated with

the pine branch ,kadomatsa.'o Vzhile there ate occasional teferences to New Year

customs in Kohaka. these generally occur in supplementaly segments. to Pine is,

nevetheless, used in Kohaka song petformance staging. Both Sada Masashi's "Ki seki

-okina aìnoltoni-" ("Miracle -Like an Ovetwhelming Love-") and Yuki Saori and

Yasuda Sachiko's "Ftlrilsatr" ("Flometo*t"), for example, feature two stylised thtee-

dimensional pine trees as ^rr 
orî mental backdtop. \X/hile these trees are putely

decorative, other depictions of pine trees in Kohaka staging are meaningful. Minami

Flafuo's "Genroka neisofa -Tawaraboshi Genba-" ("The Famous Spear Song of the

" It i, g..r"rully accepted that the following examples are culrural symbols fotJapan and appear in standard

references onJapanese culture such as Tbe Canbridge Enryclopedia of Jaþan (1993) and Kodan¡ha EnEcloþeàia of ]oPoo
(1e83).

'o Pin also forms part of the unique trriad sho-chiku-bai which includes bamboo and plum. It is commonly

associated with the New Year and represents longevity constancy and purity'

'o O.r. supplementary segment, for example, makes reference to Japanese New Year mythology. trollowing

Godai Natsuko's song performance, a modihed version of the story of the shichi-fukujin (Seven Deities of Good

Luck) is presented. According to legend, the takarabune (treasure shþ and shichi-fuku.lin arrive inJapan on New

Year's Eve from a long journey afar,IxngSngluck and fotrune with them (see Âppendix E from clock 8:45:59

for details regarding this myth and the supplementary segment). The song performance prelude for M,\X's "Irrá¿

ni..." ("Together...') also refers to New Year customs by presenting t:wo manju buns which are usually made for

New Year (see Appendix E from clock 7:53:57).
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Genroku Era -Tawaraboshi Genba-"), fot example, features a large folding panelled

bloba screen with a painted gold background and three mature prne (naßa) tees

immediately behind Minami. The colour of the screen and ptesence of the pine ttees

indicates that it is a kagamiita þt.'mirror board'), characteristically used as a backdrop

for no theatre. In the context of Kohaka, this screen both visualiy frames the individual

song performance and explicitly highlights an enduting theatrical tradition. This

symbol is adapted for the new context: unlike the pine used for no kagamiita, these ttees

are laden with snow in tecognition of the season (winter) in which Kohaka is staged.

These trees 
^re, 

most importantly, well suited for Minami's song which is 
^n

interpretation of the famous tale of Chøshingara, an extremely well-kno'wrl story

(discussed in previous chapters) which is often to subiect of kabaki and banraka theate

plays.

Kimono is possibly the most widely recognised, both nationally and

internationalTy, of Jzpan's cultural symbols. \)Øhile eatlier discussion noted this gatment

in the context of individuahq, rt is apptopri^te to also consider the kimono in its

symbolic role as the national dress of Japan.,{,lthough its origins lie in a Chinese robe

from the 7th century (Maxwell 2004:8), the kirzono has developed into a distinctly

Japanese garment with "official pedigree [and today] stands at the cultural core of

contempor try J apanese dres s" (Dalby 199 3 :1. 45)' The garment

has an unshakable place in Japanese psyche. ,{.part from being one way to express

Japanese culture, wearing kimono in modern Japan also makes a subtle statement.

Its association with tradition potentially ascribes certain traits or characteristics to

the wearer. (À4axwell 2004:8; my italics)

Kimono is not, however, everyday wear. Futthetmote, the complicated layets of

undergarmenrs and costliness of mzterial make kimono impracttcal for day-to-day

activities and as such, it is genetally only wotn for formal, festive andf or official

occasions such as weddings, matsari and visits to temples on New Year's Day. For

m^ny singers, the 50th Kohaka is a special occasion that tequites the fotmal attire of

kimono. 
'S7earing 

kimono in the correct manner is a leatned skill; arl 
^rt 

which is subiect

to various social and aesthetic cdteria. Occasionally, female J-p"p stars will wear kimono,

but mostly in supplemefit^fy segments. For the most paft, as noted eaÃier in this

chapter, it is female enka singers (and a few male enka singers, including Hosokawa

CH-A.PTE,R FIVE,: STÀGING
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Takashi, Minami Haruo and I{ttajima Saburo) who wear kimono duting song

performances. This is in keeping with enka's image as ârl old-fashioned genre with

roots in the past and "in wearingthe kimono, the female singet becomes emblematic of

'traditional Japan"' (Yano 2002:151,; my italics). The ubiquitous presence of kimono in

the 50th Kobaka tepeatedly enforces this connection with the wider context-a symbol

that confirms to viewers that this concert is taking place in Japan and is staged for

Japanese people.

Along with kinono and other symbols acting as defìning elements of the

contest, thete is also the staging of the traditional Japanese cultural event, the matsuri

(festival), in song performances of the 50th Kohakø. Thete are two such performafl.ces,

Toba Ichirõ's "Ashiqari-misakl' ("Cape.,\shizuri") (see again DVD example 3) and

I(tajima Saburo's "Matsørf' ("Festival") (see again DVD example 6). Both song

performances use the hallmarks of genuine ruatsari such as taiko dntms and hikfuama

þortable shrine floats) as well as øchiwa (round p^Per fans with stick-like handles) and

hundreds of additional performers in traditional attire to fìll NHK Hall with noise,

energy and festivity. These performances can be consideted as ways in which the

members of the Community serve to unite the nation by depicting a shared cultutal

hedtage and by visually representing solidatity through participation in a"

quintessenrallyJapanese activity, and setwe to confitm the individual's place within the

naional achi.

It is important to note that these petformances are staged using 'real' props

and performers from regional festivals. In this \A/ay, they are presented as te-cteations

of actaal events. The appeal of these perfotmances, as such, stems ftom the idea of the

'internal exotic'being brought to the K¡haka stage and transported to gteatetJapanvia

the television broadcast. Toba lchiro's staging, for example, uses two giant hiktlama

from separate fìshing-themed matsari, a spiny lobstet hikþama from a festival 'tn Int

(Shizuoka prefecture) and a whale hikiama from a whaling festival in Yokkaichi M.
prefecrure). The presence of the lobstet holds additional significance for New Year

celebrations. '\ lobster is, for example, often used as an auspicious decotation fot the

straw festoon shimenawa as a symbol of 'longevity' (I(ojima and Ctane 1987:31,2).

Toba's song þcs, however, do not refet to the New Year ot Cape Ashizud on
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Shikoku island-a region far removed from these festivals and also from Tokyo-based

Kohakø. Nevertheless, by using mikoshi from these maßuri, the ocean-themed staging

highlights exotic not-Tokyo regions, the 'rusticiqr' of fìshing life and cultutal activities

that are unique to Japan. Moreover, these festivals are "severed from singular local

context and te-presented (re-membered) as metonyms of a national 'authentic'

community" (R.obertson 1 991 :35).

In the tori song performance for the !Øhite Team, I{itaiima Saburõ sings of a

non-specific matsøri held in ^î unspecified location. Nevertheless, the staging

incorporates props, such as a rcd and gold dragon hikfiama, from a real festival-the

famous I(aratsu I{unchi matsari in Saga ptefectute where hikfiama ate offeted to the

I(aratsu shrine. It also uses elements that are not associated with the I{atatsu I(unchi

matsøri, such as Iarge, colourful tairlo-bata (flags used to give fishetman good luck). As

such, I(tajima's festive scene is a genetalised, if not realistic, recreation of a matsuri.It

is, as his 'impromptu' lyrics suggest, "the festivzl of KAhaktl" 
^s 

well as being "the

festival of Japan" (as discussed in Chapter Four); an occasion to celebf^te ^ 
time-

honoured song contest and to cfeate a serìse of naional unity by longing for matsørì in

general, a longing for førasato-Japan (see Appendix G: Song 54). Overall, the vibrant

matsari staging is an 
^ccù:ra;te 

recreation of a cultutal activity unique to Japan, "an

avowal of [a] common past" and a reminder of what it means to be Japanese (Vilhar

and Anderson 1997:7).

Japan's extensive visual and performing arts traditiorì.s are often referred to

through song performance staging.3t One of the ftst refetences for the evening is

ut T"u- talent segments cleady draw from traditional Japane se theatrical traditions. The ftst White Team talent

segment, for example, is a skit based around the ttaditional kabuki name-taking cetemony, whereby a senior

kibøki actor will enter the stage, bestow a new name to a junior actot and then present them to the audience (see

Appendix E ftom clock 7:58:00). In this segment, the \White Team MC Nakamura I(ankurö-a distinguished

k)buki perfor¡¡16¡-i5 seated in the cenúe of the stage with several membets of the White Team either side of
him. Aiter the cracking of the þoshiþ clapper sticks and a shout of "toqaì. toqatl" ("heat ye! hear ye!") which are

hallmarks of kabuki, the \ùØhite Team members, dressed in the ceremonial wide-shouldered kami¡hino, announce

their names. During the Team talent finale, selected membets perform a scene from the kabaki play Yamatogana

arrwara keizu' and avanaTton of the lion dance 'Reniishi'which is derived from the no play 'Shakþd ('Stone

Bridge'). In this same segment, performers from the Takarazuka gekidan tsukigumi (the Moon Troupe from the

TakirankaTheatre Group) and several members of the Red Team join in as Takarasiennes. It is interesting to

note that the Japanese performing arts represented in these talent segments are sex-specifìc: only men are

permitted to p"tfot- tn kabuki and no and only women are accepted in the Takarazuka revue. 'As such, these

Kobaku r"g-.rrm not only display the talents of the team membets, but also highlight renowned traditions that

segregate the sexes.
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presented mid-way through the ftst half of the programme, in the staging for Saiiö

Hideki's "Bairamosa" ("Let's Dance"). Here, both masamelaku (female perfotmers

specialising in female gendet roles) and otol<oltaka (female performers specialising in

male roles) from the all-female Takanzuka gekidan tsukigumi (Takaraz',tka Theatte

Group, within the subdivision of the Moon Troupe) come onstage and dance. Their

Spanish-themed clothing and dancing style are in keeping with the music and lydcs,

thus displùyrîg the revue's renowned versatility. Immediately following this song

performance is Nakamufa Mitsuko's "Kawachi-1ake" ("I{awachi sake"), where additional

perfotmets dance with colourful, semi-circular concertinaed ogi (folding fans) in time

with the music (see Plate 1,9). Ogi are associated with m^îy of Japan's arts practices,

namely as orrìamental devices 1n nihon-bryA (trzdittonalJapanese dance), in the greeting

rituals of chanolø (tea ceremonies) and as "indispensable hand property" in no theztre,

where the fans "effectively express the mood of the perfotmance" (I(iyota 1,992:1,2).

When used in Kõhaku, these fans immediately recall Japan's traditional atts practices

but are also used as a staging device for the song performance, cteating a distinctively

joyous and vibrant atmosphere through the simultaneity of the aþ movements.

Further references to Japan's atts traditiorì.s occur duting the middle of the

second half of the ptogramme. The staging fot Nagayama Yöko's "Sadame 1økî'

("Destiny Snow") for example, features reproductions of three akþoe Qit. 'pictures of

the floating wodd') woodblock prints on latge panels that occupy most of the K¡haka

stage (see PIate20). The pdnts used fot this Kobaka songperfotmance staging arel:y

the artist lJtamaroI{itagawa (1753-1806) and although they arc not the most famous

of his works, they are taken from Utamaro's b/in-ga þeautiful woman) collection which

depicts beautiful women from shops, teârooms and pleasure quarters in Edo (Tokyo).3'

These pictures are well suited to Nagayama Yöko's song which, through vadous

metaphors, describes a woman embtacing her destiny. The presence of the women in

the økfloe prints, moreover, further reinforces that this is a performarìce by a member

of the Red Team-the women's team.

" Of th. three prints, "Bìdoro ofuka musame" ("Woman Blowing Glass Toy") is possibly the most well-known.

CHÂPTER FIVE: STÀGING
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There are several other references to Japan's traditional arts duting the second

half of the contest. The staging of Sakamoto Fuyrrmi's "Kd7,e ni tatsa" ("To Stand

Âgainst the ì7ind") for example, features t}re onnagata performet (male kabuki actor

specialising in female impersonations) Umezav¡a Tomio, dressed as a geisha and

elegantly performing nihon-bryo (see Plate 21). Minami Haruo's song performance,

furthermore, featltlres a kagamiita (it. 'mirtor board') from the no theatre as a backdrop.

While references to Japanese traditional arts are more commonly ptesented in enka

staging than J-pop staging, it is interesting to note that these teferences occur in both

halves of the programme. The refetences, moreover,^te not subtle or obscute but âre

instead proudly displayed as important features of each song petformance staging.

Despite their origins, these uniquely Japanese artistic traditions clearly rcmain part of

the J apanese cultural identity today.

The 50,h Kohakø presents rìumerous icons of Japanese pop culture in

supplementary segments, from famous sports stars to life-sized characters ftom the

Nintendo console g me Pokémon (Pocket Monsters) (see, fot example, ,A'ppendix E

from clock 8:29 1,6).t'By contrast, thete are few teferences to pop culture in song

performances. One fàfe example is seen in the staging of J-pop band 19's song"Ano

kamihikoki kamoriqora xuatte" ("That Paper Plane \ü7ill Bteak Through the Cloudy Sky').

FIere, the Kohakk sta;ge is decorated with three metre tall props featuring fantasical

illustrations from the artist Nakamura Mitsuru þenname '326).34 Nakamura is a non-

performing member of the band and, as such, it is appropriate that his designs ate

presented in KOhakø. However, he also has a somewhat 'undetgtound' following in his

own dght as the cneator of anime books and stationary items among other products and

can be seen as an emerging pop culture artist who is gaining mass exposure through

Kohaka's wide btoadcast teach.

331çen5-s¡ 
at least imitations of icons-from Westetn pop culture are also presented in these segments. In one

song performance prelude, for example, song performer I(atoti Shingo (ftom the group SMAP) appears as the

flamboyant 1960s British spy Austin Powers (from the film 'Austin Powers: The Spy \X4ro Shagged Me', released

in 1999) (see Appendix E clock 1,0:34:48). The novelty of the situation is centred atound I{atori, an exttemely

likeable and popular star, and his engaging and hilarious i¡nitation-the fact that,{.ustin Powers is the creation of
Canadian comic Mike Meyers and is thus foteign in origin, is not an issue fot audience membets.

'o Th"r" ptops include, for example, a drawing of a devil and another of a robot which is holding a two-headed

bear.
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Another pop culture reference is seen in the staging of Hysteric Blue's "Haru'l

-spring-" ("Spring") which features additional performers dressed as chatzcters from

the ,\merican comic strip 'Peanuts', drawn by Chades Schulz (see Plate 22). The

inclusion of Schulz's charactefs was not merely fot decotative pulposes but was also in

recognition of Schulz's decision in December 1.999 to tetite from dtawing, due to

illness.3u For dec¿des, these comic book characters have found resonance withJapanese

children and adults alike and, due to the longevity of their popularity, are not

necessarily considered to be foteign. Their inclusion in Kohaku is an appropriate and

timely tdbute to Schulz. Both of these examples of pop culture references in staging

occurred at the start of the first half of the programme, serving to engage families and

a cross-section of generations-many children, for example, would not be awake for

the entire programme. Overall, however, it is clear that thete are fat more numerous

references to traditional Japanese arts in song performance staging of the 50th Kzhdku.

Nevetheless, references to pop culture help to establish Kohakø 
^s ^ 

ptogr^mme that is

in-touch with current trends and demonstrate NHI('s attempt to appeâl to younger

generations.

The elements and themes used in the 50th Kahakø Community's staging help to

frame their song performances as highly entettaining theatrical events. Upon closer

inspection, however, staging can be seen as a teflection of the individual performer's

personal style and an extension of their stat persona. The layout and use of the stage

also shows these performances are more than individual presentations-the stage can

be seen as a" "Iocahry. ..which þinds] a set of individuals into one Soup" Q'dakane

1973:1) and we can see how the Community-as-achi is shaped through "the use of

space" (I(ondo 1,990:141). This is reinforced through the inco¡poration of the colouts

of the Community in song performance staging, which highlights the unity of the

collective. Futthermore, the prominence of the red and white combination

demonstrates a continuing sense of pride in Kohaka tradition, importantly, at the time

of the landmark 50,h edition of the contest. At a broadet level, we can see how the

nation is staged through the inclusion of cultutal symbols and refetences to traditional

arts and popular culture. Here, the time-honoured hallmatk features of Japan are most

" Thi, information made news headlines inJapan and several television stations broadcast flash news bulletins.
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clearly evoked in ordet to show what it meâns to be Japanese' rrl 1999. Even so, the

sheer breadth of such depictions in staging contradicts the steteotypical image of

Japanese culture as homogenous and "[stressing] similarity over diffelsn6s"-¡þg5s

performances instead reflect "the divetsity of Japanese society at a glven moment"

(I\[artinez 1,998:2-3) .

With an understanding of the visual and spatial contexts in which song

performânces are staged, we can now proceed to the next chapter which considers the

petformance of relationship s.
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he final element for consideration in this study is the relationships that are

fevealed through the song peffofmances of the 50'h Kohaka Community.

These telationships fange from the fleeting associations of stfong

connections between people, to the intticate historical networks of past and present

song performers in Kohaka, and finally, to the mediated relationships between

performer and audience member. In Japan where rìon-verbal and indirect

communication is prized ('{.shkenazi and Jacob 2000:1,47), m^îy kinds of relationships

^re 
Írot discemable at first glance. However, through the heightened setting of a stage

performance, such as that seen in Kohaku, relationships are embodied through gestute

and behaviour, enacted through song, and hinted ^t through costume. Thus,

relationships may often only be recognised or decipheted when the viewer has pte-

existing knowledge of such cues. \X/ith this in mind, the chapter begins by casting light

on the telationships between members of the 50'¡ K¡haku Comm'tnity as a collective,

before stepping back to see how its relationship with the historical Kíhakø Community

is articulated. It concludes with an examination of the way telationships between the

50th Kuhakø Commtriry and its audience are perfotmed in the contest.

Petforming as a Collective: Structure and Dynamics

In the Introduction to this study, the 50th Kohaka Community was defìned as a

collective or achi 'in-group'. This section explores the complex and dynamic

relationships within this achi and how it is expressed through song performance. The

stntcture of the Community is in accotdance with each performer's level of experience

which is measured by the number of previous Kohaka performances, or in othet words,

length of service. There are, for example, newcomers to the contest and those with

little experience (kohai/luniors), those with an equal numbet of past performances

(doryo/colleagues), and veteran Kohaku performets (senpaif seniors) who have perfotmed

in approximately 20 or more Kohakø. In this way, we can see the øchi is structured by

rank. Nakane notes in relation to Japanese social groups in genetal, that "the

established ranking order þased on duration of service within the same group and on

age, rafher than on individual abiliry) is overwhelmingly important in fìxing the social

otder and measuring individual social values" (1973:27).Indeed a performer's tank is

well-known by Community members and Kohaka audtences alike. In the lead up to the
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50th Klhakxl, v^niovs mag ziîes print the performer's name followed by the rìumber of

Kohakø performances in parentheses. -,\ performer's rank is also referred to in the

contest itself. lØhen introducing a song performer, for example, the Team MCs may

mention the singer's past Kõltaka experience. It is the order of progtamme, hou/ever,

that most strongly indicates a performet's fank. Broadly speaking, the less expetienced

kohai performers feature at the start of the fìrst half, while experienced senþai singers

perform in the second half of the progtamme. The most prestigious fìnal position of

loriis most often allocated to Kohaka veterans.

The strucrure of relationships in the 50'¡ KOha/<a Commtnity is modelled on

the vertical hierarchy of a Japanese family (ie), where ^ pmeît is superordinate to a

child. This family-like structure also nurtures a sense of unity between membets and

alhance to the collective, as it is seen in other Japanese organisations whereby the

"strong sense of group loyalty...binds the individual to the fìrm fot life" (l\4orris-

Suzuki 1,998:1,28). This perhaps accounts fot the sense of solidarity expressed by song

performers and explains the loyalty of veteran petfotmers returning yeat after year.

Table 6.1 (ovedeaf) demonstrates the various levels of experience within the

collective. At a, glance, it is clear that there are m ny more newcomers and song

performers with httle Kohakø expeitence than thete ate veterân singers, but this is in

keeping with patterns estabtshed in past Kahaku (see Appendix C). There is

occasionally the same proportion of male and female dOrya of equal stânding (see, for

example, those who have made 11 previous performances in Kohaka) but at the lower

end of the table from 23 performances onward, it is clear thzt there are more male

veterans than female. This points to the endurance of men's music careers inJapan and

also reflects NHI('s selection practices for Kohaku. It is also important to note that all

of these veteran Kohakø stars-Hosokawa Takashi, Itsuki Flitoshi, Minami Haruo and

I{ttajima Saburõ-are enka singers and the factthat they continue to feturn year after

year demonstrates Koha/<a's enduring appeal for petformers of this gente. Moteover, by

featuring so many veteran stars, the programme gives enka pride of place in the

progfamme, suggesting that "enka remains at the top of the music wodd" ffano

1995:155).
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Table 6./ Distribution of 50d' Kohaka Community Members arid Past Performances in Kohaka

Past performances Red Team Vlhite Team

0 (newcomers) Hystetic Blue

Suzuki A.mi
Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami I{entaro
Harada Yuri
Hamasaki Åyr,rmi

Something ELse
Yaen
Sans F-iltre

19

hime

Möningu Musumeo

ISoro
Matsu Takako

L'arc-en-Ciel
D,\ PUMP

2 Every Little Thing
MAX
SPEED
slobe

GL,\Y
Godaigo

J Tendö Yoshimi

4 Amuro Namie

5 Nagayama Yõko TOKIO
6 Nakamura Mitsuko Yamakawa Yutaka

7 Fuji Ayako
Yuki Saori and Yasuda Sachiko

l{ózail{aori
8 Maekawa I(iyoshi

SMAP

9 Godai Natsuko

10 Sada Masashi

17 Sakamoto Fuyumi
I(awanaka Mil*ki

Toba Ichirö
Horiuchi Takao

12 Marsuda Seiko Tanimura Shinii

13 Illayalr'aYuzo
Yoshi Ikuzo

t4
15 Mikawa I(en'ichi

Saiiö Hideki

1.6

1.7

18

19 Gö Hiromi

20o Yashiro Aki
I(obayashi Sachiko

21 Ishikawa Sa¡rri
22 l7ada Akiko
23

24 Hosokawa Takashi

25

26

27

28 Itsuki Hiroshi

29

30 Minami Flaruo

31 Mori Shin'ichi

32

).)

34

35 Kitaiima Saburö

^ -A.fter approximately 20 or more appearances in Kohaka, a song performer can be considered aveteraî.
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The rank of newcomer meâns different things for singers. Whereas in the past an

invitation to perform tn Kohakø sþifìed reaching the pinnacle of one's cùreef , tn 1,999

the status of the Kohakø newcomer had lost its lustre compared with previous years. l\s

noted in Chapter Two, some artists do not accept theh Kohakø tnvitatton, often

regatding Kohaka as old-fashioned andanunsuitable piatform for cutting-edge styles of

music. Nevertheless, many newcomers do accept their invitation because it is an

opportuniry to convey respect for their parents-a sentiment called oltakaka (filial piery),

or to make their elders proud through great achievements. In 1'999, m^ny Kohaka

rìewcomers referred to their oyka/<o spirit during the 'newcomer press conference' held

prior to the concett. This was especially ttue of J-pop stats. One member of the band

Something ELse, for example, said "I think our mothers and others will be watching.

In any case, we want to sing with all of our might!" while l(enji, a membet of the duo

19, said "I will be able to make my grandpaand grandma huppy".Soloist Hamasaki

Ap-i also noted "my mother became huppy the day I heatd that I was to 
^ppear 

oÍr

Koha/<ø". It was enka singet Yud Harada, however, who appeated to be the most

moved by her selection, saying "to appear on Kohaku, after debuting 18 years ago, was

my heart's desite...I will sing to convey my gtatitude" and then stated "atlast I am able

to achieve oykoko" (I{obayasht1999:3; my macrons).

NHK offìcials keenly obserwed this sudden surge in oykoko sentiment with

one spokesman (who had been involved with Kohaka since the early 1970Ð

commenting "some people say that traditional Japanese respect fot parents or the

elderly has vanished. But I've heard many Kohaka rookies mentioning the oykíkA

spirit" (I{obayasht 1999:3; my macrons and italics). In this way, we can see the shifting

perceptions of newcomers to the progtamme at the end of the century. Even if they do

not find satisfaction for themselves alone, it is felt that the opportunity of perfotming

tn Kohakø fot the frst time wili please their families because a son ot daughter is a

representative of the family and past ancestors. Newcomers honout their families by

appearing in a prominent forum, performing to the nation. Moreover, the pleasure

families take in seeing their offspring perform stems fuom Koltakø's historical and

cultural status 
^s 

aÍt honourable event. Their son/daughter is now connected to the

Kohaku's great ttadition, and has been anointed ^s 
patt of the K¡haka histodcal
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Community, a public acknowledgment that he/she displays qualities similat to the

most revered Japanese popular music stars.

tX/ith the vertical hierarchy of the collective defìned, noting how it is loosely

articulated through the order of programme, it is possible to explore how relationships

are expressed through song perfotmance. The relationships between Community

members arc of central impoftance and they can be most cleady seen when perfotmers

participate in fellow Community members' performances.tThere are six Koha,kø song

performances which feature fellow Community members in ptominent roles onstage,

five of which take place in the fitst half of the concert thereby immediately establishing

a sense of comradeship within the Community.2 The level of participation vaties,

ranging from simple hand clapping to playing a musical instnrment, and on-scteen time

may be brief or last the dutation of the song performance. Unlike the other 'additional

petformers' tn Kohaka (non-Community members, such as dancets and backing

musicians), Community membets 
^re 

not necessatily selected for paticipation based

on their musical skill, but their rank within the Community. Established K¡hal<a singets,

fot example, may participate in a newcomer's song petformânce to welcome them into

the Community or fellow newcomers may parttcipate onstage to demonstrate solidarity

and suppott for fellow newcomers.'

Two song performances in particular demonstrate how newcomers are

welcomed into the Community by fellow membets. The first example is the band

Something Else's perfotmance of "Røsato chansu" ("Last Chance"). At the end of this

performance, the band is joined by Community members of vatious tanks. These

include newcomers (IQguya hime and 1,9), a band which had performed trvice in

Kohaka (Godaigo), and another band which had performed five times previously

1 
Due to the constraints of the contest's format,Red Team performers rarely take a prominent role in White

Team song performances, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the sense of collaboration in spite of the hierarchical

sftucture reinforces the collective as united and whole, rather than two separate batding teams.

'Th"r. song performânces are Something El-se's "Rasato cbanstl' ("Last Chance"), Toba Ichirö's "A:biTuri-

misakl' ("Cape Àshizuri'), Ha:adaYu:Í's "Tsugaru no hana" ("Flowers of Tsugaru"), Yamakawa Yutaka's

"Amerika-bashl' ("America Bridge"), Nakamura Mitsuko's "Kawacbi-qake" ('I{awachi sake") ønd I{awanaka

Milrrki's "Kìruìkageso -saquran-" ("Lily of the Valley").
3 Th. p.rfor-ers ranks are also highlighted through the additional segments in the progtam. During the Team

talent hnale, for example, established Kohakø petformers Itsuki Hiroshi and Toba Ichirõ, guide less experienced

performers, membets of the bands Something ELse and 19, in enacting sections of the l-ion dance 'Renjishi' from

the no play'Sbakþo- ('Stone Bridge').
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GOKIO). There are also established Kohaka stars onstage during this time, including

one who has performed in 1.2 prevrotts Kohaku (Tanimura Shinji), another who has

performed in 1.9 Kohalea prior to this (Gõ Hiromi) and a veteran who had performed in

31 editions previously (Mori Shin'ichi). These Community members bring additional

instruments such as tambourines or acoustic guitars with them and proceed to play,

sing and/or clap their hands to the beat of the song while standing directly behind or

alongside Something ELse. At one point Itö Daisuke (a guitarist from Something

ELse) places his arms across the shoulders of Takekawa Yukihide (from Godaþo) and

Minami l(osetsu (from l{aguya hime), demonsttating a serìse of closeness thtough

touch. The three men also joyously sing together. This collabotation is not for musical

purposes; the guitars, tambourines and voices are almost inaudible and do not

contribute to the 'fullness' of the song. Instead, the Community members are included

in the song petformance to reiterate an irnage of fellowship within the collective. This

performance indicates that singers of all, ages, genres and Kohakø expedence can come

together and collaborate through song. Moreovet, by playrng and singing along, the

men demonstrâte their knowledge of the music and lydcs, suggesting that the members

of Something ELse 
^re 

îot merely acquaintances or Kohaka ne'wcomers but are close

and intimate friends, teinforcing the sense of community.

The second performance by a newcomer which features Community members

onstage ts enka singet Harada Yud's "Tsagara n0 hdfl.d" ("Flowets of Tsugaru"). In a

similar manner to that displayed during Something Else's performance, Harzda is

joined onstage by 10 Community members who are all. senpai (senior) to het (see Plate

23) and 
^te ^mongthe 

most prestigious stats of the enka wodd.a They have vast Kohaka

expedence ranging from performarìces i¡ 20 or more editions of the contest (Yashiro

Âki, I(obayashi Sachiko and Ishikawa Sai'uri) to less than L0 ptevious performances

(Tendo Yoshimi, Nagayama Yõko, Fuji Ayako, Yuki Saoti and Yasuda Sachiko, I{ozøt

I(aori and Godai Natsuko). Duting this performafl.ce, these Community members

encircle Harada onstage and, in 
^n ^ct 

of inclusiveness, they copy H.arada's simple hand

motions while occasionally singing along. Although their vocal contribution is

4 Prio, to Harada's song performance, moreover, the se women gathet around her and chant an encouraging

me ssâge of goodwill and wish her luck.
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inaudibie, the fact that the women are seen to be participating vocally demonstrates

fzmtharty with Harada's song and lyrics. Moteover, the imitative choteograPhy, staging

and vocal contributions function as welcoming and supportive gestures fot the

rìewcomer and a sense of horizontal comradeship between membets is presented in

spite of the vertical ranking.

Other song performarìces in the 50,h K¡haka include Community members

who are kohai (unior) to the singer. Yamaka:wa Yutaka's perfotmance of "Amerika-

bashi' ("America Bridge"), for example, involves selected members of J-pop bands

who are new to Kohaka, including 'Monsieur' I{amayatsu from Sans Filtre, and I{enji

and l(eigo from 19 (see Piate 24).5 Bven though each performer's name is announced,

the men are not the focus of the perfotmance. Indeed, the newcomers play electric and

acoustic guitars but the sound is inaudible and, futthermore, they ate often out of

c mera shot, seated on stools behind Yamakzwa. Their inclusion in the performance is

intended to demonstrate the mutual support and sense of collaboraion with

Yamaka.wa. an established senpai (senior) petformet.In a similar manner, the senþai J-

pop vocal group Mõningu Musumeo participates in senþai singer Nakamura Mitsuko's

perfotmance of "Kawachi-qake" ("I{awachi sake"). The eight girls ftom Moningu

Musumeo are acknowledged in a voice-ovet and, unlike the newcomets in Yamaka'wa's

performance, the gids take a prominent role in the performance. They weat striking

farinde kimono with floral patterns, perform elabotate ogi fan dances and are featured

alongside Nakamura atthe front of the stage. Their prominence is perhaps due to their

slightly higher standing in the K¡haka hietarchy when compared with theit male

counterparts in Yamakawa Yutaka's song petformance-this is the seconå Kohaka

Möningu Musume o has performed in. In any case, the inclusion of kohai song

performers in performances by more established K¡haka acts continues to teinforce the

pdnciple of panicipation and the sense of community.

The final example of Community paticipation relevant to this discussion is

seen in Toba Ichiro's song performance of "Ashiqari-rnisakf' ("Cape Âshizuri"), a long

standing K¡haka member who has perfotmed in eleven ptevious editions of K¡haka.

t Hiruo Masa'aki, an additional singer who perfotms the duet with Yamakawa Yutaka also appears onstage fot

this song performance. Hirao composed the music fot "Anerika-bashí' ("Ametica Bridge").
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The Community members participating in this petfotmance include the four-member

J-p"p vocal gtoup Dr\ PUMP and the enka singer Yamaka'wa Yutaka. These men are

kohai (unror) to Toba: DA PUMP has performed in one edition of Kohaka while

Yamaka'wa, as previousllr 5¡21.¿, has performed in six. Toba's song perfotmance is

staged 
^s ^rr 

energetic sea-themed matsuri and appropriately, the additional Team

membets take part in the reveþ. Hentona Issa from DA PUMP, for example, is

perched on the side of the spiny lobster hiktlana and the other three members catty

the float atd garner support for other bearets. Many different levels of relationship ate

highlighted in this performance. D,{. PUMP brings a youthful exuberance to the ovetall

staging and demonstrates that traditional cultural events are not only relevant to mature

enka singers, but also younger Community members. Yamakawa Yutaka's involvement

in this song performance, however, is in recognition of deeper links that extend

beyond the Kohaka Community. Yamakawa is Toba Ichitö's yourìger brothet and, as

such, his parttcipatton in this song performarìce acknowledges this relationship.

Moreover, Yamakawa rides atop a whale hiktlama which is from a festival in Mie

prefecture-both his and Toba's birthplace-illustrating that, despite their fame, the

siblings are still proud of their roots. In this w^y, ^îd 
through the other examples

discussed above, we c^rr see relationships that extend beyond the 50th Kzbaktl

Community, reaching out to blood relatives, tlr'e geinokai (entertainment wotld), the

historical Kohakø Community and the Japanese nation-as-achi.

The above discussion has highlighted how selected Community membets of

various ranking pzrttctpate in fellow membets' song performances. It is now

appropdate to examine examples where the majority of Community members

parictpate in song performance, contributing to the image of a united, harmonious

collective which suggests hortzontal-instead 6f ¡¡s¡dç¿l-lelationships. This is seen in

each team's inaugural song performances: "LOVE mashtn" ("Love Machine") by

Moningu Musumeo and'lX/e can't stop the music" by DA PUMP.

"LOVE mash¿n" ("Love Machine") begins with the entire 50th Kahaka

Community onstage, and as the song performers slowly move to theit team's

respective 
^te 

s, they reveal the J-pop group positioned in the centre of the stage (see

again DVD example 1). From this opening scerìe, it is clear that the Community will
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take a prominent role in the performance. Although the cameta is focused on the key

song performers, Moningu Musumeo , it ftequently pans across both sides of the stage,

showing the Community members standing haphazardly across the sides, ftom the rear

to the front, and also in the team corners. In this way, the Community members stay

within the frame of the performance and the diversity of the group is highlighted;

viewers can see vetefans positioned side by side with newcomefs, the eldedy next to

the young, performers wearing waføka (traditional Japanese costumes) standing beside

those wearing -yofukø fX/estern costumes). Nevertheless, their strong level of

involvement in the performance shows that this is an allied collective; they ioin

Moningu Musume o in simultaneously performing the signature hand gestures

associated with the sorìg, they also clap their hands in time with the music, and sing

and dance. u Overall, the image is one of simpatico through collaboration. This is

carried, ovef to the second song perfofmance, by the J-p"p group DA PUMP. Here,

the camera also sweeps over the Community members, who remain on the sidelines of

the stage, showing them clapping and enjoying themselves (see zgain DVD example 2).

\X/hat is most interesting, howevet, is the activity unfolding at the rear of the stage

where younger members of the collective guide an older member in performing the

hand gestures associated with this song. Hete, I(imura Tzktya and I(atori Shingo from

the J-pop gtoup SM'{.P assist the enka star Minami Haruo by showing him how to

rhythmically thrust his fìst into the air so to copy DÄ PUMP. In doing so, the men

laugh together and at one point, I(atori affectionately places his hand on Minami's

back. In this way, we can see a diffetent kind of relationship on display whereby less

experience d KAhakø perfotmers-SMAP has performed in eight ptevious editions of

Kohaka-assist a veteran K¡hakø singer who has appeared in 30 editions of the

pfogtamme.

Viewers are also reminded that just as flewcomers entef the Community or

vetefans keep returning, some song petfotmers leave. The J-pop gfoup SPEED, for

example, used their 50ú, Knha,ëø performance as their final public appe r^îce before

d.isbanding (see Plate 25). The song "my graduation '99", mofeovef' was a timely

6 Th. disti.r.ti.re hand gestures involve forming the letter 'L'with the thumb and forefìnger to represent the

words 'Love Machine', and thrusting the arm in the air.
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choice in that it captured and reflected this sense of moving on and forward. SPEED

had limited experience in the Kohaka historical Community, having only perfotmed in

wo previous Kohakø,yetaLt the end of the performance the four gids are surrounded

by members of the 50th Kohakø Community who applaud the group as they wave

goodbye to the audience. In this wây, we can see the Community rallying around its

membets, showing them support and regardless of their rank.

One of the most prominent song performances with the Community together

occurs at the end of the fìrst half. As previously discussed, it is customary for song

performers to siflg one special song together each year in Kohaka. The song for this

edition of Koltaka is "N/øisseiki no kirztitachi e-,{. Song for Children-" ("For the People

of the 21.t Century -A Song for Children-") and it features solo lines, duets and

various combinations of Soup singing, with waves of singers coming forward to take

their turn at the microphone and then retreating to the rear of the stage to allow others

to take their place. It is important to note that the perfotmers apptoach the

microphones in pairs or larger groups-they never stand 2l6ns-1þus ptomoting thê

image of the Communiq 
^s ^ collective. The pairing of the singers, teveals how

honzontal relationships are expressed, as well as how they cut across all points of

difference, such as team affiltation, Kohaka expedence, music gerLres, and intetnal

rivalries. Red performers are, for example, paited with white petformers, showing the

convergence of the two teams. Newcomets, such as Mochidal{aot ftom Every Little

Thing, are also paired with experienced perfotmers, such as Saijõ Hideki. There are J-

pop stars, such as Möningu Musumeo , paired with kayökyoku singets, such as I{ayama

Yrtzo. Furthermore, we see rivals l(obayashi Sachiko and Mikawa l(en'ichi singing

alongside each other, their 'stage desþ and costume battle' set aside for this

performance. In all, this performance shows the combined effots of the Community

at a iime when the programme pauses for the 'half-time' news break, and leaves

viewers with a sense of the unity of the collective.

Petforming KohAku's Past, Japan's Past

The reson rnce of the histori cal Kohakø Community lies in the ways it is imagined. This

section looks at three ways the 5011' Kzhaku Commwnity members evoke the past,
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acknowledge their heritage and imagine the historical Community through

performance. This is done through the re-presentation of songs which have been

pteviously perfotmed in Kohaka, through references to time-honouted relationships

and tivalries within the historical Commodty, and by paylng homage to the most

important and representative K¡haka performer, namely Misora Hibari.

Many songs and performers from Kohaku's rich history of songs and

performers are found in the 50,n KAhak/,/> 
^s ^ 

teflection on the contest's past and the

nation's musical past. Table 6.2 (ovetleaf) outlines these songs and perfotmers, as well

as the editions of KOhaka in which they were previously performed. ,\t the outset, it is

significant that 1,4 of the 50th Kohal<a's 56 songs were perfotmed in previous editions of

Kohakø. The sheer number indicates the importânce placed on reflecting on the past

for the occasion of Kohaku's milestone edition as these songs hold temporal and

cuitural significance as remnants from Japan's recent musical past, perfotmed at a

cdtical juncture in time at the end of the century. Moreover, the placement of the

songs within the progtamme ordet establishes as sense of 'going back in time' as the

evening progresses. The majoÅq, of these 'past songs' appear at the end of the ftst half

of the programme and throughout the second half. Several, however, 
^ppea;r

consecutively in the second half thereby reiterating a sense of nostalgia for the past,

song after song, as the evening nears midnight and concludes. Most of these 'past

songs' represent particular of decades of the programme-a cursory glance shows

most were performed tn Kohakw dudng the 1990s, while an equal number of songs

were from t}re Kohaka of the 1980s and 1970s. Only one song comes from the 1960s.

Finally, the 50th programme concludes with the traditional Kohaka send off for the

New Year, namely the song "Hotaru no hikarf' ("The Light of Fireflies"), which, as

noted earl7e¡ has been perfotmed each year since the 9'¡ Kohakø (1958).
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Table 6.2 Songs from the 50d' Kohaka Performed in Past Kohakø

The 5dh Köhaku
Programme SongTitle
Order

FIRST HA.LF

22 "Blatifara nemì'
("Beautiful Name')

24 "Kimi to itsamademo"

('You and Fotevet")

26 "Toþo sabakì'
("Tokyo Desert")

SE,COND HALF

"Ofakaro-san"
("Mother Dear")

SP" I{ohaku edition

P¿st Kohaku
.çP"

Godaigo 30d'Kohaka (1979) Godargo

35 "Fana atd' Yashiro Aki
("Sailor's Song")

36 "Kanda-gawà' KaguYa himed

('I{anda River")
46 "Ki seki -okina ainoloni-" Sada Masashi

("Miracle -Like an

47 "Ftlfllsatl" ("Flometown") Yuki Saori and
Yasuda Sachiko

30ù Kohakø (1919) Yashuro Aki
42'r Kohak4lS91) Yashiro Aki
43'ð Kohakø (1992) Minami l{ösetsu

42"d Kohaka (1991) Sada Masashi

23'd Kohaka (1972) Yuki Saori

22"d Kohaka (1'911) Mori Shin'ichi
41." Kohaka (1990) Mori Shin'ichi
45Ìb Koltaka (1994) Mori Shin'ichi

Ishikawa Sayuri

]rhi\qyu Sutftt

48

KayamaYuzo 17d. Kohaku (1966)

32"d Koha,ka (1981)ì'

33'¿ Kõhal<a

Maekawa l(iyo 27fh KLhaka (1,976)

Mori Shin'ichi

l{ayarr,aYizo
KayarllaY,rtzo
I<a Yuzo
Uchtyamada Hiroshi
to kùru faibu
(Jchryamada Hiroshi
and the Cool Five)

49 "Amagi-goe"

{q'"aslalÐ
"Søbarì'

Ishikawa Sayuri 37n Kohaka (1986)

4Bd'

50 Tanimuta Shinji 38'h Kohaka (1987) Tanimura Shinji
42"à Kohakø (1991) Tanimura Shinji
45n'Kohaka (1.994) :q"Uqqlqshi4lt

("The Pleiades")

51 "Kawa n0 nagare nolo nî' Tendõ Yoshimi
("Like the River's FIow)

45Tr1 Kohdka (1994) Ilm Yonja

53 "Ano kane 0 ilarasxt n0 wa Níada Äkiko
anatì' ('\ouAre the One
Ringing 44t B.ll)

I{ttajirna Saburo54 "Matsan" ("Festival") ICtajima Saburo 35ú'Kohaku (1984)

44'h Kohakø (1993)

"Hotant no hikarl' The 50'h Kobaka

("The Light of Fireflies") Communiry and

others

Soutce: compiled from Takahashi 2000:7-23.

^ Song performer.
b Performed in a medley of songs.
. Maekawa l(iyoshi was a member of the band Uchiyamada Hiroshi to küru faibu (tJchiyamada Hiroshi and the

Cool Five) which originally performed this song in Kohaku.

d I(aguya hime's lead singer is Minami I(ösetsu who originally performed this song as a soloist in Kohaku.

" This is thought to be the frst time the song was performed h Kohaka (see Chapter One).

Itis clear that songs from all decades of Kohaka since the 1950s are represented in the

50th Kuhal<ø in order to capture the 50 years of the contest. It is most interesting to

42"d Kohaka (1991)

45n'Kohakø (1994)
\Øada Akiko

From the 9¡'Kohaka
(1958)" onward

Each year's new
Kohakø Community
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note that these songs are corìsistently performed by the original performer who ftst

presented rî Knha/<a so many years eadier.T This not only teinforces the inttinsic link

between performer and song, but also shows the ongoing dedication perfotmers have

to Kohaka as they re-present their songs years after the otiginal perfotmance. In this

way, these 'past songs' of the 50'n KOhaka spa;n decades of the programme, as well as

crossing 'etas and generations' of the historical Community of song perfotmers and

Japan's musical past, in line with the ptogramme's malor theme 'Utaoo mirai eiidai to

sedai o koete-' ('Looking to the Future Through Song: Spanning Eras and Genetations').

Another impoftant aspect to consider is the interpersonal telationships within

the 50tn Kohakø Community. -,A,lthough the song performers only come together as a

coilective on the night of the concert> they ate not strangers. Throughout the year, and

in the years prior to 1.999, they have had oppottunities to regulady interact in avaiety

of other contexts-ftom collaborating on each other's tecordings to appeadng as

guests on a talk show panel-and have consequently forged relationships and rivalties

as members of Japan's geinokai (entertainment world).8 As such, it is interesting to note

that these relationships are often played out on the Kõhaku stage. tùØhen looking back

on Kohaku history, one relationship that captuted the attention of the nation was the

highty publicised romance between ptominent J-p"p stars Matsuda Seiko and Gö

Hiromi. -,\t the 35tt Kzhakø (1,984), this relationship was brought to the fore when the

two singers appeared together onstage, arm in arm. In a novel twist, moteover, they

were also placed side by side in the programme nrnning ordet, in effect competing

against each other to the delight of fans. In 1999, m^ny yems zfter their romance ended,

Matsuda and Gõ ate once again positioned against each othet in the running ordet for

the 50,h Kohakø. This is perhaps indicative of NHI{'s acute knowledge of the intricacies

of the Japanese popular music wodd, but it also demonstrates the broadet connections

between the members of the 50,h KOha/<ø Community. Both Matsuda and Gö share a

past which is displayed, L5 years later, through KAhaka and by teflecting upon this, a

t Thi, i. occasionally acknowledged by the MCs and guests in the preceding song performance preludes, such as

when the \X/hite Team MC introduces I(aguya hime as being "Minami I{ösetsu's band". An exception, howevet,

is "Kawa n0 nagare nolo nî' ("Like the River's trlow") which is perfotmed by two unrelated singets, Tendö

Yoshimi and I(m Yonia (see again Table 6.1), and is discussed later in this chapter.
t So-" of these relationships are highlighted in Appendix B. For example, MAX and Âmuto Namie used to be in

the same vocal gtoup, Horiuchi Takao and Tanimuta Shinii also used to be in a band together and many 50th

Kobaku performers are members of the pop idol talent agency Johnny's Çant7a jinasho).
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sense of history, closeness and kinship between the members of the 50th Kahaka

Community is effected.

It is not only romantic relationships which are recalfed in the 50Th Kzhdkt6

attention is also drawn to platonic relationships and business partnetships. This is

chiefly seen in the extensive network of 'I(omuro Family' petformers, that is, singers

and musicians who have wotked with the dance-style J-pop talent scout, producet,

songwriter and performer I(omuro Tetsuya. The most prominent and long-standing of

such relationships in the 50tn KAhakz is between I{omuro and J-pop star '\muro Namie.

Their relationship stems from the wider sphere of the geinokai and has moved into the

Kohaka historical Community, demonstrating its collaborative nature and

interconnectedness. Indeed, I(omuro has composed songs fot Amuto's previous three

Kohaka performances.o In the 50,h Kohakø, this relationship is brought to the fore when

I(omuro, provides a lengthy and detailed inttoduction to Âmuro's "RESPECT the

PO!øER OF LOVE", a song he wrote for her.

,\lthough some relationships may have fotmed outside of the Kahaka context,

there arc significant relationships which have arisen because of perfotmers' continued

involvement in Kohakø. The most well-known relationship is the 'stage desþ and

costume' rivaky between I{obayashi Sachiko and Mikawa I{en'ichi. Their battle began

at the 45'¡ Kahaku (1.99\ and the size and complexity of theit stage designs and

costumes has escalated each yeat such that their performances are atguably the most

anticipated in the contest.lo As the gtand finale Kahal<a for the end of the millennium, it

was publ-icly expected that an especially breathtaking battle was to take place at the 50'h

Kohaka. While viewers may have tuned in to witness the grand spectacle of the nvalry,

it is the ongoing tradition of the battle and its link with tlne Kohaka institution that is

most appealing. This was heightened by pronounced media coverage of the historical

battle dudng the lead up to the contest, with many magazines printing photographs

o A-uro performed I(omuro's "Don't wanna cty" atthe 47t11 Kobaku (1,996),and "C-AN YOU CELEBRA.TE?"
at the 48d' Kobaka (1.997) and agarn at the 49d' Kahaku (1998).
to B.hi,ld the scenes, I{obayashi was reputedly tiring of the demands of creating a unique design each year

(ù7ilson 2003:Internet). Nevertheless, she and Mikawa both presented exceptionally elaborate staging for the 50th

Kohaku (see Chapter trive) and according to I(anto audience ratings, which cited more viewers for Mikawa (53.1

percent) than I(obayasht (52.6 percent), the male star u/orì the batde (see ,\ppendix F). In response, and perhaps

to eâse the ptessure or creating a new design eachyear, I(obayashi announced that the 51" Kohaþ.a (2000) would
be the last time she would create an extravagant costume and stage design fùlilson 2003:Internet).
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ùîd Knhaktl-relzLted television programmes replaying excerpts of past performances.

The continuation of this relationship demonstrates the enduring coflnections between

the curent Community and t}'e Koha,ëa histotical Community'

Other performers imagine Kohal<ø's historical Community in more obvious

ways. ,\t the end of the perfotmance of "Be CooI!", fot example, the comedic gtoup

Yaen enact a vat:ra:don of a memorable moment from an eatltet edition of Kohaka. The

members of Yaen remove their wigs to reveal a rcd andwhite painted message on their

heads which reads "Arigato shiro 1999" üt "Thank you ìØhite Team 1999"). This

message immediately demonstrates the gtoup's affiliation with that year's incatnation

of the \X/hite Team, showing they arc ptoud membets. In the gtoup's next sulprising

gesture, the members of Yaen move together in gtoup formation and teveal a single

kanji painted on their backs which symbolises the year of the dragon on the Chinese

calendzr (see Plate 26), recalJtng the 42"a KAhakø (1,991) when the duo Tonneruzu

(Tunnels)-members of which are also i¡1 J¿s¡-also displayed a painted message on

their backs. In this sense, this gesture is a new twist on a favourite stunt from that

decade but it also looks to 2000, the year of the Dragon. Ovetall, this petfotmance

recalls the contest's past and alludes to its futute, while also demonsttating the

progrâmme's dutabiìity.

One of the most impottant ways the members of the 50th K¡haku Communig,

recall the historical Kohakø Community is through an homage to the late Misora Hibari

(1,937-1.989), regarded here as the queen of KAhakø. In order to appreciate Misora's

deep association with Kahakø and. to understand why she was, and still is, greatly

revered, it is necessary to bdefly look at her musical carcer. As Japan's fìrst post-war

celebrity, Misora's charisma, sincerity and ability to embody the 'Japanese spirit of

perseverance through adversity" made her a singer for the people and "reminded them

of what was 'authentically'Japanese" in a time of Occupation (1945-1952) and defeat

(Tansman 1996:108).tt She was also one of Japan's first television stars and gteatly

" I.r hi. brief profìle of Misora Hibari, Anderson note s that "it is deeply ironic that the most tepresentative

vocaList of the 'mostJapanese' musical gente" wâs not 'purelyJapanese' Q002b:323). Indeed, Misora was

I(orean-Japanese and she held a I(orean passport-a factthat has always been ovedooked or downplayed by the

Japanese media, perhaps to perpetuate the myth of the great Japanese' singer which uplifted the nation through
her performances.
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contributed to Kohaktl's success and development as a television programme during its

first decade. Following her debut at the 5'h Kohaku (1954), Misora occupied many roles

from recurring song performer and multiple tori singet to Red Team MC. While her

relationship with NHI(, as previously noted, was undoubtedly strained when she was

exciuded from the 24th Knhdkø (1,973) and vowed never to return to Kõhakø, she did

rezrppe r for the 30,h anniversary Kõhaka (1919) as a special guest, thus demonstrating

her deep connection with the contest. Indeed, her death prompted a 'Misota

retrospective' at the 40th Klhakø (1,989) which traced her contributions to Kohaka and

post-war Japanese music in generai. Thtt yeat also heralded the start of maior

transitions for the programme and, in a sense, her death signalled the end of a

significant chaptet in Kohakø history with the knowledge that the star would never

again 
^pper 

on the programme. Years aftet her death, Misora is still considered the

reþing queen of enlea (Yano 2002:1,21). She may also be regarded as the queen of

K¿hakø and, as oîe m^g zine noted in 1,999, she is the "face of Kohaka's 50 year

histoty" (Tokyo News Tsùshinsha 1,999:1,6). The changing nature of both the

programme and the Japanese populat music wodd since her death has meant that her

Kohaka'reign' has not been succeeded-the programme relies on a Iarge ensemble of

petformers rather than a small group or a sole individual, as 'wâs the case during

Kohakø's formative years. Misora can, therefore, be regatded as Kohaka's only queen

and she is reptesentative of a goldeî er^ of KAhaka; a time when the ptogramme

consistently achieved outstanding ratings and only featuted local performers, befote

the programme's internationalisation duting the 1980s and rebirth in the 1990s.

Misora produced countless hit songs duting het four-decade clreerbut"Kawa

n0 ndgare nolo n/' ("Like the River's Flow") is arguably her signature tune. It was also

her finai recording before her death and it was posthumously teleased during a

tumultuous year for Jzpan when the emperor died and the nation shifted from the

Showa era into the Heisei era. Misora's death was made even more meaningful because

she "had come to symbolize postwarJapan" and when she died "she was transformed

with ShowaJapan into myth" (Tansman1,996:1,06). The song, nevertheless, is a living

document of Japan's cultural and social transition and a metaphor fot the closing of

Misota's life, as described in the lyrics:
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Slowly, many eras pass,

Ah,like the river's flow!
"Kawa no nagare no1õ nt"
("Like the fuver's Flow") - Tendö Yoshimi

The song immediately found resonarice with audiences and has remained a culturally

sþificant song for Japan.In 1.997, Misora Hibari's "Kawd no nagare nolo nî' ("Like the

River's Flow") was declared the bestJapanese song of the /Qth ..tt*ry in a NHI( poll

('50 Years of NHI( Television' Publishing Committee 2003b:Intetnet). The fact that

she was named in conjunction with the song (and not just the song in isolation)

demonstrates an indelible relationship-this song will always be connected with Misora.

Misora's last public singing 
^ppe^r^nce 

was in late 1988 (Tansman 1996:1,03),

before "Kaua n0 nagare nolto nî' ("Like the Rivet's Flow") was released for sale and, as

such, Misor^ flever performed it in K¡hakø. In the years immediately following her

death, this song and others were rarely petfotmed, out of respect for Misora. After five

years, it was performed for the ftst time at the 45th KOhaku (1,994) by the \{orezn enka

star l(im Yonja who had developed a dedicated following in Japan. Misota's iconic

status and the song's sacredness mearìt that l(im was under enormous pressure to 'do

it justice'. "Kawa no ndgare nolo nî'become "a benchmark of singrng accomplishment"

and anyone covering it faced "tough scrutiny with inevitable comparison to the

otiginal" ffano 2005:201). t'Following I(im's performance, the song remained absent

from the Kohaku's repertoire until the 50th Kuha/<ø tn 1.999-the ye t matking the 10th

anniversary of Misora's death.

"Kawd n0 ndgare nolo nî'is performed by enka singer Tendõ Yoshimi (see again

DVD example 5). During Tendö's song performance prelude, Red Team MC l(ubo

Junko introduces the following song as "Misora Hibad's song". In addition, I{ubo

recognises its status as the best Japanese song of that cerìtury and comments on its

timely performance for the last Kohakø of the 20'h century and its suitability for the

t' Sin." Hibari's death,"Kawa no nagare nolo n/' ("Like the River's Flow') has become "a benchmark of singing

accomplishment" and anyone covering it faces "tough scrutiny with inevitable comparison to the original" ffano
2005d0\.I{im is, nevertheless, an accomplished and highly respected singer who is known as "I(orea's Misora

Hibari" (Iaiima 1,997 tnYano 2004b:768). Even so, she is an outsider inJapan's world of enka. Even during

emotional performances in which I(im would shed tears, these would "fall inevitably as l(otean tears, beyond

enka'sï¡o¡rnds, out of kilter withJapanese" (Yano 2004b:168). Her rendition of "Kaaa no nagare noy n/' ("Ltke

the River's trlow"), even if it was a flawless imitation of Mjsota's version, would have attached to it the stigma of
being foreignet's performance which could never live up to the 'real thing'.
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contest's minor theme 'N/øisseiki ni tsutaetai ata' ('Passing on Songs for the 21"

Century'). In this way, we c î see connections to the wider historical Kahaka

Community but it is a positive, if not idealised, view of Misora's relationship with the

contest that is recounted, excluding ^fly reference to her expulsion from the

programme during the 1970s. It is a selective past that is recalled, intended to wipe the

slate clean so the contest can begin afresh for the new millennium.

Returning now to Tendö Yoshimi's rendition of the song in the 50th Kohaka,

we can see that she consciously reproduces elements of Misora's original vetsion and

shows acute attention to detail. Tendõ is 'coverin1', àr7 art which "takes imitation short

of mimicry and allows subtle variaion to take place by virtue of different performing

bodies, voices and personalities" flano 2005:1,99) and she "maintains ties of fotm to

conteflt, making þer] performance 'sincere"' (200). In an attempt to emulate Misota's

trademark style, Tendö adopts a conversational, light and breathy vocal style for the

opening of the song and ptoceeds to a full-bodied, powetful vocal timbre at the end of

eùch st^nza. Tendo similady'rligs' the note before making a glissando octave leap and

sustains the note using wide vibrato (yan) that is chatacteristic of Misota's technique

(see Appendix G Song 51,\).t'ìøhile she does remain true to Hibari's otiginal, subtle

variations are also evident. Tendo, for example, sings in a key that is one semi-tone

higher than Misora aLnd she frequently connects phrases where Misora pauses fot

breath. This demonstrates Tendõ's stamp of originaìity on a song which is so cleatly

connected with a venerated Kohakø legend. She is simultaneously evoking nostalgia for

Kohakw's past through the song which is well-known and loved by many genetations of

Japanese, but by taking a fresh approach, she is also showing how it can be cartied over

to the 21't century.

Tendo also pays tdbute to Misora through her costume which is similar to that

worn by Misora during her hnal coricert. In his accourìt of thzt fateful evening in L988,

Tansman descdbes Misora's elaborate atire:

" Ar.d"rron has noted that Misora's "throat and vibrato" was used in a unique way that differed from "the

standard enka manner" (2002b:323), possibly making her singing style very difhcult to imitate.
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Bedecked in black and silver feathets sviathing her body like a protective nest, a

feathered glittedng black headdfess shooting four feet into the air, Hibari, her

shoulders clad in afmof, became a bird, a cfe îrfe from anothef planet feady to
take off, or be transformed, like Yamato Taketu, the mythologScalJapanese hero,

into a white bird-god. (1996:103)

Over a decade later, in the 50,h Kohaka, Tendo is also enveloped by an ornate> multi-

layered feathered dress and she weats a sparkling silver ornamental headdress adorned

with long, protruding white feathers. In addition, Tendõ has 'wings' of white feathets

attached to the underside of each sleeve, making her also seem like a bird.tt Unlike

Misota, however, Tendö's costume is white. At ftst glance, this may simply be in

keeping wrth Knhdku colouts but white is also associated with death in Japzn and it is

likely that this colour was selected to draw attention to the anniversary of Misota's

passing. Another Iayer of meaning can be inferred from Tendo's costume in that it is

evocative of the mythological white bird-god, Yamato Takeru. In this legend, outlined

in the Koliki (Records of ,\ncient Matters) from the Nara period, Yamato avoids death

by turning into a great white bird that flies to the heavens. Cortespondingly, Misota is

"an 'immortal bird"'; her name can be literally ttanslated to "beautiful skies" (Àzlisora)

and "skylark" (Hibari) (Tansman 1.996:1.06). In spite of het physical death, she temains

'immortal'-þs1 spirit lives on through her memodal song, "Kawa ruo nagare no 1o ni'

("Like the Rivet's Flow").ls

Tendõ stands in place of Misota in what Yano calls an act of "migawari Qit.,

'body exchange'; the person, a;Ct or state of substitution; self-other exchange;

surtogacy)" whereby a "dainin (surrogate)" stands in place of the "honnin Qit., 'rcal

person')" (2005:1,96). Although this is a common practice in enka, Tendõ's

performance of this song in Kohaka at this time and place in the contest's history,

Japan's histor|, is an important statement. It is a public acknowledgement of Misora's

contributio n to Kohaka and, by suttogacy, demonstrates the connection between the

historical Kohaka Community and the 50th Kohal<a Community.

1a It should be noted that Tendõ Yoshimi frequently wears elaborate costumes that incorporate feathers. For her

petformance at the 48,h Kohaku (1997), for example, she wore a black and white ball gown with feather trim along

the cuffs and necklire and a feathered headdress (48th Kohaka iltagarsen 1997:Television Program). Nevertheless,

her 50th Kobaku costume can be considered special because of its association with Misota Hibari.
rs 

I.rdeed, at the purpose-built museum-like Misora Hibari Memorial Hall in I{yoto, there is a the tre dedicated to

"Kawa no nagare nolto nf' ("Ltke the River's Flow"), which is described ashet memoriara roilgxt (memorial song).

Inside the theatre, continuous footage of flowing rivers and images of Misora perfotming this song are displayed

across multiple screens. See http://www.misora-hibari.com/jousetsu/index13.html.
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Performing for the Audience

Song performances allow the singer to communicate with his/her audience thtough

music, lyrics, gesture and staging. Although this study does not intend to provide a

specific survey of audiences' responses to the 50th Kobaka, it is useful to look more

broadly how performers work to cultivate relationships with their audiences. As

previously noted, the 50th Kahakø has two kinds of audiences: the NHK Hall audience

who witness the live event ftom inside NHI{ Hall and the television broadcast

audience which expetiences the mass-mediated version that is shaped and framed by

the camera. Of pÅmary impotance is the broadcast but here we can tnke z more

inclusive approach because the televised ptogramme regulady includes footage of the

in-house audience and thus we can make general observations about their responses.

Performer/audience relationships are most easily defined by perfotmance

setting. NHK Hall is a medium-sized, auditorium which consists of an elevated central

stage arez- and team corners extending either side of the stage, and three desþated

seating areas for audience members: the ground floot, fìrst balcony and second balcony.

In pdnciple, the formal, Western concert hall layout of NHI( Hall means that

petformer and audience are always spatially separated but this is not an uflcommorL

performance setting for many Japanese performing arts, such as /<aba/<i. tX/ithin the

context of Kõhaku, however, the division between perfotmer and audience can be

viewed as a physical mzntfestation of the symbolic relationship between achi and soto

because, as I(ondo notes, "achi deîtnes who yoù ^te 
through...the use of space"

(1.990:1.41). In this way, we can broadly view the stage ^te ^s 
the space occupied by

the 50d' Kohaka Community zs achi and the audience seating afe 
^s 

the space fot those

outside of the øchi. As this study has argued, however, the Commuoity" perfotmances

ate designed to draw in audiences, inviting them experience in the close and informal

relationships shared between Community members and, in a way, to be A patt of the

øchi. Onev/ay to do this would be to diminish the spatial divide between perfotmet and

audience-perhaps audience members could come onstage or song performets could

the audien ce area. Indeed, in past Kohaka, song performers would occasionally move

between the audience seating area and the stage, especially during the opening

ceremony (see Chapter One). Despite the presence of staits in NHK Hall, connecting
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the stage to the audience 
^rea ^îd 

impþing a welcoming flow-on between the spaces,

this does not take place in the 50,¡ K¡haktl, most likely to protect the physical safety of

the celebrity singers.tu Nevertheless, the song performers use gestures and words to

traverse this spatial divide and also employ various other mechanisms to reach the

television audience beyond the venue.

Members of the 50th Kzhd/<a Community recognise the difference betrveen the

in-house audience and the broadcast audience. ìØhereas the in-house audience

provides immediate feedback for the song performers and contributes to the

atmosphere of the live event, the broadcast audience, does not respond in real time

although m^ny viewers provide feedback by way of the tatings outcomes that

influences NHK in subsequent Kõhaku programmes. Kohaka petfotmances 
^te

structured so that singers c fl eng ge with both the in-house audience and the

broadcast audience. Some performers pay more attention to one kind of audience,

depending on their techniques of audience engagement. Performets patticulatly value

the broadcast audience, pethaps because it is the Iarger of the two and it collectively

symbolises the nation of viewets. Indeed, at the press conference held befote the 50th

Kohaka, several performers expressed theit desire to engage with television viewets.

The J-pop soloist Suzuki Ami, for example, proclaimed "I would like to chatm viewers

by creating my own onstage presence". Meanwhjle, the members of the J-pop group

Yaen hoped alarge number of television audience members would tune in and provide

feedback about their performance, stating "after u/e come out fon stage], we will make

a llrm effort to instantly rank number one with the television audience. Because it is

the iast year of the 1990s, we are expecting to receive viewets' comments and criticisms.

S(/e're looking forward to ttJ". These statements demonsttate the performers'

awarerìess of a, rclattonship between themselves and their audience, even before the

Kohaku concert has commenced.

to Oth", participants in the program do, however, move between the spaces. The General Chairman Miyamoto
Ryrji, for example, comes during the opening ceremony and later moves to the audience atea when he introduces

the panel of judges. Additional performers also move between these spaces. During Nakamura Mitsuko's song

performance of "Kawachi-qake" ("I{awacli sake'), for example, several ogi fan dancets perform in the NHI( Hall
audience aisles whjle others appear onstage.
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The technical staff also considet the btoadcast audience when setting up each

song performance's staging, the aim being to "draw the audience into a story" using

cumera work and editing to "deliver fluidity and ptesence of the stage to the television

audience" Q..lihon Höso Gijutsu l(yoku Seisaku Gijutsu Centã 2000:467).In this sense,

the theatrical elements of the stage are btought into the homes of the viewers, so that

they can share in the live Hall experience, everì if it is via mediated means. The czmera

is the most effective way to establish the setting and to symbolically dtaw the broadcast

audience into the Hall. In Kõhaka, the camera generally focuses on the petformers but

it also shifts to wide shots which include both the stage and the Hall audience zrea, in

add.ition to feverse shots, whereby the camera looks ftom the stage back to the Hall

audience, making the audience the subject of the shot. Petformers also use the camera

to communisa¡s-in what seems like a direct method-to the btoadcast audience. This

is most evident in the song perform îceby enka singet Yashiro Âki. Despite standing

alone on the large stage which is unembellished by props, Yashiro cultivates a sense of

intimacy through by singrng and gesturing towatd the cameta (see Plate 27). At one

point, for example, the c mena begins with a wide shot of Yashiro and slowly zooms in

to a very close shot of her face which fills the television screen as she g zes into the

camera lens, suggesting she is establishing direct eye contact. Overall, her petfotmance

is personal and private, creating a close relationship between performer and broadcast

audience.

Other acts pay considerably less attention to the cameras, instead directing

their performance toward the Hall audience. The members of DA PUMP, fot example,

stand across the front of the stage, waving their atms and encoutaglng the audience to

parttcipate in the cheering. At one point, one of the band members even walks to the

bottom of the stairs (which leading from the stage into the audience area) so as to

move closer to the audience and to elicit a gre ter response. tt Other petfotmers,

however, remain on the main stage arca L¡tt similarþ use gesture to engage the Hall

audience; during Sans Filtte's petformance, the singer Sakai Masa'aki moves to the

front of the stage and also gestures to the audience to join in the spirit of the

performance by clapping his hands high in the a:r- By moving closer to the boundary

tt Th.y do not, however, move into the audience 
^re ,as noted previously
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between Hall audience and performance stage, and physically gesturing toward them,

the song performers rìot only acknowledge the audience's presence, they also invite

participation, encoura Elng u serìse of involvement in the song performances of the

Community.

One of the most prominent u/ays song performers engâge with the K¡haka

audience, whether in-house ot btoadcast, is by bowing at the start, middle and end of

song performances and by thanking the audience for their attention. Harada Yuri,

Horiuchi Takao and SPEED, for example, all conclude their songs with the formal

acknowledgement "arigato goqaimashitaf' ("Thank you very much!"). Another mearìs

include spontafleous lyrics. Indeed, it is through spontaneity that the most fleeting

expressions of the Community Me verbally articulated. \X4rile the live-to-afu format of

the Kohaka progra;mme invites spontaneity of all kinds, it chiefly occurs within the

flexible boundaties of the between-song segments rather than the sttictly timed song

petformances. For this reason it is surprising when a Kohaka singer is (seemingly)

spontaneous during a song peTformance. A sþificant number of song performers use

impromptu lyrics as a means to engage with the audience. The first of such

occurrences takes place early in the contest when the DÂ PUMP encourages audience

contribution several times through a call' and response rap:

C'mon evetybody, c'mon, c'mon!
"We can't stop the music" - DA PUMP

,\s the concert progaesses, Shigemori Ayumi and Hayami l(entarõ directly invite

participation and for audiences to unite in song:

Come now, everybody þing] tog ther!
Shigemori -Ayumi andHaya ni I(entarö-"Dango 3 þodal'
("The Thtee dango Brcthers")
ongPerform nce 5

As does the band Godaigo, calling out in a similar fashion:

So everybody, please sing togethet!
Godaigo-" B1atfuru nenì' ("Beautiful Name")
Song Performarce 22

This trend is most prevalent in the fìrst half of K¡hakø, rather than the second, thus

creating an atmosphere that welcomes participation and sets the scene for the evening.
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,\t home, audiences have the additional benefit of being guided by on-screen lyrics, so

that they can participate vocally. Singing along to Kohaka in a home envfuonment is not

unlike performing karaoke at home, a popular pastime n Jzpan. Karaoke serves to

satisfy the "widespread love of singing' experienced by most Japanese and it also

satisfies "a desire to emulate favourite singing stârs and.. .thus a means of fantasy

fulfilment" (I(elly 1.998:77). In the context of KOhaku, however, the experience of

simultaneity found through communal singing helps to atticulate the sense that Japan

is a united nation. These song performances Lte, as such, "occasions for unisonality,

for the echoed physical rcahza:uon of the imagined community" (Anderson 1.991,

[1e83]:14s).

Members of the NHK Hall audience respond to the petformers'

encouragement to particip ate tn various ways, tanging from spontaneous cheedng,

clapping and calling out, to pre-planned activities orchestratedby Kohaka staff. At the

statt of the song performance by the J-pop band 19, fot example, a few audience

members call out the names of the petformers on the spur-of-the-moment. Dudng

another song performance, this time by J-p"p singet Matsu Takako, the members of

the audience wave their penlights in time to the beat of the sortg, creating a striking

display of fatry lights cleaÃy coordinated by Kohaka staff. All of these responses,

regatdless of how they are initiated, ate intended to show appreciatton for the

performers and for audience members to engage 
^t ^ 

personal level, drawing them into

the performance thtough participation. After all, audiences come to see the staging, to

hear the songs and to be in the presence of the stars. Viewers of the televised K¡hakø

tune in for the same reason. Moreover, by seeing and headng the in-house audience

participate (ut m^îy levels) in these petformances, the btoadcast audience is

encouraged to share in the immediacy of the live experience.

After examining several types of relationships which are performed, it is

appropriate to consider the final song petformance of the evening, "Hotara no hikart)'

("The Light of Fireflies"), which crystallises all of the telationships exploted in this

chapter (see again DVD example 7). Hete we can see evidence of telationships

be¡u¡een individuals within the Community. The image ptojected is one of ftiendship

a¡1d al\ance at the conclusion of the contest, when the winning team has already been
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decided and all. rivaky ceases. At the fe r of the stage, we carì see the members of the

Red Team mingling with tX/hite Team membeÍs, interacting on a familiar level and

suggesting they are all on the best of terms. Meanwhile, at the front of the stage, the

nvo K¡hakil veterafls and 50,h Kõhal<u torì singers \Wada 
'\kiko and l(tajima Saburö are

singing side-by-side with less expedenced K¡haka performers D,{ PUMP. The Kohaka

vertical hierarchy is momentarly'flattened' as the perfotmers display comradeship and

equality, singing in unison. At one point, the camera focuses on the J-p"p singer

,{.muro Namie who laughs with the grls ftom MAX and playfully holds hands with her

former band-members (see Appendix B), demonsttating a telationship that extends

beyond t}re Kohakø context and into the btoader geinokai (entertainment wodd).

This song performance differs from others presented in Kohaku in that it is

shorter in duration, is less stfllctured and has an informal atmosphere, pethaps

suggesting the song performers are spontaneously bursting into song. ,\udiences know,

however, that singing"Hotara no /tikarl'is a ttadition which has continued for decades.

Ât the end of Kohaka's landrriatk 50th edition, we are reminded that this custom is still

upheld and, as such, "Holarø no hikarf' can be seen âs the progtamme's theme song, or

anthem because it is "used to generate a collective sentiment among the membets of

the groups who sing" (Daughtry 2003:45). The sentiment expressed here is of wistful

reflection as one era for Kohaka ends and a new one begins. The 50'h KAhakw

Community is dispersing, and the members ate going theit separate ways, perhaps to

meet up 
^g 

trr as Community members for the 51't K¡haka the followingyear.

Open the next door in life and move forwatd,
On this morning, we must go our separate wâys

The 50'h K¡haku Community and othets

Çhe Kobaka Finale Song)

-'<ffs[6vx¿ 
no hikad' ("The Light of Fireflies')

At the same time, through this perfotmafl.ce, the 50th Kohakø's time capsule of songs

are symbolically passed over to the people of the 2L't centur!, 
^s 

indicated by the

contest's minor theme.

"Hotarø no hikarí' may be an important part of Kohaku's musical history, but it

is also meaningful in the gne ter context of the nation. This is a song for Japan. It

spans eras and generations and, as previously noted, is well-known by the majority of
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Japanese people, as it has been taught in schools since 1881 Qrlakano 1.983:246). The

melody of this song is the Scottish folk ballad '.Auld Lange Syne", a song traditionally

performed on New Yeat's Eve song in many lØestern counúies in addition to Japan.18

In additioÍr, "Hztanl no hikad' also holds significance as a song which is tegulatþ

performed at celebratory gatherings and gradations in Japan. The meaning attached to

this song is brought across into the K¡haka context; the stirring and inspirational lyrics

describing endings and new beginnings. The Japanese lyrics, authoted by 'Japanese

poet-scholars" under instruction from the Ministty of Education, are based on a

Chinese legend in which 
^ 

m î studies by the light of summer fìreflies because he is

too poor to buy oil to fuel his lamp.to Through his resoutcefulness, he is able to amass

great knowledge by reading and eventually achieves glory in the name of his country.

Although an abridged version of this song is petformed in Kohakø, the sentiment is still

clear and is echoed by all who sing it;"HoÍarø no hikari'is not only petformed by the

membets of the 50,h Community, but also the Red and \Mhite MCs, a backing choir,

and the members of the NHK Hall audience. This is intended to be a collaborative

performançs-¡þs demonstration of the nation united i¡1 11¡i5s¡-as suggested by the

presence of a conductor who guides the broadcast audience by gestuting his baton

toward the camera, befote turning to the NHK Hall audience, and then onstage

performers.

Through these selected examples, we can see many kinds of relationships

performed by the members of the Kohaka Community. Most evident is the internal

dynamics and the htemchical stnrcture of collective, because uchi "deftnes who you are

through...social interaction" (I(ondo 1,990:141). Even though the vertical structute of

the group is confirmed, the collaborative song perfotmances also suggest there are

honzontal aspects which enforce a sense of community. This is the frame (ba) of whtch

Nakane descdbes as the "...specific relationship which binds a set of individuals into

one group" (l{akane 1,973:1).It is also clear that Kíhakø experience-and thus btoader

links with the historical K¡ltaka Community-i. cherished, but newcomers ate also

welcomed into the Community ensuring the Kohaka lineage continues. The historical

tt 
Mitu notes that one reason this foteign tune has found resona nce in Japan is because of its use of thelo-na-nuki

pentatonic scale which has notable sirnilarities with theJapanese mjako-bashi scale (1992:55-566).
te 

I.ruguki Senten has also been credited as the song's lyricist.
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KAhaku Community, moreover, is not forgotten or glossed over, but is instead vividly

and frequently imagined as past members re-petform songs from previous Koltaka in

the new setting of the 50th contest. These performances, by implication, also recall

Japan's musical history. The relationships between performers and their audiences are

also important here. By engagfng with the audience, the 50,n Kahaka Commtnity

creates 
^ 

w^rm and inclusive atmosphere of quasi-intimacy, not only for those inside

NHK Hall, but also for the at-home television audience. Speaking directly to viewers

transcends the cultural boundaries of a public performance, even just fot a moment, to

make a pÅvate request: an invitation to join in singng their song is an act of inclusion

and indicates a casual fanitartq with the viewer. Moreover, those who are marked as

being ralo (outside of the achfi, such as television audiences, are invited to take p^rt iî
the performance and to join the televisual uchi that is the 50r]" Kzhaku Commwity.

Recalling Painter's observation, "everyone c Ít share in the close and informal

relationships represented on Japanese TV precisely because those relationships are

imag1nary" (19 9 6a:227).
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ll/ith agrandfloørish of strings, brass and uoices, thefnal sorugof the euening'FIotatu no hikari"
('The Light of Fireflies"), conclødes. It is 1l:45pm and I{ohakt is also drawing to a close. As
confetti falls softþ onto the stage, the members of the 50th I{ohaku Commani4t smile and waue

farewell to both the NHK Hall aadience and the broadcast aadience. Then, withoat waming the

uibrant festiuities of I{ohaku are reþlaced b1 serene images of snow falling on S hinto shrines and

Bøddhist temples, stgntþing the commencement of the next programme, Yuku toshi kuru toshí' (if he

Year Gone B1t, The Year To Come'). I tarn awal from the teleuision and concentrate on m1 late-night,

NewYear'sEue saþper. Di@ogryt chopsticks into the bowlof toshikoshi-soba, I begin to eatthe

long bøckwhs¿¡ 7x66i/s¡-s1mbo/s of long life-and contemþlate the ltear that has passed and

impending arriual of the New Year. After a while, the þrogranme then crzsres back to NHK Hall
where the celebrations haue continaed, in spile of the camera's absence. I glarcce at the screen to see the

songperformers of the 50/hli:õhaku ninglingand laaghinglike oldfriends. I am with them in rpirit.

These are their last moments together; next lear a new commøni[t of song pe(ormers wi// take the

I(õhaku stage and the tradition will continae. Euen so, the 1 999 pe(ormers are nzw I(ohaku alumni

and þrm an integral part of the extensiue I(öhaku historical Commøni4t. The NHK Ha// clock

coants down to 2000 and I loin the performers in calling oat each second, þleased Ío be sharing this

once-in-a-hrtilne experience with the 5}th I(õhaku Conmaniry and the rest of the uiewing nation.

The programme shtfts back to images of sacred sites and I slowþ emerge from beneath the

kotatsu þlectric qøilted table) and tørn of the teleuision. Mlt friends and I moue to the gënkan

þntrancewal) where we slzp on shoes and don hearyt coats and woollen gloues, reaþ to trade the

warmth of Íhe aþartnent þr the froslt nìght air. Oaßidq the sabarban Minami Tanaka district

exades a serene qaaliry that is onþ þresent danng these frst few minates of ganjitsu (\ew Year's

Da1).The streets are deserted exceptforsmallgroøps of adalts, teenagers and children who are qøietþ

walking in the middk of the road, beneath the glow of streetlighß. Thel are a// heading in the same

direction and are gaided b1 rhe graue resznance of a solitary bonshõ (tenple bel/). Euery few seconds,

the bell again tolls. It wi// sound 108 times in obseraaruce of joya no kane, the ritual cleansing of
earthþ desires. We join oør fellow neþhboars, walking together bat apart, þr hatstmõde (the ltear's

frst uisit to a shrine or tenple). Upon reaching the entrance gate of the local Baddhist temple, I ross

the threshold and enter the sacred groønds. lnside, anid the scent oJ- barning incense and the tort ltght

of candles, friends and strangers exchange hashed New Year's greetings. Hands are cleansed with hzlJt

water beþre prayrs þr happiness and prosperigt in the yar 2000 are softþ spoken. The tenþle bell

continues to toll and, like the 50tb I(öhaku, it acknowledges thepassingof onelear, one centøry, one

millenniøm and the arriual of another.

Stepping back from the long-established rituals of the New Year which exist side-by-

side with the contemponry tradition of watchingKohakø, we can reflect on how this

study has approached and exploted the song contest. At the outset, the 50th Kohakø

was selected as a significant case study ) as a representative and yet milestone edition in

KAhakø history. The premise that the song perfotmets are membets of a community

CONCLUSIONS
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was adopted and song performarìce was consideted a key to undetstanding this group

of people and, in a btoader seflse, the Kohaka programme and the nation. In ordet to

establish Kohaka's history and tradition, the contest's cteation, ctystallisation and

grov/th over time was traced before the study ptovided a socio-cultural and

ethnographic context by sketching a timeline of the 50th K¡hakil'eveît' tn 1.999.

The second part of the study consideted key aspects of the 50'h Kíhaka

Community's song performances as presentations of musical and visual infotmation

within discrete moments in time. It considered the 50th Kzhdku Community as a

'performing community'in two ways: as a group which performs (verb) community-a

sense of closeness, familiarity and togetherness as an achi (in group); and as a group

which is, by its very nature, one that performs (adjective)-indeed, its raison d'être is to

perform (songs etc) in this contest. By viewing this Community in action, that is, in

performance, as Part Two of this study has done, the following layets of meaning ate

highlighted.

The song performances reveal the members of the 50'h Kohaka Community

performing as individuals. Using these song performances as continued representations

of public persona, stars maintain their discrete identities as populat music stârs within

the broader geinokai (entertainment wodd). Through staging, in paticular, expressions

of maleness and femaleness arc clearly valued within the 'battle of the sexes' context

and this is in keeping with other performing arts traditions in Japan. 
\ü{hen looking at

the performance of music and þics, we can also see the 'human', fallible sides of

performers, generating a sense of quasi-intimacy which ultimately reinfotces their

image as friendly, 'everyday' people with whom audiences can relate. Âs such, when a

r^nge of emotions is publicly arttculated to an audience via patterned expressions in

lyrics, these individuals also articulate what the nation'feels'.

The song performances also reveal the Community members performing as a

collective. As noted above, perfotmers continue to exhibit theit own individuality but

ultimately, in the context of this programme, a sense of self is bound to the 50ù Kohakø

Communiq øchi despite differences such as sex, age and genre, and at the competitive

ream level. The singers also exhibit compelling petforming relationships which
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underscore the hierarchy of the collective and its shifts between vertical and hodzontal

stflrctures. Social relations, where eldets ate revered and newcomers are nuttuted, are

not only put on display, magnified and promoted, they are also upheld as model

relationships for Japanese people outside of the K¡haka context-an important

message conveyed to Kohaka viewets at a culturally significant time on the Japanese

calendx when the nation comes together.

The song performances further reveal the 50th Kohaka Community as

performing Kohakø's pâst. The 50th Kùhaka Community is self-reflexive, as seen

through the prominence of Kohakø colours in the staging, the designated spaces and

the references to the contest in song lyrics. This also highlights its connections with a

wider sphere of achi-the histotical Kohakø Commtnity-which spans eras and

generations of music stars in Japan.In this w^y, 
^ 

sense of community extends beyond

the immediate collective and encompasses the song performers ftom past Kahaku. By

re-performing a significant numbet of songs ftom Kohaka's past and recalling Kohakø's

key figure, Misora Hibari, cin this milestone occasion, the 50th Community members

act as archivists, keeping the cultural and historical value of Kohaka ahve.

Finally, the song petformances teveal the 50'h Kohaka Community as

perfotming the Japanese nation. Kohakø's history is Japan's history and by passing

songs over to the 21"t centurf, the 50tl' Kohaku Community is creating, strengthening

and preserving the nation's musical identity. By te-telling selected histodcal narratives,

clescribing the locations and landscapes of Japzn and highlighting cultural featutes

through song lydcs, these performances seek to evoke a nattonal sentiment and to

temind Japanese audiences who they ate and where they came from, as they enter a

new century. The nation imagined here is, howevet, highly idealised. At a time when

Japan is negotiating its place in the Asian and internzttonal 
^reî ) the Community sings

of unspoiled homelands and evokes nostalgia for one's roots, for an'oIdJapan'which

no longer exists. In taking a closer look at the Community itself, we can also see that

this collective is not entirely reptesentative of Japan's heterogenous and complex

populace-minority groups such as the Ainu of Hokkaido, Burakumin (descendants of

occupational outcast g¡oups) and Nikkeijin (non-fapanese of Japanese descent) are

noticeably absent. l(/e can, as such, see the Community as selective and by reptessing
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difference through the omission of marginalised subjects, the Community constructs

an identity which reinforces the misconception of Japan's homogeneity. Atguably,

however, the Community uses patterned expressions of human emotions which ate felt

by ali Japanese' in order to engage audiences. This, combined with quasi-intimate

interactions, such as encouragang audiences to join with the Community in song,

suggests viewers become part of the televistal achi and, by implication, reinfotces the

sense of natton-as- øchi.

Although new insights into K¡haka have been uncovered here, further tesearch

into the contest and its song performers needs to be undertaken. ,\s a follow up to this

study, the 'non-performance' segments of the 50th programme, such as comic skits and

the song performance preludes, could also be examined to see if they similarþ generate

a sense of nattonal belonging. It would be also be interesting to see if the 'passing on'

of songs to 'the people of the 21,"t centrtry' was simply a symbolic gesture at the 50th

KOhakø or if indeed these songs are still petformed in future editions of the contest.

l7hen considering the scope of K¡hakø's histor1', it is clear that a more

extensive documentation in English would prove to be a patticulady valuable resource,

enabling other fields of enquiry to be explored, such as the ptesentation of gender in

song performance, the gender politics played out by the men's and women's teams,

and the shifting status of women in the contest. In a broader sense, the changing faces

and genres of popular music in Japan could be traced for disctete periods of time ot

over the course of the entire contest. The overview of Kohakø presented in Part One

provides the foundation for such a study and, moreovet, Part Two's analysis could be

used as a model for song performance analysis via recorded footage ftom past editions

of K¡haku.

Future investigations may also considet Kohakø's significance outside the

geographical perimeters of Japan's archipelago. In recent times, scholats have turned

rheir attention to the role music plays in the shaping of identity for diasporas (see

Hososkawa 2000b, Chuh and Shimaka-wa 2001., Olsen 2004, Um 2005) and it would be

enlightening to view Kohakø ir relation to issues of identity, community and

nationalism for the Japanese diaspora. Futhermore, as Kohaka gains popularity in -,\sia
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and other regions, it would be useful to consider how Koha/<a resonates with non-

Japanese audiences.

As the brief discussion above demonstrates, Kohaka is an event which is npe

for future research. ,\t this particular moment, however, we cân take a, glance ât the

way the 50th programme has advanced since its broadcast in 1.999.It is clear that this

programme set a precedent for future editions of the contest. Âs expected, the basic

format has remained the same and each Kohaka followtns the 50th has been revitalised

in an attempt to remain relevant to modetn Japan.t

It is interesting to note that advances in media technology have assisted in

strengthening the connections between the Kohaka Community and its audience.

Viewets carr now receive autographs from song petformets via fax and can also send

messages of goodwill in real time, via their digital television remotes, which arc read

aloud by Kohakø stars, a strategy which heightens the intimacy of the broadcast.

Television audiences also play ^ gre ter role in affecldrr'g the contest's outcome, by

casting votes 'at home' using their digital remotes. Furthetmore, Video Reseatch now

measures the programme's terrestrial ratings fot an even greatet number of prefectures

1n Japan, enabling NHK to customise the programme according to the interests of

viewers from specific regions. In the most recent Kohakø (2005), however, NHK

encourâged all, Kohaka viewers to r^te the quality of the programme-including praise,

criticisms and advice-vi^ mobile phone messaging. These new methods of interaction

reinforce the notion that Kohakø is a show crafted both for and by the Japanese achi

(in-group).

NHK continues to project the image of the song performers as membets of a

special Community crezted exclusively for thztyeat's K¡haka. This is achieved through

stategies similar to those used for the song petformances of the 50th Kohakø, as well as

through the introduction of various new Kohaka-related occasions in the lead-up to the

programme. One notable way is via the annual 'photograph and autogtaph' exhibition,

held in December at NHK Studiopark (the public-access studio-tour àre located next

t E,r"n so, ratings have fallen 10 percent on average since the 50Th Kobaka. For example, the lust half of the 56rl'

Kohaka (2005) rated 35.4 percent and the second halfrated 42.9 percent,wheteas the 50d' Kohaka's corresponding

ratings wete 45.8 percent and 50.8 Percent ffideo Research Lìrnited 2006:Internet).
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door to NHK Hall), featuring the members of that year's Koha,ëu Community. Portraits

and signatutes from song performers are readly displayed, along with succinct

messages freely expressing each performer's delight at being selected and hopes that

the performances will live up to public expectations. Serwing as 
^ 

contrast with the

immediacy of this display is footage of the ptevious yeat's K¡hakø Community which

plays in a loop on a television in the same room, a visual and aural teminder of

Kohakø's past and the changeover from the old Kohaka Commttnity to a new

lncafnaíon

More than ever, Kohaka's extensive history is recalled and treasured in Japan.

,{.fter the 50th Kohaku, two public facilities began cataloguing archival K¡haka footage

and this is now accessible to the public via in-house viewing tetminals. In 2000, videos

of the 1.4rh to the 44th Kohakø (1,963-1,993) wete introduced at The Btoadcast Ltbr¿;ry @

section within the Broadcast Programming Centte of Japan, Yokohama) and in 2003,

the NHI( Science and Technical Reseatch Laboratodes (in Saitama) began offeing a

more comprehensive back-catalogue of Kohaka programmes. Koha/<a's extensive history

has aiso been evoked through the programme itself. In 2005, for example, NHI( called

on the general public to nominate songs for the 56i' Kabaktl, recommending ovet 600

hits from the past 60 years so that the ptogramme could be a retrospective of Kohaku

history andJapan's musical past. In this respect, the historical value of the Programme

has become widely accepted and nostalgla for Kohaka's traditions is subsequently

nurnrred. Kohaka has become a time capsule of Japan's performets and songs and, as

such, it "assumes dual roles: it is technology for creating nattonal and cultural memory

and it is an archive of the nation's collective past" (Yano 2002:1'7).

ìØe can vietv Kohaka as a snapshot of music-making tn Japan at a parttcttlar

time and place. Each year, song performances continue to illuminate the subtleties and

dynamics of the Kohaka Community, demonstrating how individual and collective

identity is shaped, and how communities are built. These performances emphasise the

deeply held ideas the Japanese already hold about their unique history and culture, but

ultimately they play an important role in the u/ay the nation constructs itself through

mus1c.
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